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ABSTRACT 

This investigation examines the relationship between perception and 

meaning on automotive exterior designs in New Zealand and Taiwan. The 

Visual Product Experience framework [Worell, 2007] categorises perception 

and meaning Impression , Recognition , Appreciation, Association and 

Comprehension. This study uses the VPE framework to examine the 

perception and meaning of the specific car models from BMW and Lexus in 

two markets. It did so through the collection of qualitative data from 

questionnaires conducted through a semi-structured interview, with a total 

of 60 participants in automotive-related events in both New Zealand and 

Taiwan . 

The background of this project was established through the secondary 

research that explored a wide range of topics including the theoretical 

knowledge review, characteristics of the markets and design philosophies 

of the car brands. Through these researches, the differences in the market 

characteristics and design focuses of the brand BMW and Lexus are 

verified . 

The findings indicate that the BMW 320i has strong visual impression on 

consumers in both markets with regard to aesthetics and identity. This 

strong visual impression was attributed by the overall coherent visual 

composition of the 320i. The design features of the Lexus 1S250 were more 

recognised by Taiwan consumers than New Zealand consumers. 

The visual features designed to express and describe on both cars were 

perceived consistently by consumers in both market. Interestingly, the 

Lexus Arrowhead motif was not recognised as an overall visual 

appearance, but as individual details. However, the grille of the Lexus as 

not consistently indicated as a signifier of the Lexus brand. This was in 

contrast to the BMW 'Kidney Grille', which was consistently recognised as a 

BMW signifier. 

The results of this study were consistent with the findings of the literature 

review. This is evident because the participants from Taiwan strongly 

associate the cars with their values in society. Between the two markets, 

differences in interpretation of the design features is apparent, Taiwan 

consumers appreciates smaller details more than New Zealand consumers. 

The VPE framework is proven to be a highly comprehensive model in this 

research project. This is because it allows categorisations and hence an 

inclusive understanding on the design intents and analysis on the 320i/1S250 

both in the secondary and primary research design and analysis. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 

In the contemporary global economy, designing for markets with different 

socio-cultural backgrounds has become a central issue for both product 

companies and industrial designers. This research seeks to examine 1he 

relationship in product perception and meaning between a Western and 

Eastern market, specifically focusing on automotive design. By further 

understanding the culturally influenced perception of motorcars, different 

characteristics on visually perceived meanings and preferences between 

these markets can be identified. 

1.1 Background and significance 

A vast amount of marketing-related research commissioned by product 

companies has been conducted to understand different market 

characteristics and consumer preference. The scope of such market 

research is often limited to overall consumer preferences, which require 

periodical updates to maximise product competitiveness. Moreover, the 

reasoning and meaning behind aesthetic preferences has not been the 

focus of most of this marketing research. 

The field of research that studies the relationship between human 

perceptions on products is still in its infancy compared to other related 

academic fields of arts, marketing and psychology. This topic is, however, 

gaining increasing interest amongst academics, industries, designers, and 

design schools around the world. This all-round interest has grown in 

importance in the light of academic research which offers more authority 

to designers' communication and design decision-making; a 

decision-making process which has up to now relied upon the designer's 

subjective reasoning to support her/his own preferences and opinions. 

Within newly established theories and research on product meaning and 

perception, few [e.g. Fjellner, Stridsman-Dahlstrom, 2004] have investigated 

the relationship between internal and external perceptions and meanings 

in product design. This comparative research study focuses on car design 

and marke1s in New Zealand and Taiwan. 11 will focus on mapping the 

visual fea1ures of two cars with a different design focus, but from the same 

market range for compatibility. As a basis for the design and discussion of 

the primary research, the market profile of the 320i and BMW will be 

compared against the 1S250 and Lexus. 

In this study, the word "Consumer" refers to members of the public who 

might experience the products, either through visual perception or physical 

interaction, but not necessarily owning the produc1. This research aims to 

examine the visual experience of perception and meaning on automotive 

exteriors. "Experience" is the process through time whereby people 

encountered the event which resulted a psychological reaction. This 



process contributes to people's memories of a particular feeling that 

occurred through the event, and contributes to their impression of the 

process. 

1.2 Central proposition 

The central proposition of this research states that cultural values have a 

major influence on the process of meaning and perception in cars. This 

project will cover two aspects of the meaning in design; this includes the 

intended meaning from the car manufacturers, and the perceived 

meaning of exterior design on consumers. To understand the various 

aspects of perception and meaning of automotive designs, a framework is 

required to allow the analysis and identification of the intended meanings 

at various levels, including formal aesthetics and design semantics. This 

research adopts the Visual Product Experience (VPE) framework by Worell 

(2007) as its base structure. 

2 

1.3 Research aim 

The aim of this study is to examine and evaluate the relationship between 

product meaning and visual perception of two automotive designs in two 

markets. An important aspect of the literature review is to identify theories 

and other frameworks on the topic of design semantics as the basis for this 

research. 

This research seeks to address the following questions: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

What visual elements are perceived as signifiers (i.e. carry meaning) 

and what meanings are conveyed by those visual elements? 

How are the two cars perceived and interpreted in the two markets? 

What visual elements are perceived as characteristic for the selected 

models (i.e. are visually distinctive)? 

Are there any differences in perception and meaning in different 

markets? What are those differences? 

■ What are the intended messages and aesthetic qualities from the 

point of view of the manufacturers (i.e. the internal design intent)? 

■ Do internal intentions and external perceptions map? What are the 

differences and coherencies? 

■ What are the implications for design? 



1.4 Scope of research 

This research project is limited to assessing the differences in the perceived 

meanings of two cars for consumers based in different cultures. The 

selection of cars for this research is based on the differences in their 

associated brand heritage and design focus. The selected car models are 

the 320i by German car maker BMW, and the 1S250 from Japanese car 

maker Lexus. The chosen countries for this study are New Zealand and 

Taiwan. This selection of New Zealand is due to its significance as a 

Western country, and the ease of access to local literature and participant 

groups. Similarly, the selection of Taiwan is based on its 

Confucius-influenced socio-cultural background and the geographi-::al 

and language differences to New Zealand. 

The selected focus participant group is car enthusiasts due to their potential 

interest and likelihood of having good levels of knowledge in the design 

and styling of cars. Although it is desirable to study perception from a 

targeted consumer group, this particular group is not included in this 

research as the project 's aim is to study the relationship between meaning 

and perception of cars in different markets. This exclusion is also due to 

potential responses bias if the participant groups are included on the 

customer database from a premium car brand. Also the accessibility to 

the database of the targeted consumers raised issues over customer 

privacy. 
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Chapter 2. METHODS - SECONDARY RESEARCH 

This chapter covers literature reviews on theories relating to design 

semantics and background research on the cars and associated brands, 

and investigates the culture and market of the two countries in this project. 

Research on existing knowledge and background information serves as 

context for the design, analysis and discussion of the primary research. 

Figure 2-1 indicates the sections in this chapter and how they relate to this 

research project: 

r------1)t'ISeclion 2.2: r--------, Pa-J-• ~,2tjl2, '(_0] f!,!,o~aboutJh~ £<!!.?., Design intent of 320i/lS250 
f. _____ r-c:---------.-------~)Section 2.1 : 
cercee.fion and meaniniof automotive Literature review 

d;sign i~Y! ~~~n! '!"S ~~--~_n: ___ ,.. 
- )Section 2.3: 

Background study of markets 

------------------... : Section 2.4: 
Literature review on 
research methods 

Figure 2-1. List of sections relating to the research aim. 
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2. 1 literature review 

The aim of this literature review is to evaluate the existing body of 

knowledge under the categorisations of the VPE framework [Worell, 2007]. 

As identified in the central proposition, this review also covers the 

socio-cultural influences as a factor in meaning interpretation. The VPE 

framework will first be introduced to establish its categorisations to allow a 

comprehensive understanding of the relationships between visual 

perception and meaning of products. This section then reviews the 

current body of knowledge on physical aesthetic design and semantics. 

Emphasis is placed on cross-examining the VPE framework with other 

contemporary frameworks. 

2.1 .1 Visual Product Experience framework 

The Visual Product Experience (VPE) Framework [Worell, 2007] is a 

theoretical model which outlines how products are visually perceived at 

various levels, based on Sensory, Cognitive and Affective modes in the 

perception process. The VPE framework is structured into two models: one 

on the pure visual perception of products without meanings; and the other 

focusing on the meanings interpreted through this visual experience. 

Figure 2-2 displays the relationships between the domains. The dashed 

lines in black represent domains that are interrelated. The colour coded 

lines indicate the relationship between the modes. The purple dots 



represent the sensory-based perceptions on which the cognitive and 

affective modes are based. 

Visual Product Experience Framework (Wmell, 2007] 
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Figure 2-2. Domains of VPE framework [Worell; 2007] with colour coded lines explaining the relationships. 
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Recognition: 
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its similarity lo other products from 
the same origin . 
eg.The a ir dam of this car looks 

like an Aston Martin. 
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Meanings based on the physical 
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social, cultural cont~ and 
connotations 
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the prestige and exclusiveness of 
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2.1.2 The role of aesthetics in design 

It is essential for a product to attract consumers 1hrough a desirable 

differentiation in the appearance products. The term "aesthetics" is "The 

study of the mind and emotions in relation to the sense of beauty" [Stein & 

Urdang, 2006). Historically, the word 'aesthetics' (JEsthetik) was first used 

by the German philosopher Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten ( 1714-17 62) in 

1750. Baumgarten defined aesthetics as 'sensual knowledge' in his work, 

derived from the Greek word 'aisthetes', which means one who perceives. 

Before the 1980s, aesthetics were studied under 1he field of psychological 

science [Julian Hochberg, 1964; Westerman, 197 6) but this shifted due to 

disagreeing critiques amongst researchers in the field [Pye, 1978). 

Referring to Figure 2-3, the history of research in aes1hetics has been 

extensively reviewed by Mono ( 1997) who described it as the "information 

one gathers through senses rather than through logical perception" [Mono, 

1997:24]. Essentially, the notion of aesthetics adopted in this research is the 

study of the effect of product gestalt on human sensations. 

According to Taiwanese literature on the understanding of aesthetics [Zhao, 

2006:30), one approach taken is the abstract science of human perception 

and recognition of one's surroundings 1hrough sensory experiences related 

to different models of emotions. [Zhao. 2006: l) Although certain 

methods have been established aiming to measure the human reaction 

and perception towards colour, sound and form. The science of 
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aesthetics today might not be categorised as an individual form of 

knowledge, due to the lack of systematic methods [Zhao, 2006: l), and the 

subjective nature of opinions. Zhao's identification of the lack of 

systematic methods further emphasises the importance of theoretical 

models such as the VPE framework [Worell, 2007) with its categorisations of 

aesthetic-related perceptions and interpretations. 

Aesthetics 
the rmdy of the effect of (phyrica/) gmalt (configuration) on rmrario,u 

" technology lndustrlal deslng 
craattno th• 

oe■tott at prlnclpl ■■ 
of func..tlon 

&ampler of objects: 
com:ret1s1nr;;i pr tnclples 
of runc:t1on 1n products 
end sy5tem5 

creating th• ga■u1lt 
of f ■l!rlal •producadJ 

u ■atul ertlcl•• 

■■ rlal .. praduced U■■fut 
artlcl•• llke 
ml!ch1nes. instruments . 
tools . furniture. work
c:lothes : colour ccndltlcntng . 
grephlcs end merk1ng ror 
ldentlflcotlon. sarets., and 
stenderd! camourlagelnQ 

art 
cra ■tlng 

the g■■talt 
of ld ■ n■ 

works or music . 
lltereture . 
painting. drawing . 
~culµture . orspri1c 
ert. thectre . 
d&ncR . mm. vtdao 
etc , 1nstelletton-s 

Architecture 
creating the 

go■talt of bulldlnge 
and plant 

bUlldlntJS . plant for 
env1ronment5 end 
tand.scepes . 5~stems 
tor dwelllng. traffic 
end product ion 

Figure 2-3. Relationship between the notion of Aesthetics and fields of design 

[Mono, 1997:24]. 



2.1.3 Formal aesthetics 

A product communicates its value and identity by presenting its 

appearance and functions . Of the five senses, visual perception is 

considered the most dominant and can override or influence experience 

from the remaining four perceptions. For example, a chair that doesn't 

"look Comfortable" can often have an impact on tactile and hepatic 

experience and hence the overall experience of using the chair. 

The formal aesthetics of products relates to the physical attributes or design 

features of products. The Gestalt theory [Proust, 1993) describes the holistic 

experience of an event or objects that is based on various parts or 

attributes that function as a whole. The understanding of this theory is 

based on Mono ( 1997). This theory can be applied to different sensory 

models and is not limited to the forms of the products. Table 2-1 lists the 

principles of the Gestalt theory as discussed by Mono ( 1997:35) with 

examples of physical attributes on automotive exteriors . In the example of 

automotive design, it suggested that the stronger the gestalt, the stronger 

the visual experience, and hence the potentially stronger perception or 

interpretation of the exterior of a car. The symmetrical Gestalt principle is 

less emphasised in this research. This is because, like majority of the industrial 

designed products, the exterior of a car consists of a series of symmetrical 

parts and components to compliment the car as a whole object. 

In formal aesthetics, Muller [Muller. 2001 :82) summarised different theories 

including Berlyne's ( 1971) suggestion based on the physical attributes of 

products. This suggests that having a moderate complexity in product 

form, instead of maximisation or minimisation, optimises the visual 

perception of the viewer and hence stimulates a pleasant experience. 

Worell [Worell. 2001 :58-59) on the other hand discusses the notion of 

"aesthetic appreciation". This involves Minimalist, and Semantics 

aesthetics ; which was further integrated into his VPE framework in 2007. 

From the literature review of formal aesthetics, modes from the VPE 

framework have the most comprehensive structure with clarity in their 

categorisations. 

Through the use of form and ordering principles, certain features of an 

object form are often designed to comprehensively and clearly define in 

order to avoid ambiguity in consumer recognition and interpretation. 

Such features are called "Explicit features " and often relate to the design 

intent. For example, a classical car could have a distinctive grille 

referencing, but this specific grille design is model-specific and not a 

brand-specific feature . Part of this research aims to analyse and examine 

how these explicit features are perceived and interpreted by consumers 

from different markets. 
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Table 2-1. Key principles of Gestalt theory in formal aesthetics and relation to automotive design [Mono, 1997:35). NOTE:: Descriptions on the principles adopted from Mono, but 
original theory by Marcel ( 1993) . 

Gestalt Description: Visual examples by Mono Relation to car exteriors: Examples 

principles: (1997) 1 

Proximity 

Similarity 

Area 

Symmetry 

The closer the grouping of 

parts, the clearer the gestalt 

The repetition of similar or 

same elements 

Smaller areas are more easily 

perceived than bigger areas 

regardless of the colour tone 

Symmetrical composition 

c reates gestalt 

Illustrations by Mono ( 1997:36-39) 

000 00 
000 00 
□□□□□ 
□□□□□ □□□□□ 
DODD□ 

0 00000 00 
000000000 
00000 ••0 
0 0000••0 

CQ 

This grouping of features seNes a similar function, one example 

is the grouping of elements and features on the interior and 

instrument cluster 

Th e use of repetitive elements and cuNes to create brand 

recognition and visual coherence 

Complex and smaller features such as headlights and grille are 

perceived strongly amongst the car body that has a larger 

area and simpler surface transition 

Similar to most of the sophisticated and industrialised products, 

the compositional arrangement are symmetrical 

2 
Diagram from Worell (200 l) original by Tjalve ( 1979) . a. Symmetrical, b. Asymmetrical, c. Visually imbalance 
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Enclosedness 

'The good 

curve' 

Common 

movement 

Experience 

The positive shape or 

enclosed space are more 

easily perceived as a whole 

The flow of lines or curves 

that are constructed in a 

visually continuous manner 

The grouping of movements 

in the same direction creates 

gestalt 

Recognition of a gesture, 

shape, or functional 

movement based on existing 

understanding of the 

object/shape 

I U O O I 
□□□□ 

ara 

Elements such as the headlights or grille consists of enclosed 

shapes and hence create stronger gestalt 

The use of line work on the body to express the sense of flow or 

movement 

The use of lines or shapes in a group to create stronger 

perception 

Car features such as the door handles are usually expected to 

be found along the bone lines and open upwards 
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2.1.4 Meaning communication 

To understand how the cars in this research are visually perceived, one must 

examine the process of "meaning communication". All communication 

firstly requires perception. Human perceptions are based first on the 

"sensory experience" [Worell, 2007] which involves any perception by the 

five senses. From the sensory experience, people develop "cognitive 

experiences" [Worell, 2007] involving interpretations on the subject 

perceived. "Semantics" is the scientific study of people's interpretation of 

signs [Mono, 1997; Worell, 2001 ]. To achieve differentiation between 

products expressing brand identity, products are often designed with 

"semantic function" by embedding signs within products to signify the 

intended messages to consumers. Within different types of signs, 

"semiotics" focuses on the study of signs in relation to their symbolic or 

iconic aspects [Mono, 1997). Mono ( 1997:42) based his approach on the 

transmission model from Shannon [Shannon & Weaver, 1948:379-423) with 

the design message and communication as the product gestalt, 

transmitted into a message and interpreted by the receiver, as shown in 

Figure 2-4. Further, Figure 2-5 identifies the potential difficulties relating to 

the design message and this process of communication. One of the key 

potential difficulties relating to design is designing with unclear and 

ambiguous semantics; this can be seen in many emerging automotive 

brands where the design language and brand-specific cues are not 

developed enough to achieve the desired level of brand recognition. 
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However, one potential drawback of the transmission model is its lack of 

emphasis on social and cultural-related aspects in product perception and 

interpretation. 

mrwgr 1ignal mtuag, 

tr11n5mltter ch11nnel receiver 

r-.L-, 
■ource of 

I dl■turb11nce I 
L---.J 

Figure 2-4. Flow of meaning communication based on the transmission 

communication model by Shannon and Weaver [Mono, 1997: 43). 
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Figure 2-5. Flow and potential disruptions of meaning communication based on the 

transmission communication model by Shannon and Weaver [Mono, 1997: 45). 



Derived from the transmission communication model, researchers [Muller, 

2001; Crilly et al,. 2004] described various processes of communication 

models. The communication function suggested by Muller (2001), 

displayed in Figure 2-6 includes secondary aspects from the interna l 

intention to the perceived meaning of products. Consumers are generally 

unaware of the designer's intentions to communicate using the product as 

a medium. Therefore the consumers' perception solidly relies on their 

experience with the product through interaction. This experience could 

occur in the context of interaction in real time, the imagery product of the 

goods, or word of mouth impression. The model shown in Figure 2-7 

identifies the basic framework for communication relating to perception 

and meaning [Crilly et al,. 2004]. However, this categorisation of functions 

and process shows a lack of consideration of the cultural and social 

contexts that this research is investigating. 

r Communitative functions 
of product form 7 

Space structuring ◄ 

1► features l 
Qualitative 
ordening of 
spatial form 

Quantative 
ordening of 
spatial form 

Sign-carrying 
features 7 

Prototypical 
categorisation 

(denotation primary 
functions) 

Behaviouraltypical 
categorisation 

( connotation 
secondary functions) 

Figure 2-6. Categorisation on the communication functions of product form [Muller, 

2001 :301 ]. 

OESIGN 
TEAM 

(Source) 

Environment (Channel) 

PRODUCT 
(Transmitter) 

SENSES 
(Receiver) 

, _______________ / 

RESPONSE (Desllnallon) 

Figure 2-7. Basic framework for design as a process of communica tion based on the 

Transmission Model by Shannon and Muller [Cri lly et al, . 2004]. 

2.1.5 Design and identity 

In the context of product design, "identity" is the consumer's 

meaning-related interpretation of semiotic signs from a product [Wore ll , 

2005], based on one's understanding of the brand and social-cultural 

values. This meaning-related aspect in visual product perception is 

categorised by Worell (2005) into three modes based on the sensory and 

cognition experiences identified in the last section . A "Brand" is a 

collection of symbols, marks, logos, or words that represent and distinguish 

an economic entity from its competitors [Thompson, 1996:95]. This is 

established from aspects such as the company culture, va lue, or identity 

with the aim to gain business success. As it is desirable for companies to 

create products that convey brand identity, designers adopt the use of 

"brand-specific" features through the repetition of certain design cues 

across the product range [Mono, 1997: l 02]. However, the use of 

brand-specific features relies on the degree of "traceability" within the 
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products. The term traceability relates to the manner or degree a specific 

product's physical design contains and references back to the branding 

image of the company. For a product to be traceable, the meaning has 

to be successfully and profitability interpreted by, at least, the targeted 

consumer. Examples of culturally influenced factors would be identifying 

that certain styling or colours of car exteriors are more popular in certain 

markets. As a design semiotic example, Audi was very unpopular when it 

first entered the Chinese market due to people being unfamiliar with Audi 

as a name and their interpretation of the four circle-shaped logo. In 

Chinese culture the circle symbolises bad luck or death. Later the 

company refocused its branding strategy and re-promoted the logo as a 

"good omen" , and Audi has since gained popularity amongst consumers in 

China. 

Today, the majority of consumers still have a tendency to associate product 

values with its country of origin; this often has a significant influence on the 

semantic interpretation of products. For example, some people still hold 

strong stereotypic perceptions towards Japanese, German and Italian cars. 

In the last decade, researchers have started to include cultural aspects 

when examining product identity. Amongst these studies, Karjalainen's 

discussion on global identity and local flavours [Karjalainen, 2004:41] and 

how these meanings can be perceived differently in different cultures has 

been useful in understanding semantic transformation through product 
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design for this research project. While Karjalainen's focus is on the 

'semantic transformation ' from brand identity to product design, his 

research did not focus on how products are perceived by consumers and if 

the interpreted meanings are desirable for the product and its brand. 

Various researchers [Sandstrom, 1973; Gros, 1983; Vihma, 1995] have 

att.:impted to categorise the different functions of perception. However, 

this review of the literature revealed that the terminology is inconsistent, 

with little comprehensive understanding of semantic functions. On the 

other hand, Warell's (2005) VPE framework clarifies the relationship 

between perceptions in 'presentation' and 'representation' , each w ith 

three sub-modes that covers the various aspects discussed by other 

researchers . 



2.1.6 Design semantics 

Following on from the literature review on design and identity, this section 

examines the various categories in meanings-based interpretation of 

physical aesthetics . This section is separated into two parts the first is 

based on semantics, and the second on semiotics which further examines 

the types of signs. Semantics is the study of signs relating to the 'identity' 

aspect of product design. Semiotics is the study of sign functions with 

further categorisation into icon, symbols, and index signs [Mono, 

1997:53-55]. 

Table 2-2. Semantic design functions by Mono (1997) and its relation to automotive design. 

I 
I 

Describe 

The appearance or feature on a 

product which suggests functional 

aspects to the user 

The shape of door handles are designed 

to suggest its function and movement 

through pulling 

Express 

The descriptive aspects that a product is 

intended to signify 

(express stability, common appearance, 

lightness, flexibility) 

Use of bone lines and belt lines at an 

angle to express the stance and forward 

movement of a car 

Amongst the literature exploring design semantics [Mono, 1997; 

Norman ,2004; Cri lly et a l,. 2004:558; Worell , 2005] term usage is sometimes 

inconsistent between theories, and the emphasis of the majority of the 

literatures is on specific aspects of semantics; few [Crilly et al,. 2004; Worell, 

2005] offer an overall perspective. Table 2-2 shows Mono's [Mono, 1997: 

82-111] categorisation of the semantic functions into Description, Expression, 

Exhortation, and Identification. On the o ther hand, Norman established 

three semantic methods, namely Affordances, Constraints and Mappings, 

aimed at contributing to usage design related to the visual appearance of 

a product [Norman, 2004]. However, although these categorisations are 

related to the function and form of products, it has not been further 

researched in the context of this research in automotive exteriors. 

Exhort 

The product function which appeal to 

the receiver as commands or requests 

Expression of high speed in the design of 

a sports car through consistent emphasis 

in details 

Identify 

A certain range of aspects and 

characters that are designed to be 

recognised as representing the 

company brand 

Brand-specific features that create 

brand recognition by repeating physical 

features across models 
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Semantic aesthetics categorized by Worell (2001) is a combination of both 

the semantic functions and semiotic signs identified in Table 2-2 and 2-3. 

As discussed on the significance of cultural and social influences on the 

interpreted meaning of a product, the Representational dimension of the 

VPE framework incorporates these factors with the semiotic and semantic 

functions. This particular model of Representation is ideal for examining 

the various meanings occurring from product experiences since it includes 

meanings relating to value, cultural, social, and interpretation on the 

signifiers that function as symbols or icons or indices. 

Tobie 2-3. Types of signs in meaning interpretation [Mono. 1997:53-55]. 

C: 
.Q 
:§. 
u .,, 
QI 
'C 

QI 
a. 
E 
C 
>< w 

signifies 

The use of proportion 

and stance to express 

the type vehicle 

Symbol 

Signs relating to social 

and cultural 

interpretations 

Index 

Understanding of forms 

or physical construction 

based on its functional 

purpose 

A premium car might Features such as a 

symbolise wealth and wheel on a car signifies 

hence social hierarchy movement as the 

function of a car 

Based on the transmission model discussed in the section on product 

communication, Figure 2-8 identifies the context of product consumption 

[Crilly et al,. 2004:558]. The authors categorised response outcomes into 

Aesthetic, Semantic, and Symbolic interpretations. The terms adopted by 
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Crilly et al. (2004) are varied and some have overlapping or ambiguous 

definitions that are potentially unclear to understand visual perceptions 

and meanings. After reviewing the framework, it has been identified that 

the categorisation of the consumer response domains lacks a sense of 

clarity and definition. That is, the types and terms under the visual 

references are fragmented and incomplete . Would it aid understanding 

of product meaning and perception if the categories on symbolic and 

semantic were combined? For example, the metaphoric reference is a 

highly subjective interpretation of the product by the consumers, and the 

term similar products relates to the repetition of a particular product to 

consumers. 
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2.1. 7 Visual experience 

As identified in the review of the framework by Crilly et al,. (2004), further 

clarification is required to develop a comprehensive framework that would 

aid the existing body of knowledge. In the context of this research, and 

based on a similar theoretical background, Worell (2005) developed a 

clear concept which aimed to assist industry understanding and 

demonstrate the importance of design in products. However the 

limitation of the VPE framework lies in the lack of definition within the base 

descriptions of theories by other researchers. This lack of clear definition 

could potentially create confusion due to the missing description and 

structure under each model. Although deeply interrelated, each model in 

the VPE is well-defined with references to the key findings from the literature 

review. These levels of definitions allow an in-depth understanding of the 

"layers" of consumer perception, relating to product design, including 

social and cultural related interpretations. 

Most recently, Desmet and Hekkert (2007) introduced a general framework 

that is based on the emotional experience contributed by aesthetic and 

meaning perceptions as shown in Figure 2-9 and 2-10. This system is based 

on the user perspective, however the framework is too generalised and 

therefore requires further development and sub-categorisation. This 

framework shares a parallel perspective to Warell's modes of Affective, 

Emotion and Association, and to a certain degree on Recognition. As the 
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aim of this research is not focused on the emotional aspect of product 

perception and meaning, this framework will not be further investigated. 

UWt•product inltfaction 

Figure 2-9. (left) Basic model of product emotions by Desmet and Hekkert (2007:62). 

Figure 2-10. (right) Framework of product experience by Desmet and Hekkert 

(2007:60). 

2.1.8 Literature review discussion and evaluation 

It is commonly recognised that one value belonging to a specific culture 

might not be appreciated in the same manner by people from another 

culture . The process of perception and meaning by Crilly at al, (2004) is 

categorised by the aesthetic, semiotic, and semantic functions . However, 

this system lacks resolution and completeness in its structure and 

terminology, which makes the framework difficult to adopt into the primary 

research of this study. Furthermore, the content coverage of both Crilly's 

(2004) theory and the framework from Desmet and Hekkert (2007) is 

comprehensively considered by Worell (2007) in his framework between the 

perception and meaning in product experience. In comparison, the 



researcher found the VPE framework more adoptable and comprehensible 

for an articulated analysis on visual perception and meaning in the context 

of this research. 

After evaluating the existing literature to fulfil the aim of this research, the 

theories cover a broad spectrum, from physical design forms to the 

meanings it could signify. Although culture-related understanding in 

design semiotics is one of the two most embraced topics in this field of 

research [Desmet and Hekkert, 2007:63], the review on existing literature 

identified that there is a lack of studies involving inter-cultural comparisons 

and the examination of whether a design is perceived as intended. 

Through this secondary research on the frameworks of product perception 

and meaning, it is apparent that Warell's (2007) Visual Product Experience 

framework is the most comprehensive theory on which to orientate the 

primary research . This is due to the high level of clarity in the 

categorisations and the inter-relationships of the VPE framework. 

Moreover, Warell 's research has a stronger emphasis on cultural or 

social-related aspects of product perception and meaning. By 

conducting this review on current literature, a theoretical base has been 

established with a comprehensive framework for this project. The 

framework will be used to conduct the secondary research on the 

background of cars in this project and in the primary research. 

Although there are exercises and studies conducted on transferring brand 

identity to another unrelated product design, it is rare to find published 

research focusing on the relationship between the intended design 

message and how it is perceived [Fjellner, Stridsman-Dahlstrom, 2004; 

Karjalainen, 2004]. As this field of research is still new, a large amount of 

research is sti ll required to gain further knowledge. This study of car 

enthusiasts both in New Zealand and Taiwan wil l contribute to this research 

field and potentially identify areas for future research. 
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2.2 Design intent of cars 

To examine the consumers' perception of the 320i and IS250, the intended 

meaning lies in understanding the relationship between the internal and 

external perception of the design of BMW and Lexus cars. Figure 2-11 

shows the type of vehicles selected for this research amongst common 

passenger cars. The selection of premium car models in this research is 

due to the likelihood of a higher level of focus in the design of formal 

aesthetics and the prominent branding images. The models 320i and IS250 

are also popular models within BMW and Lexus due to their relatively 

compact size and a more modern design image. Compared to other 

luxury models as illustrated in Figure 2-12, the 320i and IS250 as premium 

sports sedans, have a slightly different design language in that they are a 

mix of sports car and luxury four door sedan. The country of origin of the 

automotive companies and the level of establishment in the New Zealand 

and Taiwan markets is also a factor for consideration in a comparative 

study between consumer perceptions of the two cars and their associated 

brand. 

As the aim of this background research is to identify the design intentions of 

the 320i and IS250, the majority of the information is based on official or 

authoritative sources analysing or critiquing the designs. The design 

philosophy of a car company is largely influenced by the company's brand 

identity. This identity is greatly influenced by the company culture, which is 
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largely developed over time through the history of a company. The history 

and company culture of BMW and Lexus will be briefly introduced based 

on the written material appended in Appendix C. Following from this , the 

research findings on the design philosophy will be introduced in relation to 

the brand heritages or country of origin. Based on the introduction of the 

above aspects of the cars, the exterior designs of each car will be 

examined and categorised under the VPE framework [Worell, 2007] to 

establish a structured understanding of the design of the 320i and IS250. 

Exo1ic two-doors 

- ------ - - - - -·- ---- - - - -·- - - -- -·- - - - - -
Ultra Luxury Sedan 

Premium Sedan 
Premium 2 Doors 

High-perfom,ance 
two-doors 

-
Luxury SUVs 

--------------------~------------
Near Premium Sedan 

Economic Sedan 
Economic 2 Doors 

Coupe • Compact SUVs • Von 

Figure 2-11. Target market and type of vehicle for the cars in this research 
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Figure 2-12. Proportion and stance of common domestic motor vehicles. 

Figure 2-12 categorises the 

proportion and type of stance in 

automotive design, which signifies 

the type of vehicle. In the context 

of this research. the intended 

brand recognition of the 320i and 

IS250 is as a premium sports sedan. 

The sports sedan consists of a 

three-box proportion with a higher 

and shorter rear box to convey the 

cab-forward stance suggesting 

dynamism. 
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2.2.1 History and company culture of BMW 

Figure 2-13. Logo of the BMW Motor company [BMW International, 2007]. 

Bayerische Motoren Werke AG (BMW) as a car manufacturer has a unique 

company history regarding its origin in the high-tech aviation production 

industry. This origin of manufacturing capability suggests that BMW has a 

strong knowledge base in aerodynamics and solidity in material qualities. 

Based on this company history, BMW promotes itself as a design-orientated 

automotive company and puts a strong focus on the d riving experience of 

their cars. 
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Branding and profile 

Through researching how BMW has positioned itself, the branding emphasis 

could be identified as a semantic intention of BMW cars. This kind of 

branding imagery is highly desirable for BMW to communicate through the 

design of their car models . By promoting its culture, BMW established itself 

as a brand with heritage, constantly challenging traditional aesthetics to 

develop innovative designs [BMW USA, 2007) . Based on its history and 

country of origin, BMW's brand image in most markets around the globe 

has been widely perceived as a luxury car brand, with emphasis on 

performance. BMW also promotes aerodynamic engineering as company 

strength, based on its manufacturing capacity and origins. In addition, 

BMW promote themselves as an independent company with high emphasis 

on quality and innovation in automotive design. For comparison purposes, 

it is essential that the target markets for the BMW 320i and Lexus 1S250 are 

identified to ensure an equal market target. The 3 series is BMW 's sports 

sedan range which targets the younger age segment of consumers who 

desire a sportier sedan in the luxury market. Based on this younger 

generation market focus, the 3 series has a strong emphasis on the driving 

experience and sportiness in its design language. Moreover, the 3 series is 

the most important model range for BMW as it has an iconic value, 

referencing back to the earliest company history. The 3 series is also the 

most popular model amongst the BMW models. 



Design philosophy 

BMW, as an automotive brand, has a long history of strong emphasis on 

design and quality that is less limited by conventional engineering and 

production procedures. It is interesting to discover that throughout BMW's 

history there are a series of brand-specific features, the numbers of which 

are slowly increasing to achieve a high coherence between models and 

an expression of brand identity. The new design philosophy of "flame 

surfacing" is a form language created by BMW that consists of concave 

and convex directional changes aimed at being "expressive and 

entertaining aesthetics" . This new style of surface treatment has been 

controversial amongst the designer community, especially between the 

European and American designers. The new styling direction is based on 

BMW's recognition of the increasing emphasis of individuality amongst 

consumers, and each model of BMW in the premium sector is designed with 

a different expression for different consumers [BMW USA, 2007] . 

However, from a review [Cox, n.d.] of BMW's new design direction, 

including opinions from prominent artists and designers based in the USA, 

attitudes varied with just over half of the designer/artists appreciating the 

new design of BMW. A summary of these designers/artists reviews is listed 

in Appendix B. Interestingly, the interview outcome showed that the 

majority of comments agreed that there is a trend, and a few commented 

that BMW is leading the trend in automotive styling [Cox, n.d.]. These 

critiques on the 320i would be a useful reference to examine the new BMW 

design language, and therefore gain further understanding of the 

consumer response. 
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Figure 2-14. Diagram illustrating brand-specific features of BMW on the 320i. 
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Compared to other automotive brands, BMW cars contain a high number 

of brand-specific features across their exterior design, as indicated in Figure 

2-14. One o f the approaches for crea ting visual brand identity through 

products is by developing a series of features or elements that is shared 

across the company's product range. In comparison some newly 

established automotive companies, like Lexus, have a smaller range of 

brand-specific features. The new design direction of BMW has developed 

the concept and usage of brand-specific features into a surface treatment 

across the models . As car designs are based on proportion, lines and 

surface, this innovative use of concave and convex surfaces on BMW cars 

essentially creates the whole car as a brand-specific feature. Table 2-4 

summarises the brand-specific features of BMW with quotes or descriptions 

to determine the meanings associated with each feature. 

Table 2-4. Brand-specific features of BMW with intentions or descriptions from BMW 

USA (2007). 

Brand-specific features Intention 

Aerodynamic Design Form Follows Function 

Flame Surfacing expressive and entertaining aesthetics 

Bring light and form across surfaces 

Hofmeister Kink visually attractive and distinctive 

Kidney Grille symbolic BMW feature 

Roundel Logo Logo representing the company's heritage 

Quad Headlights Elegant and powerful 
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Design of model 320i 

To understand how BMW promotes the model 320i, Table 2-5 lists a series of 

expressions and any corre lated fea tures used officially in marketing 

materials. The purpose of this exercise is to establish the internal 

perceptions of the model 320i and any explicit features to allow an 

examination on how these expressions are perceived by consumers. 
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Dynamic 

Versatile 

Elegant 

Modern 

Desirable 

Sporty 

Comfortable 

-. . : 

Descriptor Features 

Well-defined Whole design, Shark Fin Antenna 

Innovative N/A 

Sleek/Lightness Whole design 

High-tech/Stylish N/A 

Confident/Focused N/A 

Powerful/ Athletic Whole design (long wheel base 

and hood). DLO. Rear end. 

Luxuries/Enjoyable N/A 

As a luxury sports sedan, the 3 series has been designed to express 

sportiness, dynamism and elegance [BMW International, 2007]. Officially, 

the identity of the 3 series has been described by BMW as "uncompromised, 

authentic and exhilarating to drive." [BMW USA 2007]. It is evident from 

the description of the model identity that there is a strong emphasis on 

performance in the 320i as a sports sedan. Various online videos were 

published by BMW [BMW USA. 2007] featuring its head design directors 



talking about the design of BMW models. In introducing the design of the 

320i, Bonge! and Van Hooydonk [BMW USA, 2007] spent a considerable 

amount of the video time showing the 320i in motion, both from afar and in 

close-up shots, expressing movement by emphasising the surfaces and its 

reflection. 

The design of the 320i is a cohesive combination of features referencing 

from the M3 and 5 series, bridging between the performance sports car 

and the luxury quality [BMW USA, 2007]. Compared to the 5 and 1 series, 

the design language in 3 series is more conventional with less variation in 

surface tension; but in turn, it visually expresses more volume to emphasise 

the size of the car. The surface treatments of the 320i were inherited from 

the 5 series to provide a reference to the higher class sedans within the 

BMW range. Lines along the side of this model originated in its previous 

models, but are now enhanced with the Flame surfacing which makes this 3 

series more sculptural than the older models. Like most of the car designs, 

BMW also has a strong focus on the DRG in the design of the 320i [Car 

Design News, 2005]. Table 2-6 and Figure 2-15 identifies the explicit 

features of the design of the 320i. The integrated flow of curve from the 

hood to bumper (Power Dome) has changed the Kidney grille radically 

from its original form, composition and order. Furthermore, the Whiskers 

chrome placed around the Kidney grille is based on the 5 series, aiming to 

visually emphasise this brand-specific feature [Car Design News, 2005]. 

Table 2-6. List of model-specific features of the 320i and intentions proposed by BMW. 

Model-specific features Intention 

Coupe-like DLO Express Sportiness by referencing a 

Coupe-like curve that is incorporated 

with the Hofmeister Kink 

Power Dome Visually enhancing Kidney Grille 

'Whiskers' chrome around Kidney Grille Visually enhancing Kidney Grille 

Larger Wheels Express sportiness with larger wheels 

Bone line Visually enhance the length of the car 

through flow of line along the side 

Corner on tail Visually widen the rear of 320i for a 

sportiness stance 

Tail lights Visually widen the rear when the lights 

are on in the dark 

Shark Fin Antenna Expressing dynamic agreesiveness 
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Power Dome 

• 
Cou e-like curve Corner treatment 

Shoulder line 

Figure 2-15. Model-specific features of the 320i 
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2.2.2 History and company culture of Lexus 

Figure 2-16 . Lexus Logo Figure 2-17. Toyota Logo 

Lexus is the premium car division of the Japanese car maker Toyota motor 

company established almost two decades ago. After the brand Lexus 

was successfully accepted in its main target market in America, it has been 

newly introduced to other markets such as New Zealand and Taiwan. 

Although the history and culture of Lexus is relatively short compared to 

other premium car companies, such as the Mercedes Benz and BMW, it is 

the most well-known of the Asian car companies in the luxury market sector. 

The company has gained international success and recognition over its 

relatively short history; which could influence the consumer's brand 

impression as to what they associate Lexus with. With Japan as its country 

of origin, Lexus offers an interesting case for the comparison of brand 

perception and the association of a brand's country of origin, such as the 

electronic brand Sony. 

Branding and profile 

Due to the relatively young company history of Lexus, the branding is 

focused on a young executive image with thoughtfulness in its attention to 

details. Lexus as a brand, takes advantage of the general impression of 

Japanese products as being high-end innovative technology with quality 

assurance. Both traditional and modern Japanese formal aesthetic 

qualities have a lso been included in recent branding strategies. One of 

the main aspects in Japanese art, well-known and recognised in the 

international market, is its simplicity and elegance in traditional and modern 

architecture and object design. Initially, Lexus branding targeted its 

biggest competitor - Mercedes - but now it is a lso targets BMW consumers 

by promoting its driving dynamics. As brand, Lexus has been commented 

as having "a peculiar mix of prestige and novelty" [Top Gear, 2005, para. 

31]. 

Rather than focussing a strong emphasis on exterior design or creating 

strong design cues for brand recognition, the company has established 

itself through their cars' mechanical performance and technological 

advancement. In terms of the company's extra-curricu lar social 

involvement, Lexus actively sponsors Sky TV's artistic movie channel Rial to, 

a long with prestigious singing contests, in order to promote their brand as 

prestigious, luxury, and elegantly artistic [Lexus, 2007b]. 
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The uniqueness of this company is its short but successful history in the USA, 

and its gaining of popularity in certain Asian and European countries, a long 

wi th the fact that Lexus's reputation was not buil t upon any design tradition. 

This serves as an excellent case for this comparative study as BMW has a 

long history of design-oriented company focus. Lexus, on the other hand, 

has started to emphasise its design philosophy through establishing the 

L-Finesse, ra ther than throug h technological development. This aims to 

build up depth in design and consumer association of the brand. The 

company a lso uses its short his tory as a strength: i.e. not having "heritage 

baggage" and offering more modern looks . 

Design philosophy 

"A journey to refocus Lexus design based on the two factors that we believe 

define both the history and future of Lexus: the intensity of being at the 

'leading edge' and the depth of 'finesse '." 

Wahei Hirai - Managing officer of Lexus Global Design. [Top Gear. 2005). 

As a young premium brand in the market, the focus of Lexus is towards 

innovative engineering for performance and interior comfort. Lexus's new 

L-Finesse design philosophy is drawn from the seamless anticipation of 

Japanese hospitality and the unique gestures of Japanese martia l art. 

According to Mr W. Hirai [Forrest, 2005], the philosophy of L-Finesse ("L" 

stands for Leading Edge) is to emphasise the design direction towards a 
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"contemporary and dynamic position in the premium market. " 

Automotive reviews approach the L-Finesse philosophy as it is designed - at 

an in-depth level - and not merely imitating the physical attributes of 

Simplicity and Elegance in Japanese aesthetics. The design philosophy 

originates from certain ways of Japanese thinking that lead to the creation 

of aesthetics, and includes the metaphor of Japanese culture as faultless 

hospitality. Lexus describes this traditional hospitality value as Seamless 

Anticipation . An example that demonstrates the value of faultless 

hospitality is the tea ceremony: the focus of the tea ceremony is not only on 

consuming the tea itself, it is also on the experience of calmly waiting in a 

particular spatial setting and anticipating the tea [Top Gear. 2005. para. 

17-18) . 

Lexus designed this philosophy, which combines salesmanship and product 

experience, with the aim of creating a complex semantic experience and 

personal relationship with the consumer. This aims to create brand 

recognition through word of mouth, as in some undesirable cases, people 

could associate a brand with its country of origin . However, as identified in 

the introduction chapter, the visual aesthetics of cars or any other products 

are the key to strong product impression and recognition . This research 

seeks to examine the importance of visual aesthetics on car design in 

relation to consumers' perceptions of the associated brand images. 



A design essay on the design philosophy L-Finesse [Forrest, 2005, para . 5] 

described the philosophy of "Leading Edge designs of finesse" as a logical 

approach to the majority of innovative car design studios. The essay 

emphasised the need for design anthropology rather than technology, and 

commented that design by Lexus is overshadowed by its technological 

advancement. 

The uniqueness of the L-Finesse is its symbolic value relating to both modern 

and traditional Japanese aesthetics, some of which have been widely 

appreciated in the field of art, interior design, and architecture. However, 

the proposed brand-specific design language of sharp line transitions in 

different directions is radical for automotive design. Lexus also claim that 

the philosophy has been moderated for different cultures in its global 

market and "in tune with your needs and ways of thinking" [Lexus, 

2006-2008]. This is an area that will be examined in this study on the 

comprehension/association model under the VPE framework. 

For example, the asymmetrical style and imbalance of flower 

arrangements in traditional Japanese culture and a hallmark of Japanese 

aesthetics [Cars and More, 2007] has been adopted in the design of the IS 

series to "attractively express tiny things ". [Top Gear, 2005] The key 

L-Finesse design philosophy also draws on Japanese iconography such as 

the 'Arrowhead' motif (see Figure 2-18) a gesture inspired by the rapid and 

yet fluid change of direction of "Kirikaeshi" . The use of the Arrowhead 

motif is most apparent in the composition of the C-pillar of IS250. 

Compared to BMW with its larger brand-specific feature vocabulary, Lexus 

has only two features as listed in Table 2-7. As the L-Finesse is a newly 

developed design philosophy, its brand-specific features could potentially 

be less recognised by the consumers due to unfamiliarity with 

brand-specific features. 

Table 2-7. Brand-specific features of Lexus with intentions or descriptions. 

Brand-specific feature Intention 

Arrowhead Motif Swift yet rapid change in directions 

Lexus Logo Signifying the brand 
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Figure 2-18. Brand-specific design features on the IS250. 
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Design of model 1S250 

The model IS250 is the second production model that was designed to 

express the philosophy of L-Finesse by Lexus. According to Lexus [Cars and 

More, 2005], the IS model has fully incorporated elegance and sweeping 

coachwork lines with concave and convex surface tension that has been 

interestingly described using the word "intriguing". The design of the 

overa ll form of the 1S250 has also been emphasised in the media as 

"incisive simplicity", "intriguing elegance ", and "pure ". Most are to be 

further enhanced by the design of individual elements [Top Gear, 2005]. 

Again, Lexus emphasised its attention to fine details, which is part of 

Japanese culture and aesthetics. Proportionally, the new IS model is 

slightly bigger than previous IS models. The front and rear overhangs have 

been shortened to proportionally highlight the lower visual centre of gravity, 

producing a broad and robust visual impression aiming to compliment the 

IS250 as a luxury sports sedan. According to an official source on the 

design of the IS250, the exterior features are described as "Each element, 

observed individually, has the power to intrigue but also to inform." [Lexus, 

2007]. 

Table 2-8 lists expressive terms used by Lexus for describing the design of the 

IS250. This is to establish an understanding of the internal perceptions in 

Lexus for the comparative discussion between the car model and 

consumers' external perceptions. This list of expressions and descriptors will 



be further analysed in Section 3.2 on design analysis, to understand the 

relationship between these expressions and the forma l aesthetics of the 

IS250. 
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Luxury 

Sporty 

Distinctive 

Confident 

Simple 

Style 

Evocative 

Descriptor Feature 

High quality/Exclusive 

State of motion/aggressive Overall. 

Unique/Refined Rear end, 

Bold N/A 

Seamless/Flowing (Panel alignment) 

Elegance/Visually arresting N/A 

Exquisitely beautiful N/A 

Table 2-9. Brand-specific features on the IS250 proposed by Lexus. 

Model-specific features 

Twin-barrel Headlamp 

Grille 

Door mounted mirror 

Coachwork 

LED tail lights 

intention 

- Expressing aggressiveness 

- Disposition the lights higher than the grille to express 

speed and agility 

- Signifying the IS250 as within the sports vehicle range 

by Lexus 

- Vertical elements in the grille is designed to 

compliment the coachwork 

- Expressing Sporttiness 

- Enhancing the narrowing belt-line along the car 

Expressing a Clean and Muscular line continuing from 

bonnet onto A-pillar 

- Expressing uniqueness and unexpected sporting 

design, and intriguing elegance 

Table 2-9 lists the model-specific features of the IS250 and these features 

are illustrated in Figure 2-19. Compared to the design intents of the 320i, 

the IS250 has a smaller brand-specific and model-specific design 

vocabulary. 
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Figure 2-19. Indications of model-specific features on the IS250. 
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From a review of the IS250 featured on a well-known automotive design 

website [Hull, 2005, para.1], the front and rear of the IS250 has been 

criticised as highly complex. However, in the design statement from Lexus 

this visual appearance has been described as "intriguing elegance". Next 

the commentator described the body section of the IS250 as too plain with 

too little surface interest on a relative large surface plan with a narrow bone 

line; the wheel arches were pulled too tight and achieved a low stance 

visual appearance; the tail lights were criticised as being too plain and, to 

certain extent, the lights appeared dated; and rear bumper was visually 

too heavy. Finally, the door mounted side mirror, a model-specific feature 

design of the IS250, appeared to the critic as proportionally too big in its 

design context [Hull, 2005, para. 6] . 

"L-Finesse is a tidy adjective being used to describe finished products. But 

on its own, the necessary depth is missing to convincingly commence the 

birth of one." [Forrest, 2005, para. 9] 

The quote above from the design review [Forrest, 2005] suggests that the 

phi losophy - and hence the new designs developed so far - lacks 

coherence in physical design language to form an effective gestalt 

experience. This perspective is also reflected in the lack of brand-specific 

and model-specific elements, including design aspects on the composition, 

complexity and coherence of the design as a whole. Furthermore, the 
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re lationship between the design of the IS250 and L-Finesse philosophy was 

questioned in this essay [Forrest, 2005: para. 5]. This is based the argument 

that the emphasis on aerodynamic form and surface is a common practice 

amongst car designers and engineers and not unique to Lexus in L-Finesse. 



Summary of findings - design intent of the 320i and 1S250 

Table 2-1 O is a summary of key findings in this section on the brand values 

and identities of BMW and Lexus. Referring to the literature review, there 

are various levels of perception and interpretations of the product forms. 

The design of the 320i/lS250 will be analysed and examined as part of the 

primary research using the VPE modes as a basis for the research design 

and the comparative analysis findings. 

Table 2-10. Summary of findings on the 320i/lS250 based on secondary research . 

Country of origin 

History as 

premium car 

brand 

Main branding 

expression 

Design intent in 

different markets 

No. of 

brand-specific 

features 

No. of 

model-specific 

features 

Existing reviews 

on the design 

BMW 320i 

German 

Long 

Established in most parts of 

the globe 

"uncompromised, authentic , 

and exhilaration to drive" 

Not specific 

6 

7 

- BMW 's new design 

language relates to 

contemporary design trend 

- commented on that BMW is 

leading the trend in 

automotive styling 

Lexus 1S250 , 

Japan [by Toyota) 

Short 

Established in American 

market 

"the p ursuit of perfection " 

Global consumer recognition 

2 

5 

- Design of Lexus models 

overshadowed by its 

technological advancement. 

- criticisms on the design of 

the IS250 

2.3 Background study - markets 

To understand how, as luxuries goods, the 320i and IS250 are perceived, 

and the meaning they have to consumers in different markets, this section 

focuses on exploring cultural significance in consumer perceptions towards 

premium products. This secondary research focus on premium products 

rather than premium cars is due to the lack of comparative literature on the 

consumption trends of premium cars. 

The term "Value", in the con text of this research, relates to a set of 

standards which is highly regarded by a person or business entity. This is 

further defined by the following quote from Oxford English Dictionary: 

"The principles or standards of a person or society, the personal or societal 

judgment of what is valuable and important in life." [Thompson, 1996: 1017) 

The concept of people's affective emotions occurring from consuming 

luxury goods is an established theory in Western culture [Campbell, 1987; 

McCracken, 1988). This consumption pattern is now a worldwide 

phenomenon but differs in different cultural contexts with different 

consumption motives [Belk, 1988b; Wong and Ahuvia, 1998:424). The 

popularity of luxury product consumption in most parts of the globe creates 

a huge international market, with an established value of around $60 billion 

based on the study of 14 luxury product categories by McKinsey & Co back 
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in 1991 [Dubois & Duquesne, 1993]. Today, this figure is likely to have 

increased considerably. 

Figure 2-20 is a study of the characteristics described in Tab le 2-11 , of 

various European and Asian countries by Schwartz ( 1992) with the 

characteristics and country of study highlighted in two colours. This study 

by Schwartz ( 1992) suggests that New Zealand and Taiwan as two markets 

have opposite market characters due to differences in values. 
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Figure 2-20. Cultural characteristics o f various countries including New Zealand and 

Taiwan [Schwartz, 1992]. 
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Table 2-11. Summary of consumption behaviour in Australia and New Zealand. 

[Schwartz, 1992]. 

Categories Definition 

Collectivism This represents values where the interests of the person are 

not viewed as distinct from the group; the values emphasise 

the maintenance of the status quo, propriety and 

avoidance of actions that might disturb the traditional order. 

Intellectual and Values that view the person as an autonomous entity 

Affective entitled to pursue his or her own goal. Intellectual 

Individualism individualism emphasises self direction, with flexibility of 

thought and feelings. Affective individualism is concerned 

with stimulation and hedonism and may be a polar opposite 

to collectivism. 

Hierarchy Representing individual values associated with humility and 

powers that emphasise the legitimacy of hierarchical roles in 

society. 

Mastery Concerns over the social environment through self assertion . 

It represents active efforts to modify one's surroundings and 

get ahead of others through emphasis stimulating activity 

and changing social behaviour. 

Socia! Concern Value express concern for the welfare of others and oppose 

the hierarchy and mastery types of values. 

Harmony Emphasis on harmony with nature together with other 

aspects such as the 'world at peace' and 'social justice'. -



Individual members are the basis of societies, and hence in fluence the 

overall culture of a region or a country. It is critical to understand the 

concept of self-awareness and the interactions between individuals to 

understand a culture [Markus & Kitayama, 1991]. Previous research [Le bra, 

1992; Markus & Cross, 1990; Markus & Kitayama, 1991] categorized the 

concept of self-awareness into: inner private self, including emotion, 

memories, or desire; and outer public self, which focuses on socia l 

representation and acceptance. Furthermore, referring to Figure 2-21, 

Western culture is described as an independent self concept, while Eastern 

Confucius culture is interdependent based. Referring back to the two 

categories within self-awareness, the independent oriented culture focuses 

more on the inner private self while the interdependent culture is more 

concerned with the outer public self. Referring to Figure 2-21, the 

researchers further mapped out the paralle l market characteristics in both 

cultures and different traditions. 

With the established cultural value differences between the two markets in 

this study, New Zealand and Taiwan will be individually discussed with 

literatures focusing on the market characteristics. Interestingly, based on 

non-empirical sources, there is a pattern in the re lationship between 

people's sensitivity in noticing details, and their written language. There is 

also a pattern tha t Asian designers are more sensitive to details, and in 

comparison, the Western designers tend to focus on a design holistically. 
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Figure 2-21. Parallel characteristics in culture and tradition between Western and 
South-East Asia [Wong and Ahuvia, 1998:429]. 
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2.3.1 Culture and history of New Zealand 

This section explores the historical background of New Zealand that forms 

the cultural context of New Zealand as a market. New Zealand is a 

relative young nation with a population of 4.2 million, with Maori people 

inhabiting the land before the European settlement. With the 

establishment of European settlements the influence of Western culture was 

established in the country. Despite the conflicts between the Western and 

Maori cultures, New Zealand today is internationally regarded as a Western 

country, and part of the Commonwealth system. The opening of the 

nation to immigration has led to a growth in population and a diverse 

culture within the country. According to the 2006 census, 22.9% of the 

New Zealand's citizens were born overseas [Statistics New Zealand, 2006]. 

Like most Western nations, New Zealand has been affected by World War 11 , 

the 'baby boomers' and 'Generation X' in terms of the attitudes towards 

society and personal values [Lawson et al, 1996:37] . Unlike their parents, 

more emphasis on education is placed on the 'Generation X' for 

competitiveness in job searching and career development. This results in 

delaying the family establishments of marriage and child rearing, and 

stimulates stronger consumption power. 
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2.3.2 Consumption trend in New Zealand 

Although New Zealand is categorised as a Western country with majority of 

the population as 'Caucasians', there are certain degrees of difference in 

culture due to the country's compact size and broad social and 

economical profiles. This diverse mix of cultural and social groups make 

New Zealand a common testing ground for new products and technology, 

often placing it ahead of Australia on the adoption of new technological 

products [Lawson et al, 1996: 128]. Compared to Australia, New Zealand 

has a stronger British influence and this cultural aspect contributes to 

comumer preferences in consumption [Lawson et al, 1996: 126]. 

Furthermore, the value of competitiveness is weaker in New Zealand 

compared to Australia; for example, when the same comparative 

advertisements are played in Australasia, they are less effective in New 

Zealand [Lawson et al , 1996: 127] . 

In a study conducted in 1989 by the University of Otago on consumer 

behaviour and attitude differences [Lawson et al , 1996: l 08] the outcome 

showed that Caucasian place more emphasis on sports, overseas news, 

and personal conduct. In contrast, the Maori and Pacific Islander groups 

have stronger family-oriented values. These self-focused consumer 

attitudes support the theory of differences between the independent 

tradition in Westerners and interdependent values in Eastern culture . The 



consumption preference and attitude also matches with cross-cultural 

comparisons on cultura l values. 

2.3.3 Culture and history of Taiwan 

Taiwan is a young Mandarin speaking country with a population of 

approximately 23 million. Today, Taiwan is the only Chinese-originated 

country that still uses Traditional Chinese characters on a daily basis. 

Referring to Figure 2-22, the Traditional Chinese character is the most 

original written Chinese format, and hence is more complex in its details. 

This research seeks to examine if consumers based on a different language 

structure are more sensitive in perceiving visual features. 

Figure 2-22. Word "Orchard" in Traditional Chinese (Left) and Simplified Chinese 

characters (Right). 

As the Republic of China, the history and political unstableness of Taiwan 

has in turn influenced the unstable economical environment today. This 

economic instability and preservation of traditional Chinese philosophy 

(Confucius), has strong influence on the capitalist-focused culture and 

education system in Taiwan. Appendix D presents the background 

research and literature review on the Culture and History of Taiwan. Today, 

the cultural characteristics of Taiwan are still influenced by the Confucius 

phi losophy. The values that influence the market characteristics are 

illustrated in Figure 2-21 [Wong and Ahuvia, 1998). 

2.3.4 Consumption trend in Taiwan 

Due to the lack of studies on consumer trends in Taiwan, a range of 

literature has been reviewed to offer a more comprehensive perspective. 

These include media studies conducted on ads to reflect the independent 

and interdependent va lue of Western and Eastern cultures. 

As Brannen ( 19920) pointed out, the consumption behaviour in Asia is 

commonly perceived by Westerners through their own materialist value, 

with little understanding of the cultural values of Asia. This means that 

cultural values greatly influence people's understanding ,interpretation and 

perceptions in their daily lives. However, despite similarities in products 

between Western and Eastern countries, in its social aspect the motivations 

for consumption are rather different. This relates to the meaning of certain 

products to the consumers, which are deeply rooted in one's local and 

cultural context and are hard to convey [Linton, 1936). 

The study of Western and Eastern conspicuous consumption by Wong and 

Ahuvia in 1998 pointed out that East Asia is becoming, or has become, the 

central focus in the global high end luxury market [Wong and Ahuvia, 
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1998:242]. This is because the Asian market contributes to approximately 

50% of the export figures for one of world's biggest French luxury brand 

groups, MHL V - Moet, Hennessy, and Louis Vuitton [Wong and Ahuvia, 

1998:242]. There are also numerous other luxury brands from France, and 

other countries such as Germany, Switzerland, Italy, United States of 

America, and United Kingdom. Furthermore, this figure does not represent 

total Asian consumption, as it excludes Asian customer purchases in retails 

outside Asia. 

Figure 2-23 draws from the latest global market sales revenues of L VMH 

group in 2007 on four major luxury goods categories. Interestingly, 

accessory products that communicate their branding external ly through 

product material and logo have a higher sales figure in Asian countries . 

These include fashion, leather goods, watches, jewellery, and alcohol; with 

comparisons drawn with one other category of consumer goods, perfume 

cosmetics. Although there are other factors which influenced the 

consumption pattern, compared to makeup or skincare products, items 

such as bags and watches are common accessories that have a longer 

product life and communicate thier values externally. This finding supports 

the interdependent and independent cultural differences in luxury goods 

consumption and preference. For example, an inner-self focused person 

would be likely to prefer skincare products for him/herself rather than 

external goods, such as a bag which she or he would use for a certain 
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pe1iod of time . One other consideration is that (with the exception of 

Japan and Singapore) the majority of countries in Asia are still developing 

or categorised with third world country status and lower average incomes. 

Yet, people in these countries still constitute a large market sector in the 

high end fashion accessories categories. 

PerfUT1es and Cosmetics Wines and Spi rits 

Figures based on The LVMH sales revenue at June 30. 2(JJ7 
By geographic regon of dellevery 

KEY : 

■ France 

Rest of Europe 

■ United States 

Japan 

i.' Rest of Asia 

■ Other markets 

Figure 2-23. L VMH sa les revenue in first half of 2007 [Louis Vuitton . Moel Hennessy, 

2007:6 - 9] 

According to Cheng and Schweitzer's ( 1996) findings on advertising in the 

United States and China, American ads stress the experience of interacting 



with the products, and Chinese ads have less emphasis on the affective 

experience. From another study by Tse, Belk, and Zhou (1989) which 

focused on Hong Kong (as one of the most westernized reg ions in Asia) 

China and Taiwan, it was found that television ads in Hong Kong focused 

more on the process of experiencing the products than ads in China and 

Taiwan . This is also evident from a media studies exercise on sports car ads 

at Auckland University. This found that Lexus focuses its particular ads on 

the car's technological performance, while European brands such as BMW 

strongly emphasised the driving and riding experience. 

With behaviour defining one's own identity and values through a collec1ive 

group environment, it is essential for the majority of the East Asians to obtain 

luxury goods to reflect one's identity, or to be socially appropriate [Miller, 

1984]. Within the branding choice, this interdependent culture also 

reflects the purchasing decisions involved in the product's manufacture 

and country of origin. As Han & Schmitt ( 1997) pointed out, the Asian 

community places more emphasis on the country of origin as a way of 

associating with a specific group. Based on the researcher's own 

observation, a lack of cultural identity and confidence in the Taiwanese has 

greatly contributed to the phenomenon of favouring European, Japanese, 

and recently Korean brands and style, over locally produced goods. 

Hung's (2006) recent study on the difference between the Taiwanese 

market and the global market in high-end fashion brands further supports 

the analysis by Wong and Ahuvia ( 1998) on Western and Eastern cu ltures. 

In Hung's study, the researcher commented that although the Taiwanese 

culture is changing, it is still currently a family and social group orientated 

culture [Hung, 2006:481]. Taiwanese consumers are less sensi1ive in their 

appreciation of the design of a garment as a work of art, but are more 

aware of the value it represents and its purpose to serve as a reinforcement 

of one's social status. In the three case studies on the popularity in Taiwan 

of the international fashion brands Gucci, Alexander McQueen and lssey 

Miyake's, Alexander Mc Queen was the least successful brand in 

Taiwanese market due to its independent orientated brand value and thus 

the low degree of recognition. 

2.3.5 Summary of finding on market backgrounds 

Table 2-12 is a summary of the background of New Zealand and Taiwan in 

the political, social, and cultura l context. This is extracted from the study 

conduc1ed by Guliz and Russell in 1995 on the level materialism in different 

cultures from a Western perspective; New Zealand was one of twelve 

countries studied. The countries studied by Guliz and Russell [1995] were 

mainly Western-orientated along with a few Western-influenced countries 

with strong traditional cultures, such as India, Turkey, and Israel. 
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. . . . ... . . . . . -. . . . . . . 
New Zealand Taiwan 

Main ethnic group -European origin (English, 

Scotland, Ireland) 

Language structure • 

Stable and democratic Political Status • • -

Population change 

Time• 

Thought and 

communication 

pattern• 

Religion• 

Competitiveness• 

Social Behaviour• 

Value*. 

P-time - more relaxed 

attitude towards time 

Secularised/Christianity 

Independent 

Affective individualism and 

low hierarchical order 

Chinese origin 

(Mainland China) 

Mandarin 

Unstable and democratic 

Emigration 

M-time - Utilising time as 

much as possible for 

efficiency 

Indirect/circular 

Confucius values as part of 

educational material 

Moderately high 

Interdependent 

Collectivism and high 

hierarchical order 

In addition, Table 2-13 summarises the findings on New Zealand and 

Taiwan's cultural values and consumption patterns. Both New Zealand 

and Taiwan have weaker cultural identity with their short histories compared 

to other European and Asian countries, such as Japan and Korea. 

However, the value of individualistic opinion and behaviour in New Zealand 

contributes to the lower degree of conspicuous consumption. The general 

trend in the New Zealand market could be characterised by high 

individualistic values and low levels of hierarchical order, which means less 
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consideration on how people perceive an individual. The New Zealand 

market values solidity and modesty in products and this could be 

contributed by a product's country of origin or word-of-mouth publicity. In 

contrast, the character of the Taiwanese market is one of more conspicuous 

consumption behaviour contributed to by the collective value in local 

culture and emphasis on portraying success through materialistic gain. In 

this aspect, goods in Taiwan rely heavily on marketing strategy and how a 

product could portray the achievement and social economical status of its 

user. 

Table 2-13. Findings summaries on New Zealand's and Taiwan's cultural identity. 

Key overall findings 

Countries with dynamic social and economical environments have the strongest 

level of materialism. (Includes changes in cultural, society structure, political, or 

modernisation through extensive emigration or immigration flow.) 

Less developed countries show similar patterns but a stronger level of materialism 

New Zealand Taiwan* 

- Long history of opening immigration 

and intake of refugees 

- Diverse culture contributed to the 

phenomenon in the lack of cultural 

identity 

- Not Applicable 

Finding conclusion: 

- Has large amount of emigration due to 

the unstable political environment 

- Starting to emphasise on local culture 

and identity in recent years 

- developed country with lower than 

average income compared to most of 

the Western countries 

- The notion of seeking identity through materialistic means due to the lack of 
confidence and 1dent1ty 1n ind1v1dual and society 

*country not studied in the research by Guliz and Russell (1995) . 



2.4 Literature review on research methods 

This section discusses the research methodologies adopted by Worell (2006) 

for conducting his research on cultural-related differences in the meaning 

and perception of automotive design. Unlike research methods in the 

field of science or engineering, the results of affective design research are 

qualitative due to the subjective nature of human perceptions and 

interpretations. Therefore, this review of current research methods is 

limi ted to the affective design research studies. Although academically 

there are various studies on building brand identity through product design, 

there are very few case studies that focus on meaning and perception 

from the consumer's perspective (Worell, 2006; Fjellner, Stridsman-Dahlstrom, 

2006] . 

In his research design, Worell (2006) adopted a semi-structured interview 

approach with a visual verbal questionnaire. This adoption of qualitative 

methodology allows a greater focus on the data collected to fulfil the 

research aim. As indicated in the literature review section discussion, the 

selection of a framework for this study on perception and meaning of 

products, Warell 's framework was found to be highly comprehensive. 

Worell ' s questionnaire research method approach contains several 

sections that originate from the categories in his framework. This is to 

ensure that data collected are appropriate to the research aim, and that 

questions are phrased in a way that would minimise ambiguous responses, 

and avoid the researcher's personal interpretation. The interview is to 

ensure that the participants understood the questions and also for the 

researcher to fully understand the written responses. 

Specific research design techniques were adopted by Worell when 

designing the questionnaire. For instance, the use of a visual analogue 

scale (VAS) instead of a quantitative numerical scale to indicate the 

participant's level of preferences would allow more flexibility and accuracy 

on the level of agreement or disagreement [Gould et al, 2002]. However, 

the use of a VAS as a tool might contribute to participants giving less 

extremely high or low rankings. Furthermore, most of the ranking questions 

allow participants to leave a written comment to further clarify their 

marking for the questions. 

In summary, the questionnaire method adopted by Worell (2006) in his Paris 

Auto Show research is more focused on finding data specifica lly on the 

research aim and is more flexible in conducting the research . This section 

reviewed the research methods relating to the research on human 

perception of products, the specific method design for conducting the 

primary research will be introduced in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3. METHODS - PRIMARY RESEARCH 

Following the review of research methods in Section 2.4, this chapter 

introduces the primary research method design for this project. Adopting 

the study method used by Worell (2007), this user-focused approach seeks 

to gain more understanding of the research questions. To build on the VPE 

framework [Worell, 2007] by examining consumer perception and meaning 

of cars, this research will be conducted through a case study on differences 

in consumer perception. The case study will be conducted in a 

visual-verbal questionnaire format through a semi-structured interview in 

two different markets. To ensure differences in market characteristics for a 

meaningful case study, New Zealand will be studied as an example of a 

Western country and Taiwan as an Eastern country. The selection of these 

two countries is supported by the background study on markets in Section 

2.3, which explored the history, culture, and consumption pattern of these 

two countries. The questionnaire was translated into Mandarin with English 

sub-text for the Taiwan participants. 

With reference to the secondary research and analysis on the 320i and 

IS250, BMW and Lexus are ideal companies for this case study comparison 

due to their differences in branding and design focus. BMW is a 

well-established brand with a long history and design-orientated focus. 

Lexus is a relative new brand to both countries in this case study and the 
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company emphasis is on innovative engineering and less on exterior 

design. 

Evoluotlon 

New Zeolond Study l Tolwon Study 
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>- Written Component J, ' 
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Figure 3-1 . Timeline of the primary and secondary research process. 

Although it would benefit the automotive design industry, the purchase 

consumer group is not the focus in this study due the difficulties in accessing 

premium car dealers' customer databases and their customers' potentially 

biased preference and opinion of its preferred brands. The question on 

personal income is not included in this questionnaire due to a potential 

cause of discomfort for the participants. Furthermore, the annual income 

of a person does not fully reflect one's savings, purchasing ability, or 

consumption value. The target consumer group has expanded, as car 



companies today offer competitive hire purchase schemes to boost their 

sa les and hence make the premium cars more affordable than before. By 

comparison, car enthusiast participants with design knowledge would be a 

more appropriate target group for the purpose of this research. The 

selected participant groups for this research are, therefore, car enthusias ts 

who have strong interests in cars but are not necessarily members of the 

potential purchaser group. 

To locate the car enthusiasts as the participant group, this primary research 

was conducted at an automotive-related event in both countries. The 

researcher could not identify any auto-related events with the same 

c ontent in both countries due to the cultural and economic differences, 

and timeframe for this research. Due to this difficulty, the New Zealand 

study was conducted at a classic car show and the Taiwan study was 

conducted at a modified and car parts expo. Both venues offered the 

opportunity for locating people who are interested in cars; furthermore, 

both venues required admission fees and this further suggested the 

likelihood of locating car enthusiasts as participants in the venues. 

3.1 Design analysis on the 320i/1S250 

As indicated in Figure 3-1, analysis on the visual format of the 320i/IS250 is 

required for designing the field research questionnaire. The findings from 

this section are critical for the analysis and discussion between the intended 

meanings embodied in the features and how these signifiers are perceived 

by consumers in different markets. This visual format analysis will be based 

on the existing automotive design focuses of: l) proportion; 2) line; 3) 

surfaces; and 4) details; and will be conducted in the structure used by 

Worell (2001] displayed in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2. Visual format analysis structure [Worell , 2001 :1 13] 
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The design of the 320i/IS250 will first be analysed on their formal aesthetics 

to understand the relationship between the primary and secondary form 

elements [Worell, 2001 ]. This will allow a basic understanding of the level of 

coherence between the form elements, which will allow further analysis to 

determine whether stronger overall design coherence contributes to the 

level of visual experiences. Once the formal aesthetic language has been 

analysed, the investigation moves onto the meaning-related internal 

perceptions based on the research from BMW/Lexus' marketing materials. 

Establishing the proposed expressions will allow the researcher to assume a 

relationship between the embodied Gestalt principles in the expressions, 

based on the analysis of the descriptions of these terms. This assumption of 

the relationship between the expression terms and embodied Gestalt 

principles will allow analysis and discussion on the features indicated by 

consumers, and an examination of the relationship between the two. 

Through understanding the relationship stated above, implications for 

design could potentially be made. Lastly, this analysis focuses on the 

brand-specific and model-specific features proposed by BMW/Lexus for a 

comparative analysis between the intended signifiers, and to determine 

whether the meanings intended are perceived in the same manner. 
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3.1.1 Design analysis of the 320i 

This section focuses on understanding the design of the 320i, what design 

elements contribute to the visual appearances of the 320i, and how this 

design conveys the brand identity of BMW. 

VPE: Appreciation 

Appreciation in the VPE framework in the context of this research focuses 

on the perception of the visual elements of the cars rather than on 

meaning interpretation. A wide range of visual elements were identi fi ed 

including the use of Gestalt theory to examine the key features of the 320i 

as a visual composition regardless of any associated meanings. Figure 3-3 

analyses the formal aesthetics of the 320i, based on the four design focus es 

stated earlier, for a level of overall consistency between the primary and 

secondary elements of the design as a whole . As displayed in Figure 3.2, 

the formal design language consists of a series of lines that define the 

characteristic shape of the car. Repetitions of these lines along the fo rm 

on the sides are designed to create a strong visual experience [BMW 

International, 2007] . Furthermore, on level three of the analysis , it is evident 

that both the front and the rear end of the 320i consists of strong groupings 

of line transitions, which creates a strong kinship between the visual 

elements when perceived as a whole. 



Level I Basic Form 
Bmic Proportion 

- Convey vehicle type 
- Large cabinet area 
- Higher rear·end to 
reference 

Level 2 Cbarac!eristic 
Shapes Higher order form 
e lements 

- Convey form properties 
- Connection between basic 
forms 

Level 3 Kinship Between Fea
tures Secondary order form 
elements 

- Convey overall coherence 
- Secondary connection to 
enhance the basic form 

Level -4. Design Features 
lower order form elements 

- High~ght of design feature 

r;. 
I:,. 

Figure 3-3. Summary of visual elements of the 320i based on automotive design conventions [based on 

analysis structure by Worell, 200 l] . 
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Surface Complexity 

• Images exlracted from offlcial BMW 3 sefies Catelogue. 

Figure 3-4. Analysis of the surface tension on the BMW 320i to understand surface complexity. 
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The surface transitions of the 320i is 

illustrated in Figure 3-4 with lines indicating 

the surface tension through the use of 

concave and convex changes in vertical 

and horizontal directions. The surface 

complexity of the 320i is described by 

BMW as it 'catches the light' , making the 

car appears to be in 'constant 

movement'. The element and 

composition of the 320i's Kidney grille and 

Quad headlights are highly complex, 

along with the other brand-specific 

features such as the 'Flame surfacing' 

involving complex surface transitions. 

The double grille consists of layers of 

details and is set back from the front to 

emphasise the shape of the grille. As 

part of the research aim is to examine if 

the perception of features are as 

intended, the brand-specific and 

model-specific features will be examined 

in relation to the visual complexity of 

composition. 



Visual analysis of the 320i - VPE: Association 

Association in the VPE framework focuses on the meaning-related signs in 

products including the brand-specific cues and proportional stance of the 

car body. As indicated in Section 2.2 on design intent of the 320i and IS250, 

product type recognition could be achieved through the proportion and 

stance of the car exterior. Table 3-1 indicates the brand-specific and 

model-specific features of the 320i that are illustrated in Figure 3-5. To 

understand the visual properties of these features, an assumption is made 

on each feature relating them to the Gestalt principles. This assumption, 

based on the feature's formal aesthetics, wil l allow an understanding of 

how these features are incorporated into the primary and secondary form 

elements discussed earlier in this section. This analysis of the formal 

aesthetics of the features in appended in Appendix E and gives a basis for 

the comparative analysis of the primary research results. This could also 

possibly provide an explanation between the formal aesthetic attributes 

and consumer perceptions of the field research outcome. 

Table 3-1 . Brand-specific features of the BMW 320i with official intentions or descriptions [BMW USA, 2007]. 

expressive and entertaining aesthetics 

visually attractive and distinctive 

symbolic BMW feature 

Express Sportiness by referencing a Coupe-like curve that is incorporated 

with the Hofmeister Kink 

Composition of Down Road Graphic Visually enhancing Kidney Grille 

'Whiskers' chrome around Kidney Grille Visually enhancing Kidney Grille 

Larger Wheels Express sportiness with larger wheels 

Visually enhance the length of the car through flow of line a long the side 

Corner on tail Visually widen the rear of 320i for a sporty stance 

Tail lights Visually widen the rear when the lights are on in the dark 

Shark Fin Antenna Expressing dynamic and aggressiveness 

Similarity. 

'The good curve' 

Similarity. Symmetry. Enclosedness 

Experience 

Enclosedness. Symmetry. Area. 

Common movement. Proximity. Symmetry 

Proximity. Common movement 

Similarity 

'The good curve' 

Area. Enclosedness 

Experience 
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Brand--s ecific features 
Symbolises Brand Image 

A. BMW Logo 
B. Kidney Grille 
C. Guard-Headlights 

Model-specific features 
Convey lndividuo6ty of 
Model 

A. Chrome Details to 
Enhance Kidney Grille 
B. lntergrated Airdam with 
Grille 
C . Large size wheels 

Figure 3-5. Table illustrating the visual signifiers intended by BMW .. 
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Brand-specific features 
Symbolises Brand Image 

D. Hofmeister Kink 
E. BMW Logo 

Model-specific features 
~ Convey lndividuafi ty of 

~~F. Model 

F. D. Coup~like curve of DLO 
E. Shoulder ~ne 
F. Ta~ Lights Emphasis 

Horizontatity 
G. Corner treatment at 

Rear 



This research sets out to test whether the brand-specific features have been 

successfully perceived as BMW-only, and how they have been interpreted 

by consumers under the keywords. Referring to Figure 3-5 illustrating the 

brand-specific features proposed by BMW, it is apparent that the design of 

headlights and front grille are the most prominent brand-specific aspects in 

the design of the 320i. They are also the most obvious elements as they 

are positioned in the fronta l area of the car and likely to be prominent due 

to their strong referencing of Gestalt principles. The following diagrams 

examine the consistency and use of the grille and headlights across BMW 

models as brand-specific features . Listing from the top to bottom are the 

grille/headlights from BMW 's lower priced models to its higher retail price 

sports car model. The left column shows the feature in black and white 

while on the right the same images are lightened with coloured lines to 

illustrate the language of element composition. The black lines are used 

for identifying the line transition and the red lines identify the quantity and 

direction of elements. The M series is not included in this analysis as it is an 

enhanced variation of various BMW models. As BMW's signature feature, 

the Kidney grille has been greatly modified under the new design direction, 

from the positive element to a semi-negative element. Some critics 

comment on this as moving away from the original BMW design philosophy. 

The primary research outcome will identify if the Kidney Grille is still 

successfully perceived by consumers in model recognition within the new 

design language. 
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Figure 3-6. Comparative examination the Kidney Grille as a brand-specific feature 

adoption across BMW models. 
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Other than the outer shapes and the elements within the features, Figure 

3-6 and 3-7 also has a series of brown lines representing the flow of lines 

near the headlights. This aims to examine the relationship between the 

flow of line and the shape of the headlights; that is, the level of integration 

between the headlight as a feature as the body of the car. Although 

some of the shape and line transitions are inconsistent, the shape and 

secondary element compositions of all the headlights are fully integrated 

into the body work. The overall adoption of brand-specific features is 

consistent amongst BMW models. The brand-specific features will be 

summarised together with the brand-specific features at the end of this 

section in the structure of the VPE framework for a coherent overall 

understanding on the design of the 320i. 

Visual analysis of the 320i - VPE: Comprehension 

The Comprehension mode in the VPE framework focuses on any values, 

ideas or notions that are intended to be conveyed through the design of 

the 320i. The descriptions of these official expressions with the correlated 

Gestalt principles are listed in Appendix E. The expressions and correlated 

Gestalt principles will be compared to the field research outcome in order 

to identify any pattern in the markets that exists in the types of features 

comprehended or associated with the expressions. It will also identify any 

relationship between the analytical principles assumed with the expression 

and the features indicated under that specific expression. 
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Figure 3-7. Comparative examination of the Quad Headlights as a brand-specific 

feature adoption across BMW models. 



Design analysis of the IS250 

This section focuses on understanding the design of the 1S250 in relation to 

the L-Finesse design philosophy, and examines the level of cohesiveness 

between Lexus' signature brand-specific Arrowhead Motif. Just like the 

analysis on the 320i discussed earlier, this section will also investigate what 

design elements contribute to the visual appearance of the 1S250 and how 

this design conveys the brand identity of Lexus. 

VPE: Appreciation 

A wide range of physical design attributes are identified in this analysis, in 

relation to the Gestalt principles, to examine types or strategies conducted 

by Lexus in the design of the 1S250. Figure 3-8 displays the analysis of the 

1S250 based on the four main design criteria in automotive design. 

Compared to Figure 3-3 on the analysis outcome on the 320i, the 1S250 has 

weaker primary and secondary form elements, as the characteristic shape 

is less continuous and the kinship between visual features is weaker 

because it is less concentrated compositionally. As consumers could 

appreciate visual features based on their formal aesthetics instead of the 

meanings associated with the features, this design appreciation analysis 

examines the key features of the 1S250 emphasised as brand-specific and 

model-specific. Table E-3 in Appendix E lists the key visual features 

identified official ly by Lexus with its features' relating to the Gestalt 

principles . 

( ' ,.._} ) 

..)c_ J,t_ 2/' 
t -c:- ::;7 ~:i L 

level 1. Basic Form 
Basic Proportion 

- Convey Vehicle Type 

level 2. Characteristic 
Sh.w= 
Higher order fo,m elements 

- Convey Form Properiies 
- Connection Between Basic 
Forms 

Level 3 Kinship Between 
~ Seconda ry order 
form elements 

- Convey Overa ll Coherence 
- Secondary Connection to 
Enhance the shape 

charocler 

Level 4. Design Features 
Lower order form elements 

- Highlight of Design Feature 

Figure 3-8. Summary of visual elements of the IS250 based on automotive design 

conventions [based on analysis structure by Worell, 2001 ]. 
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Surface Complexity 

Surface complexity in 
lower order form elements 

Figure 3-9. Analysis of the surface tension on the Lexus IS250 to understand surface complexity. 
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This part of the analysis examines the 

changes in surface tension. Similar to 

many of the cars in production, most of 

the surface transitions on the 15250 are 

concave surfaces and involve less 

complex directional surface tension. This 

simplicity in surface is evident in the Figure 

3-9 and one can see that the grille is 

treated as part of the surface change 

and not set backwards as in the 320i. 

Furthermore, this simpler surface 

treatment could possibly visually increase 

the volume of the car being in 'constant 

movement'; which is intended in this 

particular design [Lexus, 2007a, b). 



Compared to the complexity in the main visual features of the BMW 320i 

identified in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 and features on the IS250 in Figure 3-9, the 

grille on the IS250 is simpler with fewer elements and a simpler element 

composition. The vertical grille was emphasised as a feature symbolically 

representing the sports vehicle category in Lexus. However, this 

differentiation through different grilles between the SUV, Premium, and 

Sports range could potentially confuse the consumers in their recognition of 

brand-specific features. 

Simi lar to some Lexus models, the headlights on the IS range consists of 

sharp corners that do not incorporate any line flows. For functional 

reasons, the majority of the headlights on cars are of high elemental 

complexity as indicated in the visual format analysis [Worell. 2001]. 

Although they contain a large number of elements, the headlights of the 

IS250 are simpler compared to the 320i. Other than the multi-angle 

surface which is designed to reflect the lights , the sides between the 

headlight components have a simple chromed surface treatment. When 

in use, the lights light up as an individual light stream, in comparison to the 

lights on the 320i which light up as multiple circular lights. 
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Visual analysis of the 1S250 - VPE: Association 

This section on the Association mode in the VPE framework focuses on any 

expressions that are intended to be conveyed through the design of the 

1S250. Table 3-2 identifies a series of expressive keywords representing the 

intended meaning of the 1S250 that is promoted by Lexus [Lexus, 2007] . To 

ensure all meanings identified for this research are intentions of Lexus and 

not the researcher's own interpretations, both the expressive terms and 

descrip tors are based on officia l Lexus market material [Lexus, 2007]. 

As mentioned in the design intent of 1S250, L-Finesse is designed "in tune 

with your needs and ways of thinking" to achieve a strong visual 

experience for consumers based in markets with different cultural 

backgrounds. However, expressive terms used in L-Finesse are mostly 

highly subjective terms relating one's personal preference and cultura l 

background of aesthetic taste, which leads to the question: How has Lexus 

moderated the design to fit a global market? 

Door mounted mirror 

LED tall lights 
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- expressing aggressiveness 

- disposition the lights higher than the gri lle to express 

Speed and Agility 

- Signifying the 1S250 as part of the sports vehicle range by Enclosedness. Proximity 

Lexus 

- vertical elements in the grille to compliment the 

coachwork through highlighting 

- Express Sportiness 

- enhancing the narrowing belt-line along the car 

Experienc e. 

Express a Clean and Muscular line continuing from bonnet 'The good curve' 

to A-pillar 

- Express unique and unexpected sporting design, and 

intriguing elegance 

Enclosedness. Proximity 



Brand-specific features 
Symbolises Brand Image 

A Lexus Logo 
B. Arrowhead Motif 

Model-specific features 
Convey Individuality of 
Model 

A Twin-barrel Headlights 
B. Grille 
C. Door-mount mirror 
D. Line-wotk 

Figure 3-10. Table illustrating the visual signifiers intended by Lexus. 

Brand-specific features 
Symbotises Brand Image 

C . Lexus Logo 
; D. Arrowhead Motif 

Model-specjfic feature.§. 
Convey lndividuoliiy of 
Model 

E. LED To~ Light 
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As Illustrated in Figure 3-10, Lexus as a brand lacks an elemental feature 

that signifies its brand identity, since the Arrowhead Motif relates to kinship 

between visual features. This lack of a brand-specific elemental feature 

indicates that the design language of Lexus is unlikely to be associated as 

brand-specific. Referring to Table 3-1 and the identifications of 

model-specific design emphasis, a key visual feature of the 320i is the 

headlight and the grille. For a comparative analysis between the 320i and 

the IS250 the grille and headlights have been compared across all Lexus 

models to examine any brand or model-specific relationship between the 

cars. As indicated in Table 3-2, the IS250's grille consists of vertical 

elements that are specifically designed for the sports range of vehicles, as 

intended by Lexus. However, there is an inconsistency between the use of 

this grille feature as both LX and RX models are SUV cars, but these two 

vehicles each have a different grille design. 
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Figure 3-11 . Study of brand-specific elements across Lexus models. 
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Figure 3-12. Study of brand-specific elements across Lexus models. 

In addition, Figure 3-12 illustrates that the design of headlights from Lexus is 

inconsistent as the element compositions consist of various shapes and line 

transitions. Referring to the black lines on Figure 3-11, the sharp angular 

corners and high positions of the headlights consists of the brand-specific 

design motif. However, this comparative outcome also shows 

inconsistency between models in formal design language as the LX and SC 

models have a more geometrical shaped light. Relating to the form and 

ordering principles of the Gestalt theory, the corners of the headlights do 

not compliment or continue the common movement of the secondary lines, 

identified as brown lines. This research on the brand-specific features and 

proposed brand-specific features reveals that internally Lexus has a lower 

level of coherence in its adoption of brand-specific design cues in its 

models . 

Visual analysis of the 1S250 - VPE: Comprehension 

The descriptions of these official expressions with the correlated Gestalt 

principles indicates that in comparison to the expressions adopted by BMW, 

the terms adopted by Lexus are more tangible and hence potentially 

create a lower level of consumer comprehension towards the design. The 

expression terms and descriptions for associating to the Gestalt principle 

are listed in Appendix E for further reference. 
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Discussion 

Based on the officially published information regarding the design 

directions and intended expressions of the 320i/IS250, this design analysis 

section analysed the formal aesthetics of these two models to establish the 

visual relationship between various levels of form elements . The outcome 

of the Visual Format Analysis [Worell , 2001] illustrated in Table 3-3 indicates 

that the BMW 320i has stronger visual aesthetics based on its 

comprehensive relationship between the form elements. In terms of the 

level of refinement and complexity in level four form elements, it is also 

apparent that between the design of the 320i and the IS250, the 320i has 

stronger visual aesthetics, since the main design features consist of more 

layers of detail and refinement. 

As discussed in this section, the 320i also has stronger brand identity design 

than the IS250 due to the larger number of brand-specific and 

model-specific features of BMW compared to Lexus. Next, in the analysis 

using the Gestalt principle on the model expressions in the 320i/IS250, the 

findings indicate that some of the wording used by Lexus is non-explicit and 

more tangible. 
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These findings, based on the design analysis, will be incorporated into the 

design of the questionnaire for the field research . This is to ensure that 

data collected from the field research is appropriate and explicit in order to 

enable robust comparative analysis of the outcomes to answer the 

research aims. 

Table 3-3. Findings comparison of form elements between the 320i and IS250. 

Types of Comparison 

findings 320i IS250 

Form elements 
[Level 1) 

Form elements 
[Level 2) 

Finding: 320i has stronger and cohesive relationship between the levels of 

form elements 



3.2 Aim of primary research 

The aim of this primary research is to explore the research questions listed as 

follow: 

A. How are the two cars perceived and interpreted in the two markets? 

B. What visual elements are perceived as characteristic for the selected 

models (i.e. are visually distinctive)? 

C. What visual elements are perceived as signifiers (ie, carry meaning)? 

This section systematically introduces the research aim and in designing the 

questionnaire and planning for field data collection. Table 3-4 identifies 

the types of questions required to answer the research questions. For clarity 

in the categorisation of the findings chapter for analysis and discussion, the 

questions required are also further categorised into the brand-specific and 

model-specific question types under the VPE modes. The description 

diagrams in Figure 3-13 visually explain the relationship between the tables 

and the research aim. The first two columns are used to generate the 

questions to ensure a comprehensive finding for further analysis and 

discussion. The remaining two columns in this table represent the 

sub-models for the categorisation of analyses for the discussion chapter. 
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Table 3-4. Research question analyses for questionnaire design for field research. 

Research Questions: Aim for the questionnaire study Focuses on VPE mode 
,· Brand/Model 

A. How are the two cars perceived and A 1. Level of brand distinctiveness Brand Impression 

Interpreted In the two markets? 
A2. Level of model distinctiveness Model 

A3. Level of brand appeal Brand Association 

A4. How strongly was the perception on the brand? Brand Association 

A5. Level of model attractiveness Model Appreciation 

A6. How was the brand values perceived? Brand Association 

A7. How consumer perceived the car models 320i/1S250? Model Recognition 

AS. Continuity of brand identity across models Brand Recognition 

A9. Coherence of brand-specific features on the model 320i and 1S250 Model Recognition 

B. What visual elements are perceived as B 1. Ranking on official descriptive keywords on visual attributes of the design/s Model Appreciation 

characteristic for the selected models 

(I.e. are visually distinctive)? B2. Features that are perceived with descriptive terms on visual design properties -

C. What visual elements are perceived as Cl . Ranking on official expressive keywords describing to the car design/s Model Comprehension 

slgnlflers ( I.e., carry meaning)? 

C2. Features that are perceived with official expressive terms on design features -

C3. Features that are perceived as brand-specific - Association 
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3.3 Research design 

Amongst the ethnographic research methods for context mapping 

(inc luding various observations, interviews, and participatory techniques), 

there are degrees of formality used for different types of research . The 

strict structure in a formal interview has the downside of limiting the findings 

to participants' arguments and reasoning. On the other hand, a casual 

in terview is designed for a completely open outcome. This study was 

conducted through an informal, semi-structured and open-ended interview 

approach aiming for a focused finding, whilst allowing flexibility through the 

semi-structured interview responses in arguments and opinions about the 

320i and 1S250. 

A traditional questionnaire based on multiple choice boxes and rating 

scales is only effective in gaining understanding of explicit consumer 

responses. One of the aims of this questionnaire is to understand how 

consumers perceived the physical exterior design of the 320i and 1S250 on 

both the direct presentational level and the dimension of representative 

meanings. As these findings require deeper understanding of the 

consumers in how they feel and think about the visual elements, a series of 

visual stimuli were added to the questionnaires for obtaining this information. 

To gain understanding of these perceptions relating to design features, this 

questionnaire included two pictogram sections where participants were 

asked to identify any specific features by drawing on the images provided. 
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Furthermore, participants were required to identify a specific quality or 

expression rating for the design from a list of keywords that was provided 

earlier with a series of analogue scale questions. 

The participatory testing on the 320i and 1S250 questionnaire was first 

conducted by the researcher and secondly by a member of the public 

with no specific interest in automotives. The purpose of this test was to 

ensure that the questionnaire's structure and questions were appropriate 

and had a logical flow with clear wording. 

Following from Table 3-4 in Section 3.2, this section will further develop these 

questionnaire objectives using a table structure to identify the exact 

phrasing of the question to ensure the finding is valid for academic study. 

The full questionnaire is appended in Appendix F, including the visual stimuli 

that were shown to the participants . This questionnaire is categorised into 

five sections focusing on how a car is perceived visually and what these 

perception mean to the recipients: 

3.3.1 Section 1: Participant background 

3.3.2 

3.3.3 

3.3.4 

3.3.5 

Section 2: Brand Impression 

Section 3: Model Impression 

Section 4: Model Appreciation 

Section 5: Model Expression 
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Figure 3-14. Description of questionnaire section design. 
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design for field research . 
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3.3.1 Section 1: Background information 

Table 3-5. Research design section 1: Participant background. 

,, 
C 
:> 
0 
ci 
~ 
u 
0 

.Q 

c 
0 
C. ·u 
t 
0 
A. 

C 
.Q 
u 
Q) .,, 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Question Text 

Do you consider your self a car enthusiast? 

How much do you know about cars? 

What is your age group? 

Which ethnic group do you belong to? 

How long have you been living in New 

Zealand? 

What is the brand and model of your dream 

car? 

6a. C, Jf 11)( 1,IPI if kr,owri 

On what basis do you choose the brand 

above as your dream car? 

Method Questionnaire Aim & VPE Mode 

Understand the degree of interest in cars as this study Multiple choice 

focuses on car enthusiasts boxes 

Understand the level of knowledge on automobiles Multiple choice 

boxes 

Background information on the age range of Multiple choice 

participants boxes 

Background information as Multiple choice 

New Zealand is a country with diverse ethnic group boxes 

Indication on the level of potential experience or Multiple choice 

influence of New Zealand culture on participant boxes 

Indication of vehicle type preference and potentially Multiple choice 

the aesthetic style preference boxes 

Opr H 1d··d 

Indication of core value that the preference is based Open-ended 

on 

Section one of the questionnaire is designed to gain background 

knowledge of the participants in order to identify any specific pattern of 

car type preferences in New Zealand and Taiwan. The type of questions 

include: the level of interest in automotives, including the basis of their 

dream car selection; the participant's ethnic background; and how long 

they have been part o f the New Zealand/Taiwan culture . 

Figure 3-14 illustrates the relationship between the research aim analysis 

and design of the questionnaire. The structure and aim of this section is 

listed in Table 3-5 with various methods used for the different types of data 

collected. This table has the same structure and layout as the rest of 

tables in this section . After the questions have been identified, the aim of 

the question is stated a long with the type of methods used. Referring to 

the questionnaire design section, the last column identifies the 

questionnaire aim and the VPE mode it relates to for further categorisation 

with the results in the Findings chapter. 
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Section 2: Model expression 

Table 3-6. Research design section 2: Brand Impression. 

C 
0 
·;;; 
"' 

No. Question Text 

• 9 

Please write a word/sentence that you would associate 

with BMW/Lexus: 

How appealing do you think BMW /Lexus is? 

9a. vVf,v? 

Identify how consumers perceived the brand 

associated with the 320i/lS250 

Determine the degree of brand appeal 

Supporlin<1 co1r,rn~Jnls for rnor0 un,JersloncJi1K1 

!!! 
0. 

10 Do you consider BMW/Lexus a premium/luxury car brand? How the brand image has been perceived? 

.§ 
"tJ 
C e 

ID 

c-i 
C 
.2 
u 
QI .,, 

11 

12 

13 

10a. v'mvi 

How distinctive is BMW/Lexus compared to other car 

brands? 

lla . ._, 

Do you think cars manufactured by BMW/Lexus share 

certain qualities that make them belonging to the same 

"family"? 

12a. ·,f 1'-·,,J,·,11JI, 

Have you ever experienced cars manufactured by BMW 

before? 

(including driving/sitting in the car) 

St 1ppc1rtinq cc,mrnr:;n1s for I nor(: ,.mders lrn 1ciirn 

How different is the brand compared to its 

competitors 

People's perception on the continuity of design 

quality across models from the brand 

Reference to examine if the level of perception 

on the brand/model is influenced by actual 

physical experience with cars from BMW/Lexus 

This section aims to identify the consumers' model-related perceptions to 

firstly identify how the brand BMW / Lexus is perceived before more of the 

specific questions are asked on the perception and interpreted meanings 

of the models 320i/lS250. Question 13 in this questionnaire is designed to 

examine whether the perception of BMW/Lexus is influenced by the 

participant 's previous experience with vehicles from this brand. With 

reference to the research methods review section, VAS in the methods 

column stands for Visual Analogue Scale. 

Method 

Open en led 

Multiple choice 

boxes 

Open-ended 

VAS 

npcn-endc d 

VAS 

Multiple choice 

boxes 

Multiple choice 

boxes 

Questionnaire Aim & VPE Model 

A4. Recognition 

Multiple Model 

A3. Association 

A7. Association 

A 1. Impression 

A9. Comprehension 
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3.3.2 Section 3: Model impression 

Table 3-7. Research design section 3: Model Expression. 

C 
0 
'iii 
"' QI 
a. 
~ 
ai 
"0 
0 
:E 
M 
C 
0 

=o 
QI .,, 

15 

16 

Question Text 

Referring to the picture above, do you think Perce lion on the 320i/1S250 relatin to its brand 

this model is typical for BMW/Lexus? identity 

14a. Why? Supporling comments for more underslandinq 

On the bar below and referring to the images Comparison of attractiveness and distinctiveness across 

provided, please indicate how attractive and 7 car models in the same class and targeting the same 

distinctive you think each car is? 

1 SA-G. Attractiveness 

1 SA-G. Distinctiveness 

How strongly would you like to drive/own this 

BMW/Lexus? 

16a. Why? 

market segment 

How strongly did the consumer perceived 320i/lS250 

Supporting cornmr•nts to, more undersls..11·clina 

From this section onwards, the remaining three questionnaire sections focus 

solidly on how the 320i/1S250 is perceived. The purpose of section three is 

to establish how people perceived the vehic les from an overall perspective 

both with and without the interpretation of meanings. A series of images 

on other vehicle models targeting the same market segment is placed 

together to identify how distinctive and attractive the 320i/1S250 is 

compared to other car models on the market. This question is conducted 

by showing the participant visual stimuli and requiring the participant to 

identify the answer using VAS while viewing the imagery. 
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Method 

Multi le choice 

boxes 

Ope'7-encled 

VAS 

VAS 

Multiple choice 

boxes 

Open-E-nc!ecl 

Questionnaire Aim & VPE Model 

A 10. Reco nition 

A3. Apprec iation 

A2. Impression 

AS. Multi model 

Association 



3.3.3 Section 4: Model appreciation 

.. - :•--· . ' .. - . . . ... . . 
Question Text Method Aim & VPE Model 

Referring to the photos provided, please mark on the bar to How the aesthetic values are perceived by the consumers Bl. Appreciation 
C 

.Q 
c u 
~ 

indicate what you think about the 320i/lS250's appearance: based on a range of descriptive keywords provided 

Q. 
Q. 
0 

ai 
'O 
0 
~ 
ii 
C 

.Q 
u 
GI .,, 

17 A. Distinctive/Well-defined 

178. Consistent/Uniform 

17C. Harmonious/Flowing 

17D. Beautiful/Stunning 

17E. Interesting/Fascinating 

17F. Ugly/Non-appealing 

17G. Balanced/Proportional 

17H. Sleek/Elegant 

171. Simple/Clean 

18 Referring to the photo, please mark on the picture below to How specific features are been perceived based on the Pictogram 82. Appreciation 

indicate the features of the car that appeals to you. keywords in question 17 

This section is designed to identify how consumers appreciate the visual 

elements and appearances of the 320i/lS250 holistically and analytically. 

The participants were shown black and white images depicting the 

front-side and rear-side corners of the 320i/lS250. The holistic perception of 

cars was conducted through participants giving a VAS rating, assessing the 

visual quality of the 320i/lS250 based on viewing the imagery. Following 

this, the same images were shown again and participants were asked to 

indicate features using the visual attributes listed in the VAS question. The 

purpose of this was to understand how participants analytically perceived 

the designs. Part of the research aims at examining the different attributes 

of impression to see if the marks for keywords correlate with the pictogram 

outcome. Table in Appendix E clarifies the terms that are listed in section 

four of the questionnaire by defining the terms in accordance with the 

definitions and how the terms relate to the Gestalt principles. Terms listed 

in Table 3-8 are selected as a set of different visual qualities and used to 

gain a comprehensive understanding of the various perceptions from 

consumers. This analysis on how these terms relate to certain Gestalts will 

serve a base for the analysis and discussion of the findings. 
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Section 5: Model expressions 
Table 3-9. Research design section 5: Model expression. 

"' 19 A. Dynamic Well-defined 
C 
0 198. Versatile Innovative -;; 
"' a, 

l 9C. Elegant Sleek/Lightness a. 
)( 
a, 19D. Modern High-tech/Stylish 
3: 
~ l 9E. Desirable Confident/Focused 
al 

C 
19A. Luxury High quality /Exclusive 

0 
·;;; 198. Sporty Sta te of motion/aggressive 
"' a, 
a. l 9C. Distinctive Unique/Refined 
)( 
w 

19D. Confident Bold "' ;) 
)( 

19E. Simple Seamless/Flowing a, .... 
l 9F. Sporty Powerful/ Athletic l 9F. Style Elegance/Visually arresting 

19G. Comfortable Luxuries/Enjoyable 19G. Evocative Exquisitely beautiful 

20 Referring to the photo. please mark on the picture 

below to indicate the features of the car that appeals 

to you . (example given) 

How specific features are been perceived based from the 

keywords in question 20 

Pictogram 

20.A-G Repelition of f'cyworcJ, from quostir,n 17 C2. Appreciation 

__ __._2_0_H_. __________ _____ ____ .....L.._ld_e_n_t_if.:...y_w_h_ic_h_fe_a_t_u_re_s_a_r,3 been perceived as brand-spec ific C3. Comprehension 

This section of the questionnaire focuses on the meaning-related 

perceptions and interpretations of the 320i/1S250. The yellow highlight in 

Table 3-9 is the list of terms intended to express the design of the 320i/1S250. 

The use of official expressive terms wi ll allow comparative analyses 

between the internal and external perceptions of these two cars. The 

structure of this questionnaire section is the same as the previous section on 
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mcdel appreciation, enquiring on holistic model comprehension following 

analytical comprehension . As this section relates to meanings of the 

design perceptions, the pictogram section has an additional keyword 

asking the participants to indicate any features that symbolise the brand 

BMW /Lexus on the 320i/1S250. 



Chapter 3. Methods - Primary Research 

3.4 Discussion 

To understand consumer perceptions towards two different car designs, this 

chapter is based on the secondary research outcome that covered the 

theoretical base and the background of the two markets and design of 

two cars. The questionnaire design in the primary research study, the 

design analysis of the two car designs, and the use of explicit expressions 

drawn from official sources allow a validated comparative analysis of the 

outcome between internal and external perceptions of the 320i/lS250. 

Referring to Appendix C for the full questionnaire, the questionnaire sections 

are designed to initialy establish the participants ' background, and then 

move from brand-related questions towards questions relating to the 

consumers ' understanding of expression-intent by BMW/Lexus. The VAS 

answering method was commonly used in this section to indicate precise 

perceptions for the participants. Furthermore, the design of the pictogram 

sections in the questionnaire was to examine consumers' visual perceptions 

towards the 320i/lS250 analytically, by indicating visual features on the 

images. Comparing the VAS and the pictogram outcomes on visual 

attributes and expressions of the 320i/lS250, a relationship between the 

holistic and analytical levels of perceptions can be understood. This 

understanding will potentially establish the patterns of consumer 

perceptions which could be implemented into the design process in 

automotive design; or justify design decisions relating to form and ordering 

of the car exterior. Furthermore, an understanding between the holistic 

and analytical perceptions and understanding of designs wil l open up 

topics and areas for further research between the formal aesthetics and 

visual experience. The semi-structured approach was chosen to allow a 

deeper understanding of participants' responses and to answer any queries 

they might have regarding the questions. It also allowed the researcher to 

gain full understanding of the open-ended comments given by participants 

supporting their VAS or multiple choice answers. In the following chapter 

(Findings) the outcome of the field research will be described. 
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Chapter 4. FINDINGS 

The aim of this research is to understand how consumers perceive 

automotive designs in different markets that have a different cultural 

context. Referring to Chapter Three on Primary Research Design, the 

questionnaire was designed based on the research questions, aiming to 

cover perceptions in both presentation and representation domains. 

Appendix G presents the overall questionnaire outcomes in four sets: first 

the outcomes for the 320i in both markets and then those for the IS250. 

Due to the scale of this research and to achieve a flow in presenting the 

findings, the summarised tabulated findings are attached in Appendix H. 

Each table number is prefixed with an 'H' and the findings are categorised 

under the questionnaire sections to allow easier cross referencing to the 

questionnaire questions. 

As identified in the last chapter, the participant groups are compatible 

because this research was conducted at automotive-related events in 

New Zealand and Taiwan and targeted car enthusiasts. The data 

collection in both markets was conducted by semi-structured interview with 

the questionnaire on a c lipboard and a pen provided by the researcher. 

The participants were random ly selected and no personal information was 

recorded; all 60 participants voluntarily participated in this research. 
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The New Zealand study was conducted at a classical car show in Pukekohe, 

a town near Auckland well- known for its sports car racing facility. This 

classical car show was an admission-only outdoor event with a popularity 

contest amongst the viewers held at the end of the show. The field research 

was carried out in an area where the on-show vehicles were displayed. 

This venue selection resulted in a minority group of participants giving lower 

than average responses, based on their comparison between classical and 

contemporary car designs. On average, the questionnaire took the 

participants a maximum of 15 minutes to complete. Some participants 

commented that the questionnaire was too long. 

The Taiwan study was conducted at an admission-only automotive 

modification and automotive parts expo in the capital city Taipei. 

According to the official expo organiser, this expo is Taiwan's largest annual 

automotive-related event, attracting local and international visitors. The 

field research was conducted in the same manner as the New Zealand 

research but, for the market-related comparison of this study, only show 

visitors who appeared to be local were approached. On average, the 

participants in Taiwan spent 20 minutes on each questionnaire and were 

contemporary car enthusiasts rather than classic car enthusiasts. 



4.1 BMW in New Zealand 

As identified in the Introduction, the key findings of this field research on the 

320i from the Classical Car show are appended in Appendix H in Tables 

H-01 to H-05. Overall, the results from the first section of questionnaire 

indicate that the New Zealand participants consisted of a diverse mix of 

age groups dominated by people in their 40s; the respondents had a good 

level of interest and knowledge in automotives; and the most popular 

dream car preference was the super cars, followed by premium, and 

classical cars (Table H-01). 

The outcome of section two (listed in Table H02) , shows a mixture of positive 

a nd negative written comments which are further supported by 

medium-level ranking outcomes for the questions. The majority of the 

participants associated the brand BMW as a premium car brand and very 

few connected BMW with mechanical performance. A few commented 

on the commonness of BMW cars on roads, and that the exterior styling of 

BMW cars did not appeal to them due to their strong preference for other 

vehicle categories such as SUV or Classical. 

The outcomes from section three of the questionnaire are presented in 

Table H-03. The main emphasis of this section is to examine model 

impressions across seven cars in the same market segment. Based on the 

exterior design of these models, BMW 320i was not rated as the most 

distinctive car, but was recognised as the most attractive car. The results 

indicated that cars by Cadillac and Volvo have the largest mark variation 

between their distinctiveness and attractiveness ratings. The majority of the 

respondents recognised the exterior of the 320i as a BMW model, with 

comments based on brand-specific features of BMW such as the Kidney 

Grille. 

Table H-04 shows results from the fourth section which focus on visual 

appreciation. The results show inconsistency between consumers' 

appreciation viewing pictures of the 320i and actually identifying features in 

the pictograms. Overall , the strongly perceived attributes in the outcome 

for question 17 had low average marks, between 50 and 60 out of 100. 

Unsurprisingly, the grille was the strongest feature identified in the various 

written comments. 

It is evident from the fifth section on Model Expression (Table H-05) that 

participants responded differently to viewing the pictures and identifying 

features in the pictogram. The average mark for the strongest expression 

outcome for question 19 was between 50 and 60, which is similar to the 

model appreciation section from Table H-04. The finding from this model 

expression section shows that participants strongly perceived the whole car 

and Kidney Grille as strongly expressive. 
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4.2 BMW in Taiwan 

Tables H-06 to 10 in Appendix H present the findings from the BMW Taiwan 

study. Referring to Table H06, the background information of the 

participants is similar to the New Zealand study. The participants came 

from a wide range of age groups, dominated by people between the ages 

of 20 and 30. In general, the respondents have a good level of interest in 

cars with an outcome of 3.3 out of 5, where 5 represents strongly interested. 

However, they are not as knowledgeable as the New Zealand respondents. 

The most popular preference of dream car was for super cars, followed by 

premium vehicles and c lassical cars. 

Overall , the written comments from section two of the survey (Table H-07) 

are mostly positive with even the negative comments having relatively high 

rankings, compared to the New Zealand public . Furthermore, the 

Taiwanese participants gave a higher average ranking on the VAS than the 

New Zealand 320i participants. Similar to the New Zealand outcome, the 

Taiwan results indicate that people mostly associate BMW with its visual 

appearance and its representational values. 

The outcomes from section three of the questionnaire are shown in Table 

H-08. As in the New Zealand results, the BMW 320i was not rated the most 

distinctive car, but was recognised as the most attractive car. One 

interesting result is that although Mercedes Benz was frequently mentioned 
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in the dream car question, it was not amongst the top three strongest cars 

marked for attractiveness and distinctiveness. The level of interests in the 

320i is dominated by a mix of aesthetic appreciation and representative 

association from the respondents. 

Table H-09 shows the results from section four focusing on aesthetic-related 

appreciation. Compared to the New Zealand survey results, the strongest 

expressions from questions 17 and 18 are inconsistent. However, the 

keywords for strongest holistic appreciations are similar to the New Zealand 

findings. The results from this section match the overall positive responses, 

as the only negative expression keyword is rated the weakest expression by 

the consumers. The overall whole design of the 320i was rated as the 

strongest feature of the design by the Taiwan consumers. 

It is evident from Table H-10 that the participants responded differently to 

viewing the pictures and indicating features in the pictogram. Compared 

to the New Zealand study outcome, the average marks for the strongest 

expression outcome in question 19 are higher. From this model expression 

section the findings show that participants strongly perceived the car as a 

whole as most expressive. 

It is interesting to note that Taiwanese participants' focus on the features on 

the front of 320i as being brand-specific and only the logo was identified on 



the tail of the car. Although the whole car has been widely identified 

under various expressive keywords, the overall design of the 320i is not 

perceived as brand-specific. 

4.3 Lexus in New Zealand 

Tables H 11 to 15 in Appendix H present the findings from the study of the 

Lexus IS250 in New Zealand . Table Hl l lists the findings from section one on 

the New Zealand participant backgrounds. In general, the respondents 

have a good level of interest in cars and their level of knowledge in cars is 

similar to the BMW New Zealand outcome. 

Table H 12 summarises the results from section two of the survey on brand 

impression. Overall , the written comments relating to the country of origin 

were largely negative, and the positive comments were mainly based on 

performance aspects such as engineering and durability. Furthermore, 

the New Zealand participants gave similar levels of average rankings 

compared to the BMW participants. One interesting finding on brand 

image association in question l O is that two participants recognised Lexus 

as a premium brand only because it is a competitor to car maker BMW. 

Compared to the BMW New Zealand study, there were fewer participants 

who had experienced Lexus cars before. 

The outcomes from section three on Model Impression are shown in Table 

H-13 with its main emphasis on examining model impressions across seven 

cars in the same market segment. Simi lar to the BMW finding on question 

15, BMW, Mercedes Benz and Audi were rated the most distinctive and 

attractive cars and in the same order. The level of interest in physically 

experiencing the IS250 is moderately high in New Zealand, with only one 

participant giving comments relating to the representational value of the 

design. 

Table H-14 displays the finding summaries of section four on the 

questionnaire, Model Appreciation. The number of pictograms indicated 

by the Lexus participant was less compared to the BMW study from New 

Zealand and Taiwan. Furthermore, the Lexus study findings show that 

there is no particular expression that was strongly perceived by the 

consumers analytically. Furthermore, there is a dramatic difference 

between consumers' holistic and analytical perceptions, this is because the 

visual appearance of IS250 has been analytically perceived as 

Ugly/Non-appealing! The resu lts from this section match the large amount 

of negative perception and responses as the only negative expression. 

keyword is rated as one of the strongest expression by the consumers. 

Unsurprisingly, a wide range of features including the whole car were 

identified as 'Ugly/Non-appealing'. 
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Table H-15 displays the findings of section five, Model Expression. Unlike the 

BMW studies, Lexus participants responded very closely to viewing the 

pictures and identifying features in the pictogram. The average marks for 

the strongest expression, from the outcome of question 19, are low 

compared to the New Zealand study outcome, being only in the 50s range. 

The findings from this section suggested, therefore, that no particular 

features are particularly strongly perceived by participants. One 

interesting finding from the perceived expressions of Lexus from the New 

Zealand consumers is that there is a wide mix of features that were 

perceived by the participants compared to BMW's results, which the frontal 

portion of the vehicle attracted most of the attention. 

4.4 Lexus in Taiwan 

Tables H-16 to 20 in Appendix H presents the findings from the study of the 

Lexus IS250 in Taiwan. Table H-16 lists the findings of section one of the 

questionnaire. Similar to the New Zealand study, the Taiwanese 

participants came from a wide range of age groups, dominated by people 

aged between 20 and 30 years old. In general, the respondents had a 

stronger level of interest and average level of knowledge in cars compared 

to the Lexus participants in New Zealand. The most popular preferences of 

dream cars were the premium brands, and secondly some super cars . 

Overall the written feedback shows a mix of positive and negative 
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perceptions towards Lexus as a brand. Referring to Table H-17, there is 

frequent emphasis on the country of origin and preference for European 

cars over Japanese. Most of the participants' physical experience with 

Lexus cars perceived the IS250 positively based on their experiences. This is 

evident because consumers, who had not physically experienced Lexus 

cars, mostly allocated lower marks and negative written comment 

associating Lexus as an economical car. Compared to the BMW 

outcomes, the Lexus results generally show lower average rankings. 

The outcomes from section three are shown in Table H-18 with the main 

emphasis on examining model impressions. Lexus has not been strongly 

recognised by the Taiwan participants. Interestingly, Cadillac was rated 

both highly attractive and distinctive by the Taiwan public while the New 

Zealand participants perceived the Cadillac as less attractive but highly 

distinctive. Unlike the BMW outcome, the responses on the level of interest 

in the IS250 show that there is a lack of perception on the representational 

values of the IS250 or Lexus. The country of origin has been highly 

associated with positive and negative comments by participants. 

Table H-20 shows results from section five focusing on meaning-related 

appreciations from the Taiwan public. Similar to other questionnaire 

outcomes, the strongest expressive terms appreciated by the Taiwan 

participants for question 17 and 18 are mostly inconsistent. Under close 



investigation, the term 'Ugly /Non-appealing' has the weakest holistic 

perception in Taiwan, but analytically from the pictogram outcome, there is 

a considerable amount of indication of the features on the frontal portion 

of the IS250. Surprisingly, the strongest feature perceived by the Taiwan 

participants is the flow of form from the hood continuing onto the beltline. 

From Table H-20 it is evident that there is a strong correlation between 

consumers' holistic and analytic perceptions on the IS250. This is because 

the same expression has been strongly comprehended on both the VAS 

and pictogram outcome. The average marks for the strongest expression 

from the outcome of question 19 on model expression under the VAS 

method are lower compared to Taiwan BMW study. Similar to question 17 

and 18 on model appreciation, the strongest features are the line work from 

the front onto the beltline, and the headlights. It is interesting to note that 

the Taiwanese participants only strongly identified the logo at the front and 

rear of the IS250 as being brand-specific. 
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Chapter 5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The findings on consumer perception of the BMW 320i and Lexus IS250 wil l 

be presented in logical steps of product experience. This includes the 

initial visual impression, differentiating these two cars from their competitors, 

visual perceptions of the cars, and interpretation of the various meanings. 

The categorisations of visual experiences of the 320i/ IS250 are based on the 

VPE framework modes [Worell, 2007). Figure 5-1 displays the primary and 

secondary relationships between the chapter sections and research 

questions to c larify the focus in each section. Figure 5-2 introduces the 

colour coding within the analysis table in this chapter for easy reference 

and understanding on the relationship between outcomes. 

This chapter starts with an analysis and discussion of consumer perceptions 

of the 320i and IS250 in both markets (section 5.1) . Referring to Figure 5-1, 

this section analyses all four sets of outcomes individually as a foundation 

for the remaining three comparative sections in this chapter. To avoid 

repeated analysis and discussions in the body text, the information 

presented in this section focuses on answering research questions B and C 

listed in Figure 5-1. As research question Band C focus on the consumers' 

visual perceptions of the 320i/IS250 with and without related meanings, the 

analysis and discussions of the VPE modes of Impression, Recognition, and 

brand associa tion wi ll be appended in Appendix I, due to its secondary 
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re lationship to the aim of this section. The remaining sections focus on the 

comparative analysis and discussion referring to specific research questions 

that are structured under VPE modes. 

Based on the analysis of the key findings from section 5.1, section 5.2 

analyses the differences and similarities in perception between BMW and 

Lexus in the same markets. This comparison examines how cars with 

different design intents are perceived and interpreted by consumers. 

Thirdly, the analysis and discussion in section 5.3 shifts from looking at the 

differences between the perception of the 320i/IS250 in different markets to 

the cultural-related influences between New Zealand and Taiwan. This 

inter-market comparison on the differences and patterns in consumer 

perceptions will suggest how culture and social values influence 

consumers' perception on the same designs. 

Based on the previous three sections, section 5.4 examines the relationship 

between the intended and external perceptions of the design of the 

320i/IS250. Through this comparative analysis and discussion the research 

aim of mapping these various perceptions of 320i/IS250 is possible. This 

section wi ll thus provide arguments for the implications on automotive 

design. 



Sections on 
onloysis and discussion 

ec 10n . : 

Consumer Perceptions on 320i/ lS250 

Section Focvs: 
BMW in New Zealand 
BMW in Taiwan 
Lexus in New Zealand 
Lexus in Taiwan 

ec 10n • : 

Consumer Perceptions between 
BMW/ Lexus 

Section Focvs : 
BMW (NZ/Tw) 

vs. 
lexvs (NZ/Tw) 

Sec 10n 5.3: 
Consumer Perceptions between 
New Zealand / Taiwan 

Section focus: 
New Zealand (NZ/Tw) 

vs. 
Taiwan (NZ/Tw) 

Section focus: 
BMW (internal) Lexus 

vs. 
BMW (External) Lexvs 

Relotins to Research Aim 
- Primary ---- Secondary Research Questions 

--·---

\ 

' ' ' \ 
' 

. How are the two cars perceived and interpreted in 
he two markets? 

B. What visual elements are perceived as choracteris
ic for the selected models? 

~ E. Are there any differences in perception and 
meaning in different markets? What are those 
differences? 

Figure 5-1. Relationship diagram between the various comparative discussions and the researc h questions. 
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Table anolysing the individual 
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Figure 5-2. Description of the colour coding on text in the analysis and comparison tables. 
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5.1 Consumer perceptions on 320i/1S250 

To understand what visual elements are perceived and interpreted in 

different markets, the section entitled 'VPE: Appreciation' analyses and 

discusses findings on consumer perceptions; specifically on the formal 

aesthetics of the 320i/lS250. First, the strongest holistic perceptions of the 

320i/lS250 will be presented with features indicated in the pictogram 

questions, which examines the relationship between the visual attributes 

and the features under which they were appreciated. Figure 5-2 

describes the colour coding of text for analysing the outcome. The Gestalt 

principles embodied in the attribute and the feature will then be compared, 

searching for a pattern of trends in how consumers perceive visual features 

on the 320i/ lS250. The purpose of this is to gain understanding of the 

relationship between the features appreciated and the visual attributes. 

Next, the strongest feature from the pictogram findings will be analysed by 

comparing the Gestalt principles related to both the visual feature and the 

descriptive attributes for a 'common' Gestalt principle. To conclude the 

VPE: Appreciation section, the strongest attributes, based on the analytical 

perception findings, will be analysed in the same manner as the VAS 

analyses mentioned earlier. 

A similar analysis process to that used in the model appreciation section 

was conducted for the VPE mode: Comprehension, which focuses on the 

meaning-related perceptions of the visual aesthetics of the cars. The 

purpose of adopting the Gestalt principles is to examine whether there is 

any specific type of quality in a feature that correlates to certain attributes 

or expressions . Such understanding wi ll allow the establishment of a 

system that could potentially help designers to justify their design intentions 

on automotive designs. 

Overall, the participants consisted of a mix of gender and age groups, 

ranging from teenagers to over 60 years of age. Compared to other types 

of methods, such as multiple choice and open-ended questions, the 

pictogram questions were the most time consuming. This is because 

participants spent most of their time thinking and analyzing in order to 

identify their visual perceptions and understanding on the design of the 

320i/lS250. Also, the majority of the participants had the tendency to 

indicate similar rankings for scale bars that appeared in a set. 

One major reflection on the Taiwanese participants is their notion of 

identifying the car brands before answering the scale ranking questions for 

attractiveness and distinctiveness on cars. Compared to the New Zealand 

participants the majority of the Taiwan participants had more difficulty 

identifying features on the pictograms. In comparison, the New Zealand 

participants identified more frequently with the pictograms. However, 

Taiwanese car enthusiasts identified more features than the New Zealand 

participants. 
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5.1.1 BMW in New Zealand 

The 320i questionnaire participants had an above average level of interest 

in motorcars. At the same time their level of knowledge in motorcars is 

also above the average. The participants were, therefore assumed to 

have knowledge on the super car brands. Their level of interest in motor 

vehicles could explain why the super car brands were strongly identified as 

the dream car by 6 out of 15 participants. Interestingly, the main criterion 

for the dream car selection was the visual appearances of a car rather 

than performance. This type of vehicle preferences could also be 

influenced by the independent cultural context of New Zealand; the notion 

that goods are perceived as a source of pleasure rather than an emphasis 

on their representational values. For this reason the dream car selections 

were based on the visual aesthetics of cars which further emphasises the 

importance of visual perception in products to gain differentiation from 

one's competi tors. It will be interesting to examine the study outcomes 

from Taiwan since the Taiwanese market is characterised by conspicuous 

consumption behaviour due to its interdependent culture . 

VPE: Appreciation 

Table 5-1 lists the findings on the appreciation of visual elements based on 

viewing the images of the 320i. They are not particularly strong as shown 

by the average marks in the S0s out of 100. Interestingly, under 

comparison, the most appreciated terms all share similar visual 
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characteristics, identified under the Gestalt theory, with stronger emphasis 

on the lines of the 320i, as indicated in Figure 5-2. The next part of the 

discussion is based on the analysis of the pictogram findings on consumers' 

appreciation of the visual elements . 

Table 5-1. Findings on highly appreciated qualities on VAS. 

Finding Summary Gestalt's physical attributes 

1. Simple/Clean (56.6/100) 'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common movement. 

2. Harmonious/Flowing (56.3/100) 'The good curve' . 

Common movement. 

3. Consistent/Uniform (54.7 /100) Similarity. Common movement. 

level? Cbaracteridic 
ShQ= Higher order form 
elements 

- Convey form properlies 
- Connection between basic 
forms 

Level 3 Kinship Between Feo
~ Secondary order form 
elements 

- Convey overall coherence 
- Secondary connection fo 
enhance the basic form 

Figure 5-3. Design analysis of 320i on the flow of lines and line transitions. 



. . . -. 
Strongest VAS Attributes 

1. Simple/Clean (56.6/100) 

Features 

Overall car exterior 

Side of 320i 

Quad headlights 

Air dam (corner) 

Rear Bumper 

Lower rear side area 

-..... 
Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

Common movement. 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Bone line. Flame Surfacing 

Enclosedness. Area. Proximity 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Part of Down Road Graphic 

Area . Enclosedness 

Flame Surfacing 

Flame Surfacing 

Holistically, the attribute Simple/Clean was the most widely appreciated 

visual quality on the 320i. Unexpectedly, the quality of Simple/Clean is not 

widely indicated in the pictogram section and no feature was commonly 

appreciated. This could possibly be because the embodied Gestalt 

principles relating to this quality are based on the overall shape and visual 

relationship between elements. As indicated on Table 5-4, there is a lack 

of coherence between the embodied ordering principles of features 

indicated and the attribute. Overall the features appreciated as 

Simple/Clean commonly share the physical attributes relating to repetition, 

line continuity, grouping of elements, and the use of positive shape. 
Figure 5-4. Features on 320i indicated as Simple/Clean in New Zealand. 
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The attribute of Harmonious/Flowing in the 320i has been highly 

appreciated both from the VAS results and the pictogram findings. The 

strongest perceptions of Harmonious/Flowing on visual features are the 

continuous lines and, unexpectedly, the front DLO corner. Other features 

indicated also share similar Gestalt principles, relating to 'the good curve' 

and 'Common movement' . It is evident that both attributes Simple/Clean 

and Harmonious/Flowing share the same Gestalt principles based on the 

definition of these terms. However, the type of responses on the 

pictogram are slightly different. The attribute Harmonious/Flowing were 

perceived and indicated with more use of line and arrow. One other 

fascinating finding from this exercise is that the type of keywords used could 

possibly be influencing the mode of response. 

Figure 5-5. Features on the 320i indicated as Harmonious/Flowing in New Zealand. 
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. . . -. 
Strongest VAS Attributes 

2.Harmonious/Flowing 

(56.3/100) 

Ft¼atures 

Line flow 

Side panels (incl lower one) 

Bone line 

Kidney Grille 

Front slope of DLO 

Roof 

. . . ... . -..... 
Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature inc luded 

'The good curve'. Common Movement 

Beltline, Aerodynamic Design 

'The good curve' 

Flame Surfacing 

'The good curve'. Common Movement 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. 

Whiska's chrome details 

Common movement-

'The good curve'-



. . . -. . . ... 
Strongest VAS Attributes 

Consistent/ Uniform (54.7 /100) 

Features 

Bone line 

Rear Bone line 

Door handles 

Kidney grille 

-..... 
Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

'The good curve' . Common Movement 

Bone line 

Common movement 

Flame Surfacing 

Experience. Common movement 

Flame Surfacing 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. 

Whiskas chrome details 

Similar to the attribute Simple/Clean, the terms Consistent/Uniform were not 

strongly indicated under the pictogram methods but were highly 

appreciated in the VAS results. However, a feature relating to this 

particular attribute was very consistently indicated by New Zealand 

participants. One striking finding was that the grille, as a fea ture, was 

strongly perceived as Consistent/Uniform. When referring to the 

background research relating key features and the Gestalt principles, the 

grille is a highly complex element with a high degree of 'Similarity'. This 

could possibly explain this outcome that the gril le has been strongly 

perceived as 'consistent/uniform'. This also supports the argument that 

features and attributes that have similar physica l order princip le are often 

perceived together. This is based on the outcome that the remaining 

three features are all in the same area along the bone line of the 320i, and 

these features all share the Gesta lt principle of 'Common movement' 

together with the quality Consistent/Uniform. 

Figure 5-6. Features on the 320i indicated as Consistent/Uniform in New Zealand. 
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Amongst all the features indicated under the various attributes, the front 

grille as a visual element has been strongly appreciated by the New 

Zealand participants. Table 5-5 is based on the visual analysis study. The 

Kidney Grille is categorised under three Gestalt principles of Similarity, 

Proximity, and Enclosedness. The large number of elements positioned 

within the double grille created a strong and clear Gestalt, which is the 

most appreciated visual element in the New Zealand study. Based on the 

pictogram findings, the grille was appreciated under various keywords; the 

strongest appreciated terms are listed in the right hand column in Table 5-5. 

Furthermore, the 'Whiskas' chrome detail was added to the 320i to 

emphasise the grille as a brand-specific feature, and based on the 

pictogram outcome, the chrome detail possibly contributed to consumers' 

strong visual perception of the Kidney Grille. 

Table 5-5. Comparison between the visual attributes of the feature and terms 

appreciated with the feature. 

grille Proximity. Similarity. Area. Enclosedness 

Similarity. Common Movement. 

'The good curve'. Common Movement. 

'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common Movement. 

Distinctiveness 

Well-defined 

Consistent/Uniform 

Harmonious/flowing 

Sleek/Elegant 

'Similarity' and 'Common movement' are the common principle in Kidney Grille and 

descriptive terms listed above I 
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The key feature of this research is to understand consumer perception of 

cars using different types of questionnaire methods to determine how 

people holistically and analytically perceive cars. Following on from 

analyses and discussions of the most frequently indicated features from the 

pictogram findings, subsequent analysis focuses on the attributes that were 

strongly indicated by New Zealand participants. Comparing the VAS and 

pictogram findings on consumers' appreciation of the 320i, the same set of 

attributes of visual qualities are being perceived differently. This suggests 

that people perceive a car differently when viewing an image of the car 

and when identifying features on the image. This inconsistency in the 

outcome between different models of perceptions could possibly be due 

to the participants ' weaker ability - as non-designers - to describe forms and 

elements of cars . The following pages will analyse and discuss the findings 

of the pictogram outcomes on attributes, as shown in Table 5-6, and 

investigate the relationship between the visual implications of the terms 

and the features indicated based on Gestalt principles . 

Table 5-6. Findings on highly appreciated attributes on pictogram. 

Strongest Pictogram Attributes Gestalt's physical attributes 

1. Distinctive/Well-defined Proximity. Similarity. Area. 

14 indications Enclosedness 

2. Balanced/Proportional Proximity. Similarity. 'The good curve'. 

13 indications 

3. Harmonious/Flowing 'The good curve' . 

10 indications Common movement. 



Strongest Pictogram Attributes 

1. Distinctive/ Well-defined 
Features 
DRG 

Kidney Grille 

Quad headlights 

Air Dam 

Wheel arch 

Bone line 

-..... 
Gestalt Principles 
Intended design feature included 

' -. . -. -
Common movement. Proximity. Symmetry 
Composition of the frontal area 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. 
Whiskas chrome details 
Enclosedness. Area . Proximity 

Common movement. Proximity. 
Part of Down Road Graphic 

Area. Enclosedness 
Flame Surfacing 

'The good curve' . Common Movement 

The terms Distinctive/Well-defined as visual attributes have the most 

indications amongst the terms provided. However, comparatively these 

terms were not as strongly appreciated under the VAS outcome. Referr,ng 

to Table 5-7, the Gestalt principles between the term and features identified 

shows a high degree of consistency in the principle 'Proximity' . This 

consistency suggests the notion that consumers sub-consciously perceive 

the visual elements that have similar Gestalt principles as the specific 

descriptive terms. Figure 5-7 identified that consumers mainly appreciated 

the attribute on the frontal part of the 320i as distinctive and well-defined. 

This matches the design intentions of BMW, as the frontal portion of the 320i 

was highly emphasised with a design that integrated the bumper into the 

hood and wheel-arches. Interestingly, Gestalt principles re lating to the 

Kidney grille as a visual element are a total match with the Gestalt principle 

of the descriptive terms Distinctive/Well-defined. 

Figure 5-7. Features on the 320i indicated as Distinctive/Well-defined in New Zealand. 
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Comparing the visual features indicated as Distinctive/Well-defined, this 

outcome shows a lesser degree of consistency in the embodied Gestalt 

principles between the features appreciated. Figure 5-8 and Table 5-8 

indicates that consumers mainly appreciated the overall feature and visual 

continuity of the lines on the panels as Balance/Proportional. Surprisingly, 

the Shark Fin antenna was appreciated under this particular term but this 

visual element has a different Gestalt principle to the attribute . This could 

possible relate to the antenna complimenting the overall exterior through its 

symmetrical design as a small feature on top of the DLO curvature. 

Table 5-8. Strongly indicated (2nd) attributes on the 320i by New Zealand 

Strongest Pictogram Attributes 

2. Balanced/Proportional 

Features 

Overall exterior 

Air Dam 

Quad Headlights 

Side of hood 

Line flow 

Roof 

Bone line and Lower side 

panels 

Shark Fin antenna 
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Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

Proximity. Similarity. 'the good curve' 

'the good curve'. Similarity. 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Part of Down Road Graphic 

Area. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

Area. Enclosedness 

Flame Surfacing 

'the good curve' . Common Movement 

Aerodynamic Design 

'the good curve' 

'the good curve' . Common Movement 

Bone line. Side 

Experience 

Figure 5-8. Features on the 320i indicated as Balanced/Proportional in 

New Zealand. 



The features that have been indica ted as Harmonious/Flowing are mostly 

surface and line flows. Consistency of the Gestalt principles between the 

attribute Harmonious/Flowing and the features indicated is strikingly high. 

This match supports the notion that consumers perceived the 'hidden 

principles' between expression attributes and physical features coherently. 

Interestingly, the Kidney Gri lle was indicated by one participant with this 

descriptive attribute, but the Gestalt principles do not match with the 

principles relating to Harmonious/Flowing. 

. . -. . . . - . -..... 
Strongest Pictogram 

Attributes 

3. Harmonious/Flowing 

Features 

Kidney Grille 

Front slope of DLO 

Line flow 

Roof 

Side (includes bone line. 

Lower side panels) 

Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

'The good curve'. Common Movement. 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. 

Grille 

Common movement. 

'The good curve' . Common Movement. 

Aerodynamic Design 

'The good curve'. 

'The good curve'. Common Movement. 

Bone line. Side, Flame Surfacing 

Figure 5-9. Features on the 320i indicated as Harmonious/Flowing in New Zealand. 
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VPE: Association 

Table 5-10. The strongest expression on pictogram findings of brand-specific 

associations on the 320i by New Zealand participants. 

Power Dome 

DRG 

Wheels 

Roundel logo at rear 

Rear area (upper middle) 

Overall design of 320i 

Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

Common movement. 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Similarity 

Experience 

'The good curve' 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

The most highly associated expression of the 320i, as indicated in the 

pictogram, is the meaning of what represents BMW as a brand. The visual 

feature of Power Dome is the strongest feature associated as 

brand-specific. The only brand-specific features that were not indicated 

by New Zealand consumers were the Quad headlights and the Hofmeister 

Kink. The model-specific feature, such as the wheels, was also associated 

as brand-specific by the participants. The strong association of the grille is 

based on BMW's long history of adopting this shape and form language. 

The discussions of this feature in model appreciation also indicate that the 

grille creates a strong Gestalt experience. Compared to the Kidney Grille, 

the Hofmeister Kink has been less emphasised by BMW as a design feature , 
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and therefore is not as highly associated as the Kidney Grille. However, 

BMW's Quad headlights were not associated as an individual visual 

element. This could possibly be due to the modifications and refinement 

of the brand-specific features under the new design direction. 

Figure 5-10. Features on the 320i indicated as Brand-specific in New Zealand 



VPE: Comprehension 

The participants perceived the 320i as part of the BMW family, based on the 

familiarity of the brand-specific features. Th is comprehension of 

brand-specific features is based on the continuous repetition or integration 

of these features into car models by BMW over time. Amongst the features 

mentioned in the open-ended questions, the Kidney Gri lle was most 

commonly indicated by participants. 

Table 5-11 identifies the expressive qualities that were strongly 

comprehended with the 320i by New Zealand consumers. Similar to the 

findings of descriptive attributes discussed in the last section, the strongly 

comprehended terms on VAS are different from the pictogram perceptions. 

However, as these expressions have an abstract and intangible nature that 

rely more on personal interpretation than on the visual appearance of the 

320i, it will be fascinating to examine the comprehension finding between 

the two markets later in this chapter. Could it be that consumers' visual 

perception of a car's image is based on their connection with values and 

not visual features? 

The next few pages will follow a similar pattern in presenting analysis and 

discussions. The aim of this analysis is to examine whether the same 

pattern of correlation in Gestalt principles exists between the expressive 

terms and features indicated under these terms. 

Table 5-11 . Strongly associated terms from VAS outcomes. 

Strongly Comprehended Gestalt Principles 

Expressions 

1. Modern (60.5/100) Similarity. Symmetry. Experience. 

High-tech/Stylish 

2. Comfortable ( 58.1/100) 'The good curve' . Common Movement. Experience. 

Luxuries/Enjoyable 

3. Desirable (55.7/100) Common Movement. 
Any ordering principle that are strongly adopted. 

Confident/Focused 
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Table 5-1 2. Strongly comprehended ( l st) expression on VAS and features indicated 

from the pictogram findings on the 320i by New Zealand participants. 

Overall car exterior 

DRG 

Air dam 

Wheel arch 

Side Mirrors 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Part of Down Road Graphic 

Area. Enclosedness 

Flame Surfacing 

Symmetry. Enclosedness. Experience 

The expression 'Modern' from the VAS finding was widely appreciated by 

New Zealand car enthusiasts . Interestingly, the expression of 'Modern' was 

not widely indicated in the question with the pictogram method. However, 

when analysing the terms in the research designs section, the term 

'Modern' is an abstract and tangible term, as modern in this context 

presents the contemporary style. Therefore the 'contemporary style ' is the 

current trend rather than referring to any historical styles or trends. As 

mentioned in Section 2.1, the principle Symmetry is not included in the main 

part of this analysis due to the nature of automotive design. However, the 

side mirrors is one of the few features that was identified as Symmetrical, 

notable since mirrors could be designed in an asymmetrical manner on 
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cars. Through analysing the features indicated as Modernrelating to the 

Gestalt principles, it appears that no specific features correlated strongly 

with the Gestalt principle of 'Modern'. This inconsistency in related Gestalt 

principles between the expression and features of the 320i suggest that 

tangible terms such as 'Modern' could be difficult to associate with specific 

visual features . This raises the questions: are expressions with an intangible 

nature harder for consumers to indicate? Or, is it that the consumers have 

perceived the overall design with such expression? The remaining highly 

associated terms will be analysed to clarify the questions above. 

Figure 5-11 . Features on the 320i indicated as Modern in New Zealand. 



The expression of Comfort in visual perceptions of the 320i was only highly 

appreciated in the VAS outcome and not in the pictogram findings. 

Figure 5-12 displays the pictogram outcome. This finding indicates that 

there are no features that have a particularly strong association with the 

notion of Comfort. Interestingly, a participant associated the interior 

space of the 320i by identifying the Day Light Opening as Comfortable. 

This new finding also supports the pattern of correlation between the 

various attributes and visual elements indicated with these attributes. This 

is likely because that the weaker or intangible an expression is, the less the 

association between this attribute and the features of the 320i. The Gestalt 

principle of 'Experience' is less adopted in the exterior design language of 

cars as it is meaning-related or function-use-related and could be based on 

the user 's understanding or experience of cars with similar function. 

Table 5-13. Strongly comprehended (2nd) expression on VAS and features indicated 

from the pictogram findings on the 320i by New Zealand participants. 

Overall design of 320i 

Daylight Opening (Interior) 

Wheels 

Similarity. 'The good curve ' 

Aerodynamic Design . Flame Surfacing 

Experience 

Not in the context of this study 

Similarity 

Figure 5-12. Features on the 320i indicated as Comfortable in New Zealand. 
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Table 5-14. Strongly comprehended (3rd) expression on VAS and features indicated 

from the pictogram findings on the 320i by New Zealand participants. 

..... -,,:::,,.__,, .,.., ...... ,..,.., . .._ ...... ,"' ' " ... 

3. Deslrable ( 55. 7 /1 00) 

Features 

Overall car exterior 

Power Dome 

Air dam 

Quad headlights 

Tail lights and corner 

Roof (DLO) 

r llf31\..UI UIII IIJUIC'~ 

Intended design feature included 

Common Movement. 

principle that a re strongly adopted. 

Slmllarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. 

Grille. Air dam 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Composition of Down Road Graphic 

Area. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

Area. Enclosedness. 'The good curve'. 

Common Movement 

Rear wheel arch. corner treatment 

'The good curve' 

Surprisingly, the grille as a feature was strongly perceived as Desirable. 

Opposite to the expression Comfortable, the term Desirable is more strongly 

perceived under the pictogram methods as being more symbolic towards 

the brand impression, in terms of desirability of owning this car. Moreover, 

the grille was very consistently perceived. Table 5-14 is based on the 

background research listing the Gestalt principles re lating to the attribute 

and features indicated in Figure 5-13. Based on the analysis of expression 

terms (see Section 3.2 and Appendix E), the term Desirable lacks a 

descriptive association and could be associated under any principle that's 

been strongly incorporated into the design. In the design of the 320i, the 
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Kidney Grille is a highly complex element with a high degree of Similarity 

and Proximity. This could possibly be explained because the grille has 

been strongly perceived as Consistent/Uniform with its elements highly 

ordered. 

Figure 5-13. Features on the 320i indicated as Desirable in New Zealand. 



Akin to the model association outcome, the Kidney Grille is one of the most 

commonly indicated features on the 320i, together with the design of 1he 

whole car. Table 5-15 lists the expressions that are comprehended with the 

Power Dome and Table 5-16 lists the same information with regards the 

whole design of the 320i. Interestingly, the Power Dome consisting of the 

Kidney Grille and the air dam was indicated as one visual feature, a 

model-specific feature that was emphasised by BMW on the 320i. It 

appears that the integrated grille has been perceived by New Zealand 

participants as the same visual feature as intended by BMW. Furthermore, 

as highlighted in blue in Table 5-16, there is a correlation in the embodied 

Gestalt principle of 'Common movement' between associated expressions 

and the visual feature. 

Table 5-15. Comparison between the physical attributes of the feature and the terms 

comprehended with the front grille area. 

Common movement. 

Common Movement 

Or Any ordering principle that are 

strongly adopted 

'The good curve'. Common Movement 

Similarity. 'The good curve'. 

Common Movement 

Brand-specific 

Desirable 

Dynamic 

Elegant 

Summary 'Common Movement' is the main Gestalt principle 

comprehended with the Power dome 

The overall design containing various forms and ordering principles, such as 

continuity of lines, surface and proportion is highly refined, as identified in 

the visual analysis of the 320i. This refinement in design language on the 

320i has been widely indicated by the New Zealand consumers through 

their various comprehensions. However, there are several ways of 

explaining this outcome. One is that comprehension of the overall design 

of the 320i is based on the refinement of this design; or secondly, it is the 

result of the consumers' lack of ability to indicate specific visual features, 

and therefore generalises the perceptions. This issue will be analysed and 

discussed in the section on the BMW and Lexus comparison. 

Table 5-16. Comparison between the physical attributes of the feature and the terms 

associated with the design of 320i as whole. 

as a whole 
'The good curve'. Common Movement. 

S1miluiity 'The good curve'. 
Common Movement 

Relation indefinable 

Similarity Symmetry. Experience. 

Com, 1011 Mo ~em nt and any ordering 

principle that are strongly adopted . 

Proximity. Similc1rily Area . Enclosedness 

'The good curve' . Common Movement. 

Experience. 

Dynamic 

Elegant 

Versatile 

Modern 

Desirable 

Sporty 

Comfortable 

Brand-specific 

Summary 'Common Movement', 'The good curve' and 'similarity' are the 

Gestalt principles correlated with design of the 320i as a whole 
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Table 5-17. Strongly comprehended (2nd) expressions on the 320i by New Zealand 

participants. 

Strongest Pictogram Expressions Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature inc luded 

2. Elegant (12 Indications) 

Common Movement 

Features 

Kidney Grille inc luding a ir dam Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

and logo Common movement. 

Power Dome Common Movement. Proximity 

Enclosedness 

Wheels Similarity 

Quad Headlights Enr:loseclness Symmetry. Area. Proximity 

Side Mirrors Experience 

Top of DLO 'The good curve' 

Lower side panel detail 

Rear overall 

Rear corner 

Overall design of 3201 

'The good curve" 

'The good curve'. Common Movement 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

'Common Movement' and 'Similarity' are the main Gestalt principles 

correlated with Elegant and features indicated by consumers 

The findings from the New Zealand study on model association indicate 

that the expression o f elegance in the 320i has been strongly 

comprehended by participants. Table 5-15 lists the Gesta lt principles 

re la ting to both the expression and fea tures indicated under Elegant in 

Figure 5-15. It is evident that the formal aestheti cs of continuing lines and 

smooth curves have been perceived as Elegant in New Zealand. 

Moreover, the other embodied Gestal t principles, identified in orange in 
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Table 5-1 7, are a ll similar to each other. These corre lations between the 

formal aesthetic qualities embodied in the expression and features 

comprehended, supports the pattern that occurred in the model 

aporeciation section discussed earlier. 

Figure 5-14. Features on the 320i indicated as Elegant in New Zealand. 



The expression of Dynamic has been widely associated with a range o f 

visual elements or features. This strong correlation of Gestalt principles 

between the expression and features associated is another example 

supporting the pattern of how meanings and visual attributes on 

automotive design are perceived by consumers. 

Table 5-18. Strongly comprehended (3rd) expressions on the 320i by New Zealand 

Strongest Pictogram Expressions 

3. Dynamic (10 indications) 

Features 

Kidney Grille including logo 

Air dam 

Frontal corner 

Shoulder ine 

Wheels 

Top of DLO 

Tail lights and corner 

Overall design of 320i 

Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

Proximity. d,1. 

Common Movement. 

Common Movement. Proximity. 

i1 ~il.,rit 

'The good curve' 

'The good curve' 

'The good curve' 

Area. Enc.loseunc.S~. 'The good curve' 

Common Movement 

Panels, corner treatments. 

Similarity 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing Figure 5-15. Features on the 320i indicated as Dynamic in New Zealand. 
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Following from the analysis and discussion on findings from the New 

Zealand study of the BMW 320i, it is evident that the 320i as a car and BMW 

as its associated brand has been highly perceived as a premium 

car/company with good automotive designs. The coherence of the 

design of the 320i from details in the car as a whole could possibly 

contribute to the strong perceptions of visual aesthetics in the 320i instead 

of other marketing emphasis, such as the performance of the car. This 

suspicion that consumers perceive coherent and refined designs more 

successfully than weaker designs with less refinement could only be 

discussed in the section on BMW and Lexus after the four set of studies 

have been discussed. The following paragraph will summarise the 

discussions sections listed under the VPE modes. 

These discussion findings are important as they suggest how New Zealand 

consumers perceived the exterior of the 320i and demonstrate the 

comprehensiveness of the VPE framework as a theory. As a highly refined 

design, the 320i has made a strong consumer impression in the New 

Zealand study since the model was rated as both highly attractive and 

distinctive amongst other cars in the same market. Furthermore, the 

consumer recognition of this model correlates with BMW's intended brand 

image of heritage and reputation; on aesthetic design and performance; 

and the type of brand image that has been established through the 

brand's achievements and its cars. These independent self-concepts are 
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values that are emphasised by people from Western cultures, such as the 

New Zealand Western-dominated culture. The overall appreciation and 

comprehension of the 320i show a pattern of correlating Gestalt principles 

- between the descriptive/expressive attributes and features indicated. 

However, the attribute/expression strongly perceived under the VAS 

(holistic perception) method differs from the indications of the pictogram 

(analytical perception) based on the same attribute/expressions . This 

pattern of differentiation in the level of perception between these two 

research methods was more prominent in the model expression analysis. 

This suggests that consumers perceived the internal expressions differently, 

one based on the subconscious comprehension of the 320i and BMW, and 

the other based on visual comprehension through indications of visual 

features. The next section follws a similar structure and analyses and 

discusses the findings from Taiwan's BMW outcome. 



BMW in Taiwan 

The findings show that the Taiwan consumers who participated in this 

research had a similar level of interest in automotives, but were not as 

knowledgeable as the New Zealand participants. The outcome shows 

that participants in Taiwan's BMW study have an above average level of 

interest in cars with the average outcome of 3.3/5, with five representing 

'strongly interested' . However, the average level of car knowledge was 

only 2.5/5, with five representing 'knows everything about cars' . This 

weaker knowledge in cars likely contributed to the dream car selection 

responses showing 12 out of 15 participants indicated premium car brands 

as their dream cars instead of the super car brands. One reason for this 

could be Taiwan's geographical setting and the higher prices of super cars 

in the region than in New Zealand . Less super cars are seen on the road, 

and therefore people have less design knowledge and are unlikely to be as 

familiar with the super car brands. However, it could also possibly relate to 

people's values regarding the representational value of the more 

well-known premium car brands: the greater the representational value •he 

greater likelihood that the owner of a particular car brand is recognised as 

'successful and rich'. Nine out of 15 dream car selections were based on 

the visual appearances of the car, and surprisingly in the Eastern culture 

context, only two indications were based on representational values. 

VPE: Appreciation 

Referring to Appendix F, based on the seven images of cars targeting the 

same market, the top three cars that rated the most attractive are shown in 

Table 5-19. Surprisingly, and unlike the New Zealand outcome, BMW was 

rated less attractive than Lexus by the Taiwanese BMW participants . 

Table 5-19. The most attractive cars indicated in Taiwan based on selections of seven 

premium cars. 

2. BMW 3. Audi 

(avg mark: 67 .9/100) (avg mark: 65.8/100) (avg mark:52.0/100) 

Also, referring to Table H-03 and H-08, it indicates that the cars appreciated 

in these two markets are different. However, although the cars are ranked 

differently, the average marks given by New Zealand consumers on the 

same models are lower than the Taiwan outcome. The high average 

marks given by Taiwan consumers could simply be due to the fact that 

these models are perceived more strongly in Taiwan; or due to the 

interdependent culture that people responded indirectly to the questions. 

Part of the analysis focus in this section on Taiwan BMW will be identifying 

patterns in responses re lating to correlations and average marks. 
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Following the individual research analyses on the 320i and the IS250, 

differences in appreciation between the 320i and IS250 will be further 

examined in the comparative discussions of the brands, 

Table 5-20. Finding on highly appreciated qualities on the analogue scale and 

pictogram. 

Finding Summary Gestalt's physical -attributes 

1. Slmple/Clean (76.1/100) 'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common movement. 

2. Harmonious/Flowing (71.6/100) 'The good curve' . 

Common movement. 

3. Sleek/Elegant (71.3/100) 'The good curve' . Similarity. 

Common Movement. 

Table 5-20 displays the results from Section Four o f the questionnaire, 

focusing on aesthetic-related appreciations. Akin to the New Zealand 

study results, the perceptions between viewing an image and indicating 

actual features on the same image are inconsistent. This suggests that, in 

both markets, the same design could be perceived differently between 

appreciations based in the holistic and analytical perceptions. Two out of 

the top three most appreciated attributes on the 320i perceived by Taiwan 

consumers were the same attributes as those indicated by the New Zealand 

participants. However, the average marks indicated in Taiwan were higher 

than for the New Zealand outcome. These results match the overall 

positive responses since the only negative response, Ugly/Non-appealing 

was the weakest rated expression in Taiwan. It will be interesting to 
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examine how the term 'Ugly/Non-appealing ' is rated in the Lexus study and 

in the comparative discussion between the two vehicles . The most 

appreciated attributes using VAS and pictogram findings will be analysed 

and discussed using the same structure as in the New Zealand study. 

However, the overall pattern of differences in modes of perceptions that 

was established in the New Zealand BMW section will not be repeated in this 

section. 



Table 5-21 lists the visual elements indicated on Figure 5-17 that were 

indicated with the attribute Simple/Clean in the pictogram findings, and the 

Gestalt principles. relating to both the attribute and the features. 

Surprisingly, the features indicated with this attribute by the Ta iwan 

consumers are highly cohesive, with a large number of participants 

perceiving the overall design of the 320i as Simple/Clean. Moreover, 

consumers appreciated the forma l aesthetic qualities relating to the primary 

form elements on the 320i as Simple/Clean. 

. . . ... 
Strongest VAS attributes 

1. Simple/ Clean (7 6.1/ 100) 

Features 

Overall design of 320i 

Line flow 

Side of the hood 

Bottom side area 

Wheels 

• • • • •• 
Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

'The good curve' . Similarity. 

Common movement. 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 

'The good curve' . Common Movement 

Aerodynamic Design 

Area. 'The good curve· 

Flame Surfacing 

'The good curve' . Common Movement 

Similarity 
Figure 5-16. Features on the 320i indicated as Simple/Clean in Taiwan. 
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Table 5-22. Strongly ranked and indicated (2nd) attributes on the 320i by Taiwan 

Overall design of 3201 

Grille and headlights 

Quad Headlights 

Corner of DLO and hood 

Side area and line feature 

of the hood 

Bone line 

DLO 

Interior 

Door handles 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flame Surfacing 
Area. Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness 

'The good curve' 

Area. 'The good curve' 

Flame Surfacing 

'The good curve' 

'The good curve' . Common movement. 

Experience. 

Not covered in this case study 

Similarity. Experience. 

Table 5-22 lists the features indicated in Figure 5-18 by the Taiwan 

consumers that were perceived as 'Harmonious/Flowing'. This attribute 

was also the most highly appreciated attribute analytically in the 

pictogram section. Interestingly, the interior of the 320i was perceived as 

'Harmonious/Flowing' by Taiwanese consumers. As the quality of car 

interiors are less visible from the windows, this design feature relies on 

expectation or experience of BMW cars. Does this suggest that the 

experiences of tactile comfort contribute to how people visually perceive 
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the car? Amongst the features such as the door handle and the curve 

between the hood and DLO indicated under this attribute, it is apparent 

that the Taiwanese consumer notices more smaller design details than the 

New Zealand consumer. This particular culture-related finding wi ll be 

discussed in the market comparative section. 

Figure 5-17. Features on the 320i indicated as Harmonious/Flowing in Taiwan. 



As identified in Table 5-23. the embodied Gestalt principles in the features 

listed and the attribute of 'Sleek/Elegant' are highly coherent. This high 

level coherence is similar to the analysis on the attribute 'S leek/Elegant'. 

However, both of these attributes were not as strongly appreciated in the 

pictogram section. This new pattern of specific terms that are 

appreciated more cohesively relating to its embodied Gestalt principle is 

fascinating . This suggests that certain visual attributes are more 

successfully appreciated by consumers. 

. . . -. 
Strongest VAS Attributes 

3. Sleek/Elegant (71 .3/100) 

Features 

Overall design of 320i 

Air Dam and close detail 

Quad Headlights 

Side Mirrors 

Bone line 

DLO 

Rear end 

Tai lights 

. . . - . I • • • • • 

Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

Common Movement. 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design . Flame Surfacing 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Part of Down Road Graphic 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness 

Symmetry. Enclosedness. Experience 

'The good curve ' 

'The good curve' 

'The good curve' 

Area. Enclosedness Figure 5-18. Features on the 320i indicated as Sleek/Elegant in Taiwan. 
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The visual features tha t were strongly appreciated in the pictogram findings 

are the Kidney Grille and the design of the 320i as a whole . Table 5-24 lists 

the embodied Gesta lt princ ip les of these attribute and features. The 

Kidney Gril le as part of the Power Dome is a lso the strongest feature 

appreciated by the New Zealand consumers. Furthermore. the attributes 

appreciated with the grille are simi lar; consumers from both countries 

appreciated this brand-specific feature as 'Distinc tive /Well-defined' and 

'Consistent/Uniform'. However. as mentioned in this section. the Taiwan 

outcome indicates that the Taiwanese consumer perceives visual features 

or a ttributes in a similar manner. This is evident as less a ttributes were 

apprecia ted with the Kidney Grille. 

Table 5-24. Comparison between the physical attributes of the feature and the terms 

appreciated with the front grille area. 

Common movement. 

Proximity. Similarity. Area. 

Enclosedness 

Similarity. Common Movement. 

Experience. 

Distinctive/Well-defined 
(x4) 

Consistent/Uniform (x3) 

Interesting/Fascinating (x l) 

Summary 'Similarity' Is the most correlated Gestalt principle between the 

design feature and appreciated attributes , 
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Compared to the Kidney Grille, the whole design of the 320i is appreciated 

with more visual attributes. As suspected, the whole of the 320i also 

consists of various fea tures and details, and there fore the correlation of 

Gestalt principles is also weaker. These strong appreciations on the 320i 

suggest that this highly refined automotive design has been perceived 

strongly as a whole. Moreover. this might also suggest that the 'flame 

surfacing' design language on a ll exterior surfaces of the 320i has 

contributed to the high level appreciations of the design as a whole. This 

speculation will be further discussed in the analysis and discussion on model 

associations when examining the features indicated as 'brand-specific'. 

Table 5-25. Comparison between the physical attributes of the feature and terms 

appreciated with the front grille area. 

as a whole 'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common Movement. 

Area. Enclosedness. 

'The good curve'. 

Common Movement. 

Proximity. Similarity. 

'The good curve' 

Similarity. Common Movement. 

Multiple principles. 

Sleek/Elegant (x4) 

Simple/ Clean (x4) 

Harmonious/Flowing (x3) 

Balanced/Proportional (x2) 

Consistent/Uniform (x2) 

Beautiful/Stunning (xl) 

Summary 'The good curve' is the most correlated Gestalt principle between 

the design feature and appreciated attributes 



Based on the embodied Gestalt principles indicated in Table 5-26 based on 

Figure 5-20, the attribute of 'Balances/Proportional' shows a strong pattern 

of correlation in perceptions between different visual features relating to a 

specific descriptive quality. This is the first case in this study where 

consumers appreciate the curve of BMW 's brand-specific feature, the 

Hofmeister Kink. Surprisingly, unlike the New Zealand BMW findings, no 

visual features on the front of the 320i have been indicated with this 

attribute. This difference between features appreciated in different 

markets wil l be discussed in the comparative analysis between the two 

markets. 

Overall design of 320i 

DLO 

Hofmeister Kink 

Bone line 

Bottom side area 

Wheels 

Rear end 

Similarity. 'The good curve ' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flaming Surface 

"The good curve" 

"The good curve" 

"The good curve" 

'The good curve' . Common Movement 

Similarity 

"The good curve" Figure 5-19. Features on the 320i indicated as Balanced/Proportional in Taiwan. 
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Table 5-27 displays the list of Gestalt principles embodied in the attribute 

'Distinctive/Well-defined' and features appreciated with this term, and 

Figure -21 indicates the features that were appreciated with this attribute. 

It is evident that features on the front area of the 320i have more 

correlations between the embodied Gestalt principles. Moreover, these 

features are more strongly appreciated by the consumers, as there are 

more indications, compared to features on others areas of the 320i. This 

strong correlation of Gestalt principles between the attribute and features 

indicated further evidence for the suggestion that Taiwan consumers 

perceived the design more coherently with embodied form and ordering 

principles . 

Kidney Grille 

Air Dam 

Quad Headlights 

Shark Fin Antenna 

Bone line 
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Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

Common movement. 

Common movement. Proximity. 

Composition of Down Road Graphic 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness 

Experience 

"The good curve" Figure 5-20. Features on the 320i indicated as Distinctive/Well-defined in Taiwan. 



VPE: Association 

As expected, the Kidney Grille was strongly associated with BMW's brand 

identity. However, unlike the New Zealand outcome, the grille was ma'nly 

perceived in Taiwan without the middle portion of the air dam. Other than 

the association of the grille and logo, the Quad headlights - as a 

brand-specific feature - were perceived as a whole feature including the 

upper frontal portion of the 320i. Surprisingly, there is no brand-specific 

association on the design of the 320i as whole. This suggests that the 

brand-specific feature of flame surfacing has been highly perceived by 

consumers in Taiwan, but not in the brand-specific manner intended by 

BMW. 

Table 5-28. The strongest expression on the pictogram findings, the brand-specific 

associations of the 320i by Taiwan participants. 

Kidney Grille 

Frontal area 

Air Dam 

Side area and line feature 

of the hood 

Roundel logo at rear 

Shark Fin antenna 

irrnlarily. Proxirnitv Enclosedness. 

< c mmon Movement 

C- n-,mon moveni r I P v ~i nity. 

Composition of Down Road Graphic . Grille. 

Headlights 

Similarity 

Area. 'The good curve· 

Flaming surface. Headlights 

Experience 

'The good curve· 

Figure 5-21. Features on the 320i indicated as Brand-specific in New Zealand. 
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VPE: Comprehension 

This section analyses how the expressions proposed by BMW are perceived 

by consumers in Taiwan with the strongest expressions perceived based on 

the VAS and pictogram findings. These questions were asked in the same 

manner as the questions on model appreciation, but this time the terms are 

expressive instead of descriptive while using the same visual stimuli. 

Surprisingly, the most comprehended expressions in Taiwan are the same 

expressions indicated in New Zealand. The next few paragraphs will 

discuss how the visual elements are perceived relating to these expressions. 

As listed in Table 5-29 and displayed in Figure 5-23, the visual elements and 

embodied Gestalt principles indicated by Taiwan consumers are strong 

comprehensions on the Greenshouse of the 320i, associating the interior 

with the expression 'Comfortable'. Also, the overall design of the 320i has 

been perceived as expressing 'Comfort'. One unusual perception of 

'Comfort' on the 320i is the wheels. The researcher speculates that this 

comprehension might relate to the suspension of the car and hence a 

more Comfortable ride. Interestingly, the same features were also 

indicated by the New Zealand consumers. Thus, do people's associations 

of 'comfort' in the riding experience influence their comprehension of visual 

elements? 
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Figure 5-22. Features on the 320i indicated as Modern in Taiwan . 

Table 5-29. Strongly comprehended (1st) expression on VAS, and features indicated 

Overall design of 3201 

Wheels 

Interior 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design. Flaming Surface 

Similarity 

Experience 

Not covered in this case study 



The expression of 'Modern' is strongly perceived by the Taiwan participants 

both in the VAS and pictogram outcomes. Although not identified as an 

embodied Gestalt princip le in the expression 'Modern', the fea tures 

indicated in the Taiwan study show a high level of comprehension of 

features relating to Gestalt's 'Area' principle to 'Modern'. As the 'Area' 

principle and the whole of the 320i is likely to rela te to the surfacing of the 

320i, this finding suggests that the 'flame surfacing' is perceived as 

expressing 'Modern' . This is fascinating in reference to the designer 

reviews on the 320i by Car Design News (n .d). Overall, the in terviewee 

commented that BMW's new design language correlates or leads the 

current trend in design and arts. As the term 'Modern' refers to :he 

contemporary style, this comprehension of the surface and overall design 

suggests that the 320i has been perceived as 'Modern', part of the internal 

intention. 

Figure 5-23 . Features on the 320i indicated as Modern in Taiwan. 

Table 5-30. Strongly comprehended (2nd) expression on VAS/Pictogram, and 
features indicated from the pictogram findings on the 320i by Taiwan participants. 

Overall design of 320i 

Air Dam 
Quad Headlights 

Side area and line feature 
of the hood 
Quad Headlights 
Front wheelarch 

Greenhouse 

Tail lights and corner 

Similarity. The good c.urv<'· 
Aerodynamic Design. Flam surfacing 
Similarity. 

A1 <>a Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness 

Ari>o 'The good cu1ve 
Flaming surface. Headlights 
ArP<1 Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

l\1eo The yoo<l t t,rvP 

Flame surfacing 
Th (Ill )d ( ' , 

'\i, Enclosedness. lh y' 1d c u1 v 

Common Movement 

Panels, corner treatments 
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One main discovery from the pictogram indications regarding the 

'Desirable' features is the specific indication of the BMW logo as indicated 

in Figure 5-25 and Table 5-31. Referring to the example of the 

interpretations in Mainland China of Audi's logo, the logo is insignificant as 

a visual element when the perceivers do not understand the meaning it 

symbolises. This symbolic comprehension of the logo further proves the 

pattern of representational perception discussed earlier: that Taiwanese 

consumers perceive visual elements with their suggestive meanings. This 

suggests that a BMW logo symbolises wealth, personal achievements, and 

therefore style of a BMW model. This contrasts with the New Zealand BMW 

findings: the New Zealand consumer mainly indicated the Kidney Grille with 

the logo together as 'Desirable'. However, this pattern on suggestive 

interpretations on cars is not absolute as participants in Taiwan also highly 

comprehended the overall design of the 320i as 'Desirable'. 

Figure 5-24. Features on the 320i indicated as Desirable in Taiwan . 
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Table 5-31. Strongly comprehended [3rd) expression on VAS and features indicated 

from the pictogram findings on the 320i by Taiwan participants. 

3. Desirable (71. 7 /100) 

Features 

Overall design of 320i 

Air Dam 

Kidney Grille 

Logo 

Interior 

,- IIJ;)I\-UI UIIIIUUI S 

Intended d esign feature included 

Common Movement. Any ordering 

principles that are strongly adopted. 

Similarity. 'The good curve'. 

Aerodynamic Design. Flam surfacing 

Similarity 

Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

Common movement. 

Experience 

E,-perience 

Not covered in this case study 



The overall design of the 320i is the strongest feature perceived by 

Taiwanese consumers. This strong perception of the whole 320i indicates 

that the refined and coherent design, with the flame surfacing feature on 

the body work, is successfully perceived. Table 5-32 lists the expressions 

indicated with this feature and the Gestalt princip les embodied within the 

features and expressions. Excepting the expression of ·Modern', all of the 

other expressions have the embodied Gestalt principle of 'The good curve', 

which correla tes with the principles on the design feature. Referring to the 

model appreciation of the 320i. the attributes indicated also correlate with 

the same Gestalt principle of 'The good curve'. This supports the pattern 

that there is a closely correlated relationship based on form and ordering 

principles in consumers' perceptions and interpretations between both 

descriptive and expressive terms and visual features. 

The strongest two expressions comprehended with the whole 320i are 

'Modern' and 'Comfortable'. As the term 'Modern' relates more to the 

visual aesthetics, and the expression 'Comfortable' relates more to 

suggestive meanings, the emphasis that the Presentation and 

Representation domains of VPE are inseparable. Although it was 

discussed earlier that Taiwanese consumers perceived car designs 

suggestively, visua l aesthetics sti ll plays an essential role in the visual product 

experience of cars. 

Table 5-32. Lisi of expressions comprehended with the overall design of 320i as the 

strongest feature perceived by Taiwan consumers. 

as a whole 

Summary 

Summary 
from model 

appreciation 

Similarity. 'the good curve' 

Similarity. Symmetry. Experience. 1. Modern (x5) 

'The good curve'. 2. Comfortable (x5) 
Con11110n Mov,mv,nt Experience 

Similarity . 'The good curve'. 3. Elegant (x3) 
ron1m0n Movemfml 

Common Movement. Any ordering 4. Desirable (x3) 
principles that are strongly adopted 

'The good curve'. 5. Dynamic (xl) 
Common Movement 

'The good curve' is the most correlated Gestalt principle between 
the design feature and expressions 

'The good curve' Is the most correlated Gestalt principle between 
the d,esign feature and appreciated attributes 
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Table 5-33. Strongly comprehended (3rd) expression on pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the 320i by Taiwan participants. 

Strongest VAS a .. _ , ,_,_,,,_ .. , "'Y~''-'-'' u1111uu,es 

Attributes Intended design feature included 

3. Elegant (10 indications) 

Features 

Overall design of 3201 

Air Dam 

Side Mirrors 

Quad Headlights 

Greenhouse 

Common movement 

Similarity. 'The good curve' 

Aerodynamic Design . Flam surfacing 

Similarity. 

Symmetry. Enclosedness. Experience 

Area. Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness. 

"The good curve". 

Table 5-33 lists the features that have been perceived as 'Elegant' , as 

displayed in Figure 5-26. The continuous line flow of the 320i and the whole 

design has been interpreted as 'Elegant' and as expected from previous 

analysis and discussions, the embodied Gestalt principles correlate 

between the comprehended expression and features . Surprisingly, no 

feature from the rear view of the 320i has been perceived as 'Elegant' by 

the Taiwan consumers. However, the headlights, the curve of DLO, and 

the whole 320i have all been perceived by consumers from New Zealand 

and Taiwan as Elegant. The similarities in features comprehended 

between the markets suggest that the model-specific features of 

coupe-like DLO, the whole design of the 320i, and the headlights have 

successfully been interpreted by consumers . Referring to Figure xx, the 

Taiwan consumers' perception of features that are 'Sleek/Elegant' in 
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regards the rear of 320i were similar to the New Zealand results. Strangely, 

the rear of the 320i was not perceived as 'Elegant' in Taiwan. 

Figure 5-25. Features on the 320i indicated as Elegant in Taiwan. 



5.1.2 Lexus in New Zealand 

This section examines the findings from the questionnaires for Lexus in the 

New Zealand market. The level of enthusiasm for cars is 3.6/5, where five is 

strongly interested in cars; and the level of knowledge is 3.1 /5. Both of 

these outcomes indicate that the participants in the Lexus study are similar 

to participants in both of the BMW studies, enabling the comparative 

discussions between markets and companies presented in the following 

sections. The most common car brand indicated in the dream car 

preference question was the classical cars from Chrysler. Akin to the BMW 

New Zealand outcome, 12 participants based their dream car selections on 

the visual aesthetics and appearances of a car. Only two out of 15 

participants based their dream car preferences on the social and cultural 

representational values of the car/brand. This outcome matches the 

independent cultural characteristics of New Zealand as indicated in the 

chapter on secondary research . This statement is based on Western 

culture's emphasis on individualistic qualities in products, such as visual 

appearance, rather than the representational values. 
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VPE mode: Appreciation 

Table 5-34 indicates that car design was strongly appreciated by the New 

Zealand participants. Referring to the lower than average marks awarded 

in brand impression and recognition, it is assumed that the IS250 has not 

been strongly appreciated as appealing compared to the other six designs 

by premium car brands. The next part of this discussion will focus on the 

visual features that were indicated by New Zealand participants relating to 

the descriptive attributes. This aims to identify how the aesthetic design of 

the IS250 has been perceived in the New Zealand market and the number 

of indications there are compared to the 320i study outcome in the same 

market. 

Table 5-34. The top three most appealing car designs based on selections from seven 

cars targeting the some market segment. 
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2. Mercedes Benz 

(avg mark: 53.8/100) (avg mark: 52.4/100) 

3. Audi 

(avg mark:50. l /100) 

The VAS and pictogram findings on consumer appreciations of the IS250 

(Table 5-35) show a high level of inconsistency between the VAS and 

pictogram perceptions of the design. Both the VAS and pictogram 

outcome is weaker compared to the 320i responses, and it is interesting to 

note that the perceptions of the IS250, based on the two different methods, 

contradict each other, as the pictogram finding indicates that New 

Zealand consumers visually perceived the IS250 as 'Ugly/Non-appealing'. 

Table 5-35. Findings on highly appreciated qualities on the analogue scale and 

pictogram. 

E e 
Cl 
0 
u 
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Finding Summary 

1. Simple/Clean (55.5/100) 

2. Sleek/Elegant (50.1/100) 

3. Balanced/Proportional (48.1/100) 

1. Beautiful/Stunning (9 Indications) 

2. Ugly/Non-appealing (9 Indications) 

Multiple keywords that has 8 indications 

Gestalt's physical attributes 

Area. Enclosedness 

'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common movement. 

Proximity. Similarity. 'The good 

curve' 

Multiple principles 

Disruptions of 'The good curve'. 

Comment movement 



Following the same format as the previous discussions on the 320i, Table 

5-36 lists the features indicated in Figure 5-27 with its embodied Gestalt 

principles to analyse whether there are specific Gestalt principles that are 

commonly perceived. Surprisingly, the visual features appreciated as 

'Simple/Clean' were mainly elements of, and not in, the overall design of 

the IS250, as in the BMW response. This difference in perception in these 

two different designs suggests that, compared to the 320i, the IS250 has a 

less refined and cohesive design language as a whole design and hence 

not perceived as on overall design. 

Table 5-36. Strongly appreciated ( l st) visual attributes on VAS and features indicated 

from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants. 

ruy:111\_;UI UIIIIUUlt::::t 

Intended design feature included 

1. Simple/ Clean (55 .5/ 100) 'The good curve' . Similarity. 

Common movement. 

Features 

Grille including the logo Enclosedness, Proximity 

Headlights Enclosedness, Proximity 

Bone line 

Rear corner from the side Similarity. 

Wheels Similarity. 

Design of the rear end Similarity. Proximilv 

Figure 5-26 . Features on the IS250 indicated as Simple/Clean in New Zealand. 
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The overall design of the 1$250 and various surface transitions on the 

bodywork has been perceived as 'Sleek/Elegant' by New Zealand 

consumers. Both the overall design and surface transitions mostly relate to 

Lexus's new brand-specific feature, the Arrowhead Motif. This rapid 

change in the directions of corners was perceived and indicated with lines 

and arrows as displayed in Figure 5-28. This outcome suggests that the 

visual quality of the Arrowhead motif has been appreciated in New 

Zealand. 

Table 5-37. Strongly appreciated (2nd) visual attributes on VAS/Pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

Strongest VAS and 

Pictogram Attributes 

2. Sleek/Elegant (50.1/100) 

Features 

Overall design o f IS250 

DLO 

Line flow along the hood 

Form of the car 
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Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

Similarity. 'The good curve'. Common movement 

Similarity. Proximity 

Arrowhead Motif 

'The good curve'. 

Similarity. Proximity. 

Common Movement. 
Figure 5-27. Features on the IS250 indicated as Sleek/Elegant in New Zealand . 



There were no features indicated on the rear image of the 1S250 and 

therefore this image is not shown as part of Figure 5-29 on consumers' 

indica tions of visual features that appear 'Balance/Proportional'. 

Interestingly, two participants indicated the tight line transitions on DRG with 

the visual quality of Balanced. Referring to Table 35-38 in this section, the 

correlations between the embodied Gestalt principles are contributed by 

the lack of embodied Gestalt principles and therefore the constan t 

repetitions of principles embodied in the Arrowhead Motif as it is widely 

adopted on the kinship between features . 

Table 5-38. Strongly appreciated (3rd) visual attributes on VAS/Pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

Strongest VAS and 

Pictogram Attributes 

3. Balanced/Proportional 

(48.1/ 100) 

Features 

Overall design of IS250 

Down Road Graphic 

Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

Similarity. 'The good curve '. Proximity. 

Similarity. Proximity. (Arrowhead Motif) 

Similarity. Proximity. (Arrowhead Motif) 

Figure 5-28. Features on the IS250 indicated as Ba lanced/Proportional in New 

Zealand. 
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Unlike the outcome for the 320i, the strongest visual feature on the 1S250 

appreciated in New Zealand is the Twin-barrel headlights. Moreover 

referring to Table 5-39, there are almost no correlations between the 

embodied Gestalt principles of the attributes and features indicated. This 

lack of correlation is due the 1S250 's less refined design language, as 

discussed in the visual analysis of the model. This difference in the pattern 

of perceptions between the 320i and the 1S250 is very likely to be 

design-related, as a similar pattern of correlations between the embodied 

Gestalt principles exists in the 320i outcomes in both markets. Interestingly, 

the attribute 'Ugly/Non-appealing' and 'Beautiful/Stunning' are the most 

appreciated attributes based on the pictogram outcomes. This further 

reinforces the opinion stated earlier that there are contradictions between 

the perceptions of the 1S250 from the New Zealand outcomes. Further 

analysis will be conducted on the most appreciated attributes in the 

pictograms to examine what types of features are perceived as 

'Ugly/Non-appealing' by New Zealand consumers. 
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Table 5-39. List of attributes appreciated with the overall design of the IS250 as the 

strongest feature perceived by New Zealand consumers. 

Headlights Similarity. Common Movement. 

Proximity. Similarity. Area. 

Enclosedness 

Multiple principles. 

'The good curve'. 

Common Movement. 

'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common Movement. 

1. Consistent and Uniform (x3) 

2. Distinctive/Well-defined (x2) 

3. Beautiful/Stunning (xl) 

4. Ugly /Non-appealing (xl) 

5. Simple/Elegant (xl) 

Summary There is no correlated Gestalt principle between the design 

features and attribute 



The attribute 'Beautiful/Stunning' in this context is defined as a form or 

features that is visually attractive. Due to the definition of this attribute, 

there are no embodied Gestalt principles defined with this attribute. 

However, as discussed before, the majority of the embodied principles in 

the visual features on the IS250 are the same principles as the 

brand-specific design language of the Arrowhead motif, widely adopted in 

the car. The features indicated are visually presented in Figure 5-30 and 

Table 5-40 also indicates that only one visual element has been indicated 

more than once. This lack of any unified perception on any specific 

features suggests that the design of the IS250 is weaker compared to the 

320i, and hence perceived differently by consumers. 

Table 5-40. Strongly appreciated (1st) visual attributes on pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants. 

Overall design of IS250 

Grille 

Line flow along the hood 

Twin-barrel Headlights 

Bone line 

Rear portions of the car 

Similarity. Pro. imitv 

Arrowhead Motif 

Enclosedf\(: s. P ox1mity. 

Similarity. Proximity. 

Enclos_dn ss. Proximity. 

Enclosed ness. Proximity. 
Figure 5-29. Features on the IS250 indicated as Beautiful/Stunning in New Zealand. 
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Table 5-41. Strongly appreciated (2nd) visual attributes on pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants. 

Overall design of IS250 

Grille 

Twin-barrel Headlights 

Wheels 

Similarity. Proximity. 

Arrowhead Motif 

Enclosedness. Proximity . 

Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Similarity. 

Rear corner from the side Similarity. 

In contrast, the other highly appreciated attribute of the IS250 is 

'Ugly/Non-appealing' (see Table 5-41 based on features indicated in Figure 

5-3 1) . Compared with other pictogram outcomes, the frontal features 

such as the grille, air dam, and headlights have been perceived with the 

'Pleasant' attributes as well as being indicated as 'Ugly/Non-appealing' by 

other participants. As the definition of 'Ugly/Non-appealing' is a 

con tradiction of 'The good curve', the visual analysis of the IS250 suggests 

the design of this car is not as defined, and the use of the Arrowhead motif 

could possibly be visually unpleasant due to its tight line transitions . It is 

apparent that the design of the IS250 is not as visua lly pleasing for some 

participants in New Zealand and this will be further compared and 

discussed in the section between BMW and Lexus. 
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Overall, no specific features have been indicated strongly, that is, with 

more than three indications on any of the design features of the IS250 under 

any specific descriptive attributes. This outcome suggests that the design 

of the IS250 has not been strongly perceived, as discussed earlier in this 

section. 

Figure 5-30. Features on the IS250 indicated as Ugly/Non-appealing in New Zealand. 



VPE mode: Association 

Table 5-42. Features indicated as 'Brand-specific' on the 1S250 by New Zealand 

Pictogram Attributes Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

1. Brand-specific (4 indications) 

Features 

Logo Experience 

Grille Enclosedness, Proximity 

DLO 'The good curve' 

Rear portions of the car Enclosedness, Proximity 

Unlike the 320i associations in both markets, the associations of 

brand-specific features on the 1S250 are poor in New Zealand with only four 

visual elements (displayed in Figure 5-32) indicated in the pictogr/Jm 

method. Table 5-42 indicates the embodied Gestalt principles identified in 

the features. However, as the numbers of features indicated are so small, 

there is a lack of pattern or explanation on the visual relationship between 

these features. The only brand-specific feature of Lexus that has been 

indicated with by New Zealand consumers is the logo of Lexus. Although 

various features have embodied the Arrowhead motif design language, 

similar to the Flame Surfacing of BMW, the Arrowhead motif is a feature that 

is related to the overall design of a car exterior. Based on the lack of 

indication on the overall design of the 1S250, this suggests that although the 

design of the Arrowhead motif is mostly been appreciated between the 

visual elements, it has not been associated as a feature that contributes to 

the whole appearance of 1S250. 

Figure 5-31. Features on the 1S250 indicated as Brand-specific in New Zealand. 
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VPE mode: Comprehension 

Table 5-43. Strongly comprehended (1st) visual attributes on pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the 1S250 by New Zealand participants. 

Door mounted side mirror Experience. 

Wheels Similarity. 

Side of IS250 

Rear of the boot 'The good curve'. Area. 

Compared to the BMW outcome, the average marks from the VAS 

questions on the IS250 are lower in New Zealand. The expression 'Simple' 

in this context is defined as 'Compositions of car exterior and features that 

are combined through the use of smooth continuous line or surface'. This is 

perceived strongly in the VAS and pictogram method, and in Figure 5-33 

the features indicated as 'Simp le' by New Zealand participants correlate 

with internal design intents. As indicated in Table 5-43, there is a lack of 

correlation between the embodied Gestalt principles and between the 

expression and features identified. This lack of correlation is due to the low 

number of indications on features and the plain design language of the 

IS250 based on the results from the visual analysis. 
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Figure 5-32. Features on the 1S250 indicated as Simplistic in New Zealand. 



The expression 'Luxury' and features comprehended is listed in the bottom 

half of Table 5-44, and Figure 5-34 which identifies the features and how 

they were indicated. Interestingly, the side of the IS250 and side mirrors 

that were perceived as 'Simple' are also perceived as 'Luxury'. Does this 

mean that the expression 'Simple' re lates with the expression' Luxury'? The 

following paragraph wi ll analyse the third strongest VAS attribute to 

examine this relationship. 

Table 5-44. Strongly comprehended (2nd) visual attributes on pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

participants. 

Strongest VAS/Pictogram 

Attributes 

2. Luxury (51.4/ 100) 

Features 

Door mounted side mirror 

Greenhouse 

Side of IS250 

Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

'The good curve '. Experience 

Experience 

'The good curve ' 

Figure 5-33. Features on the IS250 indica ted as Luxurious in New Zealand. 
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Table 5-45. Strongly comprehended (3rd) visual attributes on pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants. 

Front corner 

Grille 

Bone line 

Rear portions of the c ar 

Wheels 

Overall IS250 

principle to create c lear gestalt 

Proximity 

Enclosedness, Proximity 

Similarity 

Enclosedness, Proximity. 'The good curve'. 

Similarity 

Similarity. Proximity 

Arrowhead Motif 

Referring to Figure 5-35 identifying the features indicated with the 

expression 'Style' , the perceptions are scattered with no coherent features 

that are perceived by more than one participant. This suggests that the 

design of the IS250 is not strong in creating a strong visual product 

experience; which is a statement based on the visual format analyses. 

There are no embodied Gestalt principles specifically under the expression 

'Style'; instead, it is a strong adoption of any Gestalt principle to create a 

strong visual perception. When examining the Gestalt principles in Table 

5-45, it is apparent that the principle of 'Similarity' and 'Proximity' are closely 

corre lated from the features indicated. The principle of 'Similarity and 

Proximity' in this design relies on the repetition of curves/elements and the 

grouping of these similar elements, as in the repeated curve or feature in 

the Arrowhead Motif of Lexus. This corre lation between the Gestalt 
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principles suggests that the Arrowhead Motif has been perceived strongly 

as 'Stylish' by New Zealand consumers. 

Figure 5-34. Features on the IS250 indicated as Stylish in New Zealand. 



The strongest feature perceived by New Zealand consumers is the side of 

the IS250 with a total of only nine indications and three expressions 

comprehended with the design listed in Table 5-46. The Gestalt principle 

of 'Common Movement' is the most close ly correlated principle between 

the expressions indicated. However, as the side of the IS250 lacks a form 

ordering language, th is outcome suggests that the visual quality created 

through the grouping of movement in the same direction, defines the form 

language of the side of the IS250. 

Other features such as the logo, headlights, and rear side of the boot all 

have relatively strong perceptions from consumers with a total of seven 

indications for each feature . The logo of Lexus is incorporated into the 

grille and interestingly, this brand-specific feature is perceived individually 

without the surrounding grille elements. This perception of the logo without 

the grille suggests that, due to a weak design identity of IS250, only the 

brand logo has been perceived by consumers in New Zealand. 

The comprehension of model in the 1S250 between the VAS and pictogram 

method in New Zealand shows a high level of correlations. This is evident 

as the strongest expression indicated under the VAS method is also the 

strongest expression perceived in the pic togram section. This correlated 

pattern of perceptions suggests that the design of the IS250 is perceived 

incoherently as the majority of the features indicated under the 

attribute/expression have only one or two indications. The next section 

analyses and discusses how the Taiwanese consumer perceives the IS250 

and Lexus. This will examine whether the Taiwan parti c ipants perceive the 

IS250 in a similar manner to the New Zealand consumers and whether the 

design is perceived with strong suggestive associations, similar to the BMW 

Taiwan discussion. 

Table 5-46. List of attributes comprehended with the overall design of the IS250 as the 

strongest feature perceived by New Zealand consumers. 

'The good curve'. Common 

Movement 

Common Movement. Proximity. 

Similarity 

Strong adoption of any specific 

principle to create clear gestalt 

1.Simpte (x3) 

2.Sporty (x3) 

3.Style (x3) 

Summary 'Common Movement' is most correlated Gestalt principle between 

the design features and attribute 
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5.1.3 Lexus in Taiwan 

In general, the Lexus participants in Taiwan had a higher level of interest in 

automotives than the New Zealand participants, with the average of 3.7 /5 . 

However, similar to the BMW responses on participant backgrounds, the car 

enthusiast participants in the Lexus study in Taiwan had a slightly lower level 

of knowledge in automotives, with an average of 3/5 . 

Nine out of the fifteen responses on dream car preferences were based on 

the premium car brands. Referring to the BMW Taiwan discussion on 

participant backgrounds, this high degree of preference of premium cars 

by the Lexus participants in Taiwan is likely to be due to their lower level of 

knowledge in cars, their culture, living standards, and the geographical 

position of Taiwan. However, relating to the written responses given for the 

reasons for their dream car selection, only five participants indicated 

visual-related appearances while eight participants indicated the 

performance of the car. This stronger emphasis on the performance than 

the visual aesthetics of cars suggests that the Lexus participants were more 

focused on the speed and mechanical advances, such as the stereo. This 

suggests that the responses on the brand appeal of Lexus might relate to its 

engineering advances. 
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VPE mode: Appreciation 

As indicated in Table 5-47 on the ranking of cars based on their appeal, the 

IS250 was not strongly perceived as a visually appealing car by the Taiwan 

consumers. In comparison, the 320i was indicated amongst the most 

strongly attractive designs. 

Table 5-47. Top three most appealing cars based on selections of seven cars 

targeting the same market segment as the 320i and IS250. 

(avg mark: 70.3/100) 

2. Mercedes Benz 

(avg mark: 62.6/100) 

d a-~ 
. '1. • •. 
. " 

3. Cadillac 

(avg mark: 57.3/100) 

Table 5-48 lists the strongest descriptive attributes appreciated by the 

Taiwan consumers and the Gestalt principles embodied wi thin these 

attributes. As discussed in the Lexus study outcomes, there is a close 

correlation between the perceived attributes of the IS250 when the same 

questions were asked in VAS and pictogram. This correlation of attributes is 

highlighted in the red-coloured text in Table 5-48. Compared to the New 

Zealand Lexus outcome, the average rankings and the numb er of 

indications in the pictograms questions were slightly higher in Taiwan. 

Table 5-48. Findings on the highly appreciated qualities on analogue sca le and 

E 
C c, 
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Finding Summary 

2. Simple/ Clean ( 63.4/ 100) 

3. Sleek/Elegant(59 .3/ 100) 

1. Harmonious/ Flowing (16 indications) 

2. Simple/ Clean (15 indications) 

3. Consistent/Uniform (10 indications) 

Gestalt's physical attributes 

'The good curve'. 

Common movement. 

Area. Enclosedness 

'The good curve'. Similarity. 

ommon movemen . 

'The good curve'. 

Common movement. 

Area. Enclosedness 

Similarity. 

Common movement. 
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Table 5-49. Strongly appreciated (1st) visual attributes on VAS/pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

Strongest VAS and Pictogram attributes 

1. Harmonious/Flowing 

VAS: (64.5/100) Pictogram: (16 indications) 

Features 

Headlights and area of front corner 

Top of Greenhouse 

Belt line continuing to the bonnet 

LED tail lights 

Line work across the boot 

Curve of C pillar on DLO 

Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

'The good curve' . 

Common movement. 

Proximity. Enclosedness 

'The good curve' 

Common movement 

'The good curve' 

Enclosedness. Proximity 

Common Movement 

Slmllarlty. Proximity 

'The good curve' 

The attribute of 'Harmonious/Flowing' is the strongest attribute in the 

pictogram with a total of 16 indications. As indicated in Figure 5-36, the 

features perceived by the Taiwan consumers are much more coherent, 

indicated by the higher number of repetitions indicating the features. 

Furthermore, the embodied Gestalt principles are more correlated 

between the attribute and features in this study than in the New Zealand 

outcome. The corre lated Gestalt principles are indicated in the blue text 

in Table 5-49 and the strongly appreciated features are highlighted in red in 

the left hand column. The strongest visual element perceived by the 

Taiwan consumers was clearly the continuous line along the body which 

has the embodied Gestalt principles that matches the principles relating to 
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the attribute. This suggests that a design that has weaker visual 

appearance based on visual format analysis can still be perceived 

cohesively, depending on market context. 

Figure 5-35. Features on the IS250 indicated as Harmonious/Flowing in Taiwan. 



Compared to the analysis on the feature indicated as 

'Harmonious/Flowing', the outcome on the attribute 'Simple/Clean' 

displayed in Table 5-50 shows a lack of corre lations in Gestalt principles 

between the two. However, when examining the features indicated, as 

displayed in Figure 5-37, there is a lack of coherence between the features 

perceived as 'Simple/Clean' . This supports the discussion on the emerging 

pattern that there is a close relationship between the embodied Gestalt 

principles in attributes/expression and features indicated. The indication 

of the twin exhaust pipes supports the discussion that Taiwanese consumers 

have the tendency to notice the smaller and finer details of a car. 

Table 5-50. Strongly appreciated (2nd) visual attributes on VAS/pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

Strongest VAS and Pictogram attributes 

2. Simple/Clean 

VAS: (63.4/100) Pictogram: (15 indications) 

Features 

Grille including the logo 

DLO 

Belt line 

Rear corner from the side 

LED tail lights 

Design of the rear end 

Curve of C pillar and line along the side 

Exhaust pipes 

Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

Area. Enclosedness 

Enclosedness. Proximity. 

'The good curve '. 

Common movement. 

'The good curve'. 

Similarity. 

Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Similarity. Proximity. 

Similarity. Proximity. 

Symmetry 
Figure 5-36. Features on the IS250 indicated as Simple/Clean in Taiwan. 
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The features indicated as 'Sleek/Elegant' from the Taiwan outcome are 

listed in Table 5-51 and indicated in Figure 5-38. Referring to the pattern 

identified earlier regarding the levels of correlation between the Gestalt 

principle and how strongly the feature/s are perceived with the attribute, 

although this outcome shows a close correlation, there is no strong 

appreciation of any particular feature. As stated earlier about the 

assumption that, formal aesthetics consists of strong primary form elements 

are perceived as 'Elegant'. Interestingly, no feature on the rear of the 

IS250 was perceived as 'Sleek/Elegant' from the Taiwan outcome. This is 

possibly due to the lower level of ordering and coherence on rear of the 

IS250, as discussed in the Visual Format Analysis earlier. 

Table 5-51. Strongly appreciated (3rd) visual attributes on VAS and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants. 

Common movement. 

Top of Greenhouse 'The good curve' 

Belt line Common movement. 'The good curve' 

Upper frontal portion 'The good curve' 

Twin-barrel headlights Symmetry. Enclosedness. Proximity 

Side of IS250 
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Figure 5-37. Features on the IS250 indicated as Sleek/Elegant in Taiwan. 



Table 5-52. List of attributes appreciated with the continuous line on the 1S250 as the 

strongest feature perceived by Taiwan consumers . 

line from 

hood to the 

beltline: 

'The good curve ' 

'The good curve'. Common movement. l .Harmonious/Flowing 

Similarity. Common movement 

Area. Enclosedness 

'The good curve '. Similarity. 

Common movement. 

(x7) 

2. Consistent/Uniform (x2) 

3. Simple/Clean (x2) 

4. Sleek/ Elegant (xl) 

Summary 'Common movement' is most correlated Gestalt principle between 

the design features and attribute I 

As indicated in Table 5-52, the strongest feature appreciated by the Taiwan 

consumer has the embodied Gestalt principles that match the strongest 

attributes it is appreciated with . With the exception of 'Simple/Clean ', a ll 

attributes appreciated with the feature of the continuous line along the 

1S250 have the embodied quality of 'Common Movement' . Interestingly, 

compared to the BMW 's appreciation of features between the markets, 

the Lexus results have a wider variation in outcomes from the different 

markets . This is evident from the side of the 1S250 being the most strongly 

appreciated feature from the Lexus New Zealand study, while the strongest 

feature appreciated in Taiwan is 'the continuous line'. This suggests that 

different qualities of design are perceived differently in the different markets. 

This suggests that less-refined qualities of design are perceived differently in 

the different markets, while a well-refined design shows a more similar 

pattern o f perception. 
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Consumer appreciation on the design of the IS250 relating to the attribute 

'Consistent/Uniform' shows no apparent pattern in the features indicated or 

relations between Gestalt principles in Table 5-53. Referring to Figure 5-39, 

the visual format analysis, the line flow on the IS250 lacks refinement and 

could be visually perceived as exceedingly plain, or as a design that has a 

'lack of depth' . While the New Zealand consumers ' emphasised the 

headlights as features that were 'Consistent/Uniform' , the features on the 

IS250 indicated as 'Consistent/Uniform' by the Taiwan consumers mostly 

related to the use of curves on the design. This market-related difference 

between consumer perceptions will be compared and discussed later in 

this chapter. 

Table 5-53. Strongly appreciated (3rd) visual attributes on pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the 1S250 by New Zealand participants. 

3. Consistent/Uniform (10 indications) 

Features 

Grille including the logo 

Logo 

Top and side of DLO 

Belt line (to the hood) 

Side skirt 

Design of the rear end 
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Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

Similarity. Common movement 

Enclosedness, Proximity 

experience 

'The good curve' 

Common movement 

'The good curve' 

Common movement 

Similarity. Proximity 
Figure 5-38. Features on the 1S250 indicated as Consistent/Uniform in Taiwan. 



VPE mode: Association 

Table 5-54 lists the indicated features that are perceived as brand-specific 

by Taiwan consumers and Figure 5-40 displays an indication of these 

features . Overall, consumers in Taiwan perceived the Lexus logo as 

brand-specific. The other brand-specific feature - the Arrowhead motif -

has not be associated with the brand Lexus. This association on only the 

company logo is also apparent from the BMW Taiwan outcome. However, 

the number of associations on just the logo in the BMW outcome was less 

than the number associations on the logo in the Lexus outcome. This 

pattern of associating the logo as an individual visual element in Taiwan 

possibly relates to the stronger representational association of brand image 

than visual aesthetics, in the context that the formal aesthetics is weaker. 

Table 5-54. Features indicated as 'Brand-specific' on the 1S250 by New Zealand 

Strongest Pictogram Attributes Gestalt Principles 

Intended design feature included 

1. Brand-specific (10 indications) 

Features 

Logo Experience 

Line along bonnet Common movement. 'The good curve' 

Figure 5-39. Features on the 1S250 indicated as Brand-specific in Taiwan. 
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VPE mode: Comprehension 

Table 5-55 lists the expressions strongly comprehended by consumers at a 

holistic and detailed level of the 15250. Unlike the BMW 320i outcome that 

was discussed, the expression of Modern and Sporty was perceived 

cohesively in both the VAS and pictogram outcomes. Interestingly, the 

highly comprehended expressions share the common Gestalt principles of 

Common movement and Simi larity. However, compare to the expression 

Confident, the nature of the terms Simple, Sporty and Distinctive are more 

descriptive relating to formal aesthetics. This suggests that holistically the 

consumers in Taiwan visually perceived the 15250 as Confident, but in detail 

it was contributed the Distinctiveness of the 15250. 

Table 5-55. Strongly comprehended expressions on the VAS and Pictogram 

outcomes from Taiwan consumers. 

E 
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2. Sporty (54.5/100) 

3. Confident (52.7 /100) 

2. Sporty (x14) 

3. Distinctive (xl 0) 

Gestalt's physical attributes 

'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common movement. 

Common movement. Proximity 

Similarity. Area. Enclosedness. 

'The good curve'. Similarity. 

Common movement. 

Common movement. Proximity 

Similarity. Area. Proximity 



The quality of 'Simple' is the most highly comprehended expression in 

Taiwan, both in the VAS and pictogram sections as indicated in Figure 5-41 

and Table 5-56. Compared to the New Zealand IS250 study, the features 

indicated by the Taiwan consumers were more coherent, having a greater 

number of repeated indications. However, this pattern of cohesive visual 

comprehension from the Taiwan Lexus is weaker under expressive terms 

than the descriptive keywords. The finding from this analysis and discussion 

indicates that the internal expression of Lexus has been perceived by 

Taiwanese consumers as a stronger visual comprehension. Also, the 

average marks indicated under the expressions are slightly higher than 

those indicated by the New Zealand consumers. 

Table 5-56 . Strongly comprehended ( l st) visual attributes on VAS/Pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

Strongest VAS and 

Pictogram attributes 

1. Simple 

VAS: (60/100) Pictogram: (x13) 

Features 

Side of IS250 

Belt line 

Twin-barrel headlights 

Spot light 

Rear design of IS250 

LED tail light 

Physical attributes 

Intended design feature included 

Common movement. 

Common movement. 'The good curve ' 

Symmetry. Enclosedness. Proximity 

Similarity. Proximity. Area. 

Similarity. Proximity. 

Enclosedness. Proximity. Figure 5-40. Features on the IS250 indicated as Simple in Taiwan. 
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Amongst the many types of features perceived and interpreted as 'Sporty', 

the model-specific feature of the headlights had the strongest 

comprehension for consumers in Taiwan, in both the VAS method and 

pictogram. Referring to Figure 5-42 and Table 5-57, the front of the IS250 

consists of visual elements that are designed with the language of the 

Arrowhead motif, and it is this particular area of the IS250 that has been 

interpreted as 'Sporty'. This finding indicates that Lexus' design language 

of the Arrowhead motif is interpreted as expressing 'Sportiness'. 

Table 5-57. Strongly comprehended (2nd) visua l attributes on VAS/Pictogram and 

features indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand 

Side of IS250 

Bell line Common movement. 'The good curve'. 

Door mount side mirrors Experience. 

Twin-barrel headlights Symmetry. Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Spot light Similarity. Proximity. Area. 

Frontal area 'The good curve'. Similarity. Symmetry. Proximity. 

Rear design of IS250 Similarity. Proximity. 

LED tail light Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Wheels Similarity. 
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Figure 5-41. Features on the IS250 indicated as Sporty in Taiwan. 



Referring to Figure 5-43, the side of the 1S250 is the visual feature with 

strongest consumer perception of the expression 'Confidence' in the VAS 

method. These stronger perceptions of the side of the 15250 potentially 

suggest that larger surfaces have a tendency to be interpreted as 

'Confident'. Interestingly, the rear upper side of the rear bumper has also 

been noticed by the Taiwanese consumer. Referring to the BMW Taiwan 

discussions and the model appreciation of the 15250, this further supports 

the notion that Taiwanese have the tendency to identify smaller or minor 

features on cars. 

Table 5-58. Strongly comprehended (3rd) visual attributes on VAS and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants . 

.1rron9e:n v ~,1 omIou1e:. rny:.IcoI orrnou1e:. 

Intended design feature included 

3. Confident (52.7 /100) Similarity. Area. Enclosedness. 

Features 

Side of IS250 

Lines along the bonnet Common movement. 'The good curve' 

Greenhouse Common movement. 'The good curve' 

.,. , 1 '"a 'l,Jh's Symmetry. Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Rear design of 1S250 Similarity. Proximity. 

Figure 5-42 . Features on the IS250 indicated as Confident in Taiwan. 
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The strongest features indicated as the most expressive are the continuous 

line along the IS250 and the headlights, as listed in Table 5-59 and 5-60 

along with the expressions used to interpret them. The line a long the 

bonnet continuing to the belt line is also a strong feature appreciated with 

these attributes. This visual flow of the IS250 was also highly 

comprehended by the New Zealand consumers, as indicated by the same 

expressions highlighted in red . This suggest that features embodied with 

Gestalt principles such as 'Common Movement ' or 'The good curve' often 

have strong visual flow. This visual flow on the IS250 is commonly 

interpreted with expression such as 'Style', 'Simple', and 'Sporty' as 

intended by Lexus . 

Table 5-59. List of expressions comprehended with the continuous line on the 1S250 as 

the strongest feature perceived by Taiwan consumers. 

llne from 'The good curve' 

hood to the Strong adoption of any specific Style (x3) 

beltline: principle to create clear gestalt 

'The good curve'. Common movement Simple (x3) 

Common movement. Proximity. Similarity Sporty (xl) 

Similarity. Area. Proximity Distinctive (x 1) 

Summary 'Common Movement' is most correlated Gestalt principle between 

the design features and attribute 
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In Taiwan the headlights have been strongly perceived as an expressive 

visual element, but in New Zealand they were highly perceived based on 

their physical attributes. However, the strongly perceived/interpreted 

features on the IS250 are the same between these two markets. Does this 

outcome suggest that visual elements within a constrained area with 

grouping of parts have the tendency to express 'Sportiness' or 

'Confidence' to Taiwanese consumers? This question wi ll be further 

examined in the section tha t compares the markets and the intended and 

perceived meanings of the IS250. 

Table 5-60. List of expressions comprehended with the continuous line on the 1S250 as 

the strongest feature perceived by Taiwan consumers . 

Headlights Common movement. Proximity. 

Similarity 

Similarity. Area . Enclosedness. 

'The good curve'. 

Common movement. 

Strong adoption of any specific 

principle to create clear gestalt 

Similarity. Area. Proximity. 

Sporty (x4) 

Confident (x2) 

Simple (xl) 

Style (xl) 

Distinctive (x 1) 

Summary There are no strong correlation of Gestalt principle between the 

design features and attribute 



Table 5-61. Strongly comprehended (3rd) visual attributes on Pictogram and features 

indicated from the pictogram findings on the IS250 by New Zealand participants 

Side of IS250 

Logo 

Belt line 

Door mount side mirrors 

Twin-barrel headlights 

Spot light 

Frontal area 

(including Air dam) 

Rear lights 

Experience 

Common Movement. 'The good curve ' 

Experience 

Symmetry. Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Similarity. Proximity. Area 

'The good curve' . Similarity. Symmetry. Proximity 

Enclosedness. Proximity. 

Surprisingly, the strongest expression of Distinctiveness (Figure 5-44) based 

on the pictogram findings shares similar features to those indicated as 

'Sporty' (Figure 5-42)by the same group of consumers. This c lose 

correlation between the types of fea ture indicated could potentia lly 

suggest a visual relationship between the expressions. This finding 

suggests that the visual quality of 'Sporty' has a closer correlation to the 

expression 'Distinctive'. Referring to the expression definitions in Table 3-2, 

these two expressions share similar qualities as they are both based on 

achieving visual outstanding in a 'showy' manner. Again, the specific 

indication on the lights on the rear bumper of the IS250 indicates that 

Taiwanese consumers notice smaller and finer detai ls on automotive 

design. 

Figure 5-43. Features on the IS250 indicated as Distinc tive in Taiwan. 
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5.2 Perceptions between Cars 

Based on the analysis and discussion on consumers' perceptions of the 320i 

and the IS250 relating to the research aim, this section explores on how 

these two cars and their associated brands are perceived in the same 

market. The outcome of this section will be patterns or theories that relate 

to the how the 320i and IS250 have been perceived by consumers. The 

pattern or trends will allow the researcher to identify whether consumers ' 

appreciation and comprehension of the 320i/IS250 actually contribute to 

the perceived and associated appeal of these two cars . Do consumers 

based in the same market perceive features with certain Gestalt principles 

coherently as a market characteristic? Are certain descriptive attributes 

or expressions correlated with features of any specific Gestalt principles? 

Other than answering the research questions, the findings from this section 

are to establish a base for the discussion in the next section on 

market-related comparisons of consumer perceptions and interpretations. 

The discussion is structured in the same order of VPE modes used for the two 

cars earlier in this research . This structure is to achieve a flow in the 

comparative discussion between the modes of perception. 
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5.2.1 BMW and Lexus in New Zealand 

This section aims to establish market characteristics relating to how 

consumers in New Zealand tend to perceive and interpret car designs. 

The overall responses on the dream car selection between BMW and Lexus 

participants are listed in Table 5-62. Overall , the main vehicle-type 

preferences suggest that consumers in New Zealand prefer vehicles with 

strong characters as both super cars and classical cars have bold and 

distinctive visual characters. The content in the last column on 

coincidence between the findings, indicates the similarities and differences 

between the two findings in New Zealand. This correlates with the types of 

cm indicated, which suggests that New Zealand consumers place strong 

emphasis on the visual appearances of cars over other factors such as the 

performance, value, or rarity of the design. The next part of comparison is 

based on how the 320i/IS250 is initially perceived by consumers and 

whether these impressions are mostly based on the visual appearance of 

the cars, referring to consumers' motives for their dream car selection. 

Table 5-62. Summary of the main preferences of dream car from New Zealand 

consumers. 

Lexus 

Type of vehicle indicated --
Main motive for preferences • Visual 

Aesthetics 

Correlation 

Visual 

aesthetics 



Referring to Table 5-63 on the findings on brand impressions. the VAS 

findings on brand distinctiveness of BMW scored higher average marks tran 

Lexus. Also, it is clear from the written responses that the brand impressions 

on Lexus are largely based on criticisms relating to the visual aesthetics of 

Lexus models. Therefore. BMW as a brand has stronger consumer 

impression than Lexus. The finding indicated in the last row suggests that 

the 320i is rated as the most distinctive car by both groups of participants 

and the IS250 is not amongst the top rankings. This indicates that the 320i 

has a stronger model impression than the IS250 amongst the consumers 

who participated in this study. 

: . . . - .. -
Brand distinctiveness 

Main written responses 

Model distinctiveness 

compare to other six 

cars in same market 

55.1/100 

Brand heritage 

and innovative 

design 

l. BMW 

2. Audi 

3. Benz 

Lexus Correlation 

46.5/100 

Criticism on NO: 

visual Visual 

appearances aesthetics 

l. BMW Yes: 

2. Benz Same 

3. Audi vehicles 

The majority of the consumers perceive BMW cars as carrying the brand 

identity of BMW. This strong recognition on BMW's brand identity amongst 

models and the consumer emphasis on visual appearances suggest that 

BMW is more highly regarded due to its visual appearance that conveys the 

brand image of BMW. However, the finding listed in the last two rows of 

Table 5-64 shows that consumers are equally interested in physically 

experiencing the 320i and IS250 based on the visual appearance of these 

cars. BMW was more strongly recognised as a premium brand compared 

to Lexus and interestingly, Lexus was regarded as a premium car brand 

because it competes with BMW. 

.. - . . . . -
Brand identity amongst 

models of BMW/Lexus 

Consumers' interest in 

driving/owning 

320i/IS250 

Main written responses 

Recognitions of 

BMW/Lexus as 

premium brands 

Main written responses 

Visual aesthetics 

Brand heritage 

appearances 

Lexus Correlation 

agreements 

3.2/5 Yes 

Visual aesthetics Yes 

54.6/100 No. 

Lexus is BMW's No 

competitor 

Table 5-65. Model appreciation between BMW and Lexus findings from New 

Zealand. 

Lexus Correlation 

Model attractiveness ~ - l.BMW Yes: 

amongst six other • 2.Benz 

3. Audi 

Same cars 

cars on the same 

market 
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Table 5-63 and 5-65 indicates that the same vehicles regarded as highly 

distinctive by consumers are also perceived as highly appealing. However, 

referring to Appendix G, the car model by Cadillac has the biggest 

variation between high model distinctiveness and low model appeal. This 

implies that the level of a car's distinctiveness perceived by consumers in 

New Zealand is likely to corre late to its level of appeal; but only in the 

context that the car exterior is perceived as strongly distinctive, as 

demonstrated in Table 5-63 and 5-65. 

Table 5-66 is a summary of discussions from Section 5.1 indicating the key 

attributes that were highly perceived in the VAS and pictogram sections of 

questionnaires, and how the visual features indicated relate to the 

attributes. The High level of correlation between attribute and features 

indicates an approximate 80% or higher of matching Gestalt principles 

and Med level is categorised by the an approximate 50% of matching 

correlation. Overall, only the visual attribute of 'Simple/Clean' was 

appreciated by consumers at a holistic level on both the design of the 320i 

and the IS250. These common perceptions of visual attribute possibly 

indicate that the visual aesthetics of the 320i and the IS250 both have the 

same visual quality. However, this research indicates that although the 

two car designs could be perceived with the same visual quality, this does 

not indicate that consumers appreciate these two designs at the same 

Table 5-66. Model appreciation between BMW and Lexus findings from New Zealand. 
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level. This is evident in the strongest indicated attributes: one is 

'Beautiful/Stunning', and the other is the opposite, 'Ugly/Non-appealing' . 

Interestingly, features indicated under 'Ugly/Non-appealing' were mostly 

on the front of the IS250 that were embodied with the Gestalt principle of 

'Proximity'. As 'Proximity' relates to the grouping of features and the down 

road graphics, it is an area on the IS250 that consists of features embodying 

the Arrowhead motif. This indicates that overall the New Zealand 

consumer does not appreciate the design language of the Arrowhead 

motif. The differences between VAS and pictogram results indicated that 

visual attributes demonstrate differences in consumer perceptions between 

the holistic and analytical level. The key to this section is to identify how 

formal aesthetics and expressions related the design of the 320i/lS250 

contribute towards consumer acknowledgment of the design quality. 

Comparing the coherences in attributes perceived between the holistic 

and analytical levels, only the 320i has been perceived coherently 

between these two levels. This coherence could possibly suggest that 

designs that have been coherently perceived between how people 'think ' 

and how people 'describe' a design create a strong visual product 

experience for the consumers. However, this will be further discussed in the 

model comprehension of this comparative discussion . 



Perception of cars 

relating lo attributes 

Strongest VAS 

rankings 

(holistic perception) 

Strongest visual 

element in pictogram 

Strongest attributes 

indicated 

(analytical 

perceptions) 

• · · • t I 

Whole 320i ('The good curve '. Similarity) 

2. Harmonious/Flowing (56.3/100) - HIGH 

flow of line ('The good curve'. Common movement.) 

3. Consistent/Uniform (54.7/100) - HIGH 

Kidney Grille (X) 

Kidney Grille including air dam and logo on top - HIGH 

Distinctive/well-defined (Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness) 

l. Distinctive/Well-defined (xl 4) - Med 

Kidney Grille (area. Similarity. Proximity) 

2. Balanced/Proportional (xl3) - Med 

Whole 320i ( 'The good curve' . Similarity) 

3. Harmonious/Flowing (xl0) - HIGH 

flow of line ('The good curve'. Common movement.) 

As indicated in Table 5-66 on consumer brand appreciation from the New 

Zealand outcomes, surprisingly the level of appeal between the 320i and 

the 1S250 is almost the same, despite BMW having a higher brand impression 

and recognition than Lexus. However, this similarity in the level of appeal is 

based on different consumer focuses on cars. Some BMW participants 

preferred other types of vehicle to premium sports sedans and therefore 

Lexus 

Attributes - Level of correlaHon on Gestalt prlnclples between attribute 

anct feature (None, Meet, High) 

strongest feature Indicated (correlatlon of Gestalt i:>rlndple between 

cittrlo ute _ ancl. ~tr.Q_ng~st fe.!Jtyr~) 
1. Simple/Clean (55.5/100) - Med 

No strongly appreciated feature 

2. Sleek/Elegant (50. l) - HIGH 

No strongly appreciated feature 

3. Balanced/Proportional (48. l /100) - HIGH 

Air dam (Similarity. Proximity) 

Twin-barrel headlights - NONE 

Consistent/Uni form. Distinctive/Well-defined (X) 

l. Beautiful/Stunning (x9) - HIGH 

Rear of IS250 (Enc losedness. Proximity) 

2. Ugly/Non-appealing (x9) - HIGH 

Whole IS250 (Proximity - grouping and repetition of Arrowhead Motif) 

Correlation 

Yes: 

Perceived as 

'Simple/Clean' 

No. 

BMW has been strongly perceived based on its distinctiveness in design 

language. This higher perception on the presentational side of BMW 

further indicates that, despite the consumers ' existing va lues or preferences, 

a well-designed car could stil l appear attractive to those consumers. 
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Level of 

appeal of 

BMW/Lexus 

Main written 

responses 

Consumers' 

brand 

association 

. . . . . . - . . . . . -
. - .. -
- prefer other vehicle 

types such as SUV 

- Commonness of BMW 

models on roads 

- mixed association 

- Brand image as an 

expensive brand 

Lexus 

Average 3.1 /5 

- lack of responses 

- quality and 

functionality 

- associate with Japan 

and Toyota 

- mixed association 

- Country of origin and 

visual appearances 

Correlation 

No 

Table 5-67 indicates the findings relating to consumer recognition of the 

brands of the cars. The consumer association on BMW and Lexus shows a 

mix of positive and negative association between both brands. The 

consumer association of Lexus with its country of origin and mother 

company, Toyota, indicates that country of origin is a large factor in 

consumer association towards a brand. Depending on the country, this 

could be undesirable as people often hold existing impressions or 

prejudices towards certain countries and the types of products it commonly 

produces. However, this association on car brands could be overcome 

firstly by strong visual appearance to gain product 

distinctiveness/recognition, and secondly in the interior and performance 

of the car. 
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.. -.. ~ ... -
BMW (x12 indication) 

- Kidney Grille including air dam and 

logo 

- Frontal area 

Composition of DRG, Grille, and 

Headlights. 

-Wheels 

- Roundel logo at rear 

- Rear area (upper middle) ' 

- Overall design of 320i 

Lexus (x4 Indications) 

- Logo 

- Front grille 
- DLO 

-Greenhouse 

- Rear boot area of 1S250 

Table 5-68 lists the visual elements that were perceived by New Zealand 

consumers as brand-specific on the 320i/1S250, for comparison between the 

two designs. As Lexus does not have a well-establish brand-specific design 

language, based on the visual format analysis section in Chapter Two, it is 

not surprising that the 1S250 only has a total of four indications by consumers 

on the brand-specific features. The lack of indication on the overall car or 

the 1S250 as brand-specific, plus the model appreciation outcome 

indicating the 1S250 as 'Ugly/Non-appealing', all strongly suggest that the 

language of the Arrowhead motif could potentially create a visual 

disturbance, and therefore a weaker overall visual experience. However, 

features indicated as brand-specific, such as the front of the 1S250 also 

consist of the design language of the Arrowhead motif, which suggest that 

the Arrowhead motif is perceived more strongly as an individual or small 

group of features rather than on the overall holistic level. 



The 320i was perceived strongly as brand-specific compared to the IS250. 

It is fascinating to note that the Kidney Grille, as an individual element, was 

perceived together with the middle air dam of the 320i and the Roundel 

logo on the bonnet as one visual feature. This strong association of the 

320i as a BMW logo reflects higher brand recognition and an appreciation 

of the formal aesthetics of the design. 

The next part of comparative discussion focuses on how the official 

expressions of the 320i/lS250 have been perceived, and which design has 

been perceived more strongly, in order to understand whether correlations 

in Gestalt principles between expression and features will contribute to a 

stronger consumer comprehension. 

Earlier in the model appreciation comparisons, an assumption on close 

correlations between the holistic and analytical perceptions resulting in 

stronger visual product experience was discussed. However, this 

discussion is not valid in the model expression findings as the IS250 is 

comprehended as weaker than the320i, despite the strong cohesiveness 

between VAS and pictogram perceptions . There is a correlat;on 

relationship between the Gestalt principles embodied in the expressions 

and features indicated. This is based on the analysis of the VAS and 

pictogram outcomes which showed the strongest VAS-based expressions 

all lacked any correlation between the two, while the pictogram -based 

expressions had a correlation pattern. Also under comparison, the 320i has 

a higher level of consumer comprehension as both the average marks and 

number of indications on pictogram is higher than for the IS250. This 

stronger pictogram comprehension on the 320i matches the relationship 

that the higher the correlation between expression and features, the 

potentially stronger the visual experience and consumer interpretations. 

This relates to the description of the expressions; there are words that are 

highly tangible, which cause certain individual interpretations and hence 

harder to indicate at an analytical level. Through the background 

research on the 320i/lS250, it was apparent that expressions proposed by 

Lexus are more tangible than most of the expressions used on the 320i. 

Therefore, for an effective comprehension and understanding of the 

intended design language, the wording of the expressions must be highly 

articulated. 
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Table 5-69. Model comprehension between BMW and Lexus findings from New Zealand. 

Perception of cars 

re lating to expressions 

Strongest VAS 

rankings 

(holistic perception) 

Strongest visual 

element in pictogram 

Strongest attributes 

indicated 

(analytical 

perceptions) 
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Whole 320i. and side mirrors (X) 

2. Comfortable (58.1/100)- None 

Greenhouse (interior) (X) 

3. Desirable (55.7 / l 00) - None 

Headlights. and Kidney Grille (Area . Proximity) 

Kidney Grille including a ir dam and logo on top - HIGH 

Desirable. and Brand-specific (Common Movement) 

Whole 320i - Med 

Dynamic. and Elegant ('The good curve') 

l . Brand-specific (x 12) - N/ A 

Kidney grille including air dam and logo 

2. Elegant (xl 2) - Med 

Whole 320i (Similarity) 

3. Dynamic (xl0) - Med 

Whole 320i. and wheels ('The good curve' .) 

1. Simple (53/100) - None 

Side of IS250, and wheels (X) 

2. Luxury ( 5 l.4/ l 00) - Med 

No strong features (X) 

3. Style (47.3/100) - Med 

No strong feature (X) 

Lexus 

Continuous line a long IS250 - NONE 

Simple. Sporty, Style (X) 

1. Simple (x7) - None 

Side of IS250, and wheels (X) 

3. Style (x6) - Med 

No strong feature (X) 

3. multiple expressions 

Correlation 

Yes: 

All expressions 

have low 

correlations 



5.2.2 BMW and Lexus in Taiwan 

. . - - - - .. -. 
Type of vehicle indicated Premium cars 

Main motive for preferences • 

Lexus 

Premium cars 

Performance 

Visual 

appearance 

Correlation 

This section presents a comparative analysis based on the discussions of the 

Taiwan studies on the 320i and IS250 in section 5.1. Table 5-70 indicates the 

types of vehicles and preference motives identified by the Taiwan 

consumers. The results of these studies indicate a strong pattern of 

premium cars as the consumers' dream car selection, based on the visual 

appearance and performance. It is somewhat surprising that no strong 

emphasis in the suggestive values was noted in the participant responses as 

the literature review on market background proposed. This surprising 

finding suggests that in the interdependent cultural context of the Taiwan 

market. the visual appearance of cars is still the strongest reason for motor 

vehicle selections. However. more research on this topic needs to be 

undertaken before the link between the visual expressiveness or 

distinctiveness and the level of consumer appreciation/comprehension in 

car designs is more clearly understood. This opens up two different 

speculations: one is the geographical context and living standards of 

Taiwan, and the lower level of knowledge in cars as discussed in section 5.1; 

the other is the higher level of social associations on premium cars in a 

suggestive context. As no conclusions could be made on these 

speculations without further comparative analysis. this topic will be 

re-discussed at the end of this section. 

Table 5-71. Brand impression between BMW and Lexus findings. 

Distinctiveness 

compare to other car 

brands 

Main written responses • 

Model distinctiveness · 

compare to other six 

cars in same market 

appearance 

l . BMW 

Lexus 

43.3/100 

Country of origin 

(+ve/-ve) 

l . Cadillac 

2. BMW 

3. Benz 

Correlation. 

Yes: 
Same cars 

Table 5-71. showing the findings on consumer appreciation, indicated that 

similar car models were perceived as highly distinctive. Referring to 

discussions on the New Zealand outcomes amongst the seven cars in the 

model appeal question. the model from Cadillac had the largest variation 

in average marks between model distinctiveness and model appeal. 

However, these differences in the average marks are smaller in the Ta iwan 

study suggesting that stronger visual distinctiveness has a stronger 

corre lation to a higher level o f consumer appreciation in car designs. One 

unanticipated finding was that the IS250 was perceived as more attractive 

than the 320i, while the 320i was perceived as more dis tinctive. However. 
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on an overall average, the 320i has stronger model attractiveness when 

averaging the ranking between all participant outcomes from the Taiwan 

study. 

.. - . . . . -
Brand identity amongst 

models of BMW /Lexus 

Consumers' interest in 

driving/owning 320i/IS250 

Main written responses 

Recognitions of 

BMW/Lexus as premium 

brands 

Main written responses 

13/15 

agreements 

3.9/5 

Value based 

72.3/100 

Price value of 

BMW models 

Lexus Correlation 

2.8/5 No 

Country of origin No 

Visual 

appearance 

57.5/100 No. 

Country of origin No 

Visual 

appearance 

As indicated in Table 5-72, BMW has a stronger level of the distinctiveness 

amongst other automobiles as perceived by consumers . The written 

responses indicate that Lexus' lower brand impression is based on people's 

associations with Lexus' country of origin and its mother company, Toyota . 

In comparison, BMW's visual distinctiveness in its models has been highly 

perceived by consumers in Taiwan and reflected in the written responses. 

The 320i is also rated as the highly distinctive by both groups of participants. 
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The brand BMW has much stronger consumer recognition on the visual 

qualities of its models, conveying stronger brand identity than Lexus. This 

strong recognition on visual brand identity of BMW also explains the Taiwan 

consumers' strong interests in physically experiencing or owning the model 

320i over the IS250. Another correlated finding was that this strong level of 

interest in experiencing the 320i is based on the car's representational 

values in Taiwan's social context. In contrast, the lower level of interest in 

experiencing the IS250 is largely due to the associations of the country of 

origin and simply the lower recognition of the visual aesthetics of the IS250. 

··-···- ... -
Model attractiveness 

amongst six other 

cars on the same 

market 

Lexus 

2. Benz 

3. Cadillac 

Correlation 

All indicated 

BMW 

A summary of the analysis and findings from Section 5.1 on consumer 

perceptions of the 320i/lS250 follows (in the same format as used in Section 

5.2. l on model appreciation in New Zealand). Unlike the New Zealand 

study outcome, consumers in Taiwan appreciate the design of the 320i and 

IS250 at a holistic level with the same visual attributes. This suggests tha t 

consumers perceived the 320i and IS250 as having certain common visual 

qualities but the design of the 320i was perceived more strongly with higher 

average ratings . 



The designs of the 320i and the 1S250 have been appreciated as 

'Harmonious/Flowing ', both holistically and analytically. Surprisingly, the 

design of the 1S250 has a higher level of coherence between holistic and 

analytical perceptions with two matching visual attributes. Despite this 

coherence between the different modes of perception, the design of the 

1S250 is still not perceived as strongly as for the 320i. However, this finding 

can be explained in that the 1S250 is perceived with one strong feature 

while the 320i has two strongly perceived features, with one feature 

representing the overall design of the 320i. These suggest that the level of 

coherence between design features, in relation to the primary and 

secondary form elements, is critical for achieving a strong visual experience 

for car exteriors. This statement is supported by the strong indications on 

attributes of 'Balanced/Proportional' and 'Distinctive/Well-defined' at an 

analytical level of consumer perception on the 320i. 

Under close examination between the discussion summary in Table 5-74 

and the visual format analysis, the whole 320i design and the C-pillar, 

indicated as the main features perceived as 'Balanced/Proportional ', 

largely relate to the primary form element of continuous line flow and larger 

line transitions compared to the 1S250. The grille as a visual feature also has 

the form language that creates a strong Gestalt experience. The grille 

indicated as the main feature for the attribute 'Distinctive/Well-defined' is a 

strong secondary form element with a high level of kinship between other 

features on the front of the 320i. This finding indicates that a we ll-refined 

car design with cohesive form elements is likely to be perceived more 

strongly than a car that shows a lower leve l of overa ll cohesiveness in its 

form elements. 

Contrary to expectations, the comparison between the levels of brand 

appeal (Table 5-75) did not find a significant difference between BMW and 

Lexus as a car brand. However, BMW is still rated as more appealing than 

Lexus in Taiwan. Following from the comments given on Lexus in brand 

and model impression/recognition, the written responses relating to brand 

appeal is also largely based on the association on Japan and Toyota . 

Although this outcome is similar to the New Zealand study, New Zealand 

consumers' association on Japanese car brands and Toyota are mostly 

negative. This indicates that Lexus as a Japanese brand has been 

interpreted more positively in Taiwan than in New Zealand. Following on 

from consumer perceptions on brand appeal; one interesting finding is that 

BMW as a premium brand has been perceived a lot more strongly in Taiwan 

than Lexus, despite the similar levels of perceptions on brand appeal. This 

stronger association on BMW as a premium brand is largely based on the 

price value of BMW cars and their country of origin. In contrast, Lexus' 

lower level of association is mainly based on the country of origin and visual 

aesthetics of Lexus cars . . 
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Table 5-74. Model appreciation between BMW a nd Lexus find ings from Taiwan. 
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Whole 320i ('The good curve'. Common Movement) 

2. Harmonious/Flowing (71 .6/100) - Med 

Whole 3201, and bone line ('The good curve' . Common 

movement.) 

3. Sleek/Elegant (71.3/100) • Med 
Whole 320i, and headlights (Similarity. 'The good curve') 

Kidney Grille including logo - HIGH 

Distinctive/well-defined (Similarity. Proximity. Enclosedness) 

Whole 320i - Med 

Sleek/Elegant, Simple/Clean ('The Good curve') 

The continues line (Common movement) 

2. Simple/Clean (63.4/100) - None 

The continues line, and rear area of IS250 (X) 

3. Sleek/Elegant (59.3/100) - Med 
No strongly appreciated feature (X) 

Continues line - HIGH 
Harmonious/Flowing (Common movement, 'The good curve ' ) 

1. Harmonious/Flowing (15) - Med 1. Harmonious/Flowing (xl 6) - HIGH 
Whole 3201, and bone line ('The good curve'. Common Continues line (Common movement) 
movement.) 

2. Ba lanced/Proportional (x l 3) - HIGH 2. Simple/Clean (x15) · HIGH 
Whole 320i, and C pillar curve ( 'the good curve ' . Similarity) The continues line, and rear area of IS250 (X) 

3. Distinctive /Well-defined (x l 0) - HIGH 3. Consistent/Uniform (xlO)-Med 

Gri lle including logo (Proximity . Similarity. Enclosedness.) Lexus logo, and the continues line 

Same attributes 
coherently 
indicated 

Yes: 
One attribute 

coherently 

Indicated 



Table 5-75 indicates that the consumers in Taiwan associate the country of 

origin more strongly, based on the country's image and reputation in the 

automotive industry. This is similar to current international concern on 

'Made in China' products and consumers' negative association with the 

quality of Chinese-made products. This finding suggests that, in relation to 

premium car brands, a German brand is still regarded more highly than a 

Japanese brand. 

Table 5-75. Brand/model appreciation between BMW and Lexus in Taiwan. 

Level of appeal 

BMW/Lexus 

Main written 

responses 

Consumers ' 

brand 

association 

. - .. -
- based on visual 

appearances 

- Representational 

Lexus 

Average 3.0/5 

- the country of origin 

- the country of origin 

Correlation 

Similar marks 

No 

Yes 

The consumer's written responses on consumer's association with 

BMW /Lexus are based on the suggestive values of BMW, and the country of 

origin with Lexus. These two types of comments are largely based on the 

suggestive values of the brand relating to group norms rather than 

individual attitudes and tastes. This finding from Taiwan correlates with the 

findings from the secondary research, that is, that Taiwan as an Asian 

country is interdependent. 

Table 5-76 indicates the visual features that were perceived as 

brand-specific on the 320i/IS250. The frontal area of the 320i is the main 

area of this car that was perceived as brand-specific. One interesting fact 

is that the Kidney Grille in Taiwan has been perceived as an individual visual 

element including the logo, but without the air dam below it. On the other 

hand, the IS250 has only two features indicated as brand specific elements: 

the Lexus logo without the front grille, and the continuous line from front to 

the side. As the part of the aim of this research is to understand how visual 

aesthetics of car exteriors are perceived as carrying brand identity, this 

outcome for the IS250 indicates that the IS250 as a design has a weaker 

expression associated with the brand identity than the 320i. Furthermore, 

the Taiwan consumers are more sensitive to details when perceiving a car's 

exterior. This is based on the comparison outcome that the Kidney grille 

has been indicated as an individual feature, and there are more 

indications on the Lexus logo on the design of IS250. 

Table 5-76. Model association on Brand-specific features indicated between BMW 

and Lexus in Taiwan . 

Dmvv vu:.! indication) 

,, . -
~ 

u 0 
i;:: u ·u 'ti 
CIJ .!: 
C. "' 
'? ! ,, ::, 

§ o 
ca 3!. 

- Frontal area of 320i 

- front and side corner 

-Air dam 

- Logo at rear 

- Shark fin antenna 

Lexus (xlO Indications) 

- Logo 

- Line along the bonnet 
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Table 5-77 displays the discussion summaries from Section 5.1 on model 

comprehension by Taiwanese consumers. In comparison, the IS250 has 

been perceived more coherently between holistic and analytical 

perceptions than the 320i. However, the 320i has higher average VAS 

marks and pictogram indications. This indicates that the 320i has been 

perceived more strongly with the expressions intended by BMW than the 

IS250. 

The only coherence between the holistic and analytical consumer 

perceptions on the 320i is the quality of 'Modern', mainly on the design of 

the 320i as a whole and the headlights. Based on the descriptions on the 

expression keywords, the expression 'Modern' is highly intangible with large 

variations on individual interpretations as it often refers to the contemporary 

style. . However, this strong interpretation of the 320i as expressing 

modernity correlates with the secondary research finding from the Car 

Design News designer interviews that BMW's new design direction 

corre lates with the current design trends in areas such as architecture, 

sculpture, and fashion. Therefore, this finding indicates that the holistic 

design quality of the 320i, consisting of strong and coherent designs in 

primary and secondary form elements, are being strongly perceived as 

'Modern'. 
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The expressions of 'Simple', and 'Sporty' on the IS250 was coherently 

perceived with features indicated in the same area on the design. This 

indicates that the consumers in Taiwan mainly interpret the larger surface 

areas and continues lines as 'Simple'. On the other hand, the headlights 

and spot lights consist of the Lexus ' Arrowhead motif and are perceived as 

Sporty. 

As discussed in the types of visual features that are strongly perceived in 

model appreciation, the features indicated on the IS250 were elemental 

while the 320i was more strongly comprehended as a whole design. As 

the 320i has been perceived more strongly than the IS250, this finding 

correlates with the statement that a well -refined car design with cohesive 

form elements is likely to be more strongly interpreted than a car that shows 

lower levels of overall cohesiveness in its form elements . 



Table 5-77. Model comprehension between BMW and Lexus outcomes in Taiwan. 

Perception of cars 

relating to expressions 

Strongest VAS 

rankings 

(holistic perception) 

Strongest visual 

element in pictogram 

Strongest attributes 

indicated 

(analytical 

perceptions) 

. . .. -
Whole 320i, and DLO (interior) (X) 

2. Modern (74.1 / 100) - Med 

Whole 320i, and headlights (Similarity) 

3. Desirable (71.7/100) -Med 

Whole 320i, DLO (interior) , and Logo (Experience) 

Whole 320i - Med 

Modern, and Comfort ('The good curve') 

l . Brand-specific (xl 4) - N/ A 

Kidney Grille including logo 

2. Modern (x 13) - Med 

Whole 320i, and headlights (Similarity) 

3. Elegant (x l 0) - Med 

Side mirrors, and whole 320i (X) 

Lexus 

1. Simple ( 60/100) - Med 

Side of IS250, The continues line, and rear of IS250 (X) 

2. Sporty (54.5/100) - Med 

Headlights, and spot lights (Proximity) 

3. Confiden t (52.7 / l 00) - Med 

Headlights, and side of IS250 (Similari ty. Enc losedness) 

Twin-barrel headlights - High 

Sporty and Confident (Proximity. Enclosedness) 

The continues line - High 

Style, and Simple (Common movement. 'The good curve') 

1. Simple (x 13) - None 

Side of IS250, The continues line, and rear of IS250 (X) 

3. Sporty (x14) - Med 

Headlights, and spot lights (Proximity) 

3. Distinctive (x l 0) - Med 

Air dam, and mainly based on front area of IS250 (Similari ty. Proximity) 

Correlation 

Yes: 

Most expression 

have moderate 

formal aesthetic 

coherences 
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5.3 Comparison between market characteristics 

Based on the discussion outcome in Section 5.2 focusing on similarities and 

correlations, this section compares these market-based discussions by 

exploring any market-related pattern of perceptions and interpretations. 

Any established pattern or characteristic will be discussed under the various 

modes of perceptions from the VPE framework. 

Background 

Comparing the main selections of dream car, the New Zealand consumers' 

main selections were based on cars that rarely appear on roads, have bold 

formal aesthetic language and create a visual experience that is 

potentially highly expressive. This result may be explained by the fact that, 

as a Western country, the New Zealand participant prefers cars that 

potentially create a bold visual experience due to participants' wish to be 

viewed distinctively as an autonomous entity with his/her own intellectual 

character. Taiwanese participants, in contrast, have stronger preferences 

for premium cars based on their visual quality and performance. As 

premium cars are more commonly known in the society compared to the 

super cars, the suggestive messages of the car are more likely to be 

interpreted by other members of society in Taiwan. It can thus be 

suggested that Taiwan consumers interpret the design of a car associatively 

with strong collective values and potentially less on the merit of the visual 

experience. 
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VPE mode: Impression 

BMW and its model 320i are both more strongly perceived by consumers in 

New Zealand and Taiwan compared to the Lexus IS250, based on the 

distinctiveness of their visual quality design. However, both the 320i and 

IS250 have been perceived more strongly by Taiwan consumers than New 

Zealand consumers according to the outcomes of both sets of 

questionnaire. The criticisms on the visual quality of the IS250, with its lower 

average marks, correlate with the visual format analysis finding in Section 

3.1. This implies that the level of coherence in a car's formal aesthetics 

(primary and secondary form elements) correlates with the level of visual 

impression in both New Zealand and Taiwan. 

VPE mode: Recognition 

Both the New Zealand and Taiwan outcomes show that the patterns of car 

exterior that are rated by consumers as highly distinctive are also likely to be 

perceived as highly appealing. BMW models have been strongly 

perceived in both markets with stronger brand identity than Lexus . Thi is 

suggests that a car brand with stronger brand-specific design language is 

more strongly recognised as carrying brand identity by consumers in New 

Zealand and Taiwan. The New Zealand consumers show an almost equal 

level of interest in physically experiencing the 320i and IS250, while the 

Taiwan consumers indicated a much higher level interest in the 320i. This 

potentia lly suggests that consumers with an independent self-concept, a 



New Zealand market characteristic, judge a car by its actual merit, and 

therefore are more willing to try newer car brands than Taiwanese 

consumers. 

0 E ..,,r-rc: '\ppreciation 

The model 320i has stronger model appreciation than the 15250 both in the 

holistic and analytical perception modes. Holistically, under VAS 

outcomes, New Zealand consumers appreciate the 320i and 15250 with the 

same visual quality of 'Simple/Cleon'. On the other hand, the Taiwanese 

consumers appreciate the 320i and 15250 more cohesively than New 

Zealanders .with the same visual attributes amongst the top three strongest 

rankings. However, analytically, while the 320i has been perceived with 

the same visual attributes in New Zealand and Taiwan, the 15250 has bE,en 

perceived dramatically differently in the New Zealand and Taiwan 

outcomes. The outcome on the 15250 in New Zealand indicates that the 

Arrowhead motif is perceived more strongly as an individual or small group 

of features rather than on the overall holistic level. This indicates that 

because the 320i has strong primary and secondary form language, both 

the New Zealand and Taiwan consumers interpreted the design cohesively 

at on analytical level. The implication for design is that the level of 

coherence continuity between design features, in relation to the primary 

and secondary form elements, is critical for achieving a strong visual 

experience for car exteriors rather than the individual elements, such as a 

headlight or a single curve along the side of the car. 

Comparing the strongest features on the 320i/I5250 appreciated in New 

Zealand and Taiwan, the Kidney Grille was strongly perceived in both 

markets but the 320i as a whole was also perceived strongly in Taiwan. On 

the other hand, the headlights on the 15250 were perceived as strongly in 

New Zealand and Taiwan. The New Zealand consumer visually perceived 

the Kidney Grille on the 320i as following the continuity of lines, while the 

Taiwan consumers perceived the grille more as an individual feature. 

Compared to the 320i findings, the headlights on the 15250 were indicated 

in the same manner in both markets. When analysing these features with 

the format analysis outcome in Section 3.1, it can therefore be assumed 

that the New Zealand consumers have a pattern of perceiving features 

consisting of stronger directional qualities relating to the primary form 

elements. In contrast, the Taiwan consumer has the tendency to perceive 

features confined to the outline of the feature. 

Comparing the relationships between the embodied Gestalt principle of 

the attribute and feature indicated in New Zealand and Taiwan, it is 

evident that there is a strong relationship between the embodied Gestalt 

principles on visual attributes and the features indicated. The implications 

for design practice, and research and suggestions ore listed below: 
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A. Validating Gestalt principles in automotive design as a tool for design 

language development and validating the designer's decisions relating to 

the form and ordering aspect. 

B. Potential for further research to develop a 'form library' based on the 

Gestalt principles patterns discovered in this research. 

C. Visual attributes can be used to describe properties in an automotive 

design in a contemporary context. 

The comparative analysis on consumer comprehension of the 320/1S250 will 

seek to establish if any pattern in model appreciation exists in this research 

and establish implications for design and further research. 

VPE mode: Association 

Consumers in both markets similarly perceived the level of brand appeal 

between BMW and Lexus. However, BMW has a stronger consumer 

association on brand as a premium automotive company in both markets. 

Moreover, Taiwan consumers indicated the strongest association. 

However, the basis for how these two brands are perceived correlates with 

the market characteristics shown in the secondary research. The New 

Zealand outcome is based on the brand heritage and visual appearance 

of BMW models; the Taiwan outcome is based on price, value of BMW 

models, and the country of origin. Both of these outcomes further supports 
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the consumer characteristic discussed in the Background paragraph of this 

section. Furthermore, in relation to consumer associations on premium car 

brands in Taiwan, a German brand is still regarded more highly than a 

Japanese brand due to the tendency of preferring Western goods over 

Eastern imported goods. 

In both markets, the 1S250 has weak consumer association on features 

carrying brand identity, except for the company logo. Comparatively, the 

Kidney Grille on the 320i has been strongly associated with representing 

BMW. This finding also correlates with the design analysis of the320i and 

1S250 that indicates that BMW's Kidney Grille has been cohesively adopted 

in all BMW models; in comparison, on Lexus models there is a lack of 

brand-specific features. This coherent finding between the New Zealand 

and Taiwan outcomes suggests that the higher the consumers' familiarity 

with a model's specific design feature as belonging to the same car brand, 

the stronger the consumer association of that specific feature as 

brand-specific. Although one could argue that BMW has other 

brand-specific features that have been incorporated into the model 

designs, the headlights potentially lack consumer familiarity due their high 

complexity in elemental composition making them hard for the general 

public to familiarise. The other feature - the Hofmeister Kink - also lacks 

visual distinctiveness due to the nature of its form language and the 

feature's position on the car. It is therefore likely that connections exist 



between the visual complexity of features and the level of consumers' 

familiarity with the feature . As this is outside the limitations of this research, 

this assumption will not be further explored, but is noted as a potential topic 

for further research. 

/Pr: t1"' de· Comprehension 

Based on the level of comprehension on expressions re lating to the two 

models, the design of the 320i has been more strongly perceived than the 

IS250. Although there are no relations between the holistically and 

analytically comprehended expressions, the expression describing the 

design of the 320i has been interpreted cohesive ly by New Zealand and 

Taiwan consumers both holistically and analytically. Conversely, the IS250 

has a higher cohesiveness between the expressions that were 

comprehended holistically and analytically; but the correlations between 

consumers in the different markets are poor. As identified in the model 

appreciation discussions, this cohesive pattern in design interpretation 

between markets for the 320i is also apparent. The IS250 is also shown to 

be highly inconsistent in consumer appreciation between markets. This 

consistency between consumer comprehensions in different markets 

supports the design implication regarding the importance of primary and 

secondary form elements that was discussed in the model appreciation 

paragraph. This implies that a well-refined car design with cohesive form 

elements is likely to be interpreted more strongly than a car that shows 

lower levels of overall cohesiveness in its form elements, in both New 

Zealand and Taiwan markets. 

The strongest feature perceived on the 320i as expressive in New Zealand is 

the Kidney Grille, which was also perceived as the feature with the 

strongest visual attributes in model appreciation section. The Taiwan 

outcome indicates that although both the grille and the 320i as a whole are 

the most strongly perceived visual attributes, only the overal l 320i has been 

strongly comprehended in Taiwan. Comparatively, the IS250 outcome 

between model appreciation and model comprehension in New Zealand 

shows consistency; however, the Taiwan outcome shows variations simi lar 

to how the 320i was perceived, as mentioned above. When analysing 

these findings, it is somewhat surprising to note that the Taiwan consumer 

indic ated the continuous line along the IS250 as expressive, contradicting 

the consumer patterns stated in model appreciation. This suggests that in 

the context of expression-related model perceptions, the New Zealand 

consumers perceived features that are visually outstanding as expressive. 

In contrast, the Taiwan consumers have a pattern of perceiving features 

that relate the primary visual elements of a car as expressive. 

Comparing on the relationships between the embodied Gestalt principle of 

the official expressions and features indicated in New Zealand and Taiwan, 

it is evident that the relationship between the embodied Gestalt principles 
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on visual attributes and features are weaker in model expression. However, 

these outcomes are not surprising as these official expressive terms are 

more tangible than the descriptive attributes and hence have a less 

correlative pattern and there is still a moderate level of correlation of this 

pattern. Therefore, as discussed in the model comprehension section on 

the New Zealand market, effective comprehension and understanding of 

the intended design language are crucially affected by on the wording of 

the expressions; thus, the wording of expressions to describe a car design is 

crucial, and it must be highly articulated. 

Overall 

T The overall outcome between New Zealand and Taiwan indicates that 

the 320i and its associated brand have been more strongly perceived in 

both markets compared to the Lexus IS250. However, the New Zealand 

research shows lower average marks and rankings as a general trend (in 

the range between 50 and 60 out of 100),compared to the Taiwan 

consumers ( average marks and rankings ranged between 60 and 75 out of 

100) based on the comparison outcome. This suggests that the Taiwan 

consumer perceived the 320i and IS250 more strongly than the New 

Zealand consumer. It is difficult to explain this result, but it might be related 

to interdependent values in Taiwanese culture, whereby luxury brands are 

perceived more strongly. This also provides an explanation for the New 
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Zealand outcome: due to independent self-concept and the less 

distinctive visual aesthetics of the 320i and IS250 in term of consumers' 

dream car preferences, the participants in New Zealand were less 

attracted to the 320i or IS250. 



5.4 Internal and External 

This section compares the intended and the external design perceptions of 

the 320i and 1S250. As identified in the previous discussion sections, both 

BMW and Lexus have been perceived as premium brands, but BMW and 

the 320i were more strongly perceived by consumers in both markets. This 

comparative discussion seeks to understand which visual features were 

perceived as intended by BMW and Lexus, and discuss why one feature 

was more successfully perceived than another. Furthermore, the analysis 

seeks to examine if any coherent form ordering principles contribute to a 

stronger visual comprehension from the viewer. Through understanding 

the relationships of how meanings are comprehended or associated with 

certain types of formal aesthetic attributes, tools for the design process 

could potentially be established to: 

A. Validate the relationship between formal aesthetics and perceptions 

through academic research. 

B. Create a library of expressive terms with recommended formal aesthetic 

attributes for design processes. 

C. Provide an external reference for designers to justify their design 

decisions on brand-specific and model-specific features. 

5.4.1 BMW 

This section identifies the similarities and differences in consumer recognition, 

association, and comprehension of BMW and the 320i. 

VPE: Recognition 

In both markets, there is strong consumer recognition of BMW cars as 

carrying a correlated visual brand identity across the car models. 

Comparing written responses from New Zealand and Taiwan, it is 

fascinating to find that consumers in Taiwan gave precise descriptions 

about why they perceived BMW models as brand-specific. This correlates 

with discussion in the cross market comparison that Taiwanese are more 

sensitive to details than New Zealand consumers. 

The consumers' interests in physically experiencing the 320i are moderately 

high in both markets with the Taiwan outcome indicating stronger interest 

than New Zealand. The written comments for the level of interest indicate 

different motives: the New Zealand consumers focused on the aesthetics of 

the 320i, while the Taiwan consumers focused on how the car would 

enhance their personal image externally. The focus on visual aesthetics 

amongst New Zealand consumers explains the lower average mark of 3.3/5, 

as the 320i has a plainer and less distinctive visual appearance compared 

to the design of the consumers' dream cars. 
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Table 5-78. External perceptions on the BMW 320i between New Zealand and 

Taiwan. 

l>IVI WV ,>2Qi 

Brand identity amongst 

models of BMW 

Written responses 

Consumers' interest in 

driving/owning 320i 

Written responses 

New Zealand Taiwan .. -- - 13/15 a reements 

Comfort levels and visual Formal aesthetics and 

appearances 

Visual aesthetics 

highly level of recognition 

of the Gri lle and front of 

car as brand-specific 

3.9/5 

Representational 

Value based 

VPE mode: Association 

Table 5-59 compares consumers' brand-specific associations in different 

markets. The internal and external perceptions map moderately, as not all 

of the intended brand-specific signifiers were perceived by consumers. 

The feature that was not specifically indicated in both markets is the 

Hofmeister Kink. In contrast, the strongest associated feature is the Kidney 

Grille on the 320i, as referred to in the discussion in Section 5.1, and 

consisting of a strong and coherent adoption of multiple Gestalt principles. 

This indicates that consumers in both markets are more familiar with the 

grille as a BMW-speci fic fea ture. However, the grille was perceived 

differently between the markets. The New Zealand consumers indicated 

the grille as a composition including the air dam, while the Taiwan 

outcomes indicate the grille and logo only. As discussed in Section 5.3, the 
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Taiwan consumers perceived a design with more focus on the details than 

the overall design at a holistic level. It is apparent from Table 5.58 that the 

strongest visual elements share similar formal aesthetic principles. These 

principles relate to the repetition of similar elements and primary/secondary 

form elements re lating to the gesture of continuing lines. 

Table 5-79. Indication of intended feature types on visual elements with the findings . 

Strongest Pictogram 

Expressions in 

New Zealand 

Feature types: 

Brand-specific / model-specific / 

None 

Strongest Pictogram 

Expressions in 

Taiwan 

Brand-specific (xl 2 indications) Brand-specific (x14 indications) 

Features 

Kidney Grille Brand-specific Brand-specific Kidney Grille 

Including air dam Model-specific Model-specific Including logo 

and logo 

Frontal area Model-specific Model-specific Frontal area 

Wheels Model-specific Model-specific Air Dam 

Roundel logo at Brand-specific Brand-specific Headlight including 

rear the corner of front 

wheel arch and 

hood 

Rear area (upper Model-specific Brand-specific Roundel logo at rear 

middle) 

Overall design of Brand-specific Model-specific Shark Fin antenna 

37.01 Model-specific 

(Flame surfacing, 

aerodynamic 

design) 

Mpderate Gestalt principle correlation: Moderate Gestalt principle correlations: 

Similarity. (and primary form elements) primary form elements on the lines 
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Figure 5-44 . Feature associated as brand-specific in New Zealand. Figure 5-45. Features associated as brand-specific in Taiwan. 
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VPE mode: Comprehension 

As indicated on Table 3.1 in Section 2.3 showing the design intents of BMW, 

the expressions used generally described the holistic visual appearance of 

the 320i. This lack of linkage of the expressive terms to any specific feature 

suggests a lower level of understanding between features and expressions, 

which this research seeks to explore. Due to this lack of linkage to details, 

this comparative analysis will only be conducted on expressions with 

correlated visual features. Comparing the indicated features perceived 

as 'Sporty' in New Zealand and Taiwan, the rear of the 320i was not 

perceived as BMW intended. However, the front portion of the 320i, 

consisting of a large number of features, was highly comprehended as 

intended by consumers in both markets. Furthermore, the Taiwan 

consumers more strongly comprehended the front of the 320i as 'Sporty' 

than the New Zealanders. 

Comparing the number of features indicated in New Zealand and Taiwan, 

the Taiwanese consumers indicated more features . Furthermore, more 

types of features were indicated, including some smal ler details such as the 

rear corner of the 320i. This reflects the assumption that Taiwanese are 

more sensitive to details. Interestingly, consumers from both markets 

perceived the Shark Fin Antenna as 'Sporty'! Although this feature was not 

described as 'Sporty' , the researcher believes that the form of antenna 

serves an iconic, associative visual feature to the consumers . 
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Figure 5-46. Indications on the expression 'Sporty' on the 320i in New Zealand. 

Figure 5-47. Indications on the expression 'Sporty' on the 320i in Taiwan. 
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Descriptor 

Dynamic Well-defined 

Versatile Innovative 

Elegant Sleek/Lightness 

Modern High-tech/Stylish 

Desirable Confident/Focused 

Sporty Powerful/ Athletic 

Comfortable Luxuries/Enjoyable 

-.-.. -. -. 
Features 

Whole design. 

N/A 

Whole design 

N/A 

N/A 

Whole design (long wheel base 

and hood}. DLO. Rear end. 

N/A 



Overall, the discussions in this section indicate that as receivers of the 320i 

design, consumers in Taiwan perceived the signs more strongly than the 

New Zealand consumers. That the Taiwanese consumers perceived the 

signs more successfully is based on their attention to details and familiarity 

with BMW and its brand-specific features. The familiarity of the brand 

image has strongly suggestive meanings to consumers in Taiwan as a form 

of external representation of one 's self image. 

5.4.2 Lexus 

This section identifies the similarities and differences in consumer recognition, 

association and comprehension of Lexus and the IS250. 

VPE: Recognition 

Table 5-81 compares consumer recognition of the IS250 between the 

markets. These outcomes indicate that the design of the IS250 has been 

poorly recognised as conveying brand identity. Furthermore, although 

there was a lack of written responses in this area, the comments made are 

mostly related to the visual appearance of the IS250. This finding supports 

the assumption that the IS250 is perceived weakly because the Visual 

Format Analysis outcome of this car is weaker than for the 320i. 

Consumers in Taiwan indicated a lack of interest in physically experiencing 

the IS250, with an average mark considerably lower than in the New 

Zealand study. As discussed in section 5.2, this lower level of interest is 

possibly contributed to by Taiwan's cultural emphasis on the 

representational values. Furthermore, the higher level of interest in the 320i 

in Taiwan also supports the assumption that BMW as a brand is more 

commonly recognised and associated with in Taiwan due to its 

well-established brand image. 
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Table 5-81 . External perceptions on the Lexus IS250 between New Zealand and 

Taiwan. 

Lexus IS250 New Zealand 

Brand identity amongst .. -- -
models of BMW 

Equal split of opinions Written responses • • • 

Consumers' interest in 

driving/owning 320i 

Written responses 

aesthetics and 

Visual aesthetics 

VPE mode: Association 

Taiwan 

6/ l 5 agreements 

Visual appearances 

2.8/5 

Country of origin 

Visual appearance 

Reflecting on the low levels of brand-specific recognition of the Lexus 

models in both markets, Table 5-82 indicates that the brand-specific 

association of features on the IS250 is poor in both markets. The 

Arrowhead motif of L-Finesse has been perceived as Lexus-specific in the 

New Zealand market but the Taiwan outcomes indicate no evidence of 

association with the Arrowhead motif. The New Zealand consumers' 

association with the Arrowhead Motif over an area on the IS250 supports 

the previous discussion on the 320i, that New Zealand consumers perceive 

car design at a more holistic level. Furthermore from the Taiwan study, the 

large number of indications of the Lexus logo on the IS250 supports the 

assumption that Taiwan consumers are more sensitive to the details of a 

design. However, the intended brand-specific features were poorly 
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associated by consumers in Taiwan as there is only one indicated feature 

that is non-iconic. 

st,ongest Pictogram 

E~ressions in New 

Zealand 

- .-. -. 
Feature types: 

Brand-specific / model-specific / 

None 

Strongest Pictogram 

Expressions in 

Taiwan 

Brand-specific (x4 indications) Brand-specific (x l O indications) 

Features Features 

Logo Brand-specific Logo Logo 

Grille Model-specific Line along Grille 

bonnet 

DLO Brand-specific DLO 

Rear portions of the Brand-specific Rear portions of the 

car car 

Low level of Gestalt correlation of No level of Gestalt correlation. 

'Enclosedness', and 'Proximity'. 
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Figure 5-48. Features perceived as brand-specific in NZ. 

'.' 
- ) Intend ed lco1 ur':;s ----

Preceivcd features 

Figure 5-49 . Features perceived as brand-specific in Taiwan . 
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VPE mode: Comprehension 

The feature-specific expression, 'Distinctive', has a poor level of analytical 

perception amongst consumers in New Zealand, with only three features 

indicated (Figure 5-49). Compared to this, although the Taiwan consumers 

perceived a wider range of features as 'Distinctive' , (see Figure 5-50) , only 

one indication at the rear of the IS250 was intended to be 'Distinctive'. 

Although all the intended features were not perceived by consumers, the 

features commonly perceived as 'Distinctive' in both markets were the front 

grille and the headlights. This common indication, suggests a correlation 

between the form language of these visual elements and the expression 

'Distinctiveness'. Referring to Section 5.1.4 analysing the Gestalt principles 

and the expressions, the headlight, grille and the rear spot light all share the 

common Gestalt principle of 'Proximity'! It can be assumed therefore that 

features with a strong 'Proximity' principle correlation are likely to be 

perceived as 'Distinctive'. 
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Figure 5-50. Indications on the expression 'Distinctive' on the IS250 in New Zealand. 

Figure 5-51. Indications on the expression 'Distinctive' on the IS250 in New Zealand. 
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Chapter 6. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this research is to examine and evaluate the relationship 

between visual perception and interpretations of car designs. The 

research questions have been answered through investigations on a holistic 

and detailed level between consumer perceptions of the 320i and IS'.250. 

The theoretical context of this research is based on the Visual Product 

Experience framework by Worell [2007] conceptualised in the literature 

review, and a primary research study. By reviewing the current body of 

knowledge on design and perception, the content of the VPE framework 

was validated as the most comprehensive framework to use in the context 

of this research. It also established a formal aesthetic theory on the Gestalt 

theory for the primary research design and analysis. 

Furthermore, the secondary research identifies a gap in the existing body of 

knowledge comprising a lack of comparative case studies on consumer 

perceptions of car exteriors between markets . This primary research 

extends the findings of the secondary research on the backgrounds of 1he 

320i/IS250 and their associated brands, and provides an understanding of 

their intended design concept and expressions. As validated through the 

literature review findings on the lack of research on inter-market consumer 

perceptions, the last section of the secondary research examines the 

market backgrounds to understand the social and cultural context for the 

comparative study. The secondary research has provided a 

comprehensive base for the design and analysis of the primary research. 

This research process, through adoption of the VPE framework, has been 

highly beneficial in gaining an in-depth understanding of the various levels 

of visual experience of the 320i and IS250. This project demonstrated that 

the structure in the VPE framework can be adopted for various analyses 

that consider both on the presentation and representational side of 

product perception and interpretation. The Gestalt theory of form 

ordering principles has proven to be an effective tool under the VPE modes 

to understand the relationship between the ordering principles of formal 

aesthetics and consumers' visual experiences on the exterior of the 

320i/IS250. 

This thesis has investigated relationship between perception and meaning 

through comparative discussions of the 320i and IS250 in different markets. 

The following conclusions (listed under each research question) can be 

drawn from the current study. 
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I I 

How are the two cars perceived and interpreted in the 

markets? 

The 320i and its associated brand BMW are both strongly perceived by 

consumers in both markets. Further, Taiwan consumers perceived 

BMW/320i more strongly than New Zealand consumers with an 

interdependent cultural influence. To clarify this, the key findings are listed 

below: 

New Zealand 

■ 

■ 

■ 

The brand impression and recognition of BMW is based on consumers' 

independent values, judging the brand base on its heritage and 

design aesthetics. 

Lexus was largely judged with strong existing opinions and prejudice 

towards its country of origin and mother company, Toyota . 

The independent culture of New Zealand has influenced the 

consumers' considerably high level of willingness to physically 

experience the 1S250 despite the lower level of model impression and 

recognition. 

■ The model 320i was perceived based on the visual aesthetics, based 

on the coherence between primary and secondary form elements. 

■ The model 1S250 was perceived weakly, based on the lack of overall 

coherence between the forms. This is partially contributed to by the 

brand-specific design language of the Arrowhead motif as it 
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emphasises sharp line transitions and does not contribute to the 

overall visual coherence. 

Taiwan 

■ T The brand impression and recognition of BMW is based on 

consumers' interdependent values in judging the brand, based on its 

suggestive meanings in society as a premium brand . 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

Lexus was largely judged with both criticism and compliments towards 

Japan as the country of origin. 

Taiwan consumers are less willing to physically experience the 1S250 

based on the lower level of model recognition. 

The model 320i was perceived on a visual aesthetics base, based on 

the coherence between primary and secondary form elements. 

The model 1S250 was perceived more weakly than the 320i, based on 

the lack of overall coherence and harmonious form language. 



hat visual lemenls ore perceived as characteristic for 320i 

r;d 1S1t.:;O? 

The outcome of the research is shown in Table 6-1, which shows only the 

strongest visual features indicated by consumers, and the main visual 

attribute under which it was appreciated. Overall, the grille on the 320i in 

New Zealand and Taiwan were consistently appreciated as 

'Distinctive/Well-defined'. Also, consumers from both markets perceived 

the twin-barrel headlights on the 1S250 as the strongest visual element . This 

shows that the 1S250 is perceived differently in the two markets, which is 

largely contributed to by the weaker form and ordering design of the 1S250. 

The level of coherence in a car's formal aesthetics (primary and secondary 

form elements) correlates with the level of visual impression; that is, the 

design of the 320i has been perceived more strongly than the 1S250 in New 

Zealand. 

Table 6-1 . List of features strongly perceived as characteristic for the 320i/lS250 in 

both markets. 

New Zealand 320i IS250 

Strongest feature Kidney Grille 

Visual attributes Distinctive/well-defined 

Taiwan 

Strongest feature 1. Kidney Grille 

2. Overall 320i 

Visual attributes l. Distinctive/well-defined 

2.Balanced/Proportional, 

Simple/Clean 

Twin-barrel Headlights 

Consistent/Uniform. 

Distinctive/Well-defined 

Continuous line along IS250 

Harmonious/Flowing 

What visual elements are perceived as signifiers and what 

meanings are conveyed by those visual elements? 

In both markets, the 320i was strongly perceived as visually conveying the 

brand identity of BMW. In both markets there is a pattern on model 

comprehension for the 320i. This indicates that the strongest visual features 

appreciated by consumers were also perceived as highly expressive. In 

contrast, the continuous line along the 1S250 is perceived by consumers 

from both markets as strongly expressive. 

As indicated in Figure 6-2, the frontal area of the 320i has been strongly 

associated as brand-specific in both markets, based on the consumers' 

familiarity of the design language. In contrast, the brand identity of the 

1S250 was poorly perceived except for the association between the logo 

and the brand. 

Table 6-2. List of features strongly interpreted as expressive for the 320i/lS250 in both 

markets . 

NZ 3201 IS250 

Strongest feature 1 . Kidney Grille Continuous line along IS250 

2. Overall 320i 

Expression l. Desirable. Brand-specific Simple, Sporty, Style 

2. Dynamic. Elegant 

Taiwan 

Strongest feature Overall 320i 1. Twin-barrel headlights 

2. Continues line along IS250 

Expression Modern. Comfortable l. Sporty. and Confident 

2. Style, and Simple 
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) l 

Figure 6-1. Features perceived as BMW-specific between the markets 
(Left:New Zealand. Right:Taiwan). 

Figure 6-2 Features perceived as brand-specific between the markets (left: New 
Zealand. Right: Taiwan). 
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Are there any differences in perception and meaning in the 

different markets? What are the differences? 

The major difference in consumer perception and interpretation in New 

Zealand and Taiwan is that the New Zealand consumers largely perceived 

the 320i/1S250 based on their independent personal values, with emphasis 

on their visual distinctiveness or uniqueness. In contrast, the Taiwan 

consumers perceived these two cars based on their representational 

collective values. The New Zealand market characteristic is that 

consumers with an independent self-concept judge a car by its actual 

merit, and therefore are more willing to try newer car brands than 

Taiwanese consumers. 

Based on the written responses and the pictogram outcomes from the 

Taiwan study, the Taiwanese consumers perceive more details on a design 

than New Zealand consumers. This finding supports the secondary 

research reporting on the relationship between complexity in the language 

format and sensitivity to details. This assumption also relates to the design 

focus of Lexus and the consumer perception outcomes on the 1S250. The 

L-Finesse design language of the Arrowhead motif has been poorly 

perceived at a holistic level, but more commonly perceived as a feature 

detail or a small composition by consumers in both markets. This possibly 

reflects that, as an Asian company, Lexus ' design focuses on the individual 

details. 



Regarding how the formal aesthetic attributes are perceived without 

meanings, the New Zealand consumers have a pattern of perceiving 

features such as the bone line and DLO. These features consist of strong 

directional qualities relating to the primary form elements . In comparison, 

the Taiwan consumers have the tendency to perceive the design as a 

whole entity. 

~ 1 is t.,,e design intent been perceived and interpreted? 

The 320i has been more strongly perceived as BMW intended, based on the 

harmonious yet distinctively balanced visual aesthetics. As the main visual 

feature intended by BMW, the Kidney Grille has been successfully 

perceived by consumers as representing BMW. BMW's brand-specific 

design language of using flame surfacing for expressing a state of motion 

and elegance is also strongly perceived by consumers in both markets. 

The outcome has shown that, due to a lack of coherence and refinement 

in the primary and secondary visual form elements in the design of the 1S250, 

this car model was poorly perceived by consumers in both markets. This 

phenomenon was more evident in the New Zealand market due to the 

market character that a design is often judged independently without 

suggestive association of the brand image. The Arrowhead motif 

proposed by Lexus ' L-Finesse has been perceived at an elemental level 

with one clear brand-specific association and not the overall design 

gesture intended by Lexus. 

What are the implications for design? 

The most obvious finding emerging from this study is that a car design with 

stronger formal aesthetics is perceived more successfully than a weaker 

design. This effect is the same for the different markets with different 

social-cultural values and characteristics, as shown in this study. 

As mentioned in the secondary researc h, the higher the level of consumer 

familiarities for a specific visual feature to a car brand, the stronger the 

consumer association that that specific feature is brand-specific . 

Therefore, to achieve brand identity through visual aesthetics, it is essential 

for companies to establish a range of brand-specific design vocabularies 

and incorporate them into their models. Visual elements that consist of 

highly complex compositions and weaker directional ordering of elements 

are harder to familiarise. This is evident in this research outcome 

comparing the brand-specific features of the 320i. In this case, the Quad 

headlights are not perceived strongly as a brand-specific feature when 

compared to the 320i Kidney Grille. There is therefore a connection 

between the visual complexity of features and the level of consumers' 

familiarity with the feature. 
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The implication for design is that the level of coherence continuity between 

design features in relation to the primary and secondary form element is 

critical for achieving a strong visual experience for car exteriors, but not the 

individual elements 

The result indicates a strong relationship between the embodied Gestalt 

principles on visual attributes and features indicated. However, this 

relationship between the embodied Gestalt principles on visual attributes 

and features indicated is weaker in model expression. The implication for 

design is that the visual attributes can be used to describe formal aesthetic 

properties in automotive design in a contemporary context. This research 

outcome, identifying the relationship between the Gestalt principles 

perceived and interpretations, offers a source for validation of the 

designer's decisions relating to the form and ordering aspects. 
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6.1 Evaluation 

The secondary aspect of th is research focuses on four key aspects: the 

theoretical background, the design, the market background, and the field 

research tools, such as the VAS indication method. Overall, a wide range 

of sources has been drawn upon, ranging from foreign literatures focusing 

on the market characteristic of Taiwan, to materials from private 

organizations such as BMW and Lexus. These mixed areas of literature and 

background research have served to gain different perspectives on how 

and why consumers from different market backgrounds visually perceive 

the same designs, giving authority to the primary research analysis and 

discussion. 

The primary research was designed based on the research tools and 

official design intentions of the 320i/1S250 to ensure validity in the research 

outcomes for comparison between BMW and Lexus. The consumer 

groups in this exploration are comparable because the venues for the field 

research were chosen to target car enthusiasts from amongst the general 

public group. 

To gain a range of perspectives, outcomes from the field research was first 

analysed individually and then categorised under the VPE modes. Based 

on these categroisations, comparative discussions were drawn between 

the markets and the two car designs. Lastly, comparison were drawn 



between the design intentions and the external perceptions, aiming to 

examine what and why specific visual features were interpreted as 

brand-specific. 

6.2 Area for further research 

As identified in the literature review, the field of visual design perception 

and interpretation is a newly established research field requiring further 

research. The outcome of this research study identifies areas and topics 

for further investigation within this field, as listed below: 

Table 6-3. List of potential further research topics. 

Type of topic Potential research outlook 

VPE framework Exploring each mode in the VPE 

(Warell , 2007) framework to gain further 

understanding. 

Visual Relationship between language 

appreciation complexity and sensitivity to 

details on design. 

Formal aesthetic Further provide the validity of 

appreciation and Gestalt principles in automotive 

comprehension design. 

Visual product Research into culturally related 

association and perceptions with more case 

comprehension studies. 

Purpose of the research 

outlook 

Build up the theory to gain 

understanding on the 

visual product experience 

as research for design. 

Understanding of 

perception 

characteristics between 

different ethnic groups. 

Further research lo 

establish a method of 

mental training for 

designer or design 

education. 

Validate the designer's 

decisions relating to the 

form and ordering 

aspect. 

Develop a 'form library' 

based on the patterns 

discovered in this 

research and based on 

the Gestalt principles. 

Establish a set of 

geographical based 

guidelines or references 

for designing products 

targeting multi-cultural 

markets. 
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··~ 

Note 

• Position of the Greenhouse in relation to the whole 
de.sign . Pushing the Gre,enhouse fo,-,,..ard is a s,gniflcant 
way o f expressing dynamism. tn the opposite , 

a Cab-baclcward express.es a relaxed appe<Jrance. 

Figure A-1 . Glossary - terms and definitions .. 

·~ .,,. 

KEY 

A. Daylight Opening {DLO) 

0.. 
C. 
D 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
J. 

J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 

- curve of the side window 
designed to be a visual feature 
Wheelarch 
Body section 
8-elHine 
Bone 6ne 
A-Pill01 
8-Pillar 
C -PiDar 
Greenhouse {Podiglione) 
- Windows of the passenger 
ca bin including the DLO 
Hood 
Down Rood Gmphic (DRG) 
Airdam 
Cob-f01Ward .. 
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Table B-1. Summary of designers and artists opinion on the looks of the new BMW designs (Cox, n.d]. 

Artists/Designers Questions asked during the interview 

l .General comments on the look of 2. Are BMW's design trends paralleling 3. Anything significant that will add a Other comments 

newBMWs trends in design and architecture? new way of looking at BMW designs? 

Tom Matano . . BMW needs visual brand identity -
development like the Mercedes-Benz 

and Audi. 

Lewis de Soto Problematic because the design is - This is a new design direction for BMW Visual design cues use across 

overly conceptual and do not elicit and not an evolution. models is inappropriate for its 

desire (do not harmonise as a whole]. large models such as the 7 series 

due to the lack of detail. 

Larry Eisenbach Do not like the front. The headlights Yes, in architecture but questions this Brand image and its associated Z4 lack BMW's visual identity 

and the carved lower hemispheres. desire to make the flamboyant meanings are important for products. 

The emotional expression of the frontal impression as it could be something Simplicity and honesty is the further the 

portion is 'sheepish' and not a BMW less than timeless. trend of formal aesthetic design 

characteristic. language, BMW should be careful. 

Michael Hui Great new design direction from the Interior and exterior of BMW car - -
BMW and each model has its own designs reflects the design of Gehry's 

visual uniqueness. MoMA in Bilbao. 

James Tong Too much surface details that it is - - -

loosing its visually holistic quality. New 

design trends far too extreme. 

Bill Barranco Teutonic, bold, aggressive, self Yes, the glass architecture, tattoo Innovative design languages 

confident, and distinctive. designs, and street c lothing. from BMW. 

Teresa Spafford Likes the design details as it is bold and - - In general, European designs 

darling . appreciate the new design 

direction of the BMW more than 

the American designers. 

Jason Alread New design from the BMW is incredibly Direct minimalist intentions on the - -
beautiful and expressive. interior of BMW models. 

Truman Pollard Too complex in details and is exploiting - - -
shocking values of humanity. 

Ken Soward Evolutionary design that is appropriate - - -
for its targeting markets. 
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BMW 

History and company culture 

This section aims to introduce the history and company culture of BMW 

automotive for this comparative study. Originating in Germany in the early 

19 lOs within the aviation manufacturing industry, Bayerische Motoren 

Werke AG (BMW) based its Roundel logo on the rotating motion of an 

aircraft propeller in the blue sky. Referring to the BMW logo in section 2.2. l , 

the colours of blue and white symbolise the Bavarian flag and express the 

brand's cultural heritage [BMW International, 2007]. The automotive 

sector of BMW was established in the mid 20th century and the model 2002 

revolutionised the American market, as the world's biggest auto market. 

Model 2002 filled the market gap by combining sports car and muscle car 

qualities into a premium sports sedan. Ever since then, the 3 series models 

have been regarded as the benchmark within the company and 

promoted as "uncompromised, authentic, and exhilarating to drive" [BMW 

USA, 2007] 

In the history of BMW cars, there is a constant focus on consumer's 

experience and reflecting market needs through innovative designs. 

When examining the culture of BMW as a car maker, the company has a 

long history · of involvement in motor sports suggesting a high level of 

performance amongst BMW cars. More recently, BMW has expanded its 

commitment in social development into cultural and arts related activities 

such as BMW Car Art [BMW New Zealand, 2007]. Furthermore, the general 

impression of Germany's engineering standard enhances BMW as a 

premium car maker with original designs and high mechanical 

performances. 
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Lexus 

History and company culture 

This section will focus on introducing the history of Lexus as a luxury 

automotive brand with a company culture that is deeply influenced by 

Japanese culture. Lexus is a brand name conceived over almost two 

decades ago by the Japanese company Toyota Motor as its luxury car 

division and later developed its overall aim as "the pursuit of perfection". 

Originated as military truck manufacturer, Toyota moved into the 

commercial automotive market after the Second World War period 

focusing on economic motor car production and soon become one of 

Japan's largest automotive companies. Lexus was originally designed to 

target the American market and was first introduced in 1989. It was aimed 

at the luxury segment of the automotive market its product emphasis on 

technology and performance, and with a competitive price that was 

slightly lower than its competitors. Today, Lexus is a widely recognised 

premium car brand in most parts of the world and has beaten its 

competitors in terms of the sales record in the USA market [Lexus, 2007b]. 

The culture and propriety of the company lies within its technological and 

engineering innovations. This is evident from past company 

advertisements where the focus was on technological advancement 
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amongst its competitors to provide a luxurious driving and riding experience 

[Lexus, 2006-2008, & 2007b]. 

Although the history and culture of Lexus is relatively short, it is one of the 

best known Asian car companies in the luxury market sector. Lexus has 

gained international success and recognition over its relatively short history; 

which could influence the consumer's brand impression as to what they 

associate Lexus with. With Japan as its country of origin, Lexus offers an 

interesting case for the comparison of brand perception and the 

association of a brand's country of origin, such as the electronic brand 

Sony. Compared to the design history of Lexus amongst other luxury car 

brands, Lexus is a young brand with less heritage and is less establishment in 

New Zealand or Taiwan compared to its sales in the US market. However, 

this lack of company heritage creates opportunity for a fresh approach in 

the culture of Lexus. 
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Culture and history of Taiwan 

Politically, the current government originated from China's National party 

promoting democracy. In contrast, the current Chinese culture in China is 

considerably different from Taiwan due to the communist government and 

the historical influences of the Cultural Revolution. 

Historically, Taiwan has been ruled by both a Western and an Eastern 

country; and later on was further influenced by the American system for 

political reasons. In the early days, unstable political situations caused the 

local government to place high level of control on the freedom of speech. 

During the period that the island was ruled by the Japanese, the whole 

country was enslaved to produce raw materials for Japan. This resulted in 

a loss of cultura l identity and a strong emphasis on capitalist values. These 

unstable political backgrounds jeopardised the development of arts and 

aesthetic culture in Taiwan. Due to this po li tica l background, the people 

were forced into developing capita list values to achieve financial stability 

and a sense of security. Although the country has developed dramatically 

in many ways, this value issue is still evident in the educational planning and 

emphasis today. Students were discouraged from participating in art and 

craft subjects and these subjects are commonly regarded as no more than 

an extra-curricular activity. Amongst the subjects in school, music and art 

classes were often squeezed out by the "main subjects" to a llow more 
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study or teaching time for examination preparation. It is only during the 

last decade that va lues in arts and design are starting to gain public and 

tertiary recognition. According to Zhang (2005), it is hard for art 

departments to gain enough recognition or attention amongst the 

departments within Universities for substantial funding. However, although 

certain universities did not have an arts department in the early days an arts 

departments are being opened following line with the trend of educational 

emphasis from the government. Today, the value of arts, design, and 

local cu lture are starting to gain positive momentum amongst both the 

government and the people in Taiwan. This could possibly relate to a 

better level of education in the country today. 

The Confucius philosophy is originates from ancient China and was the 

fundamental to the education system in the Chinese history. Until now, a 

considerable amount of the teachings are still deeply rooted in the culture 

in East Asia today. Since the Taiwanese did not go through the Cultural 

Revolu tion that took place in mainland China, the va lue of Confucius 

philosophy is more widely recognised in the society. Wong and Ahuvia 

( 1998) identified five aspects in this philosophy which greatly influences 

Taiwanese culture and consumption trends: 

Interdependent Self-Concepts: this is based on a relatively high degree of 

collective values in individuals that stem from relationships between people . 



Depending on one 's family, education and values. the majority of Asians 

have a strong tendency towards "a configuration o f roles expressed in 

self-other expectations, " [Chu, 1985: 252) 

Individual and Group Needs: While Western culture values personal 

pleasure in life and nonconformity, the Eastern culture often values 

conformity over certain self-opinions to minimize conflicts in social relations. 

Th is is evident in the Confucius teachings that proposed "in order to be a 

man or a sage, it is necessary to perform one's duties first, not to claim one's 

rights" [Lau & Kuan. 1988:50-51] 

The Legitimacy of Group Affiliations: When an individual perceives group 

va lues and opinions together with the individuals within the group, they 

naturally personally accept judgments and comments made by the group. 

These groups could be within the family, workforce departments. or 

regionally oriented . Again this is almost the opposite case in Western 

society as in most cases people are judged as an individual basad on its 

character and integrity [Wong and Ahuvia. 1998:427) . 

Hierarchy: In Asia today, strong social orders are still prominent [Markus & 

Kitayama, 1991: 236; Triandis, Mccusker, & Hui, 1990), this correlates to the 

five cardinal relations in Confucius philosophy emphasizing the value of 

class and order. Although this is apparent in Western cultures, the value of 

individual achievement are often weighted over the group that this person 

belongs to (Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Wheeler et al. , 1989). 

The Value of Humility: This particular aspect of Asian culture is diminishing 

because of the introduction of modern capitalism in Asia and contributes 

to the large wealth differential amongst the population [Max Weber. 1963). 

With new modern ideas being introduced in Asian countries, the value of a 

large portion of the younger generation has changed radically into 

expressing one as an individual through exaggeration in style and 

consumption of luxury goods. 

The analysis on Confucius philosophy in this section provides an overview of 

the Taiwanese/Chinese culture that contributes to the nation's 

consumption behaviour. The next section will further explore the 

consumption pattern and market nature in Taiwan. 
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At=2.b2f rJdix E -----------------------------------------------------------------

Table E-01 . Definition and relation to physical attribute principles of the 9 categories on physical description . 

Terms on categories of physical 

attribute 

A. Distinctive/Well-defined 

B. Consistent/Uniform 

C. Harmonious/ Flowing 

D. Beautiful/ Stunning 

E. Interesting/ Fascinating 

F. Ugly/ Non-appealing 

G. Balanced/ Proportional 

H. Sleek/ Elegant 

I. Simple/ Clean 

Definition 

Characteristic / Outline clearly 

Difference between one and another in an outlined and clear manner 

Compatible or in harmony/ Unvarying 

Conforming to a compatible standard or appearance 

Forming a pleasing or consistent whole /smooth continuous 

A holistic appearance that is smooth or in a continuous flow 

Pleasing to the eye/extremely attractive or impressive 

A form or feature that is visually attractive 

Relation to Gestalt Principles 

Proximity. Similarity. Area . 

Enclosedness 

Similarity. Common 

Movement. 

'the good curve'. Common 

Movement. 

Multiple principles. 

Causing curiosity/Capture the interest of; attract Experience. 

Something that attracts attention through causing curiosity by adopting an unprecedented 

shape/feature or gestures for emotional attachment 

Unpleasant to the eye/ not be of interest 'The good curve' . Common 

Something that is visually unpleasant or disturbing which resulted in unattractiveness 

Even distribution of weight or amount/ comparative ratio 

Distribution of proportion/shape in a comparative ratio that are visually pleasing 

Smooth and glossy/refined 

Aesthetic appearance that are consists of physical qualities of smooth and glossy in a refined manner 

Not compound or complex/complete, clear-cut 

Aesthetic appearance that are complete and not complex 

Movement. 

Proximity. Similarity. 'the good 

curve' 

'The good curve' . Similarity. 

Common Movement. 

Area. Enclosedness. 
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Table E-02. Expression terms from BMW with description and relation to the Gestalt theory. 

Expression terms 

i5 
N • • -.., 
3: 
:E 
al 
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E. Desirable 

Descriptor 

Well-defined 

Innovative 

Sleek/Lightness 

High-tech/Stylish 

Confident/Focused 

Powerful/ Athletic 

Luxuries/Enjoyable 

Definition Definition of descriptor/ s 

(Definition In the context of automotive design) 

Of motive force. 

force In actual physical attributes that are clearly outlined 

Having many uses. Bring in new methods, ideas, etc 

New ways of achieving multiple functions 

Refined. Smooth and Glossy/Cleanness 

Overall composition, surface that are refined a smooth and simple manner 

In current fashion. Mechanical arts/fashionable, elegant 

Visual appearance that are refined In the Modern (contemporary) aesthetics and of 

high precision and engineering 

Worth having or doing. Bold/state of clear definition 

The boldness and clarity In physical attributes that makes the product 'worth having' 

Rakish, showy. Vigour. energy/physically strong or agile 

Feature that appears strong and dashing with expressiveness 

Relation to Gestalt form ordering 

principles 

'the good curve'. 

Common Movement. 

Relation Indefinable 

Similarity. ' the good curve'. 

Common Movement 

Similarity. Symmetry. 

Experience. 

Common Movement 

Any ordering principle that are 

strongly adopted. 

Proximity. Similarity. Area. 

Enclosedness 

State of physical well-being Extremely comfortable/pleasant, experience 'the good c urve'. 

1---------------'------------------------l Common Movement. 
High level of physlcal comfort such as curve or softness that creates a pleasant Experience. 

experience 



&,. 1~~r-'--x'-E=---------------------------------------------

Table E-03. Expression terms from Lexus with description and relation to the Gestalt theory. 

Expression terms 

0 
lt'I 
N 
!a • . -
"' ::, 
)( 
Qj _, . -

Descriptor 

State of motion/ 

aggressive 

Unique/Refined 

Bold 

Seamless/Flowing 

Elegance/Visually 

arresting 

Exquisitely beautiful 

Definition Definitiori of descrlptor/s 

(Definition in the context of automotive design) . - . . . -
sumptuous living 

grade of excellence/Limited to 

object or people designated 

Highly refined details and use of material or curves to convey the notion of 

excellence and comfort 

Flashy /Showy Gesture of movement/forcefulness 

Gesture of exterior or features that expresses momentum force and power 

Relation to Gestalt principles 

Common Movement. Proximity. 

Similarity 

Having a special noticeable quality Incomparable/very subtle, precise, or Similarity. Area. Proximity 

exact 

Noticeable quality of incomparable subtle/precision on design 

Full assurance Striking or conspicuous to the eye 

Boldness in exterior design that are visually conspicuous 

Not compound or complex Combined in an inconspicuous 

way/smooth continuous 

Compositions of car exterior and features that are combined through the use of 

smooth continuous line or surface 

Characteristic Refined/capable of attracting visual 

attention 

Characteristics of exterior design that are design to attract visual attention 

To produce or suggest through 

artistry and imagination a vivid 

impression of reality 

Extraordinary characters that give 

great pleasure 

Suggestive meaning of visual pleasure through exterior design 

Similarity. Area . Enclosedness 

'The good curve '. Common 

Movement 

Strong adoption of any specific 

principle to create clear gestalt 

Strong adoption of any specific 

principle to create clear gestalt 
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Appendix F 

Research design: questionnaire* on the 320i/1S250 

• Original size in full A4 pages 
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A,, )l _·1~d~ix~_F ____________________________ _ 

Visual imagery for both questionnaires on 320i and 1S250 

A. B. 

D. 

Figure F-1 . Common imagery used in both the 320i and IS250 questionnaires 

aiming for the questions regarding the model distinctiveness and attractiveness 

(Left: page 1, right: page 2). 

E. 

--- - --- -- -----

F. 

G . 
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6QQQn~d=ix~F _________________________________________ _ 

BMW 320i in English (for the New Zealand research study) 

Figure F-2. Visual imagery of the 320i for the semi-structured interview. 
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t-,c1 DHne1·.1.::x~F ____________________________________________________ _ 

Part 01 : Participant detail, 

Please tick in the boxes to indicate your answer. 

I. Do you consider your self a c or enthusiast? 

n □ 2 □3 □ • Os 
clot otall overoge Ab::-dely 

2. How much do you know about cars? 

u _2 n3 
average 

3. Whal is your age group? 

n U'lde• 20 --:~0-29 n30-39 , AJ-49 nso-59 nabove 60 yean 

4. Which ethnic group do you belong to? 

n.A.sion - : :..ropeo r n/,ooi 

nFoker o O·re· 

5. How long have you been living in New Zealand? 

nleo; rr oo lveor n1 .3 ns yeoro er rrcre 

6. Whal is the brand and model of your dream car? 

nA.cJ·o n Alfo ~orreo rlAsto"l M□r" ! '1 
noMW flcoo; b e nch.-, e' 
n Ferr::i -i n Fioi nForo 

nHyJrco n 1,Jzu Joguo• 

nlombc•ohi'"l nlond ~over 

l7Lotu. - n t,·lo:e,a t n.1avboch 
f7t.1ercedes-Ber1z n.11t~bishi 

nPocscre n RenaJ it i7Rclls-i!o1•ce 
rlsuzv< flrcvolo 11-'olks\voge '"l 
nofrler . 
Please write down lhe model name 

nAJo; 

nooewoo 
nGMC 
nJeep 
nlexc, 
n,,,azoa 

.'\ is.:;on 

ilsoob 
n.,olvo 

7. On what basis do you c hoose the brand above as your dream car? 

3.er,tley 

lioah::nJ 
nHcroo 
nK,a 
llirco!n 
l~.k, 
llPeugeo' 
ilsuborc• 

Figure F-3. Page 1, section 1 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 

Part 02: Brand Impression 

8. Please wdte a word/ sentence that you would ouoClote with BMW: 

9. How appealing do you think BMW is ? 
171 ,-,2 i-1:; 
Not o t all o verage 

9a. Why? 

10. Do you consider BMW a premium/ luxury car brand? 

rctol a l 

IOo. Why ? 

11. How distinctive is BMW compared lo o ther car bmnds? 

r.c1 al al 

\ la. Why? 

5 
v ery oopeo~rg 

fop of 11'-e c.loss 

ve,y cu t sfo.,di-ig 

12. Do you think cars manufactured by BMW shore certain qualities lhol makes them 

belonging to the some '' family~? ,-,Ye, n,o 
120. If yes. what kind ol quality is if? 

13. Have you ever experienced cars made by BMW before? 

(including driving/sitting in the co1) 

nve, n ,o 

Figure F-4. Page 2. section 2 o f the BMW 320i questionnaire. 
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Part 3: Lei' s locus on the model 320i now 
1. Attroctiver,ess 

__ _j 

not at all very oppeolirg 

2. D1.stinctivenes.s 
not atoll stardsou 

' . Attractiveness L _ J 
noto al l verv oppea!ir g 

2 D s ncfive-ne ss 
not at all sto r ds out 

Car E 

· . Attroc liveness 

14. Referring to the picture above, do you think lhis model is typic al for BMW? 

nre, n~o 
2. Di.shncliveneH 

not a · a ll very a opealirtQ 

nololall stares out 
140. Why? _________________________ _ 

Cwf 

15. On the bar below and referring to lhe lmoge1 provided. please indicate how 

ATTRACTIVE and DISTINCIIVE y ou th ink each car Is. fsee exarrple below) 

· . Attractiveness 
not at al l v e ry appealing 

2. Dist.nctiveness 
noto1 cl not al a ll storm out 

C~rG 

' Attractiveness 
nof 0 1 0II very oppeolirg 

· . Attroctivenes~ 
nota o il v ery oppeo ir"lg 

2. Distinctivenen 
notota!I stordsout 

2. Distinctivenes.s 
not al all ~taro!.out 

Car B 
16. How strongly w ould you like to drive/ own this BMW? 

1. A t1ra ctivene$s 
not atoll very appealing 

01 
Not atoll neutral 

3 
very rnuch 

2. 0 1stincfr'w'eness 
r,otot oh stands ou · 160. Why? ___________________________ _ 

Figure F-5. Page 3, section 3 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. Figure F-6. Page 4, section 3 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 
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.6£i. 'rnrl_i:_:_F ___________________________________________ ____________________ _ 

Pert 04: Model appreciation 
17. Referring to the photos provided, please mark (I) on the bar below to indicate what 

you lhink about BMW 320i's appearance. 

A. Distinctive/ Well-defined ,iot ol a ll loo great extent 

I 
8. Comisfenl/ Unifor m not o l o!I too great extent 

C. Harmonious/ Flowing not atoll too g,reol extent 

D. Beouliful/ Stunning not of a!I 1 0 o g,,e.ol edent 

E. Interesting/ Fascinating '"IOI atoll ' o o great extent 

_J 
F. Ugly / Non-appealing not of all 'o o great edent 

G. Balanced/ Proportional rio t ola!I i o o greo I extent 

H. Sleek/ Elegant not atoll to a great extent 

I 
I. Simple/ Cleon not atoll t~reot extent 

Figure F-7. Page 5, section 4 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 

18. Referring to the photo below, please mo,k on the picture below to indicate the 

features of the c ar that appeals lo you. Please further identify the marking with lhe key 

words below. {see example below) 

---- ---- -----A. J 11cintve/W&-H-d~fired 
... .. . .. , . . .... 1, _ .... 

-'Xe~ .-~ ,·~ ..... ,,.., '-

~ 
18a. 

18b. 

B Co"'!sistent/U,. loM""' 
C . -lo,monic ~r/Flo·,,.. r,g 
0. s~ow"i'ul/S-un-,ing 
E 1,-1~••~•in9/Rnc ,.ohng 
F Ugl;,/l~Cr'>-Oppeo line 
C Bo o ... -c~d/ P•o oo-tio"'o 
~ $1~e1o::/: l@gon• 
I S.iric,~/Cl•-o!"I 

Figure F-8. Page 6. section 4 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 
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Part 05: Model expressions 

19. Referring to lhe pho to next page, please mark (I) on the bar below to indicate how 

yo u lhink BMW 32011,. 

A . Dynamic W•lld•f.t1•d 

not arall to a orea extent 

B. Ve-rsafile lnnovor'v• __ ) 
not a t oll to a greo e x.1 en1 

C. Eleganl 
S.•• k 
L.•g~,•n•n 

no t atoll to a great extent 

D. Modern 
H1Vl"'i•r•cJi 
Sry111r, 

nof 01 all to a greo1 ex1 en1 

E. Desirable 
Coilfio.,.nr 
Foc,n~c 

not ar a ll to a or"o· ex·en~ 

F. Sporty r'o ,verf..,/ 
Ar;~r.c 

nof afoll to a grea ex1en1 

!..vllvtl@l 

G. Comfortable £n.10yob.'• 

,..,ct atoll too great extent 

Figure F-9 . Page 7, section 5 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 

A-22 

20. ReferrinQ to the photo below, please mark on the picture below to indicate the 

features of the car that appeals to you. Please further identify the marking with the key 

words below. (see example below) 
A. :)ynam:.C 
e V♦no1i!a 

C . Et•;on• 
D. s. .. r. 
E. :,.!irab~ 
F Sporty 
C Cc.,-.•c,·oble 
~ Anyv~ ... o 1eo·v r• ~ tho· C:l" arocr,u ! BM'N 

20a. 

20b. 

Figure F-10 . Page 8, section 5 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 



BMW 320i in English and Mandarin (for the Taiwan research study) 

Figure F-11. Visual imagery of the 320i for the semi-structured interview. 
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A endix F 

Part 01 : ft;: I, 'II ,1-1 Participant details Part 02: Jr, (t fp i Brand Impression 

tt (;. tfi. l'I !; !.; ;f. @J f. &, Jjl f-~ A!. rleas. tick in the bous to indicol• your oruw.,, 
8. 

1 . r.~ ,t - ti!. A .f- t: ./ ..-~ ·., oo Y® conJid.f your ••Ko CCI' •nthusicut'1 
!'I.as. writ• o wotd/ senl•nc• thct you "°-ou~ ouociat• WTth &MW~ 

n 1 02 03 05 
:i:.i"-:,:; t1:,r a1a1 

2. f.: 1t ;~ • .f fl I~ } ~ ·t How much do you know ob<Mlf con? 

l:J I '.ll ), t. t~ ,i· 't 'l 'n: -~ 4· ".1. ~ ! /J "? .... arbling do you think IJ.\W ;,1[7, 

u1 n2 n" n5 
f~ $ f ye1yr n ~ 

9a, l\, fl·.>i! '! Why' 

4 , tt r.~ l~ tJ!J~ ;:'tj A. o::ll, ",1 oo., your ethnic group b.fong to Asian? 10. t~: 1':; J.J IMW it -- '.:.l iti J.:'l ;~ .t h'J.,'t~ •~a, '! Do 'fOU consid9't B."/IWa pr•mium/ lu•uryca, blond? 

n .t Du 

5. r,: (.;. X• '! f l ~'.· fi ,'IJf ~~ '! Do you ~m•nanit'f live in laio\-on? n ,t nu 100. ll, H.>i! '.' Why' 

6. r_:,.;,: U i'i.. -A t: tl1t.•it. J!l-•'.$:'t 'NhatBthebfondondmodelolyourchamcat? 

f7Ac uro f7Ai to ~omeo f7A,ton 1,la•f,n f7Aud , naentley 11 . -11'.tlG ;~~ .... J"., ,t,lf!:Jf'l..?_t t'i'.t.'!.t, &Mw t; ~~?'\-r:,.-;: •: 
n Bl, IW n c ad,lloc nchrysler r=:boewoo r7Do hotsu Hov.· didinciiv• it &MW compor•d to olh•r ccr broods? 

n ferro,i rl,at □Ford f7GMC □Hondo 
nHvundoi 1l1,uzu 0Jaguo, rl.!eep □Kio 
f7i.ombo rgh r.i n _ond Rover rle xus f"1incoln 

;.t:i~: t ~- r oro·ct 

U o tu, f7t-1osero~ D ,layboc h n,lozdo D,liri 1 la. Jl, fr>i! '.' Why' 

n v1ercedt!s-Benz D .. 11tu oish1 n-,~~on rl?eugeo l 

nPo rsc he rlRenouft r1Ro11s-Ro yc e rlsaab 15uboru 
f7suzuki f7rovoto rJvoikw,agen f"7volvo 

nc,her oo you think cars monvfactu,Nt by &M'N shor• caiioin qu<ilitiu that makes th•m b--'onging to the, 1am. MFomily ~, 

n"' n.l,.-
7. 

On what b<ui1 do yCK1 choo1e the bfond obove CH your dr.am car'! 

Hove you •nr up.,~nced cart mad• by &MW b-4or.? (including dtiving/,iHil\Q in 1M car) 

rJ"° n ,~ 

Figure F-12. Page l , sec tion l of the BMW 320i questionnaire. Figure F-13. Page 2, section 2 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 
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1 P...!. ;_r c ~I i_x_F_· __ 

Part 3: lei's focus on the model 320i now. 

14. :·,vu ~l•Ht»(; .i. ,;tl. h oN:1< - IR'i.'f.' ; '<' · "'1 '/ 
~@'Feiring lo the pich.ne obove, do )'OU think lhi s model is t1picol to, I Mtn 

'7.:: 1h.;1. 

14a. !';,fl·,t ·., v,·hy1 

15. '{. PHIi •i > -0 '!~ !~~··it-- '; f: fr'Jrll ~. ,'i fo.,µ ~- 'i -il ~ ~ --/;, J 

On ih'!' bar be,JoNond 1•f•rring lo lh• imag•s pro· .. ided, p!eose indicale h01'' ATIUCTIV! and OISTINCT1Vf you lhink 

eochcoris :!ce1c~or-:>eoe:,\ 1 

i:.. ;- ·,. "'.l jl J.,,. -,-:.rct -:1 

CorA 

·f:*"1!.il )J ,~· ato'I 

Car B 

-1l 1i'~l !, J.... ··•·•c .. ·c::1 .. ,e 

: .Hllf..-'l ::::i~1,:.t.erwis 

Figure F- 14. Page 3, section 3 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 

·. rit1 ) 'I A't·c:;r·.••r•n I I 
,f.: $i,,9!.11 IJ not Cl OIi JI -~"1l_ ii/, ,,. . ,Mrcrr-.:sc1-.-e 

,ti'·•.H"i-. r:10·:11 

· !\ 1; Ji >wc:J \ erui L J 
,{:~"'-i i /J n:101c~ JI 'ti"'\ 11 A. HM;Cft'l'JC1 •.• 

Car E 

·t: A~ •JI t, n:i101 e ll ti •~'<:l31 /.., Yl-",'Cll-.:SC1\9 

ti' f-~ti- r : to· : 

~-------------__J 
•{;~1iGt.11h n:itc1::11 l') ·t;""-IJ..111-. " •"( CIT"OCl • • 

it i' :f. .:f.\ fi_. f"<QI o· C l 

How strongly would yo u lik• lo dtiv• /own this &MW" 

D1 D2 0 3 

]60. ,">l t f "! ¥'lhy? 

Figure F-15 . Page 4, section 3 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 
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A endix F 

Part 04: .'fl It.'l 1: Model appreciation 
17. 1/1. ,l!t~fll "'111 ~ f,"f fiir'J~it t, It~ tt. t ,Jl3'cilf ... "'1!6.Jt 

••f..ning to the- photos provict.d. plea~ mart (1) on I~ ba, below lo lncicat• what you think about &MW 

32Oi's o w-oronce. 

A. ~>l, !6, / ~lit -lll: 
Oiitinc:liv•/ w ... d .. rwtd :,ti" T-111) no·oroll lf~ l ~l •~ a ,;;·wo1 1r11·•n 

8. If 1t 1f ff/j•f'l6'J 
Consisl•nl / unifo,m ',ti-- ~ttA; r-ctc·01 11 'f 't "l too gr&-<:1rc•t•'l.t 

C. tltt I,\ 1~ ,6,t ,A tU. 
HarmonioUJ/ftov.ing 

:ti' f. t.",,!\ 1"10T OfQ11 ;J-t; 't ,•1 10 c ~eo1 u·•n1 

D. ~: t!. ~1/ Ii; .ft: lt-~ 

eeauiwt/ Stunning 
•ti-1!.'~§t 1111'1.•l "10"010.I ICC S,"lliOT •.r&,nt 

E. tf,(lt"1/111-iJ~;'l.t,!J 
lnle-re1ting/ fo1c inatin9 

xr-1:t.~" l"IOt OIQII tl-1\'lcl 10 o Gf*O' u ··•nt 

F. 4tf1' t,/ l•tii.•Ul ~ 
Ugly/Mon-oppedi~ 

:,ti"-,2:;,1fil\i ro1c·o1 It 't l f.J fO O gr•:ir .lllUll 

G. 1U•fl'111i/A.l•'J l,II 
aolal\C•d/ rropo,tionOI 

:F. l • ;io Cl-'\ no101 o ~ Jf 't W: H "0 C gr.~• U,l."1" 

H. ft 11!6./lht"- _ I IIHk/tlegonf 
'.,ti" :a:: 1'!,J\ ro1c:·a1 lt't l •J ro o gra-c· .,.,,.,,. 

t, ;¥15. / llifRl/615. 
Sim~/Cleon 

:t i" f.1~1\ "'101 0101 ii 'Ir 't ,•1 to o ~r•o1 • x·•n1 

Figure F-16. Page 5, section 4 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 
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•~•rring to ttM photo b61ow, pl...aw mark e>n th• picture b•lo# to indc.ale tM leoh.lres of th• co, that opp~, lo you. 

Pt.<:lse furtMf kf•ntify th• marking with t~ k♦y A. t,1 f4- !!., / l~ m-· k\ O~C' ..,; .... 1w.:1-.:.-ft-,K 

WOfdS btilow. (s.• HOmpJt b.tow} 

0 --....._ 

.~ 
180. 

18b. 

B ,fj it. l ti / 41 FJ it-} Con;i!te..,•,:tnr'o,-n 

c . $1: tt l,lillH\ liH~/& 
D. ~:e n'J/ij;;l,'ft:lt) 

E /;"<!,flJ/11 A.il( i.ll,IJ 

,_ "'1n 1,1,1,t;.,uu, 
G. lt'j~J~tij/.1,. •/• f] ,M 

H. ft!U./40•"-

e•ou1tu11 s·1....,r~ 

ln.,·•;t --.g /~os:, "'IO"ir-~ 

ea1o;c•c1>00::,,,or-c 

Figure F-17. Page 6, section 4 of the BMW 320i questionnaire. 



BMW 320i in English and Mandarin (for the Taiwan research study) 

Figure F-11. Visual imagery of the 320i for the semi-structured interview. 
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A endix F 

Lexus 1S250 in English (for the New Zealand research study) 

Figure F-20. Visual imagery of the IS250 for the semi-structured interview. 
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6.LJlQn_sJl~ ~f-_________ _ 

Port 01 : Porliciponl detail• 

Pleose tick in the boxes lo indicate your omwer. 

I . Do you consider your self a car enlhuslos l? 

n □ 2 □ > 
Mot otoU 

2. How much do you know about can? 

u n i 
average 

3. What is your age gro up? 

17 uode• 20 :-:o-29 n30-39 ,,l,J-49 

4. Which ethnic group do you belong to? 

l~.~ian = =uropeor n~ioon 
nFoke ro O-re• 

5. How long have you been living in New Zealand? 

□, Os 
.A.b~o L.fely 

5 
Eve')''hi'"lg 

nobove 60 year~ 

nPocifc ISO"lder 

n l~H ·t-o--i l year ni -3 ns veors er n·cre 

6. What is the brand and m odel of your d1eom c ar? 

n.t..:::J•o n A..lfo P. o n·e o n.A.do"l Mcr-1'1 

n or,l\·V l7caoi b e n::h">•• e• 
n fem:, 0 n F,o t nforo 
n H-~·Jrco· n~JIU -J□guor 
nl~mt:c•gn1"'l· llond ~over 

n lotu, n t,lo,e·ot nt,lovboch 
nMercede~-eienz n._.1it~bi~hi 
n Fa,,cre n RenaJl t nRclls- , ovce 
17suzu .ci l7rc,oto 17vo!<,wogeo 
notner 
Please write down the model name 

flAJc i 
ilooewoo 
nGMC 
nJeep 
i\..exc, 
n,lazoo 

.',isson 

ilsoab 
l7volvo 

7, On what basis do you c hoose the brand above as your dream car? 

:.entle•,' 

rloai-,a·sJ 

17Hcrco 
n1-,o 
17Lircoln 
n.1;n; 
nPeugeot 
17suboru 

Figure F-21 . Page 1, section 1 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 

Port 02: Brand Impression 

8. Please w,ite o word/ senten ce that you would associate with LEXUS: 

9. How appealing do you think LE XUS is? 

17, 112 ~ ' ,4 

I-lo t atoll averoQe 

9a, Why? 

10. Do you consider LE XUS o premium/ luxury c ar brand? 

r-ct of al 

IOa. Why ? 

11. How dislinclive is LEXUS compared lo o ther car brand,? 

rc' o t al 

I la. Why? 

•. 5 

v ery apr;:eolir,g 

top o f the clo s~ 

very 01.. I standing 

12. Do you think con manufactured by LEXUS ihore c erloin qualities that makes them 

belonging to lhe iome .. family .. ? 

17Ye, n"o 

120. If yes , what kind o f quality is ii? 

13. Have you ever expe1ienced cars made by LEXUS before? 

(including driving/ sitting in the car) 

nve, 17No 

Figure F-22. Page 2, section 2 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 
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AQ endix F 

Part~: Lei's focus on the model IS250 now. 
.Gm..C. 

' . Attrac tiveness ..J 
no t a t a ll very opp-~o !irg 

2. Dislinctiveneu 
not of a ll star:.dsout 

WILll 

l. Attractiveness L. - J 
nolat a ll v ery oppeolir g 

2. 0 1slinc tiver1ess 
not alall stor.ds out 

Car E 

· . A tt ractiveness 
nol o t o ll very oppea li-,g 

14. Referring to the picture above. do you think lhls model is typical for LEXUS ? 

live, n -io 2. Distinctivene ss 
n ot o taN stare $ ov t 

140. Why? _________________________ _ 

CPr F 

15. On the b01 below and referring to the imoge1 pt'Ovided, please indic ate how 
A tt ractiveness 

nofa t a ll ve ,y oppeahg 
ATTRAC TIVE and DISTINCTIVE you lhink eac h c ar is. fsee exa r,,ple b elow) 

2 Disfinctivenen 
n ~t 01 Cl .,.,,., alrc"Cnv• not ot a U stare$ ovt 

Car A 
CarG 

' A ttractivene ss 
not a t o ll verv op~alir g 

· . A ltroctiveneB 
no t a i oll very oppc-oling 

2 Distmctiveneu 
not atoll sta nds out 

2. Distinctiveness 
not a t a ll starer. ou t 

16. How strongly would you like lo drive/ own this LEXUS? 

Car~ 

1. Attractiveness 0 1 
not otan very appealing Not at o ll neutral 

2. Dis incf1veness 
notot oil sta nds out 

160. Why? ____________________ ______ _ 

Figure F-23. Page 3, section 3 of the Lexus IS250 questionnaire. Figure F-24. Page 4, section 3 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 
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~PP•ll Kiix _F -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ --- --

Part 04: Model appreciation 
17. RelerrinQ to the p hoto s provided, please mark (I) on the bar below to indic ate whal 

you lhink about LEXU\ IS2S0' s appearance. 

A. Distinctive/ Well-defined not otaU lo o grea t extent 

I 
B. Consistent/Uniform not al a u lo a grea t e·,dent 

C. Hormoniousi flowing not o f a ll to o grea t e xtent 

0. Beo uliful / Slu nnin g not o l a ll ·o o great e).fenf 

E. lnleresting/ Foscinating not of a ll 10 o g reat e.d eril 

F. Ugly / Non -a p pe a ling not at a ll :o o grea t extent 

G. Balanced/ Prop or ti onal not al a ll •a o great extent 

H. Sleek/ Elegant not of a ll to o great e xter1I 

__ I 
I. Simple/ Cleon not of a ll ~ great extent 

Figure F-25. Page 5, section 4 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire . 

18. Referring to the pholo below , please mark on the picture below to indic a te lhe 

features of the c ar that appeals to you. Please further identify the marking wilh lhe key 

words below. (see e,comple below) 

------------- A. ::n~cint v~/'~ @U•d-!!r .-ed 

-:;__(.~ - >-. 
f - - ... ~ 

-~!;_D>fll 
18a. 

18b. 

B Co'"lsist •nl/U .. fcM" 
C -lo•r'T'c-nic~ !/F1c..vr~ 
0. 6'!o ... 'i'-Jl/~•L•nni"I ~ 
E lrt~ •es·1~ / Fo sc,.. :J t inQ 
F Ugl-,,/ No,....opp~o !ing 
C eo ~'" C~d/F•opc..,ioro 
t-- s1~~~1;1•9on· 
I. Siri ol~/C~or 

Figure F-26. Page 6, section 4 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 
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A-32 

Part 05: Model e xpressions 

If. Refenlng lo the photo next page, please mark (I) on the bar below to indica te how 

you think LEXUS IS250 Is. 

A. luxury 

8. Sporty 

C . Distinctive 

O. Confident 

E. Simple 

f . Style 

G. Evocative 

H•g h ovoi1ty 
E.t.dvi}v• 

$to •• of mo'lon 
AQgr•1Jiv• 

Uruque 
!i• fn-.d 

Bo.'d 

SitoM.1•ss 
F.'owfr:g 

:''•gone• 
v;s"'ol#'y Off'tlti'lng 

e-q ... i t,r+y ot-our.·,v, 

not a t o ll to a grea t exient 

L _ _J 
not a t o ll to a g rea t e xten 

not a tol l to a great e xtent 

nota1o ll to a g rea t e x ent 

not a t o ll to a great exten 

nolat oll to a great ex·fent 

no t a t o ll to a g reoi e x· eni 

Figure F-27. Page 7, sec tion 5 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 

20. Referring to the photo below, please mark on the picture below to Indic ate the 

features of the car that appeals to you. Please further identify the marking with the key 

words below. (see example below) 

200. 

20b. 

A. LUICU,Y 

e S·o1e o' motion 
C :>is"inctiv• 
0. Confd•n· 
E. S1-rp city 
F S·y• 
C Evoeo•ivE-
~ Any viwo l f~ot,..r•s lhoi cr-o~oc ·+r1s _E:(US 

Figure F-28. Page 8, section 5 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 



Lexus 1S250 in English and Mandarin (for the Taiwan research study) 

Figure F-29. Visual imagery of the 1S250 for the semi-structured interview. 
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A endix F 

Part 01 : t!l A ,t 41 Participant details 
Part 02: J/,f,t fl' i Brand Impression 

1t !1 ftlN f f!) f..f!"J ~ 3-Ji f~1IJ, ,lees. lick in UM bons lo indicate your onswet". 
8. ) , r,: it:-~ ht ~\ .f_ t" ff .. ..,. ._, 00 '(OU coruidar your s.lf O COi enlhuM01t1 

n 1 □2 □ 3 □ 4 O s 

2. f.j:1f;\ .tf1.l 1,~'! Howmuchdoyouknowobootcon? 

LJ ' 0 2 03 
:t f" f. if 1~-,. ,g + J -: ... e-rog* 

9, {:]At~~ f!i:-'t,IJ lfXUS $, J1. fi 0:'t.':IJJ '! How oppeolingdo you lhinklfXUS is" 

n1 n2 1'3 
:C.l'"F 11o·c·a1 

Os 

3. tt M 6~ i a; ,f ~ '! What ti '(Ot.lf ag• group? n,,.:,, fl,,,... 17»,, 

4, !. r~i f~: fJ!J~ :'t-' A. ~!It '! 00.1 VOIJII' ethnk group beblg lo .&.Jlon"Y 

n"' □~,"' 
10. t)'. f::4'1Exus .Jt, -· •B jf., ~;'\ -t-D'J 11, 'fl(~\"! Do you consid~ lfXUS a p,emium,1uxury car brond" 

5. \!J: !'t )'JI l;t tt. H· U Jllf ~P,? Do you p.,.menontlylive intoiwon? 
"'1 0 " QI OIi fA i.l fl) ·oo c:f ·rot c: cs; 

[l ,t DH 
IOo . .t.1,{til_",1 Why? 

6. 1'1 ·•:;U +i....at6~--f.~-,t~-:C,:•,• t'lhatts~bfandoMlmodt-lofyourdreomco,? 

n..curo f"lA.tto Ronieo flAsto,, Mortin nAuoi r.3entley 

fllMW Clc:aai lae r7chrvsler lbaewoo lboisa ,u 
Lierrari Uial IForo i7GMC flHonoa 

How dis!Hlciiv• ii lfXUS compar•d to olh•r car branch? 

rl-ivunaai O,uzu CLooua, nJeep rl:ia 
Gambcrgh1ni Gand ~over rle,cus tlincoln :;::,c. tfi r.:i1a·c :;I 't.'H ~•J ···•r-,01.ti1crr.:ih; 

Dotu, 0Jmerol, n,1aybach n.1ozao n.1ini 
l- ~.1ercedes-Benz Q.1itubishi [ i,san n Peugeal 

lla. A,1(/il '! why1 

nror,che □Renault f"lRolls-,oyce n saab Clsuboru 
nsuzulci rlrovola f7vol kswagen f7volvo 
1- lother __ 

, 1.a~ writ• down tt-.e me><MI name 

oo you think cars monufocturll<f by lE.XUS 1ho1• c.rtoin quolitiu tho! mo k.ei lh•m b•1onglng lo th• iame ~1amily~? n, n_H 

7, 

on what bosi1 do you choose HM bfond obott 01 your ct"•om C(W? 

Ho"• you •vu n~ri.nc•d con mad. by lUUS bflOH" (including d1iving/ 1ittin9 in ltl• co, ) 

n..- I Li.,-

Figure F-30. Page 1, section 1 of the Lexus IS250 questionnaire. Figure F-31. Page 2, section 2 of the Lexus IS250 questionnaire. 
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------------ ---- - -

Part 3: Lei 's focus on the model IS250 now. 

14. t'/ ~ l~ J Ill 1,'p.! - · '.°; ..f.,i :, u~ t>. ux us - tif U'Jf.P.:. H.:j ~1i ·., 
Referring lo the pic tu1e obove . do you tliinlic thi1 modeli, t-,picol fo, Ltxus1 

17#. 1'1., 

On the bor t>.lo·N artd 1eferrin9 to the imog~s pro·.-ided, pll@-Ole inchcole ho•· A.TUACTIVt: and OISTINCTIV( you hink 

Car A 

_ _j 

·,t }';K, H~- r:1 0·:: J~- 1' t-1 ti ·. ~·1 o i1tlro1\ ,e 

Car B 

f:A"'t:ll h n :.101c1 

.J, 1' H '1- ··••.- ei11irc1·,e 

Figure F-32. Page 3, section 3 of the Lexus IS250 questionnaire. 

·. ~,; . 1 ,.-c-:1,ern; l I 
·t:A~11ll n-,totcl JI -~~1 1 J,. f 'f " ( Cfl'Q,;t ~ • 

't :i"' ;:r.,, H ti- r-c1 o· c ! 

·. '9l. 1! Ji. ;·•·:::1 ·, .rus l I 
·f:P.~11 /J no101011 /J •t":.l i i A. ~'f '"( Ctt"0Ct ·, e 

Car E 

t;Ji.'flUI/J no101011 

t. J'· , . nt-t. r:1 0· = 

·t,.,41. ·ll h n,:101::1 

How 1honglv wovld ~ u like lo dfN• Jown thi1 LUCUS? 

0 1 LJ2 03 Os 
:ti· T, •~·cr c l 

J 6a. .6, f f f '! Why' 

Figure F-33. Page 4, section 3 of the Lexus IS250 questionnaire. 
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A 

A -36 

e ndix F 

Part 04: s. V:£!: 1'" Model appreciation 
17. ll, j'il( li\61JIII >i-f• •H•IMllllit l, ltih :Ii fUtmolt-ll"'1tl!! 

lllftiring to tM photos p,ovid.ct. pl.as• mark (I) on the bar b•low lo indicate what vou think about LEXUS 

1nso·s oppecwonc•. 

A. H14.,/,. l l~Ht - !ft. 

Oisli.n<::l'ive/ WeU• deflned ;; I'-,: tZl\, r ot otoli 1f -t•HJ ·o o gr~c· t:xt•"I· 

B. .Ji it .. !1./'<ll~ "'1 
Con~stent/Unifotm :ti•H~"> "101 0109 ,,,,:J,'l to o -.,~01 ~·~n, 

c. V:ff~1Jll~ -''~ "'!/l 
Harmonious/ fk>wing 

,;,• :,ctt", r .01O·01 Jf t, 11: I•) ·o o gr£.Cr u:te"lr 

0 . ;: ,!. ftJ/ ~ .-~.,, 
aeautifut/stunning 

;t;t-:i< tO, r-01 a·c1 Jf '!,' 11: I'! ·o a gr .. :lt u.le"\r 

E. .Ji A!,M/ 11 J.. Ml :1. o-J 

tnfere1fing/ ~oscinaling 
,: I',.: ttJ\ ret o·a t Jt, '!,' 11:1'1 •oo 91&-ct •xTe"IT 

F. lltMW •t ;."tl l h 
Ugly/Non-appealing 

:u• 1:~~.11i "IOIO I OH l l 1t1tl·J 10 o ~reo1 ex·en1 

G. 1U•ll'ifli / ,, ·I · ' I Ill 
tolonced/ ~ropOffioool 

,: 1- :i:10, not 01 0 1 ,,. ;t 'Q- #] to a ; ·ea, Ht~rr 

H. !t !l,$. / l.llllo, 
lleek/ flegont 

:t l' T-1.s~#, "IOfO I OJI lt·tll:1•1 10 o ;r~o, ex ·en1 

'-' it 1$. ' tu, ,1uu. 
timple /Clean 

;; s:- ·i:tu, r ot o• Cl f Jf ;t 1f l'I 'O .:I g1e..:: 1 • xlt f'lT 

Figure F-34. Page 5, section 4 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 

l'lease f....-ttwr Identify the marking with the key A . -H -ft_~ / Jlj I.St - It\. 
wo«h below. (1H uam~• b•low) e. .(j il -:f tt / i,t ~ ii} 

18a . 

18b. 

C . !':ltl'11"!$J;.!i_~$. 

o. :l!e.O!J/li ,t-1!:•~ 
E. !; Jt t/.J/ l)), rJ: ,.t iA 

F !U;, W•t,,;1t ~I JJ 

G lc'>( J~ fti / I-.. ·I· ' J ,,_ 

~- lt!HAIIOl.ll-. 

D~Ci"'l•i·,· .. / W•II--OE-ftf'l i-0 

CortJist f!-"'l"/ Lni'o·-n 

Hcrrr0No-..1s1!'1Cwi!i~ 

tWOIJ''f\."1 ~•\o"lr f'•~ 

Ir tE'"'i'!T r ,; :" f asc ,.,o•i;.,; 

LIQl'(,'I ICl'"-Cpp,e;cl "IQ 

eaI0""1:::e-c1::,•cp.:rtion:::: 

Soioili:/El f!- GJOrf 

Figure F-35. Page 6, section 4 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 
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19. H~-l't ~ f,t fl;ill i\ .f·,·r V l (l} 'Ul..it :r . 1A-J: :l: •:·.jt1::~,;: )l',1 ,(IJ ~,,. .'f".. 

ltelerring to the photo ne:d po9• . plea1e m01k (I) on the bar below to indica1• how you think lfXUI IS2!0 i,. 

l...-1.vry - !;"11 01. :<'r,• 
!1::.1s.·, ! 

B. ; f. .'J J~.'1 lr'J 

,porly 

C. -fl flu) 

o isti ncti11e 

D. '1 'J. ;~ 1,u'J 

;~o.-. e;s 
, ,::w,~-; 

n f l@ ! fQO,-!! 

•1'11.,C,1 ::',Tf'l'••"'Q 

't !_• ;(,1~.\ 'i!I C1 :I 

£.x!J.,,J,t'y ceov•,'1.' 

Figure F-36. Page 7. section 5 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 

20. !HUH, [IU .l ;I: .... !!\.i!,~- ~,; H ~ •HF 1a. 1'1 1( '- :t-· 7 •lRI f •h'il.ht Tr. Ill '1 \:J ,•:He 
•~•ning to lhit photo below, pl•oH mart.: on lhit pidvr• b•low lo indical• the featuru o4 IM cor that 0ppeol1 to you . 

rlea1e further identify the morking with the ke y words M>low. (s•• uample belov,,·) 

... t#.fr'J . 1.Jllvry 

0 ---.~·- , ,~h.','lt l,'J Spc•·y 

C. H J:4, fi'J :)1,•incfr,,e 

~

' ' C ilJ • I' ::> flf~ . .t. .-Stlr': Con.f\o!i.,1 

)l.i .\i~ S1 rrp~ 

B - .i• I/Ji..~ Sty1• 

20a. ~ f',-,. l1.LEXUSO'Jl~C.. v isuol f•at_r•s ·-iot cho •acle11.1 L:XUS 

20b. 

Figure F-37. Page 8, section 5 of the Lexus 1S250 questionnaire. 
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BMW 32oi New Zealand outcome 
. . f th BMW 320i from the New Zealand study. 

Table G-1 . Quest1onno1re outcome o e 

uestlom In the BMW 3201 questtonnobe &I 82 aJ M 
QI . Do yol1 cory;1d-er your se!f a car ~,ft,, 1,iost? 3 3 

02. How m, ch do you ~.now about cc,-s? 3 
QJ. What Is your oqe ,;iroup? t-0• :0-30 '.'0-

04. Which ethruc group dO you belong to? Other-Scolhsh European European Othet-SComsh European 

Q5. How long hove you been .,,mg 1n Ml? 5• l• S• S• 

Q6. What Is the brand and model of yo1.1r dream car? Mercedes..Benze Compresn Mercedes-Benz M1tubsh 72· Co!r Jeepwroo lef 

Q7. On Vvhat basis do you choose the tmrd oOOve as your dream car? opJ:eQrcnce Looks Used lo ow. one Because 11 IOO~s cool 

08. Please IM'lle a word/sentence that you would ossoc1ote wth BMW Closs (SOCIOI class) 

Q9. How oppeo~ng do you thin~ BMW is? 3 3 3 

Q9a. Why? ause there ore other cars I would rolhe,- oo many old ones on The rood pice range ause rd much rather hove a Je 

QIO. Do you Con9der BMW a i:xem1um/lu"1.Jry car t:rnnd? 51 43 85 38 

QIOa. Why? There ore better brands Ol' ! trae oo mariy okj ones on lhe rood they do 1ooi prel!y 9()0d 

a 11 . How d1s1,nc nve Is BM w compcred to other car brcn:ts? 96 22 100 JI 

Q11a. Why? t,.e,:a,Jse of brwding (o.:tsJ Not unusi.10I '='nouqt-, wheels ..:md bodqe 

Q12. Do you thin• ,:or mr:r,uf,XIL•re,j t•y BMW shore certo1n quo~h'='S ThOT mo~~ Them be_ yes yes no r,o r,· 

Q12a. Wt",y? oesthel1CS -:omf,:rt 

Qll. Hove you e\1€:f e •,:-ener.ced c-:Jrs mode by BMW before? yes yes no yes 

Q14. Do you thin~ m,xlel3Y.111s typical f:.-< BMW? NO yes yes r,o yes 

Q14a. Why? 1,1,.::,1,:,s ,;ci-Iore BMW 'Loo~s He ,:,It-a BMW car:- using somestyleofcont-,resos HOiden mo1,1nq °""'r:t'/ from wag ost of me con have- u ~m,ICJ' t:,: 

46 35 
Q15. A2. Dst1r,ct1veness 10 32 37 32 41 

QIS. 81 A1troctIveness 39 24 

QJS. 82. Dst,nchven~s 99 43 41 74 39 

QIS. Cl Altroc11veness 63 JS 46 78 52 

QIS. C2: DstIncnvenes:s 62 47 4o 77 56 

QIS. 01 : Aliracf1veness 25 44 

QIS. 02: Dstiochveness 2o 47 93 45 

Q IS. El : A!lrachvenes:s 58 46 42 

QIS. E2: Dshrict1veness 48 58 54 43 45 

QIS. Fl : A1troct1veness 78 oS 27 0 47 

QlS. f2: Dst1nchvenes:s 79 26 92 

QlS. GI : Allroct1veness 75 t-0 56 

QlS. G2: Dsl1nc11veness o3 59 56 86 4 7 

3 3 
Q17a. Why? Not my first cho4ce of car .J,ce car. end 111s a new model 1 perfe1 a Jeep 

Q 18a. Dtsc1nllve/W ell-de ned 78 52 35 69 45 

QI 8b. Consistent/Uniform 75 46 43 56 62 

Ql8c. HorrnoruouS/FIOwnq 78 43 46 58 
Q18d. Beout1fuVStumng 44 49 41 55 
Ql8e. lnlefest1ng/Fasc1no 1ng 44 36 63 61 

Q18f. Ugly/N~ppeoing 16 35 
Ql8g. Balanced/Prop:irt1onol 82 34 42 37 49 

Q 18h. Sleel,./E ant 79 37 35 57 

Ql81. Smple/Cleon 43 39 45 48 73 

Q20a. Dynom,c 49 42 44 55 47 

Q20b. VeritaIle 46 42 46 58 56 

Q20c. Elegant 68 45 52 46 48 

Q20d. Modem 71 51 63 61 

Q20e. Desirable 43 61 52 73 52 
Q20f. Sporty 71 53 4() 00 37 

Q20g. Comfortable 72 52 68 
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Bl I B12 Bil 

3 s s I 

3 2 

40-50 50-YJ 40-50 40-50 30-AO = 20-30 = European European Pakeho Europeoo Pokeho Asian Asian Europeon 

S+ S+ 5+ S+ S+ 5+ S• J-3yeors 
Aston MC111n Ford newXR8 Chysler Hem 'Cuda Ctvysler Ferra, Aston Mo11n 0B9 Porsct-e Ferro, 

•~es the loo~ of the ccr 1 lil<e them long lune fm,ounte brcnd rhe looks Cobur oppeaonce Performcnce I. power 2. safely 3.shope 
e :.-peng-.,ie p:Jrts Prom: nol fOf' me Pncy a co for men stable stable 

s 2 2 I 

Just bol<sgood boring appearance I models loo~.s the some {not cishnchve) because it's BMW too much u.e a AO year old ca nol 
93 2o 44 87 BS 95 

hghp,ce ms U·e everyone has orie : 100 ord1 because Blv\W thin._ they ae from real ife exr:,enence. ·comfort I perlonnonce wlh long comJ:Xrly h ce range and lhe long hstory of the 
76 00 AO s 79 78 83 

ouse of the shape of the gnu the gnM IS easy lo 1dent1fy ty regulations hove mode all cars very SI BMW 1s different n 11's symboic 1moge of being "e,.;pensrve" (re I perlcrmonce VIAlh long COffiPO"'Y h the design of the co 
yes no no yes no yes yes no 

wn for finished worlcmonshlp lt-e bodge I logo! performo,ce, comfortoblity ~nda nice shai:,e 

yes yes yes no no yes yes yes 

yes yes yes yes yes no yes yes 

cause 11 kx>ls like one (lheg fron loo~ the some lhegnll lool-s H,e a Holden shape tradil1onal design 

59 s 6 3 9 9 25 47 

23 3 10 54 48 
71 38 s 38 31 56 42 65 
71 42 35 31 63 43 65 
70 76 8 32 58 68 76 

69 78 7 3 33 58 YJ 75 

82 23 6 37 6 62 SI 

00 24 6 35 s 46 53 48 
44 21 28 38 64 39 
21 21 b 29 32 so 45 

00 71 8 36 49 61 43 54 

78 71 6 36 49 58 42 55 

00 42 6 74 48 52 

52 42 67 48 52 

3 4 3 
because I ike their car too plain t don't ~ke the brcrid becouse11's8MW (tmndloyolty) nothing appear to be too different "'10Y (dn~ng tt-e corl 

67 53 25 17 IS SI 65 72 
79 62 17 18 66 25 58 62 

83 62 18 I 7 66 36 YJ 76 

86 46 48 31 56 69 
84 37 17 IS 30 56 61 

8 SI 92 82 48 47 so 65 
12 56 16 10 70 46 70 64 

85 57 6 11 59 54 44 63 

85 77 19 12 22 53 70 79 

85 so 3 10 46 31 62 73 

82 53 14 8 46 28 SI 54 

94 SI 36 38 52 71 

94 69 90 68 46 68 67 

95 68 3 11 YJ 38 65 59 

95 70 11 70 33 35 75 

94 69 20 12 so 48 75 SI 
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. J 3.3 QI . Do you consider your se!f a car enthusiost? 

3 J 3.3 Q2, How much do you know about cos? 

20-:;:J 40-!<l Ql. Whal is your age qroup? 

European European Q.4. Whch etm1c group do you belong 10? 

less then lyr 5• QS. How long hove you been •\Anq In f lZ? 

Masero!! Volvo Q6. What 15 the brand and mocJel of your dream co,? 

1oo•Jdesign. speed. Intena design oppeoonce Q7. On V\t)Qt ~s do you choose the b"ond ob:>ve as your dream car? 

germ01. re•ot:llity stron-J Germony car Q8. Please ""11le o word/sentence that you would ossoc1ote wth BMW 

3 4 3.0 Q9. HOwoppeolirg dOyou thnk BMW is? 

ouqh curves 1n exte110r de':.ilgn, seo1s not very comfc ::,ge of the car being very sold Q9a. Why? 

62 69 63 .6 QIO. Do you consider BMW a i:remIum/lu•vry car 1:t"ond? 

less comfort. clOssic deSJgn long IOST1r,g design QIOo. Why? 

16 78 57.3 QI 1. How d1st1nchve 1s BMW com~ed to other car btcrds? 

classic deS1gn end colours nique and consistent desigm Qlla. Why? 

yes yes Q12. Do you thin~ car mmufoctvred by BMW shore certain quo•nes tho! makes !hem belonging to lt.E 

re•ot:tUy. easy ard safe dnv1ng niqve ard consis lent designs Ql2a. Why? 

yes yes Qll. Hove you ever e.:penenced cars mode Df BMW tefore? 

yes yes Q 14. Do you lt-m!t model 32() ,s type al for BM w? 

deggn and curves very rypcal. size of the car lhe front gnlle Ql-4a. Why? 

25 41 30 .5 015. Al · Attractiveness 

39 28 24.9 015. A2.. Dst1nct1veness 

98 57 49 .2 Q15. Bl. Alirackveness 

98 78 55 .1 a 15. 82. Dst1nc hveness 

58 ·5 54.1 015. Cl Attroc.t,veness 

o5 85 54.7 QIS. C2: Dshnchvenes 
QJ 0 35 .9 Q15. DI : A11rac1Iveness 

OJ o7 47.7 QIS. D2: Dst1nci,ver.ess 

4 92 35.9 QIS. El: AIITOCfIvenes 

II 61 35.1 QIS. E2: [)snnct1veness 

59 81 50.6 QIS. Fl : AllroctIveness 

o6 61 55 .0 QIS. F2: Dst1ncnveness 

70 JI 43 .9 QIS. GI : Atlrocl1veness 

44 JI 44.2 QIS. G2: Dstinct1-.enes:s 

3 5 3.3 Q17. How strongly v.ovld you H·e lo Olve/ovvn thts BMW? 

speaal oppeo•ng to 11. defiNtety looks •ke a mon·s gent de'llgn tho ! dosen'i dote Q17a. Why? 

38 86 51.2 Q18a. Disc1ni1ve/Well-defined 

69 83 54.7 Q18b. Consistenl/UNfcrm 

69 95 56 .3 Q18c. Hormon1ovS/Flowng 

48 98 47.3 Ql8d. Beout1fvVStvrnng 

48 45 43 .2 Ql8e. lnterest1ng/FasonotIng 

I 0 39 .5 Ql8f. Ugly/Non-oppeo•ng 

81 85 50.3 Ql&g. Bolanced/Proport1onol 

55 100 52.8 Q18h. Sleelv'Elegont 

92 92 56.6 0181. Simple/Cleon 

55 83 49.0 020a. Dynamic 

29 57 44.7 Q20b. Verila1le 

56 97 51.0 Q20c. Elegant 

26 64 60 .5 Q20d. Modem 

57 99 55 .7 Q20e. Desirable 

00 68 53 .5 Q20f. Sporty 

56 94 58 .1 Q20g. Comforloble 
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NEW ZEALAND CA R- RELATED e ve nt 
Summary for Q . 19 In Model Apprecia tion 

A . Dis l ine l ive/Well -defined 

NEW IF. A LAND CAR- RELA TE D eve nt 
Summcory for Q . 19 in Model Appreciation 

6 .Consislenl /Uni fo rm 

Figure G-1. Features apprecia ted by New Zealand consumers as distinctive/well-defined (left). 

Figure G-2. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as consistent/uniform (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event 
Summary tor Q . 19 in Model Appreciation 

C . Harmonious/Flowing 

NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event 
Summary for Q . 19 in Model Appreciation 

0 . Beautiful/Stunn ing 

Figure G-3. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as harmonious/flowing (left) . 

Figure G-4. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as beautiful/stunning (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAI-RELATED event 
Summary for Q . f 9 In Model Appreclollon 

E .ln l ere s llng/Fosc I no ting 

NEW ZEALAND CAI-RELATED event 
Summary for Q . 19 In Model Appreciollon 

F. Ugly /N on-oppeoflng 

Figure G-5. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as interesting/fascinating (left) . 
Figure G-6. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as ugly/non-appealing (right). 
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6_, 1pE ~·--i~d'-'-ix'-'-'-'-F _________________________________ _ 

Visual imagery for both questionnaires on 320i and 1S250 

A. B. 

D. 

Figure F-1 . Common imagery used in both the 320i and IS250 questionnaires 

aiming for the questions regarding the model distinc tiveness and a ttract iveness 

(Left: page 1, right: page 2). 

E. F. 

G. 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR - RELATED event 
Summary for Q .21 in Model Expression 

A . Dynamic 

NEW ZEALAND CAR - RELATED event 
Summary for Q .21 in Model Expression 

8. Versatile 

Figure G-10. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Dynamic (left) . 

Figure G-11. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Versatile (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAI-RELATED event 
Summary for Q .2 1 In Model Expression 

C . Elegonl 

NEW ZEALAND CAI-RELATED event 
Summary for Q .21 In Model Expression 

D. Modern 

Figure G-12. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Elegant (left) . 
Figure G-13. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Modern (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR - RELATED event 
Summary for Q .21 In Model Expression 

E. Des irable 

NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event 
Summary for Q .21 in M ode l Expression 

F. Spor ty 

Figure G-14. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Desirable (left). 

Figure G-15. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Sporty (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR-ULATED event 
Summary for Q .2 1 In Model Expression 

G. Comfor1oble 

NEW ZEALAND CAI-RELATED evenl 
Summary for Q .21 In Model Expression 

H. Brand spec ific 

Figure G-16. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Comfortable (left) . 
Figure G-17. Features associated by New Zealand consumers as Brand-specific (right). 
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BMW 320i Taiwan outcome 

Table G-2. Questionnaire outcome of the BMW 320i from the Taiwan study. 

uestlons In the BMW 3201 questionnaire 

Ql . Oc:> yov ccns,der yovr self a car enthus,ost? 3.0 2.0 

Q2. How m..>ch do you know oboJI cars? 2.0 2.0 

Q3. Whal ,s yoor age group? 3)-29 urder 3J 

04 Are you Asian? yes yes 

Q5. De:> you perrrorently Ive 1n Taiwan? yes yes 

06. Whal Is the brand ord model cl yoor dream car? BMW Mercedes-Benz 

Q7. Ot .......t.ot basis do you croose the brand above as yoor dream car? e,(fenor design and corrto-t level hgh safety standard, good looking e,denor 

Q&. Please \Mlle o wad/sentence that you would associate VV1th Bfvt.W hgh foshon, soaol and finonaol status strcng brand 1mpressior 

09. HON oppeo~ng do you think s,..AW 1s? 3.0 4.0 

Q9a. Why? 11 1ndireclty represents m-t scx:::101 status and my wealth n/0 

QlO. Do yoo consider s,.J,,W o premum/luxuy car brand? 63.0 78.0 

QlOa. Wt-.(? Nee car VV1th a high price tog n/0 

Ql 1. How d1st1rct1ve Is BMW compared to otrer car brords? 92.0 72.0 
Qlla. Wh,/? quaity and motenaity n/0 

Q12. D:::> yoo thrt car rronufochxed by BMW shore certain quoihes lh:JI mo! es them belorg1rg to the some ''fomty''? yes 

Q12a. Wt-.(? r\/O n/0 

0 13. Hove you ever e..:penenced cars mode by BMW before? r,:, yes 

01◄. D::, yoo lhrt mcdel 32() IS typical for BMW? yes 

Ql◄a. Wt-.(? rvo n/0 

015. A 1: A ttrochveress 3.5.0 65.0 

015. A2: Dst1ncf1veness 34.0 66.0 

015. 11: Altroct1veness 48.0 86.0 

015. 12: Dst1nchveness 62.0 86.0 

015. Cl : Attrocl1veness 72.0 77.0 

015. C2: Dst1nct1veness 66.0 77.0 

015. 0 1: Atlroct1veness 19.0 43.0 

015. 02: Dst1nct1veness 18.0 37.0 

015. El : Attroct1veness 8.0 56.0 

015. E2: Dst1rct1veress 31.0 52.0 

QU. fl : Allract1veness 55.0 34.0 

QU. f2: Dst1nct1veness 27.0 35.0 

QU. Gl: Attroctt....eress 12.0 cfJ.0 
015. G2; Dst1nct1veness 10.0 49.0 

0 17. How strorgty would yoo hk.e to dnve/O\A.11 ths BMW? 4.0 20 
Q17a. Wt-.(? exlenor design looks mcdem n/0 

01&a. Dsc1nt1ve/Well-deHned 76.0 79.0 

01&b. Cc:nsistent/Unforrr 29.0 79.0 

01&c. Horm::nooS/Flow1rg 91.0 78.0 

01&d BeouhfuVShn1rg 91.0 77.0 

Ql&e. lnteresltng/Fosanohng 91.0 75.0 

Q181. Ugly/Ncn-oppeaing 0.0 24.0 

Qlllg. Bolonced/Proport,onol 920 69.0 

Q18h. Sleek/Elegonl 94.0 68.0 

Q181. SJmple/Cleon 100.0 66.0 

Q20a. Dynomc 59.0 70.0 

Q20b. Verstoile 62.0 61.0 

Q:20c. Elegant 100.0 65.0 

Q20d. Modem 100.0 77.0 
Q20e. Desirable 98.0 77.0 

Q201. Sporty cfJ.0 70.0 

Q20g. Comfortable 99.0 71.0 
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83 84 

3.0 4.0 

20 3.0 

under 3J 3).3$ 

yes yes 

yes yes 

Jeep.Min BMW 
Jeep 1s gcod 1n rvrol areas. Mri's design is unque and it's size fs easy to pork s1ying, performarce, bfond 

a well-k.ro..vn brand, 1rs cars with good handling represenhng style 

4.0 5.0 
a very safe car, representing the OIM"ler"s soaol and nncol status n/o 

70.0 74.0 

n/O the price 

45.0 75.0 

n/O theextenor 

yes yes 

the fr01t au leeks simlor sornethng !hot other car brordsdo rot h:lve, but I do rot know\.Vh:Jt1t 1s 

ro yes 

yes yes 

lhelires trend 

'c/.0 20.0 

51.0 5.0 

54.0 24.0 

55.0 23.0 
7$.0 64.0 

51.0 65.0 
92.0 0.0 
94.0 38.0 

34.0 0.0 

23.0 0.0 
38.0 25.0 

38.0 28.0 
78.0 84.0 

83.0 76.0 
4.0 5.0 

gcxx:I car fa racing, cruise, ard looks cxx:>I just wont to ONn cne 

49.0 55.0 

69.0 54.0 
7$.0 51.0 
77.0 51.0 
75.0 52.0 
12.0 32.0 

75.0 49.0 

75.0 63.0 
83.0 62.0 
74.0 79.0 

36.0 Y:J.O 
62.0 67.0 
50.0 73.0 
74.0 75.0 

78.0 720 

84.0 74.0 
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3.0 4.0 3.0 

1.0 3.0 2.0 

20-2<; 3).39 20-2<; 

yes yes yes 

yes yes yes 

BMW, le)(US, Benz Saab Volkswagen 

lool- s bold, safe, e,.;,cellent perforrronce qvoity, safety, tecl'Y"obgy 111,fes !her e,dena design ord 11's got a good reputot1cn 

lu ... ury ord fashlor neMJ tectrology, hghqua•ty. good safety standard sold Ord cold 

5.0 3.0 2.0 

because its 1n tt-e market segmerit trot I ClXrenlly con rot affad 100 corrrncn on tre rood do rot ike tre styling 

87.0 78.0 78.0 

I trust in Germon made cars and their safety, bold look1rg, and feels luxury rvo very hg, poc1rg 

46.0 73.0 75.0 

cars ore all S1mlor as they prov,de tronsportotior\ the difference 1s in dela1I ord mo tenor used. 8N1.W is better tron a lot of the car brords. rvo rt-e sty•ng 1s mssing oerodynomc flow of Ires 

ro yes ro 
rvo rvo rvo 
yes yes yes 

yes yes yes 

tt-e e,;lena rvo lc>ct-s ~I e the BMW cars on the rood 

26.0 63.0 14.0 

13.0 64.0 44,0 

9.0 tJJ.0 69.0 

10.0 tJJ.0 33.0 

79.0 82.0 26.0 

79.0 8J.0 23.0 
2.0 57.0 '27.0 
3.0 57.0 51.0 

3.0 53.0 aJ.O 
3.0 53.0 21.0 

22.0 72.0 25.0 

5.0 72.0 24.0 

94.0 51.0 75.0 

92.0 46.0 67.0 

3.0 5.0 3.0 

BMW's brand is too well-known and I beieve t dO'"'l'I su l this car bve the car. hg1 safety standard the look 1s f(X) cold, but could consider ths car due to its safety stardard 

85.0 66.0 43.0 

84.0 65.0 tJJ.0 

95.0 78.0 64.0 

95.0 79.0 51.0 

55.0 79.0 32.0 

8.0 0.0 25.0 

81.0 65.0 64.0 

97.0 84.0 55.0 

95.0 86.0 63.0 

86.0 50.0 8J.0 

47.0 50.0 44.0 

91.0 ffi.0 64.0 

95.0 91.0 64.0 

92.0 50.0 42.0 

74.0 92.0 35.0 

ffi.0 910 tJJ.0 
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ll8 89 810 811 

20 2.0 40 5.0 

20 :10 30 4.0 
:f}.Y/ :f}-59 2).29 '20-29 
yes yes yes yes 
yes yes ro yes 

Benz Benz eMW, Alpha Rorreo, Mri, Peugeot BMW, Ferran 360, Aston Martir\ Audi, Mazda, Bently, Mn 

prerrium representing soaal status ord row rich u r desigrv'form and h.nc:tior\ rrotenol, ala.zing extenor desig-i and rntenor's aoftsrronshp. Its brand 1dent1ty 

hos its own style co~ ttot 's dnven by gangsters formal business car. professicnol look fine aaff of autorroble 

30 3.0 40 5.0 

rot bad the stying looks srrort detail of the design bmrd,ng and gocxj aoftsrronshp 

55.0 96.0 55.0 750 

the exteria a ppeororce Pckup speed fast ard looks cool tt'snce expensive 

78.0 95.0 44.0 BID 
!he engine is pov,.,erful pickup speed fast ord the car is sold. The extenor is oerodynamc 1n corrporison Hyurdai could also be s,mik:Jr to some of 11's design 11 ros its OvVn bford identity ord 11 symbolises ricmess 

yes yes yes yes 
tre e.dena appeorarce good engine 1,1V1fh big noise ( h.KOO) gnlle lung gnlle 

yes yes yes yes 

yes ro yes yes 
con not tell v,,,t-ot the d1ffererce ,s between re older models the front ord the bock cl the car looks different front portion of the car comes the identity of BMW as a .........t"de 

28.0 29.0 25.0 26.0 

19.0 34.0 37.0 51.0 

44.0 94.0 31.0 3J.O 

34.0 46.0 57.0 55.0 

S<I.0 70.0 46.0 770 

77.0 82.0 55.0 780 
19.0 15.0 44.0 860 

21.0 18.0 70.0 64.0 
38.0 79.0 80 560 

4.D.0 78.0 9.0 68.0 

~-0 75.0 43.0 91.0 

79.0 75.0 44.0 910 

70.0 69.0 43.0 910 

71.0 69.0 19.0 890 
40 4.0 50 5.0 

represent,rg scx:ial and fincol status representing soaal status and row nch u r 8/',J,W equals m:,ney and po.over status I Ike ii stying and fine craHsrronstip 

66.0 52.0 43.0 75.0 

66.0 87.0 63.0 96.0 

65.0 81.0 61.0 92.0 
65.0 €1'.l.O 41.0 94.0 

66.0 83.0 19.0 81.0 
19.0 10.0 20.0 7.0 

64.0 79.0 39.0 92.0 
58.0 82.0 46.0 94.0 
57.0 86.0 59.0 96.0 

58.0 84.0 47.0 90.0 
57.0 53.0 34.0 900 
56.0 87.0 61.0 91.0 

60.0 93.0 60.0 89.0 
59.0 91.0 61.0 900 

19.0 9:10 29.0 910 
64.0 59.0 95.0 880 
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B12 B13 B14 B15 MEAN 
4,0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.3 Ql . Ooyoo coris,der yot.K self a car enthJsiosl? 

3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.5 Q2, HON much do yoo knc:)v.J about cars? 

DJ'/ »39 aJ.29 aJ-2S 03. Whal 1s your age group? 

yes yes yes yes Q4. Whch ettnc group do you belcng to? 

yes yes yes no 05. How Ieng hove you been hv1r,g 1n NZ? 

Le..:us Gs.ma GS3t0 Lord Rover Range Rover Sport Subaru BMW 04.. What ,s the brard and rrodel of yotX dream car? 

1f's pursuit fa perfechcn 1. quoUy 2. durobity 3.tedY'lology Subaru 1s a very spaty car looks good Q7. On wh:11 basis doyoo choose the brand above as your dream car? 

YOIX'IQ Ord i::ower tectnolcgy corres from hJm:m oeotion cool styist'ldesign Qe. Please wnte a word/senterce that yoo would assoaate with BMW 

3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.6 Q9. How oppeoing do you thrl<. BMW is? 

IS style looks YO\X'lQ n/O looks solid and healthy n/O Q9a. Why? 

41.0 :JJ.O 79.0 76.0 72.3 QlO. DoyovcO""ISlde< BMW o premurn'IUKUry car brord? 

persorot comrrenl toocomm:in BMW 1s a EUfopeon car n/O QlOa. Why? 

0.0 49.0 73.0 76.0 64.3 Ql 1. HON d1st1rct1ve 1s &,AW COfTlXJred to olhef car brands? 

n/o n/o k:::M::)ksshmy n/O Qlla. Why? 

yes yes yes yes 12 out of 15 Q12. Doyov think car monufoctured by &AW st-ore certain quoit1es that rnokes them belcng1ng to lhe some '"fomty"? 

Ieng ighl gnlle heod ight stape,colour Q12a. Why? 

no yes yes yes Q13. Hove you ever eApenerced cars mode by BMW befOfe'? 

yes yes yes yes Q14. [)oyou thnk m:x:lel 33) IS typical fa BMW'? 

trod1!1Cf"IOI BMW design n/O trod1t1onol BMW design frcnt pori of the cor Ql-4o. Why? 

16.0 33.0 25.0 62.0 33.1 Q15. Al : Atlroct1veness 

0.0 41.0 10.0 55.0 34.9 Q15. AZ. Dst1rct1veress 

0.0 48.0 57.0 71.0 48.3 Q15. 11 : Attractiveness 

0.0 48.0 61.0 72.0 46.8 Ql 5. 12: Dst1nct1veress 

25.0 55.0 59.0 92.0 65.8 Q15. Cl : Attroct1veness 

27.0 5d.O 61.0 92.0 64.9 Ql 5. C2: Dst1nchveness 

23.0 74.0 75.0 53.0 41.9 Q15. 01 : Allroct1veness 

100.0 92.0 79.0 5d.O 53. l Ql 5. 02: Dst1ncl1veness 

5.0 14.0 35.0 5d.O 30.9 Q15. El: Attroct1veress 

6.0 13.0 10.0 5d.O 30.7 Q15. f2: Dst1nct1veness 

17.0 42.0 83.0 78.0 52.0 015. fl : Altroct1veness 

21.0 42.0 82.0 78.0 49.4 015. f2: Dst1nct1veress 

71.0 73.0 73.0 84.0 67.9 Q15. Gl : Attrochveness 

36.0 72.0 78.0 83.0 62.7 Q15. G'2: Dst1nctrveness 

3.0 3.0 30 5.0 3.9 Ql 7. HON strcrgty wouk:j yov Ike to drive/OM"'I lhs BMW'? 

rvo the proc t1ooity 1s not as gocd os 1mog1ned not tt-e type cJ car ti.at I ike lcok.s nee, dnves o:::mfortobly Q17a. Why'? 

32.0 31.0 56.0 77.0 59.0 Ql&a. Otsont1ve/Well-defined 

34.0 49.0 28.0 70.0 62.2 Q18b. Cor'6islenl/Unfc,m 

:no 67.0 46.0 93.0 71.6 Q18c. Horrnct"'1oVS/FIOMng 

33.0 MO 73.0 92.0 70.2 Ql&d. Beout1fuVS!urnng 

34.0 45.0 65.0 90.0 62.8 018e. lnterest1rg/Fosan::it1rg 

24.0 31.0 12.0 4.0 15.2 Qlal. Ugly/Non-oppeoirg 

40.0 72.0 24.0 92.0 65.8 Q18g. Bolorced/Proportionol 

38.0 5d.O 69.0 92.0 71.3 Qlllh. Sleek/Elegonl 

38.0 90.0 69.0 91.0 76. l Qlal. S.rrple/Cleor 

35.0 68.0 51.0 87.0 70.5 Q20a. Dynomc 

32.0 21.0 66.0 57.0 53.3 Q20b. Verstole 

29.0 59.0 66.0 57.0 69.5 Q20c. Elegant 

28.0 81.0 c/J.O 91.0 74.1 Q20d. Moderr 

29.0 52.0 66.0 90.0 71.7 Q20e. Desirable 

19.0 27.0 !B.O 64.0 58.1 Q201. Sporly 

21.0 89.0 78.0 91.0 75.6 Q20g. Corrtcrtoble 
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endix G 

TAIWAN Car-related event TAIWAN Car-related event 
Summary for question In Model Appreciation Summary for question In Model Appreclolion 

A.Otstincflve/Well -deflned B .Consis tenl /Uniform 

Figure G-18. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as distinctive/well-defined (left). 
Figure G-19. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as consistent/uniform (right). 
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TAIWAN Car•rl!lated l!Vent TAIWAN Car-related event 
Summary lar queslian in Model Appreciation Summary for quesl~on In Model Appreciation 

C . Harmonious/Flowing 0. Beaulilul / Stunning 

Figure G-20. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as harmonious/flowing (left). 
Figure G-21. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as beautiful/stunning (right) . 
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TAIWAN Car-related event TAIWAN Car-related event 
Summery for quesl ion in Model Appreclo lion Summery for question In Model Appreclol lon 

E.f nf eres tin g/Fosclno ting F. Ugty/Non-oppeollng 

Figure G-22. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as interesting/fascinating (left) . 
Figure G-23. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as ugly/non-appealing (right) . 
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TAIWAN Car-related 1tvent TAIWAN Car-related event 
Summary for question in Model Appreciolion Summary for question In Model Appreclollon 

G. 8otonced/Proporllonot H. Sleek/Elegant 

Figure G-24. Features apprec iated by Taiwan consumers as balanced/proportional (left) . 

Figure G-25. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as sleek/elegant (right). 
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TAIWAN Car-related event 
Summory tor quest ion In Model Appreclotion 

I. Simple/Cleon 

Figure G-26. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as distinctive/well-defined (left) . 
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TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for question in Model Expression 

A.Dynamic 

Figure G-27. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Dynamic (left) . 

Figure G-28. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Versatile (right) . 

TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for question In Model Expression 

B. Verslile 
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TAIWAN Car- related Event 
Summary for queslion In Model Expression 

C. Elegonl 

Figure G-29. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Elegant (left) . 
Figure G-30. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Modern (right). 

TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for quesllon In Model Expression 

D. Modern 
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TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for quesfion in Model Express ion 

E. Desirable 

Figure G-31. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Desirable (left). 

Figure G-32. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Sporty (right). 

TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for quesfion in Model Expression 

F. Sporty 
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TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for question in Model Expression 

G . Comfortable 

Figure G-33. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Comfortable (left). 
Figure G-34. Features associated by Taiwan consumers as Brand-specific (right) . 

TAIWAN Car-related Event 
Summary for question In Model Expression 

H. Brand Specific 
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Lexus 1S250 New Zealand outcome 

Table G-3. Questionnaire outcome of the Lexus 1S250 from the New Zealand study . 

. .. 
Q 1. Do yov cons,der yoU' self o car enlhvsiosr? 2 3 2 2 4 5 

Q2. How mveh do you know about cars? 2 3 3 3 3 3 

03. What is yovr age grovp? 4().50 :>:).:)'.) X>-30 40.,:) vnder 20 vnder 20 

Q4. Which ethnic croup do you belong to? Olher-Scottish ofher-Scottish European EU1opeon Europecri European 

Q5. How long ho11e you been llvlng In NZ? 5• 5• 5• 5• 5• 5• 

06. What is: the b1ond and model or you cteom car'? Mercedes-Benze COfl'l'ressor Lexus IS3CX) ChrysleiVO!O"ll Mercedes-Ben:. Ctvy;Je< Chenolet Frpola 

07. On whol boSIS do yov choose The bfond above os you dream car? appearance Beco..,se I like Them lookmdsty1e Closs (SIOIUS) trssty1e because Thefe o nice biQ ca md lod.. good 

aa. Pteose write a w01"d/sen1ence lhO t you wOUld ossoc101e wUh BMW new Flash T oyoto - cheap version or red Ameucon Jexvs ~- ·- e;,cperolve 

Q9. How OPPeollng do you thiri' LEXUS IS? 5 5 2 3 4 2 

Q9a. Why? n/0 n/0 Japanese Crop n/0 coo·, not explan not rrr; type or car 

010. Do yov consider LEXUS a pi-em11.,.m/~>dJry car broncn 50 54 11 52 90 46 

QlOa. Why? not es1obl1Shed enou,;1'1 n/o nots rrongly mode n/o n/0 jvs t on e1,1erydoy car 

Q11 . How dtsflr.cflve ts LEXUS compared to olhef car brcnds? 70 47 14 62 65 43 

Qllo. Why? n/0 n/O Sane as Olher boy races n/O n/O not 1eolly Origir.ol 

Q12. Do you fhirio: car mO"'lufoc.tued by LEXUS Sho1e certain quollies that makes them belongng 10 !he same ·1omty"? no. po,llcipait not nforrned en<>u<;tl about tiS brand yes yes no no yes 
Q12o. Why? n/O Simlor reo!Vles T oyoto~ appearance n/0 n/0 they 01 iooi-. trle some 

Q 13. Hove you ever experienced car; mode by LEXUS betore? no yes yes ,es no no 
Q 14. Do you think model IS2~ ~ typed for LEXUS? yes yes yes no ,es yes 
Q14o. Why? Tt'vS IS rne ONy e,.;posue IO LEXUS Shope Shape or ihe rron1 n/O n/0 very modern 

Q15. A 1: Artrochveness 46 64 20 62 54 13 

Q15. A.2 : Disllr.cllveness 29 44 20 70 55 10 

Q 15. 11: Anroctivef"leSs 89 55 33 38 70 64 

Q 15. 12: Dishr.ct1veness 98 54 34 36 52 66 
a 15. c 1: A1troct1veness 73 54 bl 47 42 71 

015. C2: Dtshr.chveness 84 54 66 44 41 68 
015. 01 : Anroctlveness 25 20 35 62 41 41 

0 15. 02: Dr:stncllveness 66 19 34 58 40 44 

015. El : Anroctlveness 49 21 31 57 71 10 

015. E2: Distinctiveness 50 17 53 58 43 12 

015. Fl : AtlTocllveness 44 42 32 67 25 65 

a 15. F2: O.S1nctiveness 58 46 32 68 34 66 
a 15. G 1: Anrocliveness 50 61 28 72 56 36 
015. G2: OtstinctTVeness 50 61 27 75 58 33 

017. How stronQlywOUd youhlce lo Ohle/own lhlS LEXUS? 4 5 2 5 3 2 

0170. Why? very attroc.live and oppeo~nc:i I IOve lexvs not Interested beo..Jlifvl n/0 don't 1ea1y like them 

0110. Dlsdnllve/Well-denned 83 50 23 61 38 46 

0 lib. Consr:stenl/UrUorm 80 48 24 56 34 47 

0 lie. HormonlOUS/Aowho 80 41 22 64 26 52 

011d. 6eo..ilihJVS!UrYlhg 52 63 21 90 54 48 

011•. hteresling/Fosehothg 47 64 21 70 53 "' Q 111. Ugly/Non-q:,peoling I 3 77 8 9 65 

a 11g. 6donced/Proporlionol 54 62 18 43 50 47 

011h. SleekJEJ-,onl 80 60 18 69 43 46 

0 111. Simpte/Cleoo 44 55 19 78 84 47 

0200. lUXUJy 68 55 26 "' 79 45 

020b. Spotty 43 52 18 78 42 68 
Q20c. otstnctive 71 54 19 79 43 47 

Q20d. Conftdent 74 50 16 77 22 46 

020•.Slmple 72 47 16 ao 58 50 

Q20f.Style 74 49 20 79 46 54 
Q20g. Evocative 53 48 11 84 58 65 
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5 5 5 3 2 4 4 
4 3 5 2 2 4 3 

40-S, 40-S, 40-,:, 20-30 20--30 30-40 20--30 
Pal<eho European Evropeon Asia, Asian Pacific ISiander Asian 

5+ 5+ 5+ 5+ l-3yrs 5+ 5+ 
Chrysler Heml 'Cvdo a-,y,,e, °""'"' 300C 

BMW and Lexus AudlTT Benny AstonMo11n 

LIYY'l flme ra~r brand loolo sty1hg and presence Desian.,.,.,,.,,,...,,..,,_..., looks car IOOks t>IO and dossiCOI cars by ttis bran and ae really sporty and with hid"! perton-nO'"ICe 

Jopcrese c,op upperrnor1<:et k.Jxuy, good qUOllty Japanese cor prestloes Japanese brand prenl\..ffl co, E,cpensfve Jop<nese ca 

I I 4 3 4 3 3 

not hterested n/0 q.x,hty supeflOf qvdlty f\.rlc:11onallty ;.,st like any olhe, Japanese car I oon·t realty believe ?heir knOwledQe Cl"'ld qvollry 

74 2 32 72 72 68 59 
medlolmoge lrscrop lenalh or ,me In fhe moket place competitor or BMW con'l)etttor or aMW rhe enQlneerhq and price n/0 

6 I 23 58 65 46 73 

Ploirl, 11ce most new cars. dosen't stood out !hey OI IOOlc rhe same nor as prominent In odvertisho hvmonlsed desl<YI md user friendly lvxvry Japanese car not !hot sM,Nno eyecotchna (#'le very shimy llghrsJ bvt no depth 
no no yes yes yes no yes 

r,/o n/0 n/O ve.yoooctquolry n/O n/o more tomlla with cos now 
yes no yes no yes no yes 

yes no yes no yes yes yes 
IOOks Ike everythlnQ else n/0 frontqr111e dltte,ent rrom what 1 hove seen lhe IOQO 01 !he front n/o n/0 

II 2 " 33 49 42 59 

9 3 " 42 52 22 72 

14 37 54 14 38 67 71 

10 36 54 32 39 93 54 

9 4 30 94 55 59 75 

13 2 30 95 61 67 75 

9 36 35 8 62 14 59 

20 35 35 69 62 85 55 

14 2 43 43 34 75 53 
17 l 43 44 35 81 45 
15 35 46 63 57 68 81 

3 33 46 " 60 64 80 
18 4 43 32 65 56 66 
17 3 43 22 64 40 66 
I I 4 3 3 3 4 

tooplaln I don't Hke LEXUS IOOks Ike It wll QO well I love BMW fhe representoflon of the prestlaes Image rhe IOOlc Is not fhOT special n/O 

9 8 32 20 65 " 56 

41 5 34 31 65 63 66 

43 6 36 49 66 35 79 

2 5 40 22 65 45 65 

I 7 42 24 64 27 70 

97 70 44 78 34 33 63 
42 4 37 43 64 75 57 

13 10 56 19 70 83 49 
67 II 47 67 69 66 57 

69 16 40 9 60 56 66 

3 14 39 21 21 52 74 

I 16 50 9 65 46 62 

13 17 45 3 67 64 54 
37 16 27 44 68 79 53 

I 18 42 14 69 58 51 

I 3 34 15 70 43 57 
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4 4 3.6 01. Do you coosideryou selt o co enlh.JsjOS~ 

3 3 3.1 02. How mvch do you 1<now about cas? 
40-50 :J:).39 03. Who I IS yov1 age groi....op? 

Pakeha evropeon Q-4. Which elt'YliC group do you belong 10? 

5• 5• 05. HOW long have you been living In NZ? 

Porsche Conerro MoseroN 06. Who!IS the brand and model of your drecrn ca? 
pertormance and appearance 

lhe """ 
07. On what basis do yovchOose !he brand above os you, dreomcoa 

ve<yhg"I q..>011fy Japanese ca QI. Please wnte O WOfd/Senlence rho! yov WOUid OSSOCiale With BMW 

4 3 3.1 Qt. How appealing do you lhNC LEXUS is:? 

n/o IOolo;s good but snn IOOks Ike cr,y Japanese ca Ota. Why? 

94 44 54.7 Q 10. Do you consider LEXUS a prenil.K'fl/lvxuy ca brand? 

based on my ,eodhg about 1hem Ifs by Toyota 010o. Why? 

75 49 46.5 011. How distnctlve ts LEXUScorrpo1ed to orhef co brands:? 

sLOfle bvt I.X"llqve appearance n/o Olla. Why? 

yes no 012. Do you lhi"lk ca monufocfVred by LEXUS shore cei-toln q.iohties lhot rnd<es Them betonO:na to !he some 'Tcrnl'("? 

bvld quality and style n/O 012a. Why? 

yes no 013. Hove you ever e)perienced cars mode by LEXUS before? 

yes no Ql-4. Do yov think model 1$250 ts rypleol '°' LEXUS? 

sty1eslgnoTV1e n/o 0140. Wh~ 

56 34 39.7 015. A 1: Aftl'oc l lv'enes:5 

61 64 40.2 015. A2. : DiS!lncti..,.eness 

63 79 52.4 0 15. 11 :Amocn .... eness 

71 87 54.4 015. 12: Dtsllncnveness 

53 74 53.8 0 15. Cl : Alfl'OCflv'eness 

63 83 56.4 015. C2: D5tincti..,.eness 

40 39 35. 1 015. 01 : Aftl'OCtiv'ef"IE:SS 

78 46 49.7 015. 02: Drstincltv'ene'iS 

11 49 37.5 015. El : AfflOCllv'ene-ss 

11 53 37.5 015. E2: DiSTinchv'enesS 

48 64 50. 1 015. Fl : AffrOCtiv'eness 

57 56 50.2 015. P2 : Dtsnnc:11 .... eness 

63 40 46.0 015. Gl : Atrroctlv'eness 

67 36 44.1 015. G2: DISllnctiv'enesS 

5 3 3.2 017. How sflongtywo.Ad yovllo:e lo drive/own lhrS LEXUS? 

tike sl)'11r.Q -~r petfOO"nonce 10 be "ery aood n/o 017a. Why? 

70 29 42.7 018a. Dlsclnllv'e/Wel-del'ned 

70 S1 47.7 Q16b. Conslstenf/UnlfOl'm 

78 36 47.5 018c. HormONovs/f lOWIOQ 

78 39 45.9 018d. 6eoul1fl.A/Stunnlno 

72 35 43.1 011e.1n1eresllng/ f osanoT1no 

3 69 43.6 0111'. Ugly/Non-appeolha 

78 48 48.1 011g. 8donced/Proportlond 

83 53 50.1 011h. Sleek/Beoc:tnl 

68 53 55.5 0111. Sin-pie/Cleon 

93 39 51 .4 0200. Lv,c..xy 

9.4 45 38.6 Q20b. SpOffy 

74 49 .5.7 020c. Dlstlncli\fe 

84 S1 .S.5 020d. Conndenr 

92 56 53.0 0~.Si'nple 

85 50 .7.3 0201'. Style 

67 34 42.9 020g. Ewx:alive 
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NEW ZEALAND CAl•IELATED event NEW ZEALAND CAI - RELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Appreciation Summary for question in Model Apprec iation 

A . Disclntlve/Wetl-deflned B. Consis tent/Uniform 

Figure G-35. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as distinctive/well-defined (left). 
Figure G-36. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as consistent/uniform (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event NEW ZEALAND CAR- RELATED event 
Summary for quest ion in Model Appreciolion Summery for question in Model Appreciation 

C . Harmonious/Flowing D . Beautiful/Stunning 

Figure G-37. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as harmonious/flowing (left) . 
Figure G-38. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as beautiful/stunning (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAl•IELATED event NEW ZEALAND CAI-RELATED event 
Summary for Question In Model Appreciation Summary for Queslion in Model Appreciat ion 

E. Interesting/Fascinating F. Ugly/Non-appealing 

Figure G-39. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as interesting/fascinating (left) . 
Figure G-40. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as ugly/non-appealing (right). 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event 
Summery tor question in Model Apprecietion Summery for question in Model Apprecie tion 

G . Be lenced/Proporlionel H. Sleek/Elegent 

Figure G-41. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as balanced/proportional (left}. 

Figure G-42. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as sleek/elegant (right). 
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NEW ZEALAND CAl • IELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Appreciotion 

I. Simple/Cleon 

Figure G-43. Features appreciated by New Zealand consumers as simple/clean (left) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR-RELATED event 
Summory for question in Model Expression 

A. Luxury 

NEW ZEALAND CAR - RELATED event 
Summory for question in M odel Expression 

6 . Sporty 

Figure G-44. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Luxury (left) . 

Figure G-45. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Sporty (right). 
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NEW ZEALAND CAl•IELATED event 
Summary for quesllon In Model Expression 

C . Dlstlncllve 

NEW ZEALAND CAlt•IELATED event 
Summary for quesrion in Model Expression 

D. Confidenl 

Figure G-46. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Distinctive (left). 
Figure G-47. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Confident (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAR - RELATED event 
Summory for question in Model Expression 

E. Simple 

NEW ZEALAND CAR • ULATED event 
Summory for quesrion in Model Expression 

F. Sl yle 

Figure G-48. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Simple (left) . 
Figure G-49. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Style (right) . 
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NEW ZEALAND CAl•IELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Expression 

G . Evocative 

NEW Ir:ALAND CAI-RELATED event 
Summory for queslion In Model Expression 

H. Brand Specific 

Figure G-50. Features comprehended by New Zealand consumers as Evocative (left). 

Figure G-51. Features associated by New Zealand consumers as Brand-specific (right). 



Appendix G 

Lexus 1S250 Taiwan outcome 
Table G-4. Questionnaire outcome of the Lexus 1S250 from the Taiwan study. 

uestions In the Lexus 15250 questionnaire 

4.0 5.0 

3.0 5.0 

3'.l-39 

yes yes 

yes yes 

Benttey Po,,che 

extenor crd performorce bfcrd nome end hslory. perlomicnce. compet1!1-..ely reosoocble pnce 

QI. Please wnte o won:Vsenterce !hot yov woUd associate 'Mlh LEXUS the fr.it 5 yem is excellerit b.Jt ofter that there cre lots of small p,roblerr5 qud,ty 

Q9, How opped1ngdoyoulhrk LEXUS 6? 2.Q 3.0 

Q9a. Why? notruobie Jqxr,ese car. hke Toyota 

Ql 0. Do yo.; C01"'61def LEXUS O P4"emll,,.KT'\/lu:,,:vy ca brcrd? 51.0 75.0 

QlOa. Whyl beccuse ,ts a Toyota lower'd~co-

Ql 1. How dstnctive is LEXUS compaed to other ca bforx:M 49.0 13.0 

Qlla. Why? \.el'Y simila to Co-noy look (ke norrnd Jcipor,ese ca 
Q12 Doyov thlrk camon..Aoctured by LEXUS st--.cJ-e certonq..,d1nes !hot makes them belor'lglr"IQ to the same "fO"nlly"? yes 

Q12a. Why? n/O try to hove M<UY Jq::xnese ccr feeh 

Ql3. Hove yov e-..erexpenenced cors mode by LEXUS before? yes yes 

Ql◄. Do yw thirk model IS2:0 r; typcol for LEXUS? yes 

Q14a. Whyl n/O smdlgille 

QlS. Al : Altrochveness 53.0 48.0 

Q15. A2 : Dishncttveness 00.0 75.0 

Q15. Bl : Atlroctiveness 66.0 58.0 

QlS. B:2: 06f1ncf1veness 51.0 92.0 
Q15. Cl : Atlrochveness 63.0 44.0 

QlS. C2: Dslirchveness 73.0 00.0 

QlS. D1: Attroct1veness 54.0 19.0 

Ql S. D2: Drshnch-.eness 63.0 98.0 

Ql s. El: Attrochveness lf).0 24.0 

QlS. E2: Dtshrct1veness 75.0 49.0 

QlS. n: Attrochveness 55.0 48.0 

64.0 4.0 

QlS. Gl: Attroch~ 46.0 27.0 

QlS. G2: Dtshrct,veness 47.0 29.0 

Q17. Howstr ywOUd yovlike to dnve/c,wn ths LEXUS? 1.0 2.Q 

Ql7o. Wh-f? n/O looks rormol 

Ql&o.. O.Sc,nt,ve/Well-defined 46.0 18.0 

Q18b. Cor61Slent/Unform 53.0 65.0 

Q18c. HcrmOl'"'IOVS/flowng 58.0 67.0 

Ql 8d. BeovtihJ/S tv-r,rg 38.0 21.0 

QlS.. htereshng/foscnot,ng 44.0 11.0 

Q18f. U y/Non-q:>peal 56.0 74.0 

Q18g. Bak:rced/Proport,ord 55.0 47.0 

Q18h. Seek/El I 57.0 72.0 

Q18l Srnple/Oecr 57.0 58.0 

Q20o. luxury 32.0 6.0 

Q20b. Spo,ty 3).0 73.0 

Q20c, Dtstirctive 32.0 12.Q 

Q20d. Confident 35.Q 32.Q 

Q20o. ~mp<e 34.0 56.0 

Q2Cf. Slyle 36.0 11.0 

hocohve 32.Q 51.0 
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3.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 

3.0 3.0 20 20 3.0 

;i:}29 :;i:}29 ::039 40-4~ :;J}'.1$ 

yes yes yes yes yes 

yes yes yes yes no 
Porsche91 l BMW Toyota Pre\110 Joaua, Aston Matin. Bentley. land Rover. s.....to-v. \/per 

01\.el' ond ca becomes one. performcnce. extenor desian I. QJOl!y 2.speed QJOlty styleoffhe ca perforrnCTCe, exterior styling. speed 

O"I expen;ive Jcponese ca r/o good quality I~ ccr o--,,oge top J~e ca 
3.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 20 

stil lhrks thot_Europecn COl5 ae better r/O excellent q.Jd1ty end sen.e.ce styie of the ca looks simpe ond eleg::nt pe,sordly I do not like Jq:>O')ese CO'S 

55.0 46.0 100.0 76.0 56.0 

hove rot experienced ccr by LeXl...6 and therefore cb not tl"w'lk it's o uxuy ca r/o combres q..,aity, safety. end tectv'Qloqy s~ of the ca loolcs simple ond eleg::1"1! oood mechcncd and stereo system 
56.0 46.0 46.0 72.0 66.0 

looks r.ormal. JL& t like crry J~se c~ on the rood r/O not trot specid lookl~ \45001y pleasng. Sll'Y'lpe end eleQO")f r/O 

no no yes donotknoweroug, yes 

r/O r/O comfortcble, qviet, ancJ stct>le q:>peaO'"'ICe r/O oerodynoTic exterior 

no yes yes no no 

no no yes no yes 

r/O r/O the front 15 51mkr to the lail sene oppeo-s more octrve oncl sporty compcre to the older models oerod'yno'nic extenor 

470 61.0 52.0 35.0 70 

46.0 48.0 47.0 35.0 80 

820 31.0 51.0 73.0 57.0 

820 3).0 47.0 73.0 76.0 

000 54.0 620 770 95.0 

850 46.0 910 77.0 770 
46.Q 86.0 960 95.0 23.0 

880 86.0 970 950 830 

490 44.0 3JO 65.0 550 

550 44.0 280 64.0 390 

480 10.0 390 87.0 250 

510 9.0 28.0 88.0 310 

420 48.0 740 96.0 590 

54.0 47.0 63.0 960 330 

3.0 20 20 5.0 30 

ifs ads crd ca extenor does rot attract me r/o spcx:e too smdl I like lhs model OTlong !tis colerg0fy of CO'S, I wo'-.Ad cor6idef O ELKOpeO"I brand 

54.0 43.0 690 71.0 640 

&JO l'IJ.O 670 36.0 81.0 

73.0 37.0 650 950 940 

&JO 40.0 670 87.0 780 

so.a 29.0 650 84.0 83.0 

19.0 so.a 190 17.0 9.0 

500 32.0 420 950 91.0 

&JO 33.0 64.0 960 49.0 

620 33.0 66.0 960 68.0 

480 23.0 70.0 71.0 780 

50.0 21.0 69.0 910 l'IJ.O 

570 2).0 57.0 73.0 45.Q 

510 25.0 l'IJ.O 870 810 

750 15.0 61.0 870 86.0 

51.0 37.0 69.0 890 620 

50.0 2l.O 57.0 89.0 580 
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' 
4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 

4.0 2.Q 3.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 

X>29 ,!>29 ?:l-29 ?:l-29 30-39 404' 
yes yes yes yes yes yes 

no yes no yes yes yes 

Lcmbo«;t-n LOTibofg'lni LOTiborg'ln. lotl..6, Jeep Ferron. AvdM Toyota BMW. Benz 

exfenor form. pnce, reputation extenor speed styling rs more rohceoble (dstnchve) good q..xi1ty fonts pnce Q.o11ty and brcrd 

a comforl<X>le ccr cbssic better Iron Mn comfortcole. smooth lines too exper61ve Hien class Japanese car 

3.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 

extenOI' is q...te good seols ae wide ord very comfortd:lle. looks h,.t,(1....,es ldon'thke1t top Jq:'.X)l')eSe co- Jcponese co-. not fa..iropecn still not OS nn.V'I OS BMW or Benz 

61.0 75.0 20.0 45.0 65.0 35.0 

exfenor. comfort le-..el the extenor 6 prelty BMW IS better cornpcre to eL!l'Opeon cos LeX\..6 IS still not lhere yet Joporeseca Jopcr,ese cos cbsen't look as ~ 
50.0 43.0 0.0 52.0 49.0 29.0 

o-.eroge. rothno partcUo1yspec1ol looks simple b.JI not chcrocteost1c f'OITTldCCI' 1ntenor IS good concept of lhe desigi rsshl w1fhn !he Jq:::,a--,ese concept Jopcnese coo cbsen't took a. IJ'Q,..le 

no yes no no yes no 
n/O low profile b.Jt t-tj"\ cla;s r-/o r-/o lookssim1lcr r-/c 

yes yes yes yes no yes 

yes yes yes no yes no 
simlcr to models Sl..>Ch as IS2CO simple O"ld eleg:rit looks hke other lexvs model r-/o feekig r-/c 

54.0 26.Q 88.0 67.0 24.0 33.0 

48.0 28.0 70.0 30.0 25.0 30.0 

46.0 40.0 100.0 44.0 20.0 96.0 

46.0 32.0 83.0 44.0 54.0 95.0 

60.0 33.0 93.0 69.0 82.0 96.0 

54.0 34.0 78.0 35.0 55.0 <l().0 

64.0 29.0 45.0 33.0 52.0 71.0 

58.0 30.0 45.0 34.0 84.0 88.0 

36.Q 37.0 7.0 33.0 18.0 55.0 

67.0 40.0 6.0 33.0 18.0 55.0 

63.0 61.0 78.0 71.0 74.0 34.0 

610 46.0 77.0 70.0 54.0 24.0 

610 60.0 75.0 52.0 53.0 35.0 

60.0 510 60.0 52.Q 52.0 35.0 

40 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.Q 

beco...6e there o-e other b"crds trot I wot.Ad pe,fer I hke lellU a tot t like 4x.4 (Jeep) simla to otherccrs on roods beco...ise its Jcpa-,ese ca I perter Euope<r1 CO"i 

55.0 43.0 59.0 48.0 52.0 39.0 

59.0 32.0 58.0 670 83.0 49.0 

61.0 54.0 72.0 68.0 81.0 56.0 

55.0 62.Q 44.0 680 47.0 30.0 

50.0 64.0 47.0 680 47.0 35.0 

29.0 20.0 31.0 23.0 16.0 460 

61.0 59.0 620 670 76.0 500 

62.0 65.0 63.0 68.0 75.0 46.0 

60.0 64.0 71.0 68.0 79.0 55.0 

IIJ.O 61.0 47.0 75.0 71.0 36.0 

480 45.0 690 75.0 43.0 56.0 

480 55.0 46.Q 46.0 45.0 34.0 

610 64.0 49.0 48.0 62.0 45.0 

60.0 59.0 65.0 740 79.0 65.0 

62.0 63.0 76.0 430 52.0 490 

62.0 590 54.0 46.0 52.0 420 
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ut>1'ton1 m the le.1eu1 ls:250 questionnaue 

4.0 4.0 3.7 Ql . Doyoucorsidef'yovself acaenlh.Bosti 

3.0 3.0 3.0 
50-5, 

yes yes 

yes 

FO<d. AuJ. Sod> BMW, Benz. Bentley 

procticd. d.rct:ile. low bred::down rote, so\.e petrol perlorrncrce, brcnd 

ordroycor Top class Toyota QI. Please wnte a word/senlerce that you WOI..Ad a;sociole with LEXUS 

2.0 3.0 3.0 Qt. How q::pedi do yov lhnk LEXUS rs? 

n/o hove not tned their ca before Q9o. Whyi 

51.0 52.0 57.5 QlO. Do you CC>r61der LEXUS o premu.,.m/h.,.oc\JI)' ca- brad? 

n/O n/O QlOa. Why? 

57.0 22.0 43.3 Qll . Howcishnchve is LEXUS compcred to othefccrbrcnds? 

Jopcrese cars ore deSI to be u;er fnerdy extenor looks very ordnary Olla. Why? 

yes Q12. Do yoo lhnk ccr mall.lochxed by LEXUS shcre certon qi..d1hes trot md<:es them belongrg to the so-ne 'Tcmly'"? 

n/o n/O Q12o. Why? 

yes Q13. Ho\.e yoo e-.e e>cpenerced c~ mcx:ie by LEXUS before? 

yes Q14. Do you lhrk model IS29J rs typed for LEXUS? 

commorly seen on rooct n/C Q14o. Why? 

43.0 44.0 45.1 Q15. Al : Allroch-.eoess 

46.0 9:J.O 44.4 QlS. A2: Distnchveness 

77.0 16.0 62.6 QlS. 11 : AUroct1veress 

47.0 16.0 63.3 QlS. 12: Distnctiveress 

59.0 BB.O 70.3 Q15. Cl : Attractiveness 
45.0 94.0 67.6 QlS. C2: Distnch-.eoess 

51.0 95.0 57.3 Q15. 01 : Attractiveness 

53.0 16.0 73.3 Q15. 02: Dishrct1veness 

53.0 64.0 42.0 QlS. El : Attroch-.eness 

66.0 56.0 46.3 QlS. E2: Oistnchveress 
55.0· 38.0 52.4 Q15. Fl : Altrocti-.eness 

72.0 ':YJ.O 47.9 Q15. F2: Dist1rctiveress 

53.0 ,,:i.o 54.7 Q15. Gl : Attrocti~ 

53.0 41.0 51.5 Q15. G2: Distnchl.,eness 

2.0 2.Q 2.a Q17. HowstrajywoUdyov like lo Olve/cwn lhs LEXUS? 

lanl.Aed to my own car extenor des is not l,,,l"'ilq.Je/disflrc ti-..e e Q17a. Why? 

w.o ,ll.Q 49.4 Ql&a. Disc,nfi\,e/Wel~defned 

52.0 3).0 56.8 
55.0 24.0 64.0 
41.0 'll.O 51.0 
51.0 50.5 
48.0 47.0 33.6 
54.0 46.0 59.1 
43.0 37.0 59.3 
57.0 57.0 63.4 
46.0 '21,.0 50.0 Q20o. luxury 
57.0 3).0 54.5 
45.0 'll.O 42.8 Q20c. Dist1ncfive 

61.0 52.7 Q20d. Confident 

48.0 36.0 60.0 
48.0 32.0 52.0 WO!. Slyie 

49.0 45.0 51. 1 
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TAIWAN CAR - RELATED event TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Appreciation Surnma,y for ques tion in Model Apprecio 1ion 

A . Discinlive/Well -delrned B. Consis l e n l/U n iform 

Figure G-52. Features appreciated by Taiwan c onsumers as distinctive/well-defined (left). 

Figure G-53. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as consistent/uniform (right) . 
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TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event 
Sum m a ry fo r q u es l ion in M o d el Apprecia t ion Summary fo r question in Model Ap prec iation 

C . Ha rmo nious/F lo win g D. Beouliful/Stunn ing 

Figure G-54. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as harmonious/flowing (left) . 

Figure G-55. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as beautiful/stunning (right) . 



b~p,nd_ix_,_G~✓------------------------------------------------------------

TAIWAN CAR - RELATED event TAI WAN CAR-RELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Appreciation Summary fo r qucslion in Model Appreciation 

E. lnle1e1ling/Fascino ling F. Ugly/Non -a ppealing 

Figure G-56. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as interesting/fascinating (left) . 

Figure G-57. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as ugly/non-appealing (right). 
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TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event TAIWAN CAR - RELATED event 
Summary lor quesl ion in Model Appreciol ion Summary lor quesl ion in Model Appreciation 

G . Bolonce d/Proporlionol H. Sleek/Elegonl 

Figure G-58. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as balanced/proportional (left) . 

Figure G-59. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as sleek/elegant (right). 



t::.Q£E ,nc.:d""· "'-i1'--· ""'Ge.__ _________________________________________________ _ 

TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Apprec,olion 

I. Simple/Cleon 

Figure G-60. Features appreciated by Taiwan consumers as simple/clean (left). 
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TAIWAN CAR·UlATEO event 
Summary for quesl ion In Model Expression 

A . Luxury 

Figure G-61 . Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Luxury (left). 

Figure G-62. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Sporty (right). 

TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event 
Summory for question in Model Express ion 

8. Sporty 



Agocndix G _____________________________________________________ _ 

TAIWAN CAR - RELATED event 
Summory fo r question in Model Expression 

C. Dislinclive 

Figure G-63. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Distinctive (left). 

Figure G-64. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Confident (right). 

TAIWAN CAR-RELATED event 
Su mmary fo r ques tion in Model Expression 

0 . Con f iden l 
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TAIWAN CAR - RELATED e v•n t 
Summary lor question in Model Expression 

Figure G-65. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Simple (left) . 

Figure G-66. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Style (right) . 

TAIWAN CAR - RELATED •vent 
Summary for question in Model Expression 

F. Slyle 
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TAIWAN CAR - RELATED event 
Summary for question in Model Expression 

G. Evocative 

Figure G-67. Features comprehended by Taiwan consumers as Evocative (left). 

Figure G-68. Features associated by Taiwan consumers as Brand-specific (right) . 

TAIWAN CAR - RELATED event 
Summo,y fo r qu e slion in M odel Expression 

H. Brand Speci fic 
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Finding on the 320i in New Zealand: 
Table H-01. Summary of findings of Section l on the participant backgrounds of BMW 320i in New Zealand market. 

C 
0 
·;;; .,, 
!! 
C. 
E 
"C 
C e 
al 

c-i 
C 
.2 
u 
QI .,, 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Level of knowledge in cars ■ above average interest in cars (3.3 out of 5) 

3 Age ■ from under 20 to 60+ 

4 Ethnic Group ■ majority of the participants are European ( l l out of 15) 

5 Time living in New Zealand ■ most has been in New Zea land for 5 years or more ( 12 out of 15) 

6 Dream Car ■ Super cars has been most commonly identified (6 out of 15) 

7 Reason for dream car selection ■ 11 / 15 responses relates to visual appearance of the cars 

- .... - -... ~ -. . . . -
Question Focus VPE mode 

Association with the brand BMW Association 

Brand appeal Association 

9a. Written responses 

Perception on brand image Association 

l 0a. Written response 

Brand distinctiveness Impression 

11 a. Written response 

Brand-specific cues Recognition 

12a. Written response 

Experience cars by BMW 

Finding Summary 

■ Mix of positive and negative comments. Mostly regarding the premium brand rather 

than performance 

■ 2 social-related associations 

■ 2 perceptions influenced by the country of origin 

■ 3 out of 5 (in the scale that l is the strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree) 

■ Few prefer other types of vehicles 

■ Commented as BMW cars are too common the road 

■ 63.6 out of l 00 

■ There are comments relates to brand heritage and aesthetics 

■ 57.3 out of 100 

■ Comments re lates to aesthetic features of BMW cars and some commented as been 

highly consistent between models 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

12 out of 15 participants agrees BMW cars share brand-specific cues 

Lack of written responses 

Written responses commented on comfort levels and aesthetic features or appearances 

12 out of 15 participants have physically experienced BMW cars 
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No. Question Focus 

II 
15 

16 

Brand-related model recognition 

14a.Written responses 

Rating between 7 vehicles on: 

A: Attractiveness 

(Displaying the top three results 

only) 

B: Distinctiveness 

(Displaying the top three results 

only) 

Level of interest in 320i 

16a. Written responses 

. - . . : ... . . . . -
VPE mode Finding Summary 

■ 12 out of 15 respondents agrees on 320i as a typical BMW model 

■ Comments based on the familiarity of aesthetic features across BMW models 

Appreciation 

1. BMW (54.1/100) 2. Audi (50.6/100) 3. Mercedes-Benz (49.2/100) 

Impression 

1. Mercedes-Benz (55.1/100) 2. Audi (55/100) 3. BMW (54.7/100) 

Recognition ■ 3.3 out of 5 

■ Comments on brand and aesthetic-related preferences 



. . . ', 

C 
.2 
0 ·u 
~ 
C. 
C. 
c( 

Qi ., 
0 
:i: 
-i 
C 
0 

tl a, .,, 

18 

Question Aim 

Model Appreciation 

(Displaying the top three results 

only) 

Features indicated in pictogram 

Pictogram on model appreciation 

(terms appreciated with the 

strongest feature) 

Highly appreciated terms and 

visual elements appreciated with 

(Displaying the top three results 

only) 

.. - ... - ... 
VPE mode 

Appreciation 

Appreciation 

-. . . . -
■ 1. Simple/Clean (56.6/ l 00) 

■ 

■ 

1. 

2. Harmonious/Flowing (56.3/l 00) 

3. Consistent/Uniform (54.7 / l 00) 

■ Kidney Grille that was associated with the following keywords: 

1. Distinctive/Well-defined 2. Consistent/Uniform 

3. Harmonious/Flowing 4. Sleek/Elegant 

■ 

■ 

■ 

1. Distinctive/Well-defined ( 14 indications) 

2. Balanced/Proportional ( 13 indications) 

3. Harmonious/Flowing ( l 0 indications) 
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20 

Question Aim 

Model Expression 

(Displaying the top three results 

only) 

Features identified 

Pictogram on model expression 

(Strongest features) 

High comprehended expressions in 

the pictogram question 

(Displaying the top three results 

only) 

.. - - . - .. ~ 

VP~ mode 

Comprehension 

-. . . . -
Finding Summary 

■ 

■ 

1. 

1. Modern (60.5/100) 

2. Comfortable (58. l /100) 

3. Desirable (55.7 /100) 

Comprehension ■ Kidney grille including the air dam area (total: 10 Indications) 

Association 1. Brand-specific (x5) 2. Desirable (x3) 3. Dynamic/Elegant (xl each) 

■ Whole vehicle (total: 10 indications) 

1. Dynamic/Elegant (x2) 

2. Versatile/Modern/Desirable/Sporty/Comfortable/Brand-specific (xl each) 

1. 1. Brand-specific ( 12 indications) 

2. 2. Elegant ( 12 indications) 

3. 3. Dynamic (1 0 indications) 



Finding on the 320i in Taiwan: 

Table H-06. Summary of findings of Section l on the participant backgrounds of BMW 320i in Taiwan market. 
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No. Question topic - Level of interest in cars 

Level of knowledge in cars 

3 Age 

4 Ethnic Group 

5 Permanently living in Taiwan 

6 Dream Car 

7 Reason for dream car selection 

Finding Summary 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

above average enthusiasm in cars (3 .3 out of 5) 

average interest in cars (2 .5 out of 5) 

from under 20 to 59 

all participants are Asian 

majority of participants lives in Taiwan (13 out of 15) 

mostly on premium car brands ( 12 out of 15) 

9/15 relates to visual appearances 

2/15 relates to social and cultural value 

Table H-07. Summary of findings of Section 2 on the brand perceptions of BMW 320i in Taiwan market. 
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9 

10 

11 

12 

Question topic 

Association with the brand 

BMW 

Brand appeal 

9a. Written responses 

Perception on brand image 

l 0a. Written response 

Visual brand distinctiveness 

11 a. Written response 

Brand-specific design cues 

12a. Written response 

VPE mode 

Association 

Association 

Association 

Impression 

Recognition 

Finding Summary 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

14 out of 15 responses are positive 

6/15 responses relates to social and cultural values 

2/ 15 are based on visual appearances 

3.6 out of 5 

5/15 are visual-related appreciation 

3/15 relates to social and cultural values 

■ l commented on that BMW cars are too common the road 

• 
■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

72.3 out of l 00 

5/15 positively relate the high price, which reflects BMW as a premium brand 

3/15 associate BMW as a premium brand based on its country origin. 

l associated with the country of origin 

64.3 out of l 00 

A mix of positive and negative 5 comments about visual appearances 

12 out of 15 participants thinks BMW cars share brand-specific design cues 

Moderate number of written responses ■ 

■ Formal aesthetics and highly level of recognition of the Grille and front of car as brand-specific 

13 Experience cars by BMW ■ 12 out of 15 participants have physically experienced BMW cars 
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Table H-08. Summary of findings of Section 3 on the model impression of BMW 320i in Taiwan market. 
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15 

16 

Question topiic 

Brand-related model recognition 

l 4a.Written responses 

Rating between 7 vehicles on: 

A: Attractiveness 

(Displaying the top three resu lts only) 

B: Distinc tiveness 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

Level of interest in 320i 

16a. Written responses 

VPE mode 

Recognition 

Appreciation 

Impression 

Recognition 

Finding Summary 

13 out of 15 respondents agrees on 320i as a typical BMW model 

■ 12 out of 15 who responded with written comments are based on the familiarity of 

aesthetic features across BMW models 

2. BMW (65.8/100) 3. Audi (52.0/100) 

d "'. . '• 

1. BMW (64.9/100) 2. Lexus (62.7 /100) 3. Cadillac (53. l /100) 

■ 3.9 out of 5 

■ 5 comments are based on the aesthetic quality 

■ 4 based on the representational image of BMW 



Table H-09. Summary of findings of Section 4 on the model appreciation of BMW 320i in Taiwan market. 
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Question topic 

Model Apprec1at1on 

Features indicated from pictogram 

Pictogram on model appreciation 

(Strongest appreciated features) 

Highly appreciated terms with visual 

elements indicated 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

VPE mode 

Appreciation 

Appreciation 

Finding Summary 

■ 1. Simple/Clean 7 6. l / l 00 

■ 

■ 

2. Harmonious/Flowing (71 .6/100) 

3. Sleek/Elegant (7 1 .3/ l 00) 

■ Kidney Grille that was associated with the following keywords (total:8 indications): 

l. Distinctive/Well-defined (x4) 2. Consistent/Uniform (x3) 

3. Interesting/Fascinating (xl) 

■ Whole vehicle (total: 16 indications): 

l. Sleek/Elegant (x4) 2. Simple/Clean (x4) 

3. Harmonious/Flowing (x3) 

5. Consistent/Uniform (x2) 

4. Balanced/Proportional (x2) 

6. Beautiful/Stunning (x l) 

■ 

■ 

■ 

2.'-----= 

l. Harmonious/Flowing ( 15 indications) 

2. Balanced/Proportional ( 13 indications) 

3. Distinctive/Well-defined (l 0 indications) 
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Table H-10. Summary of findings of Section 5 on the model expression of BMW 320i in Taiwan market. 
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20 

Question topic 

Model Ex ression 

Features identified 

Model expression on 

pictogram 

[Strongest expressions) 

Highly comprehended 

expressions 

(Displaying !he lop three results 

only) 

VPE models 

Comprehension 

Association 

Finding Summary 

1. Comfortable (75.6/100) 

2. Modern (74.1/100) ■ 

■ 3. Desirable (71.7 /100) 

■ Whole vehicle: 

1. Modern [xS) 

4. Comfortable (xS) 

2. Elegant (x3) 

5. Dynamic [xl) 

1. Brand-specific ( 14 indications) 

2. Modern I 13 indicalions) 

3. Elegant (10 indications) 

3. Desirable (x3) 



Finding on the 1S250 in NZ: 
Table H-1 1. Summary of findings of Section l on participant background of Lexus IS250 in New Zealand market. 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Level of knowledge in cars above average interest in cars (3. l out of 5) 

Age ■ from under 20 to 59 

Ethnic Group ■ largely European 

Time living in New Zealand ■ Mostly 5 years or more ( 14 out of 15) 

Dream Car ■ mostly on premium car brands (mostly Chrysler) 

Reason for dream car ■ 12/ 15 relates to visual appearances 

selection ■ 2/ 15 relates to social and cultural value 

- .... - -. . . -. . . . -
Question topic VPE mode 

A i f n with th r 

Brand appeal Assoc iation 

9a . Written responses 

Perception on brand image Association 

l Oa. Written response 

Brand distinctiveness Impression 

11 a. Written response 

Brand-specific cues Recognition 

12a. Written response 

Physically experience cars by Lexus 

Finding Summary 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

13 out of 15 responses are positive 

5/ 15 responses relates to the country of origin 

4/ 15 are based on visual appearances 

3.1 out of 5 

3/ 15 commented positively on quality and functionality 

■ 3/15 relates to country of origin/Toyota 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

Lack of written response (5 empty) 

54.6 out of l 00 

5/ 15 relates branding image of Lexus and 2 highly recognised it as being a competitor of 

BMW 

l commented on perceiving this brand as Toyota and not Lexus 

3 perceived the brand based on low safety-related quality 

46.5 out of l 00 

A mix of positive and negative 4 comments about visual appearances 

7 out of 15 participants thinks Lexus cars share brand-specific cues 

3 comments based aesthetic features, and 3 on quality and performance 

Lack of written responses (9 empty) 

8 out of 15 participants have physically experienced Lexus cars 
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Table H- 13. Summary of findings of Section 3 on the model impression of Lexus IS250i in New Zealand market. 
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15 

16 

Question topic VPE mode 

Brand-related model recognition Recognition 

l 4a.Written responses 

Rating between 7 vehicles on: 

A: Attractiveness Appreciation 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

B: Distinctiveness Impression 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

Level of interest in 320i Recognition 

16a. Written responses 

Finding Summary 

11 out of 15 respondents agrees that IS250 is a typical Lexus model 

• 9 out of 15 who responded with written comments, mainly relating to 

visual-appearances including the shape of the car 

2. Mercedes Benz [52.4/ l 00) 3. Audi [50. l / l 00) 

1. BMW [56.4/100) 2. Mercedes Benz [54.4/100) 3. Audi [50.2/100) 

• 3.2 out of 5 

• 4 comments are based on the aesthetic quality 

■ l based on the representational image of Lexus 



Table H-14. Summary of findings of Section 4 on the model appreciation of BMW 320i in Taiwan market. 
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Question topic 

Model Apprec iation 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

Features identified from pictogram 

Pictogram on model appreciation 

(Strongest Visual Feature) 

Highly appreciated keywords 

(Displaying the top two results only) 

VPE models 

. . . . . . 

Appreciation 

Finding Summary 

1. Simple/Clean (55.5/100) 

2. Sleek/Elegant (50. l / l 00) 

3. Balanced/Proportional (48.1/100) 

1. 2. 3. 

■ Headlights (8 indications): 

1. Consistent and Uniform (x3) 2. Distinctive/Well-defined (x2) 

3. Beautiful/Stunning, Ugly/Non-appealing, Simple/Elegant (xl each) 

2. 

■ 1. Beautiful/Stunning (9 indications) 

■ 2. Ugly/Non-appealing (9 indications) 

■ Multiple keywords that has 8 indications 
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Table H-15. Summary of findings of Section 5 on the model expression of Lexus IS250 in New Zealand market. 
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20 

Question topic 

Model Expression 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

Features indicated that is perceived 

under the strongest VAS rankings of terms 

Pictogram on model expression 

(Strongest visual features) 

Highly comprehended keywords 

(Displaying the top two results only) 

1. 

VPE mode 

Comprehension 

Comprehension 

Assoc iation 

Finding Summary 

■ 1. Simple (53/100) 

■ 

■ 

1. 

2. Luxury (51.4/ 100) 

3. Style (47.3/100) 

2. 

■ Side of the vehicle (x9 indications): 

Simple. Sporty, Style (x3 each) 

■ Headlights, Logo, Upper portion of boot (x7 each) 

1. Style (xx indications) 

2. Simple (xx indications) 

Multiple keywords 

2. 

3. 



Finding on the 1S250 in Taiwan: 
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No. Question topic - Level of interest in cars 

2 Level of knowledge in cars 

3 Age 

4 Ethnic Group 

5 Permanently living in Taiwan 

6 Dream Car 

7 Reason for dream car selection 

• • • • • • • • 
Finding Summary 

■ above average enthusiasm in cars (3.7 out of 5) 

■ above average interest in cars (3.0 out of 5) 

■ between 20 and 59 

■ all participants are Asian 

■ majority of participants lives in Taiwan ( 13 out of 15) 

■ mostly on premium car brands (9 out of 15) 

■ 4 on super car brands 

■ 5/ 15 relates to visual appearance 

■ 8/ 15 relates to engineering performance 
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9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Question topic 

Association with the brand Lexus 

Brand appeal 

9a. Written responses 

Perception on brand image 

l0a. Written response 

Brand distinctiveness 

11 a. Written response 

Brand-specific cues 

12a. Written response 

Physical experience cars by Lexus 

- .... - -... -. . . . -
VPE models Finding Summary 

Association ■ 12 out of 15 res onses are ositive 

■ 4/15 are based on the country and company of origin 

Association ■ 3.0 out of 5 

■ 2/15 are visual-related appreciations 

■ 6/15 relates to the country of origin 

■ l 0/15 positive comments 

Association ■ 57.5 out of 100 

■ 6 out of 12 responses are positive comments 

■ 3/15 associated the car with the country of origin 

■ 4/15 perceptions are based on the visual appearances 

Impression ■ 43.3 out of l 00 

■ 5 negative comments 

■ 6 comments relating to the country of origin 

Recognition ■ 6 out of 15 participants thinks Lexus cars share brand-specific cues 

■ l participant do not have enough knowledge on the brand to provide an opinion 

■ 5 written comments and 3 are aesthetic-related appearances 

■ l association with the country of origin 

■ l 0 out of 15 participants have physically experienced Lexus cars 



Table H-18. Summary of findings of Section 3 on the model impression of Lexus IS250i in New Zealand market. 
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No. Question topic - Brand-related model recognition 

14a. Written responses 

15 Rating between 7 vehicles on: 

A: Attractiveness 

[Displaying the top three results only) 

B: Distinctiveness 

[Displaying the top three results only) 

16 Level of interest in 320i 

16a. Written responses 

VPE mode 

Recognition 

Appreciation 

Impression 

Recognition 

Finding Summary 

8 out of 15 respondents agrees on IS250 as a typical Lexus model 

• 7 out of 9 who responded with wri tten comments are based on the familiarity of aesthetic 

features across Lexus models 

__J £ ~ 

1. BMW [70.3/100) 2. Mercedes Benz (62.6/100) 3. Cadillac (57.3/100) 

..ct a-~ 
. " . . ·. . .. 

1. Cadillac (73.3/ l 00) 2. BMW (67.6/100) 3.Mercedes Benz (63.3/100) 

• 2.8 out of 5 

• 
• 

3 comments are based personal association with the country of origin 

3 comments based on the aesthetic appearance of IS250 
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18 

Question topic 

Model Appreciation 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

Indicated features 

Pictogram on model appreciation 

(Strongest Visual Feature) 

Highly appreciated keywords 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

. . ... . . . ... . . . : 
VPE models 

Appreciation 

Appreciation 

Finding Summary 

■ 1. Simple/Clean (60/100) 

■ 2. Sleek/Elegant (50. l / l 00) 

■ 3. Balanced/Proportional (48. l /100) 

1. 2. 3. 

Longitudinal line from hood to the beltline: 

1. Harmonious/Flowing (x7) 2. Consistent/Uniform (x2) 

3. Simple/Clean (x2) 4. Sleek/Elegant (xl) 

1. 2. 3. 

■ 1. Harnonious/Flowing ( 16 indications) 

■ 2. Simple/Clean ( 15 indications) 
■ 3. Consistent/Uniform ( l 0 indications) 
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No. Question topic -
20 

Model Expression 

Indicated Features 

(Displaying the top three results only) 

Pictogram on model expression 

(Strongest features) 

Highly comprehended keywords 

(Displaying the top three resulis only) 

..... - . ... . . 
VPE mode 

Comprehension 

Comprehension 

Association 

... . . . . -
Finding Summary 

■ 1. Simple (60/100) 2. Sporty (54.5/100) 3. Confident (52.7/100) 

1. 

■ Longitudinal line from hood to the bellllne (8 indications): 

1. Style, Simple (x3 each) 2. Sporty, Distinctive (x l each) 

■ Headlights: 

1. Sporty (x4) 2. Confident (x2) 3. Simple, Style, Distinctive (xl) 

1. 2. 3a. 

■ 1. Sporty ( 14 indications) 

■ 2. Simple ( 13 indications) 

3b. 

■ 3a. Distinctive, and 3b.Brand-specific (10 indications each) 
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Appendix I 

Analysis and discussion 
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BMW in New Zealand - VPE: Impression 

To achieve recognition and affective experience from consumers, a car 

exterior will firstly need to be differentiated from the consumers . This could 

relate to both the consumers' perception of the car brand or impression on 

the model it self. The questionnaire findings indicate that participants in 

New Zealand do not regard the brand BMW as highly distinctive. Although 

the average mark is only 57 .3 out of l 00 in brand distinctiveness, the 

comments are mostly positive and relates to BMW's brand heritage and 

innovative aesthetics. The written feedbacks suggest that NZ car 

enthusiasts have focuses particularly on the visual appearance of a car, 

and the history and culture of a brand. This participant focus on visual 

aesthetic impression and brand heritage matches with the finding from 

literature review on market characteristics; that culture of NZ is independent 

as there are minimal amount of comments relating to the representational 

meanings in BMW such as "BMW is a rich man's car". 

Table 1-1. Top three most distinctive cars based on selections of seven cars targeting 

same market segment. 

Visual stimuli of cars provided as part of the questionnaire 

1. Mercedes-Benz 

(avg mark: 55.1/100) 

2. Audi 

(avg mark: 55/ 100) 

3. BMW 

(avg mark: 54.7/100) 

The NZ participants found the three cars displayed in Table xx to be the 

most distinctive amongst the seven premium car images provided. The 

close range of these average marks suggested that these three cars were 

perceived fairly equally by the New Zealand participants. This finding also 

reflects the focus on car exterior impression in NZ on visual aesthetics and 

brand heritage as all three brands have strong emphasis in exterior design 

with brand-specific features, and an established history as a premium car 

maker. Interestingly, all of the cars are European and all have been 

identified both as the most distinctive and most appealing exterior design. 

This raised the question that if stronger impression equals stronger visual 

recognition? 

VPE: Recognition 

When asked "Do you think cars manufactured by BMW share certain 

qualities that make them belonging to the same "family"? 12 out of 15 

participants agreed that BMW cars share similarities between its models. 

The main open-ended responses following this question indicated that 

consumers comprehended the visual aesthetics of BMW cars and the 

comfort level of the interiors and visual features . Amongst the visual 

features, the front grille is the only visual element that was identified and 

other comments are based on general features such as the 'look', 'shape' , 
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and 'front of the car'. 

Shown on Table xx, the three most highly attractive car designs from the 

seven car images provided were also strongly perceived as distinctive. 

This except a difference in the order and the mark span is also larger than 

model distinctiveness findings amongst the seven cars. Although rated as 

the most distinctive from other brands when the responses was indicated 

under the VAS method (without any visual comparison between cars). 

BMW's 320i was still rated as the most distinctive when this question was 

asked again with visual stimuli. This suggests that the level of differentiation 

on the design of car exterior does not directly reflect the level of positive 

perceptions that the car is appealing. For example, a car exterior could 

look very different from its competitors' but with respect to the visual style 

and coherence; this 'different-looking' car could be less attractive to 

consumers. The key of this research is to examine this relationship between 

the visual presentation of cars and how exterior designs are perceived. 

Table 1-2. Top three most attractiveness cars based on selections of seven cars 

targeting same market segment. 

A-110 

Visual stimuli of cars provided as part of the questionf'laire 

1. BMW 

(avg mark: 54.1/100) 

2. Audi 

(avg mark: 50.6/100) 

3. Mercedes-Benz 

(avg mark: 49 .2/100) 

Wr:en asked to provide an open-ended comment for the marks given 

relating to how appealing BMW is as a brand; a large number of 

pa~ticipants simply have stronger preferences in other types of vehicles 

such as SUV or Sports cars (rather than BMW) . This preference for certain 

types of cars is likely to be subject to personal factors such as personality, 

values, and social influence. Relating to the written comments, one other 

major reason for the medium level perception on the brand BMW is its 

vehicles are too commonly seen the roads. 

VPE: Association 

Based on the open-ended question on what consumers associate the 

brand BMW with, there is a mix of positive and negative written comments, 

and surprisingly there are a large number of associations connected with 

BMW on a particular premium brand rather than associated with the 

performance or visual aesthetics of the cars themselves. However, as 

expected, there are only two comments given each relating to the social 

value of the brand and the other on the country of origin of BMW 

respectively. This contradicts with the market characteristic research 

findings and the brand impression outcome discussions that the association 

of BMW is based on its brand class image and not related to individualistic 

or self-enjoyment associations. 



Based on the VAS outcome on question "Do you consider BMW a premium 

car brand?", the perception on BMW as a premium car brand is to highly 

recognised by the consumers, with 63.6/100 positively referring back to 

BMW's brand heritage and the visual appearance. Moreover, based on 

the open-ended responses, the association with BMW as a premium brand 

was greater than other aspects such as in luxury comfort, performance, or 

design identity. In comparison across all the written comments, there are 

a small number of associations to the country of origin. There are also only 

a small number of society-related associations such as BMW as a brand 

representing financial wealth. This outcome supports the finding from 

market-related literature review that the unique culture and value in 

Western countries tend to value individuality and personal achievement 

more than family association of wealth. 

This higher level of brand value association is further supported by an above 

average level of interests in physically experiencing the model 320i that is 

3.3/5. This model-related preference is mainly based on the exterior design 

of 320i. Which based on the background research is a well considered 

design with attention to details. Although both brand and model 

recognition are largely based on visual appearance; the recognition on 

BMW is also based on the history and reputation of the brand. This means 

that the interpretation of BMW is likely to be reflected in questions relating to 

physical design features and will be discussed in later section. 
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BMW in Taiwan - VPE: Impression 

The model distinctiveness of 320i was asked twice in the questionnaire with 

different visual stimuli in VAS method. One question was based only on the 

perception of the photos of 320i and comparing to other cars on the 

market with comments mainly associated with the visual aesthetic quality. 

The second one was conducted together with a tota l of seven images of 

cars including 320i and IS250 that are in the same market for a comparison 

against the other six cars. The outcome of these questions, in average 

marks of VAS, was almost the same with one being 64.3/200 and the other is 

64.9 / 100. Surprisingly, Lexus has been perceived as highly distinctive by 

Taiwanese participants next to 320i. With the model impression analysed 

and discussed, the next paragraph discusses how 320i/BMW are been 

interpreted. 

Table 1-3. Top three most distinctiveness cars based on selections of seven cars 

targeting same market segment. 

Visual stimuli of cars provided as part of the questionnaire 

d a -.-. . •. 

1. BMW 2. Lexus 3. Cadillac 

(avg mark: 64.9/100) (avg mark: 62.7/100) (avg mark:53. l /100) 
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VPE: Recognition 

Overall , the model 320i has been perceived by 13 Taiwanese consumers as 

a model that carries the visual identity of BMW. This strong recognition of 

320i as a BMW model indicates that the brand-specific features on 320i 

have possibly been positively perceived by consumers. This recognition on 

brand-specific visual elements will be investigated in model association 

discussion on the indicated visual features that are interpreted as 

brand-specific . 

When asked about "how strongly would you like to drive/own this BMW?" 

through multi choice and open-ended methods, Taiwanese participants 

show a high level of interest in model 320i with an average mark of 3.9 /5, 

where a mark of five represents 'strongly interested'. However, the 

numbers of comments given by consumers related to the representational 

images of BMW cars car are more than the open-ended commented 

discussed in VPE: Impressions. Furthermore, there are strong recognitions in 

the aesthetic qualities of 320i as a motivation for the consumers wanting to 

drive/own this car. Referring to the literature review on market 

backgrounds between characteristics of Western and Eastern culture, 

Taiwan as an Eastern country is suspected as being highly inter-dependent. 

This increase in representative comments relating to 320i indicates how the 

general cultural and social value in Taiwan influences people 's perception 



of a car. The model 320i are increasingly been recognised as a car 

suggesting social and wealth status. 

On consumer's perceptions of BMW cars that were instantly required as a 

BMW product, the outcome from Taiwan's BMW questionnaire shows that 

12 out of 15 participants recognises cars by BMW based on the visual 

appearance of the car. Majority of the comments given are based on the 

formal aesthetic qualities of cars, for example, the shape and grille of the 

car. Interestingly, are participant commented that the design of BMW 

cars as a whole signifies the car as a BMW model. Similar to the New 

Zealand BMW outcome, this visually-related recognition on BMW models 

were also highly perceived by Taiwanese participants . 

Based on the high level of brand-related recognition as analysed above, it 

is not surprising that the iconic BMW series 320i is recognised instantly as a 

BMW car. Despite the mixed comments from the designers/artists' reviews 

conducted by Auto and Design reporters, the new 320i designed L.,nder the 

new BMW design direction has successfully been perceived by consumers. 

This recognition of 320i as a BMW car will be further examined VPE: 

Association with visual elements that was indicated as 'brand-specific'. 

VPE: Association 

It is evident from the open-ended responses in question 'Please write a 

word/sentence that you would associate wi th BMW", that BMW as a brand 

has been highly regarded by Taiwanese consumers with 14 out of 15 

positive comments. Out of these 14 positive comments, a large 

percentage associated BMW with the brand's representational values, i.e. 

promoting the owner/driver's success and wealth status. Unlike the New 

Zealand study outcome on brand association, only two written responses 

on the question above related to the quality of visual appearances of BMW 

cars. This strong focus on the brand's presentational values suggests that 

Taiwan as an inter-dependent oriented culture perceiving brands mainly 

based their perceive socia l and wealth status. The lack of confidence in 

aesthetic opinions could also contribute to this pattern of association 

representational values; this is because people that are less confident in 

aesthetic judgement are likely to think that the big and expensive brands 

must have an 'attractive' design. 

When the participants were asked if they perceive BMW as a premium 

brand, the outcome indicates a high level agreement of 72.3/ l 00 that BMW 

is a high end automotive brand. This strongly association with the brand 

image is largely based on the high retail price of its models. As the last 

paragraph indicates that consumers in Taiwan perceived BMW mainly 

based on its suggestive meanings, this further finding suggests that the 
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suggestive meanings associated are based on the price of BMW cars; 

which in turn suggests the owner's wealth and therefore success. This 

correlates with the literature review on the two markets, Westerner's 

independent culture and Easterner's inter-dependent culture; which will be 

analysed specifically in the comparative discussion section between these 

two markets. 

BMW's brand appealingness rating in Taiwan is 3.3/5, where the number 

'five' indicates strongly appealing. Surprisingly, the written comments 

supporting the indicated marks suggest that participants regard BMW as 

averagely appealing mainly based on the visual appearances of the 

models from BMW. However, three participants indicated their marks 

based on the suggestive social values of BMW. This mix of higher 

percentage of visual-aesthetics contradicts the finding discussed on the 

last paragraph. Table xx below lists the features that has been associated 

as BMW-specific by the participants for the next part of analysis and 

discussion. 
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Lexus in New Zealand - VPE mode: Impression 

The level of perception in the brand distinctiveness of Lexus is relatively low 

in New Zealand with an average of 46.5 out of 100, compare to the BMW 

outcome of 57 .3/ 100. Four participants criticised the visual appearances 

of Lexus models in the open-ended comments. Referring to the study on 

continuity in the use of brand-specific features, across Lexus models, the 

front grille and headlights have inconsistent design languages between the 

car models. This criticism on the visual aesthetics of Lexus suggests that 

Lexus models have a weaker design in its formal aesthetics; and less 

coherent approach to its design language. In the outcome for the 

question on model distinctiveness, the same cars were perceived strongly 

visually distinctive amongst the participants. These suggest that the New 

Zealand participants in both BMW and Lexus studies have the same visual 

preferences as consumers in the same market. 

Table 1-4. Top three most distinctiveness cars based on selections of seven cars 

targeting some market segment. 

Visual stimuli of cars provided as part of the questionnaire 

1. BMW 

(avg mark: 56.4/100) 

2. Mercedes Benz 

(avg mark: 54.4/100) 

3. Audi 

(avg mork:50.2/100) 

VPE mode: Recognition 

While only seven out of 15 consumers agree that Lexus cars share 

brand-specific cues; there were eleven participants agree that IS250 is a 

typical Lexus model with nine comments based on visually-re lated 

appearances of this Lexus mode. Interestingly, only half of the comments 

relates to Lexus' adoption of brand-specific features with the formal 

aesthetic features, and the other half of the comments provided were 

based on their performance. This low level of brand-identity in Lexus 

model with higher level of recogni tion for the IS250 as a Lexus model 

contradic ts with each other, as how could one identify IS250 as a Lexus 

model when one think that Lexus cars lack brand identity? This might be 

explained as Lexus being a relatively new Japanese premium brand has a 

design language that are less developed and refined. Which could 

possibly suggest that people do not know what is a 'Lexus-looking car' as 

they all look the same and because the models a ll look the same, more 

participants think that IS250 is a Lexus mode. 

As identified in the last section that the brand distinctiveness of Lexus is 

weaker than BMW, this lower level of impression explains the weak 

recognition of Lexus as a premium car brand. One third of the written 

comments supporting this lower average mark of 54.6/ 100 (on brand image 

recognition) relates to Lexus as a competitors of BM W and recognises the 

brand as an individual one. There is also a recognition that is based on the 
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country of origin of Lexus and its image of economical car maker. 

Furthermore, three commented on that they interpret Lexus as a brand with 

models that are less safe. As the comments demonstrate, New Zealand 

participants perceive Lexus as a premium brand because the company 

placed it self with BMW and not as an individual premium brand. The 

following paragraphs aims to identify if 1S250 has been perceived weakly 

based on this low brand recognition. 

When asked about how strongly they would like to own 1S250, the average 

mark is 3.2/5 where five representing the strongest interest in owning this car. 

Surprisingly, this mark of 3.2 is supported by four comments that are based 

on the visual aesthetics of 1S250 and one based on the representative 

values of 1S250 as a premium car. This outcome suggests that although the 

brand image was not perceived strongly, the model image is still based on 

the visual recognition of consumers. To further understand how 1S250 is 

perceived in New Zealand, the next section discusses how 1S250 has been 

assessed based on the set of descriptive attributes relating to the visual 

perceptions on this car. 
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VPE mode: Association 

When asked on the opinion on how appealing they perceived Lexus is, 

consumers indicated an average mark of 3.1 /5 with a lack of written 

responses supporting the marks given. This lack of written responses and 

average marks in brand appealingness indicates that Lexus are not 

perceived strongly; also the lack of written opinion suggests that consumers 

have a lack of brand association on Lexus in its appealingness . 

Furthermore, the written opinions also lack a coherent area of opinion . 

The only two types of correlated opinions are on premium quality and 

functionality of Lexus models, and the other relates to the association of 

Japan with its economic car manufacturing industry. 

Although not highly rated as an appealing brand, when asked about how 

they associate with the brand Lexus; the consumer outcome are mostly 

pleasant with only two responses that relates to unpleasant associations 

wit11 Lexus. While five written opinions relate to the country of origin, only 

four responses are relate to the visual appearance qualities of Lexus. This 

high level of brand association with the country of origin indicates that 

consumers hold pre-existing opinions or prejudice on the country that is 

associated with a car brand. Furthermore, the lower level of consumer 

association with visual appearances suggests that the visual appearances 

of Lexus models are not as strong as the company claims to be. 



Lexus in Taiwan - VPE mode: Impression 

When asked to rate how distinctive they think Lexus is compare to all other 

cars on the market through a VAS question, the outcome of brand 

distinctiveness rating is low with an average of only 43.3/ 100. This low 

average is a result of the negative impressions with the brand, which 

consists of one third of the total written responses . Amongst the written 

responses, a total of six participants commented on the country of origin 

with Lexus and out of these comments; some regarded Japanese products 

highly and some associated with the economic car producer Toyota as 

Lexus ' mother company. This written response indicates that Taiwanese 

consumers based their perceptions of a brand on the association with its 

country of origin . This is more prominent especially when the cars are 

imported from Western countries. 

Based on the model distinctiveness questions (VAS rankings) on the design 

of seven cars targeting the same market segment as Lexus IS250 indicated 

in Table xx; it reflects the low level of brand impression. This also reflects the 

weaker visual aesthetics based on the visual format analysis. The next part 

of discussion focuses on how Lexus/lS250 has been recognised by 

consumers in Taiwan and if IS250 is perceived as carrying the brand identity 

of Lexus. 

Visual stimuli of cars provided as part of the questionnaire 

at ·~ p. ••. 
. .. 

1. Cadillac 

(avg mark: 73.3/100) 

VPE mode: Recognition 

2. BMW 

(avg mark: 67.6/100) 

3. Mercedes Benz 

(avg mark: 63.3/100) 

Although consumer indicated that as a brand, Lexus is weaker in its 

distinctiveness, but it is regarded slightly higher in brand recognition as a 

premium brand with an average ranking of 57 .5/ 100. However, compare 

to the BMW outcome in Taiwan, Lexus still less recognised as a premium 

brand with only six positively-related supporting comments from the 

participants. This recognition is mainly based on the association with the 

country of origin, and their visual aesthetics. Essentially, this outcome 

indicates that Lexus is not regarded highly in Taiwan and it is possibly due to 

its country of origin and weaker visual aesthetics. 

When asked about their opinions if Lexus models look 'similar' and belong 

to one 'family', the outcome indicates that just under half of the 

participants perceive Lexus cars as sharing brand-specific qualities. 
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However there was a lack of written responses, only three of these 

recognitions are based on visual appearances. This lack of written 

comments is prominent in both Lexus studies, and it is suspected that this 

pattern is due to the weaker brand image and visual aesthetics in the 

design of 1S250. 

Similar to the Lexus outcome from New Zealand, Lexus models are 

perceived with less degree of brand-specific qualities in Taiwan but the 

model 1S250 is perceived by eight participants as a 'typical' Lexus car. The 

majority of the written comments identified that participants based their 

opinion on 1S250 being a Lexus 'looking' car, due to their familiarity of 

aesthetic features across Lexus model. It is suspected that this 

contradictory outcome in opinions, between the brand-identity in Lexus 

models and the recognition of 1S250 relating to its brand, is based on the 

same discussion in the "Lexus New Zealand VPE mode: Recognition" earlier 

section . Reflecting on the weaker outcomes in brand and model 

recognition, the results were expected, where the consumers indicated a 

very low level of interests in owning or driving 1S250, with an average of 2.8/5. 

Again amongst the limited written responses, the low level of interest in 

1S250 is based on the consumers' association with the country of origin, and 

the aesthetic appearances of the Lexus model. This further supports the 

statement that the design of 1S250 is weaker and less refined comparing to 

320i in this research . 
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VPE mode - Association 

In the outcome from the question on how appealing 1S250 is in the eyes of 

consumers in Taiwan, the outcome is 3/5 indicating that Lexus are not 

regarded as especially appealing. Supported with the fact that one third 

of the written responses are associated with negative-based meanings, just 

under half of the written feedbacks associate Lexus with its country of origin . 

However, these lower levels of perception of appeal on Lexus still have 

more visual features perceived with the descriptive attributes amongst 

consumers in Taiwan. 

Despite the low recognitions on Lexus, majority of consumer associate this 

brand with positive comments, which four of them is based on the 

association on the country of origin. As discussed before in literature 

review, Taiwan has the culture of moderating its opinions on conformity 

bases. This culture of moderating opinions could possibly contribute to this 

outcome on the low brand impression and recognition, but comparatively 

large numbers of positive-related brand association. 
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